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ABSTRACT 

This study is a multi-method exploratory quantitative and qualitative examination 

of the degree to which students produce, share, and learn vocabulary and cooperative 

skills as they carry out three types of individually and cooperatively structured art-based 

tasks regarding carefully selected and sequenced artworks. The artwork was selected 

from, and the tasks were adapted from Visual Thinking Strategies, an approach for 

teaching art appreciated and critical thinking skills. There has been little research that 

reports the degree of vocabulary through the use of images in general, very little research 

on cooperative learning and language learning, and an extremely limited amount of 

research on cooperative learning carried out in the field of foreign language learning 

through the use of artwork in the Japanese context. This study aims to fill these gaps. 

There were five main purposes of this study. The first purpose was to explore the 

range of vocabulary elicited through the cooperatively structured art-based tasks 

regarding the artworks. The second purpose was to measure students’ learning and use of 

two cooperative skills as they carried out the art-based tasks. The third purpose was to 

examine the implementation of the art-based tasks adapted for language learning in the 

Japanese college context investigated in this study. The fourth purpose was to explore the 

degree to which vocabulary is produced, shared, and learned in the adapted art-based 

tasks. The fifth and final purpose was a qualitative and quantitative examination of 

students’ attitudes towards the art tasks and towards working cooperatively in groups. 

To answer questions based on the purposes listed above, AntWordProfiler was used 

to analyze students’ production of vocabulary as they wrote their individual comments 

about the artworks and the RANGE feature of AntWordProfiler was used to analyze the 
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frequency of particular vocabulary within and across groups in the group activities. The 

degree of learning was measured through pretests and posttests adapted from the 

Vocabulary Knowledge Scale. Finally an ANOVA was used to compare the vocabulary 

learned in the individual and cooperative drawing tasks following a Latin Square design. 

The qualitative study involved examination of many sources of data, including the 

worksheets students filled out as they carried out the art-based tasks, the artwork they 

drew, and audio recordings. Finally, a combined qualitative and qualitative survey at the 

end of the semester allowed an exploration of students’ opinions regarding art-based 

tasks, working and learning in groups, and the class as a whole. 

The results to the 12 research questions showed very little predictability in the 

specific vocabulary elicited, but did find patterns in the frequency of vocabulary elicited 

through the artworks, especially in terms of the percentage of vocabulary elicited. 

Students showed a significant increase in vocabulary knowledge between the pretests and 

posttests on all tasks, although there was a significant difference in vocabulary learned by 

students who did the drawing task individually for one artwork over those who drew that 

artwork in cooperative groups. A frequency analysis of student self-reports of their use of 

the cooperative skills they were taught and an examination of audio recordings showed 

they used and processed their use of the skills in ways that cooperative research suggests 

are beneficial for learning. Finally, the results of the quantitative and qualitative course-

final survey showed that students had generally positive attitudes towards both the 

learning vocabulary using artwork and working in groups and that students enjoyed 

interacting and learning from fellow group members. There were some negative views of 

the cooperative tasks that need to be addressed in future use of these tasks, primarily 
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making students aware of the reasoning behind the way they were being asked to carry 

out the tasks. 

The findings showed teachers can use artwork with confidence that students will 

learn vocabulary and that students are generally positive to the cooperatively structured 

art-based tasks. Future research needs to be carried out with other artwork, in different 

contexts, with students at different levels of language ability, and with additional art-

based tasks. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

People say a picture paints a thousand words, but for a language teacher, it seems 

intuitively true that a picture might elicit a thousand words in ways that vocabulary 

research suggests are best for tasks for vocabulary learning, especially activities that 

encourage students to search the vocabulary they have already studied and use it 

creatively in new ways (Nation & Webb, 2011). Of course using imagery in order to 

elicit language is not new. A number of researchers have pointed to the benefits of using 

visual images to elicit original, creative language from their students (Barnes-Karol & 

Broner, 2010; Bush, 2007; Scanlan, 1976, 1980). 

In this research study I explore the degree that students at an elite college in Japan 

learn vocabulary and learn to use selected cooperative learning skills through the 

discussion of artwork based on Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS). VTS is an approach for 

using artwork that was originally designed to help art viewers to gain art appreciation 

skills through discussions of carefully selected and sequenced works of art facilitated by 

museum guides or by teachers. In the beginning stages of VTS as applied in the original 

method, students answer three questions about a selected artwork: “What’s going on in 

this picture?” “What do you see that makes you say that?” and “What more can we find?” 

(preschool or kindergarten students might be asked to just say what they see in an image) 

(Yenawine, 2013). 

I was first introduced to VTS when I was co-teaching a course with an art history 

and arts management teacher in which Japanese students at our art university learned to 
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introduce their own and favorite artworks in English. Even at first use using the 

vocabulary elicited through the three VTS questions and selected artwork seemed to 

suggest VTS as a unique way to encourage English learners of English as a foreign 

language to express their own ideas in English, and experience with the method 

suggested that learners, even low level second language learners, really are able to 

express their own ideas at their own language levels. 

Research also suggests that the VTS questions lead to free expression of ideas that 

originate from the students rather than having them regurgitate ideas imposed by the 

teacher and research also suggests that students’ practice in expressing their own ideas 

leads to their acquisition of critical thinking skills (DeSantis & Housen, 2004; Housen, 

2002). Research and practice with children shows that they learn to express their own 

ideas and incorporate them with those of their peers (Housen, 2002) and the language 

skills developed through use of VTS have been directly linked to Common Core 

standards for kindergarten through high school curricula in the United States (Franco & 

Unrath, 2014). For these reasons VTS has been suggested as beneficial for language 

learning for both native and nonnative language learners (Diversity, 2013; Landorf, 2006; 

“The Eyes Have It,” n.d.; Yenawine, 2013). 

Support for learning activities that encourage creative use of language also comes 

from many other directions. For example, the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, 

Sports, Science, and Technology (MEXT) has announced a new, even more intensive 

push to reform English language education leading up to the 2020 Summer Olympics to 

be held in Tokyo. One of the principal aims of the plan for secondary school students has 

been to “nurture the ability to understand abstract concepts for a wide range of topics and 
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the ability to fluently communicate with English speaking persons” (Ministry of 

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 2014). This in turn builds on the 

most recent “Action Plan” for English language education in Japan (Ministry of 

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 2003). The MEXT Action Plan calls 

for “communicative activities where, for example, students actually use language to share 

their feelings and thoughts with each other.” These activities should include such tasks as 

explaining, presenting, reporting, and describing (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, 

Science and Technology, n.d.). MEXT states that smooth communication requires:  

confident and active attitude toward communication with people of different 

countries and cultures as well as accurate understanding of partner’s thoughts and 

intentions based on his/her cultural and social background, logical and reasoned 

explanation of one’s own views, and convincing partners in course of debates 

(Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, 2012). 

This raises the question about the kinds of tasks that might encourage Japanese language 

learners not only to express their own views in creative ways but also to listen to those of 

others that lead to language learning. Teachers therefore need to create opportunities for 

creative language use and allow for individualized language learning. Although Second 

Language Acquisition (SLA) researchers generally disagree on the precise aspects in 

language interaction among learners that lead to learning (citing for instance, the 

Interaction Hypothesis and the Output Hypothesis), Tarone (2012) found that researchers 

do generally agree that language learners’ language proficiency improves most when they 

are allowed to interact freely in “unrehearsed oral interaction with supportive 

conversation partners” in which they are encouraged to use the language they have 
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already acquired (p. 159) and also suggested that that teachers and textbooks rely too 

much on controlled practice (p. 154), when ideally teachers should provide opportunities 

“for students to speak spontaneously in improvised activities and participate in 

unrehearsed oral interactions during class in order for SLA to occur” (p. 160). 

In this dissertation I explore the degree to which vocabulary is elicited, shared, and 

learned through the use of carefully selected artwork following the principles developed 

in Visual Thinking Strategies in cooperatively structured tasks following the Learning 

Together model in individually and cooperatively structured tasks at a Japanese college. 

The main difference between this study and others is my focus on the vocabulary actually 

learned whereas previous research has focused on the tasks and did not report what 

learning actually took place. In addition, the degree to which students are able to work 

cooperatively and how their interactions in cooperatively structured groups leads to 

sharing and learning is also explored. 

 

The Background of the Issue 

The cooperatively structured, VTS-based art tasks investigated in this study have 

been successfully used with students at many proficiency levels in encouraging the 

sharing of ideas and language. I have carried out small preliminary studies with lower 

proficiency students in the Schools of Art, Design, Music, and Child Development at a 

small arts college and also with students at an elite national university majoring in 

agriculture, education, engineering, literature, science, medicine, and others. In these 

studies I sought to evaluate the tasks in terms of the language elicited naturally in 

students’ answers to the VTS questions without prompting by a facilitator. These 
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preliminary investigations have shown that students interact with each other in talking 

about the artwork in ways that research suggests leads to language learning and this has 

been reflected in analyses of their language acquisition. Also, I have found that even 

quiet, low-proficiency Japanese students are more likely to share their ideas in VTS tasks 

than with other approaches. 

The question raised regarding VTS and other art- or visually based tasks is the 

degree to which these approaches lead to quantifiable language learning. What are the 

variables involved that affect the students’ learning? How well do students work 

together? How well can students share their knowledge and learn from each other? To 

what degree does having visual support help learning? Most importantly, how can the 

tasks be structured cooperatively so students are able to do them to the best effect for 

learning with minimal support from a teacher? A search of the literature regarding how to 

evaluate tasks for language teaching and learning shows several streams of research. 

Among the streams of research are Nation’s (2007) four strands approach and 

Nation and Webb’s Technique Feature Analysis (2011) method for evaluating the likely 

effectiveness of a vocabulary-learning task. There is also a wealth of research showing 

the benefits of cooperative learning on learning in general such as Johnson and Johnson 

on social interdependence theory (2005, 2008) and some research on cooperative learning 

and language learning (e.g., Shaaban & Ghaith, 2005). I describe these four main areas 

briefly here. 

Nation’s four strands approach to language learning covers the four areas teachers 

need to consider in order to ensure that they meet students’ language learning needs and 

also the amount of class time and effort ideally spent on each. The approach is comprised 
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of an equal balance of meaning-focused input, meaning-focused output, language-

focused learning, and fluency development. I propose that the art-based language 

learning tasks examined in this study cover all four of these areas and I examine these in 

detail. 

Nation and Webb’s (2011) Technique Feature Analysis builds on Hulstijn and 

Laufer’s (2001) Involvement Load Hypothesis. The Involvement Load Hypothesis posits 

that three main factors are involved in vocabulary learning: (a) need, whether students 

choose the vocabulary they need to carry out a task or whether it is provided, (b) search, 

whether the vocabulary is glossed or whether students look up the words themselves, and 

(c) evaluation, whether students are encouraged to explore various aspects of the 

vocabulary such as meaning and use. Technique Feature Analysis expands on the 

Involvement Load’s three categories with five categories that reflect more broadly 

research on vocabulary learning: motivation, noticing, retrieval, creative use (previously 

termed generation), and retention. 

Again, while there is a great deal of material on how to apply cooperative learning 

to learning in general and to language learning in particular, there has been very little 

research on the use of cooperative learning in Japan (see Fushino, 2008 for a useful 

overview of and introduction to research on CL in the Japanese context). This study is the 

first to investigate cooperative learning approaches as applied to the use of visual 

thinking strategies at a Japanese college or university. 
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Statement of the Problem 

The primary problem addressed in this dissertation is that while there have been 

studies in which visual media have been used to evaluate various kinds of language 

acquisition, and while intuitively and in practice many of the tasks benefit language 

learning, these studies did not examine, evaluate, and report the language learned through 

those tasks. Moreover, few researchers have looked at the tasks themselves and what 

happens as students carry out these tasks and have tried to learn why a particular 

approach works. 

The second problem is that research into cooperative learning in language learning 

in Japan until now has led to mixed results. Many researchers have concluded that 

cooperative learning does not work in Japan because of a lack of learner readiness or an 

inability to work in groups (Fushino, 2008; Gobel, 2004), or because even if students are 

generally positive about use of cooperatively structured tasks, the tasks do not necessarily 

lead to language learning (Hirose & Kobayashi, 1991). However, the researchers who 

carried out these studies conceded that they had perhaps neglected one or more of the key 

elements most formulations of cooperative learning consider to be required for a lesson to 

be considered cooperative, and this neglect might have led to these researchers’ a lack of 

success. This study includes a focus on the interaction between cooperatively structured 

tasks and student learning. 

The third problem is that while there has been some research into the use of VTS 

with young native speakers in classrooms and with visitors to museums in their native 

language and with immigrants to the United States in a program called CALTA21 

(“CALTA21 at Syracuse University,” n.d., p. 21), VTS has not been investigated 
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empirically with nonnative speakers learning English in a foreign context in general and 

specifically not in Japan. This study is the first to research adaptations of VTS with 

Japanese college-age learners. 

The fourth problem regarding studying the language benefits of employing VTS-

based tasks is that VTS encourages a freedom of expression and lack of predictability 

regarding the vocabulary art observers use to express their ideas about artworks, and 

therefore it is nearly impossible to create pretests and posttests before a treatment begins 

without providing learners a list of vocabulary to use in carrying out the tasks. Providing 

learners words to use in their tasks would likely guide the students’ expression of ideas in 

ways that detract from the creative use of vocabulary that research suggests is best for 

vocabulary learning. The solution was to treat the vocabulary that students’ output in 

their individual comments in reply to the VTS questions as the potential input they would 

experience in their interactions with other students in the cooperatively structured groups 

as they shared their vocabulary and ideas. This study explores the use of this newer 

approach to exploring vocabulary use in a task that allows free-form expression of ideas. 

The fifth and final problem is how to best examine the individually and 

cooperatively structured art-based learning tasks following the VTS approach explored in 

this study in a way that adequately measures the degree to which idiosyncratic ideas are 

expressed and the degree the wide frequency range of vocabulary is shared and learned. 

The approach I take in this study is to mix qualitative and quantitative approaches, as that 

allows for the examination of the interactions and learning from multiple perspectives. 
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Purposes and Significance of the Study 

The main purpose of this study is to evaluate the vocabulary elicited in carrying out 

art-based tasks, specifically VTS-based tasks. As mentioned above, much has been 

written about the use of visual images as a basis for learning about other cultures in a 

language class or for learning vocabulary, but no research has looked specifically at the 

vocabulary learned through use of artwork and analyzed and reported the results. 

Additionally, as the first study to look at the use of artwork, it is also therefore the first to 

explore vocabulary learned through artwork and explore how it is used over time. The 

results from this study should indicate the range of vocabulary used when discussing 

particular artwork and the utility of the artwork for vocabulary learning. The study also 

should offer insight into which vocabulary to assess and how to do so. 

Second, this study is the first controlled investigation of a cooperatively structured 

task following the Learning Together Model (see Johnson & Johnson, 1999a, 1999b for 

an introduction) that focuses on the degree to which Japanese students can share ideas 

and encourage each other to acquire vocabulary. In this study, I look especially at 

students’ interactions and at their self-reports regarding their vocabulary learning as they 

carry out the cooperatively structured art-based learning tasks. The results from this 

aspect should contribute to knowledge about the use of cooperative learning in language 

classrooms in Japan, especially the degree to which language is shared in cooperatively 

structured tasks. The information gathered from careful examination and analysis of the 

use of cooperative learning in the context in which this study is carried out provides 

insight for teachers applying cooperative learning in similar contexts and in other 

contexts. 
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Third, this study at a Japanese university is the first in which nonnative speakers of 

English carry out Visual Thinking Strategy (VTS) tasks at the college level in an English 

as a foreign language (EFL) context, that is, not in their native language (Yoshikawa, 

2014 discusses the potential benefits of using VTS at a university in Japan, but does not 

report any research). The artwork in this study has been selected and trialed with students 

in previous classes at the national university in Japan at which this research was carried 

out and at another Japanese college to ensure the art is accessible to Japanese students, 

that is, they are able to interpret what is going on in the artwork in ways that are useful 

for language study. The significance of this purpose is that this study contributes to 

creating a baseline from which comparisons can be made to students at different 

proficiency or academic levels (e.g., Japanese high schools, elementary schools, or with 

returnees). Additionally, this study provides important information about the language 

used by learners in a particular context (an elite national university) at a measured 

vocabulary proficiency level. That in itself contributes to knowledge in this area. 

The fourth purpose of this study is to examine a method to study language learning 

in an open free-form context. As mentioned above, because VTS encourages a great deal 

of freedom of expression and use of broad range of language forms, it is difficult to 

create pretests and posttests to measure language acquisition without providing 

vocabulary to use that might influence students’ observations. The proposed solution in 

this study is a multi-method approach that investigates students’ interactions from a 

number of directions. Of special interest regarding interactions is the degree to which 

students ask for clarification and check their comprehension because these are possible 

indicators that learning is occurring. In addition, because of the visual aspect of the 
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activities, the degree to which students interact with the artwork, for example, the degree 

to which they point to the artwork as they explain their ideas, is also a potential indicator 

of their involvement with the artwork. The results of the quantitative and qualitative data 

collection provide important information about the learning that goes on as students carry 

out these tasks and this is the first time these tasks have been investigated in a structured 

way in order to determine the vocabulary learning that results from them. 

The fifth and final purpose of this study is to examine the variables above in a way 

that will help researchers better understand free-form, open-ended multifaceted Visual 

Thinking Strategy and art-based tasks and the degree to which students’ idiomatic free-

form expression of ideas and the freedom of interaction leads to vocabulary learning. 

This aspect is examined through the multimethod approach mentioned above, which 

includes student inputted comments regarding the artworks, student recorded tracking 

forms regarding the group interactions in terms of use of vocabulary, sharing of ideas, 

and use of the cooperative skills that are focused on this study, audio recordings, and 

classroom observations. This examination of the tasks themselves can offer future 

teachers and researchers insight into how to use these tasks and can provide a baseline for 

future research. 

 

The Audience for the Study 

Researchers investigating second language vocabulary acquisition will benefit from 

this study in four ways. First, because some data collection is carried out on the same day 

as the activity being examined and collected over one semester as well, the results 

provide immediate data on the degree that vocabulary is learned through one task and 
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also the degree the vocabulary is retained and used over time. Second, I investigate a 

number of language learning tasks that have not been previously researched, including 

the adapted VTS tasks as well as a number of until now rarely investigated art-based 

language learning tasks. Third, the quantitative aspect of the study provides a detailed 

look at the degree students can learn vocabulary from the task and from each other in 

carrying out a cooperatively structured task. Finally, the qualitative approach used, 

almost like a case study in its focus on a single group carrying out two tasks, allows an 

examination at the micro-level level of the degree vocabulary is shared, noticed, learned, 

and used over time. 

A second audience for this study is language teachers interested in using visual 

media in their classes. While the participants in this study are Japanese non-English 

majors studying at a university in Japan, the tasks and investigation into the use of 

artwork are of interest to teachers of any foreign language at any level in any context. 

Specifically, teachers can learn how to select artwork that matches their students’ levels, 

they can learn how to structure the tasks so students who are otherwise reluctant or 

unwilling to speak actually participate in lessons, and teachers can see the broad range of 

vocabulary and the wide variety of ideas that these tasks elicit. 

Teachers will also benefit by learning about the VTS questions and their focus on 

encouraging students’ creative expression of their own ideas and the reasoning students 

offer in support of those ideas. The cooperatively structured VTS tasks provide an 

environment in which even quiet students speak freely and creatively. Almost every use 

of a particular artwork with a new group of students leads to students making unique, 

perceptive observations based on the artwork. While not a primary focus of this study, the 
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development of critical thinking skills is of interest to educators, and longer, more fluent 

language production is of interest to any language teacher. 

A final audience for this study is materials designers. While use of visual imagery is 

common in language textbooks, materials designers can benefit from an in-depth study 

into the degree use of this particular strategy leads to the broad range of language forms 

that can derive from the free flowing tasks. Moreover, as mentioned above, the 

description of the tasks and the ways to encourage interaction and noticing of language 

used are of use in the development of language learning materials. 

 

Delimitations 

This study was carried out at a university in Japan with students who are nonnative 

speakers of English and who are not majoring in English. The results of this study should 

not be generalized to learners of first languages and particularly those whose native 

language is genetically related to English, given that they might acquire the same 

vocabulary considerably faster than the Japanese learners in this study. 

The results should be generalized with caution to learners of significantly different 

English proficiency levels from the relatively high level of proficiency of students in this 

study. Although pilot studies showed there is a great deal of learning regardless of 

students’ English ability levels, learners at much lower proficiency levels would likely be 

engaged at a lower level of fluency and with less vocabulary in the tasks used in this 

study and therefore less exposure to and smaller chance of learning new vocabulary. 

In language teaching research there is a great number of givens that are accepted at 

the macrolevel, such as that students in any group have different vocabulary knowledge 
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they can share or that Japanese students might need additional help to learn how to study 

in cooperatively structured tasks. In this study I look at two specific types of newly 

designed cooperatively structured art-related tasks and examine specifically how these 

various elements interact with each other and to what extent they lead to vocabulary 

learning. In other words, I provide a detailed look at how these elements come together at 

the micro-level. 

Future researchers need to choose their artwork carefully and report on how and 

why they made those choices according to the needs and ability levels of their own 

students in their own context and then they need to see and report how and to what extent 

the interactions observed in this research study correlate to their experience in their own 

research contexts. 

 

Organization of the Study 

Chapter 2, Review of the Literature, is divided into eight main sections: Visual 

Media in Language Learning; Visual Thinking Strategies; Cooperative Learning Nation’s 

Four Strands and VTS; Nation’s Vocabulary Knowledge Framework: Knowing a Word; 

Bloom’s Taxonomy; Bloom’s Taxonomy and Say It!, Technique Feature Analysis; and A 

Technique Feature Analysis of the Cooperatively Structured Visual Thinking Strategy 

Task. At the end of the chapter, the gaps in the literature, the purposes of the study, and 

the research questions are presented. In Chapter 3, Methods, I describe the participants, 

the mixed methods qualitative and quantitative approach, the instrumentation, the 

procedures, and the analyses used. In Chapter 4, Results, I report the results for each 

research question, and in Chapter 5, Discussion, I interpret those results in light of the 
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current and previous research. At the end of this chapter, I present the theoretical and 

pedagogical implications of the study. In Chapter 6, Conclusion, I summarize the results, 

discuss the limitations of the study, propose ideas for future research, and make final 

comments. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

This research study investigates the use of art-based cooperatively structured tasks 

adapted in light of research on Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) with a special emphasis 

on the acquisition of vocabulary. This is the first study in which VTS and cooperative 

learning have been integrated into a task for vocabulary learning, so there is little 

research extant and it is sometimes only tangentially relevant to the specific topic of this 

study. There is also very little research in the literature regarding VTS and language 

learning and cooperative learning and language learning, and almost no research in the 

Japanese context for English language learning. 

Therefore, this chapter begins with a brief review of the literature regarding use of 

visual media in language learning followed by a separate review of the literature for VTS 

and for cooperative learning in general, especially Johnson and Johnson’s Learning 

Together approach to cooperative learning. Because there is no research specifically 

regarding VTS and cooperative learning, the remainder of the literature review explores 

research in support of analysis of the kinds of tasks carried out in this research. This 

includes reviews of Nation’s four strands approach to language teaching and Nation and 

Webb’s technique feature analysis for tasks leading to vocabulary acquisition. At the end 

of the chapter I present the gaps in the literature this study is focused on, the purposes of 

this study, and the research questions. 
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Visual Media in Language Learning 

In this section I discuss some of the philosophy regarding the use of images for 

language learning followed by a brief description of some of the research in which 

images were used to elicit language for other research studies and I will conclude with a 

brief summary of two research studies at universities in Japan that employed the artwork 

used in this current study. 

Using photographs, drawings, and other images for language learning is not a new 

idea. In his review of the literature in support of using images for learning foreign 

languages and about foreign cultures, Bush (2007) went all the way back to Simonides in 

500 B.C., who noted, “Words are the images of things” to Comenius who wrote in the 

16th Century that “words should not be learned apart from the objects to which they refer” 

(2007, p. 728). Bush also touched on such famous language scholars as Corder (1963), 

who wrote that “anything which can be seen while the language is being spoken may be a 

visual aid” (p. 85) and the importance of talking with, rather than about, a picture. 

A quick search of the literature reveals a large number of books and resources that 

offer ideas for using images for language practice. As just one example in regards to the 

use of images for language learning, Gerngross and Puchta (1992) provided many 

picture-based tasks, including tasks based on artwork (e.g., Picture Dictation, p. 72 and 

Would you call that art?, p. 133). However, these resources are usually not offered as a 

coherent course, but rather as a means for students to focus on a particular grammatical 

form or to talk about a particular situation. 

Visual images have also been used to encourage students to think about their own 

and other cultures by such researchers as Scanlan (1980), who explored how to use 
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photographs in the language classroom and provides specific examples of the kinds of 

observations and inferences students can come by “scrutinizing a photograph whose 

subject is ‘exotic’” (p. 211). Scanlan also offers specific tasks students might carry out 

such as imagining they are one of the people in a photograph. 

Another example of teaching language and culture using photographs can be found 

in Barnes-Karol and Broner (2010) who discuss a set of tasks in viewing an image that 

they had their Spanish learners carry out, going from prereading activities to describing 

simple concrete details, to answering simple questions using simple language, to asking 

and answering questions (p. 429). Students go on from these simpler activities to deeper 

exploration of other cultures, for example, various cultures’ attitudes towards food. 

Finally, briefly, there is also an excellent program to help immigrants acclimate to the 

United States and learn about their own cultural identities through the use of pictures and 

collages using the VTS approach carried out at Syracuse University (“CALTA21 at 

Syracuse University,” n.d., p. 21). 

In addition to research into the use of artwork for language and culture learning, 

using images for learning language has been explored empirically. Paivio and others have 

showed the positive benefits of connecting visual images and textual definitions as a way 

to strengthen learning in his Dual Coding Theory (Clark & Paivio, 1991; Paivio, 1991; 

Paivio & Desrochers, 1979). In terms of the usefulness of imagery for language learning, 

Beheydt (1987) wrote: 

Especially with concrete picturable words (e.g., table, house) the picture 

serves as an associative aid to constructing the conceptual network that is 
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connected with a word. Pictures not only represent reality but they can, through 

selective presentation of cues, provide a prototypical meaning (p. 62). 

There have, of course, been a large number of studies carried out in which artwork 

has been used as a means to investigate certain forms of language acquisition. Just as a 

few noted examples, Swain and Lapkin (1998) included an examination of specific 

instances of negotiation of meaning by students in dyads in carrying out visually based 

jigsaw tasks and learning of language forms, Ellis (1995a) considered the effect of 

modified oral input on comprehension, Poulisse, Bongaerts, and Kellerman (1990) used 

photographs of everyday objects to study compensatory strategies, and Tarone and 

Swierzbin (2009) investigated a series of pictures used to elicit stories and story retells. 

Ellis also mentioned research using photographs, such as research by Shortreed (1993), 

who had participants rearrange photographs according to a description by their 

interlocutors. Pica, Young, and Doughty (1987, p. 741) asked nonnative speakers of 

English to place cutouts of plants, animals, and people on an outdoor scene while 

listening to directions from native speakers in order to examine how variations in the 

amount of interaction affected students’ comprehension. Still other researchers (e.g., 

Meara & Alcoy, 2010) have used pictures in sequence to elicit stories that can be 

analyzed for vocabulary use and lexical depth. However, these studies generally were 

aimed at elicitation of particular language forms and not necessarily studies of the use of 

images per se. 

One study which also explored the use of particular language forms but which used 

tasks similar to the ones used in the current study was carried out by McGuire and Butto 

(2010). Their exploratory study used tasks based on those adapted by Ellis (2003, p. 94): 
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same or different tasks (Klippel, 1985, p. 11, Figure 1.2) and spot the difference tasks 

(Samuda & Rounds, 1993). In the McGuire and Butto study two female first-year college 

students majoring in design carried out three art-related tasks and one metatask in which 

they talked about how they felt their art-related tasks went in terms of the language they 

used. In the first art-related task the researcher described an artwork to one student who 

then described it to the other student. In the second task one student described a picture 

for the other to draw. Finally, in the third task students carried out a listen and retell task 

in which the student each took turns in listening to the other student’s description of an 

artwork and then retold it. 

Although the McGuire and Butto study used some of the same artwork that appears 

in current one, it was not focused on the set of VTS questions about particular artworks 

investigated in this study, “What’s going on in this picture?” and “What do you see that 

makes you say that?.” One study that did use these questions was carried out by McGuire 

(2009) in which he explored the vocabulary use of three visiting foreign students from 

Brighton in comparison to the recordings McGuire and Butto (2010) had made in their 

study and in comparison to students’ written comments regarding artwork collected 

during English classes at a national university. In this way, the McGuire study served as a 

kind of pilot for the current research study. 

In his evaluation of the recordings of three visiting British college students’ oral 

descriptions of an artwork, McGuire (2009) found that the British students’ and his own 

use of vocabulary were similar in terms of coverage, with the first 2,000 high frequency 

words of English covering at least 93% and the first 3,000 words of English accounting 

for roughly 98% and 97% of the description of Artwork VTS 3.2 by the author and Dan 
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(pseudonym), respectively, and 96% and 95% for the Artwork VTS 4.1 description by the 

author and Carly (pseudonym), respectively. 

This comparison of oral production between native speakers and Japanese students’ 

written production was analyzed using AntWordProfiler, which outputs data regarding 

tokens, types, and families. These data are presented in Table 1. Tokens are also termed 

running words, or the total number of words in a text in all of their forms. Types is the 

number of times a particular token occurred at least once in a text. Therefore, if art 

occurred three times in students’ texts, it would only be counted once because it is 

counted as one example of art used as a single count noun. If another declension of the 

word art were used, for example, the word arts, it would be counted separately as a 

different type as the plural form of art. This would apply also for artist, and artists. For 

receptive purposes the count generally used for counting the words in a text is the word 

family. The word art has 8 forms in all (art plus, artist, artistic, artistically, artistry, 

artists, arts, and arty) would be considered as members of one word family and all 

occurrences would be counted once because it is often proposed that a student reading a 

text might understand the meaning of all the forms of the word art. 

The AntWordProfiler data for the production of vocabulary by the British students 

in comparison to the Japanese students are offered in Table 1. The data show that the first 

3,000 words of English provides 87.6% coverage for native speakers of English regarding 

VTS 1.1 compared to 91.0% for Japanese students in their written productions. 1 shows 

that 9% of the word families, or 29 words out of 324, were above the 3,000-word family 

level, which is also very similar to the 12% for native speakers of English. These data 

suggest that the EFL students in this study carried out the VTS task in ways that were 
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similar to native speakers in terms of the use of less-frequent vocabulary and that the 

students use enough of the less-frequent and therefore perhaps less known vocabulary 

words to make the VTS task is effective in ESL and EFL classrooms at least in terms of 

vocabulary use. 

 

Table!1.!Visiting'British'Students’'Oral'Production'Compared'to'Nonnative'Japanese'
Students'on'VTS'1.1'

 ! British students' oral production! Japanese students' written production!
Level 

list!
Token! Type! Families! Token! Type! Families!
N (%)! N (%)! N (%)! N (%)! N (%)! N (%)!

1! 633 (86.0)! 175 (72.6)! 148 (69.8)! 2,153 (92)! 320 (76.7)! 237 (73.2)!
2! 43 (5.8)! 31 (12.9)! 29 (13.7)! 111 (4.7)! 50 (12.0)! 43 (13.3)!
3! 23 (3.1)! 9 (3.7)! 9 (4.3)! 33 (1.4)! 18 (4.3)! 15 (4.6)!
0! 37 (5)! 26 (10.8)! 26 (12.3)! 44 (1.9)! 29 (7.0)! 29 (9.0)!

Total! 736! 241! 212! 2,341! 417! 324!
Note.!15!words!in!the!British!students’!output!were!above!the!3,000!word!frequency!level,!with!
an!additional!five!words!not!being!on!the!lists.!
 

The performances of participants at a national university in Japan as they carried 

out a number of various art-based tasks regarding 16 pieces of artwork over one 15-week 

academic semester are presented in Table 2. Among the art-based tasks students 

performed were simple description, describing the artwork for a partner to draw, and 

group-written texts. The students also performed an art-based task as a final assessment 

in lieu of a final examination. The two classes described in these data are from one 

semester in the fall of 2009; one was comprised of medical students and one was 

comprised of engineering students. All the texts were output from the Moodle database 

(Version 3.0.3, [Open Source Learning Management System], Dougiamas, n.d.) of 

student writing and analyzed using AntWordProfiler (Anthony, 2014). Many of the 

written texts were too short to be analyzed for lexical diversity, as they ranged from only 
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13 to 365 words, but viewed as a whole, the data are strikingly similar to those described 

in Table 1, differing by only 1.3% for the first 1,000 high-frequency words and by only 

1.5% for the first 3,000 words of English. This similarity suggests both the breadth of 

exposure to vocabulary during art-based tasks and the need for more fine-tuned analyses. 

 

Table!2.!Data'for'16'Art'Description'Tasks'for'One'Academic'Semester!

Note.'The!words!on!the!0Alevel!list!are!words!that!did!not!occur!on!any!level!list.'
 

Visual Thinking Strategies 

The Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) approach was originally designed at the 

Museum of Modern Art to ensure that museum visitors not only enjoyed their 

experiences at the museum, but left knowing more than they had arrived with, which was 

shown to not always the case in follow-up interviews despite the effort given to 

educational programs by the museum (Yenawine, 2013, p. 3). VTS was later developed 

for use in elementary schools, whom VTS educators felt would best benefit from a focus 

on problem-solving skills. The director of the museum at the time, Philip Yenawine, 

provides two reasons for the development of Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS), “the first 

of which is to help beginning viewers develop a rapport with art and increase their 

Level!list! Token! Token!%! Type! Type!%! Families! Families!%!
1! 2,155! 92.2! 322! 77.2! 239! 74.5!
2! 111! 4.8! 51! 12.2! 44! 13.7!
3! 33! 1.4! 18! 4.3! 14! 4.4!
4! 19! 0.8! 11! 2.6! 9! 2.8!
5! 4! 0.2! 4! 1.0! 4! 1.3!
6! 1! 0.0! 1! 0.2! 1! 0.3!
7! 4! 0.2! 4! 1.0! 4! 1.3!
8! 7! 0.3! 2! 0.5! 2! 0.6!
12! 1! 0.0! 1! 0.2! 1! 0.3!
15! 1! 0.0! 1! 0.2! 1! 0.3!
0! 2! 0.1! 2! 0.5! 2! 0.6!

Total! 2,338! !! 417! !! 321! !!
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aesthetic understanding—a broad and deep amalgam of intellect and emotions. The 

second is to expand participants' ability to solve problems cooperatively” (1998, p. 314). 

However, an additional attraction of VTS for language educators is that VTS helps 

children and also older viewers learn to express their own ideas and integrate them with 

the ideas of their peers. Most important in language learning is the power found in the 

three deceptively simple VTS questions (i.e., “What’s going on in this picture?” “What 

do you see that makes you say that?” and “What more can we find?”) in eliciting 

thoughtful opinions from students of all ages (DeSantis & Housen, 2004, 2007). 

VTS is based on the work of Housen (1983), who found that art viewers move 

through five stages of art appreciation from novice to expert. The stage of art 

appreciation is not based on age, but rather on the degree of interaction with art, so even 

most adult viewers are at Stage I or Stage II. As with other developmental theories, 

students must master and internalize the skills of an earlier stage before they can acquire 

the skills of a later stage. For example, Stage I students might be able to recite some of 

the knowledge regarding the background of an artwork that a Stage III viewer might, 

such as the name of the artist, title, and style of an artwork, but analysis of the comments 

Stage I viewers make in real time marks them as being at the earlier stage. 

Therefore, in choosing artwork for use in VTS, an awareness of the kinds of 

artwork viewers find easier to deal with according to their level of development is 

necessary. Stage I, or accountive viewers, create stories out of artwork based on their 

own experiences and personal associations. Scanlan (1980), although he is not teaching 

art appreciation per se, was aware of the idea of considering the approachability of 

artwork as he suggested that students move from describing a picture lexically first and 
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noted relatedly that “in order for the students to be able to comprehend, interpret, 

extrapolate, and invent, they must first be able to identify in a personal sense what they 

see—even if only negatively” (p. 209). 

Yenawine (2003) summarized how to choose artwork for beginning viewers and 

four of his considerations in selecting artwork are included here. First, artwork should be 

accessible and captivating or of interest to beginning viewers, who are described also in 

the description of Housen’s five stages of aesthetic development in Table 3, as using their 

own experience and knowledge to interpret artwork. Second, the artwork should also 

offer Stage I viewers (again, most viewers are novice viewers) an opportunity to create a 

story or narrative based on the artwork, which to some extent requires that the artwork be 

realistic, for example, not a surreal Dali landscape. Third, the art should offer many 

different possible interpretations, so that there is a potential for students to learn from 

hearing other students’ differing opinions. Finally, the art can be sequenced so later 

artwork encourages students to apply the deeper understanding they have acquired from 

viewing and sharing their ideas about previous artwork. 

In selecting the artwork, there are certain criteria to consider such as whether the 

artwork requires specialized knowledge in order to understand it, such as “historical, 

religious and mythological, and ethnic-specific subjects” (Yenawine, 2003, p. 10). 

However, although some otherwise obscure artwork might still be useable with beginning 

viewers if it allows them to tell a story even if the background behind the artwork is 

unknown to them.!

 !
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Table!3.!Abigail'Housen’s'Five'Stages'of'Aesthetic'Development!
!

Stage!
!

Title!
How!the!stage!expresses!

itself!
Sample!responses!to!Picasso’s!

“Girl!Before!the!Mirror”!
I! AccounA

tive!
Accountive!viewers!are!
storytellers.!Using!their!
senses,!memories,!and!
personal!associations,!they!
make!concrete!observations!
about!a!work!of!art!that!are!
woven!into!a!narrative.!
Here,!judgments!are!based!
on!what!is!known!and!what!
is!liked.!Emotions!color!their!
comments.!Such!viewers!
seem!to!enter!the!work!of!
art!and!become!part!of!its!
unfolding!narrative.!

Viewer!1)!“…'Here'it'is'orange,'
here'it'is'black,'here'it'is'blue.'

Here'this'girl'(points'to'the'right)'

has'some'stripes.'And'there'is'

something,'some'circle,'some'

green.”'V2)!“…'I'see…two'
women'here…They…are'looking'

at'each'other...looks'like'one'of'

the'women'has'a…misfortune.'

They'are'upset'with'something…'

Well,'that'one'woman,'she’s'ill'

with'something…planet.”'V3)!
“...um,'looks'like'there’'s'a'lady'

right'here…'looks'like'she'is'a'

man'right'here'and'looks'like'they'

might'be'living'in'a'castle,'they'

might'be'rich'or'something,'and'

they’re'all'dressed'up,'they'just'

got'back'from'a'party…”'

!
II! ConstrucA

tive!
Constructive!viewers!set!
about!building!a!framework!
for!looking!at!works!of!art,!
using!the!most!logical!and!
accessible!tools:!their!own!
perceptions,!their!
knowledge!of!the!natural!
world,!and!the!values!of!
their!social,!moral!and!
conventional!world.!If!the!
work!does!not!look!the!way!
it!is!“supposed!to”—if!craft,!
skill,!technique,!hard!work,!
utility,!and!function!are!not!
evident,!or!if!the!subject!
seems!inappropriate!–then!
these!viewers!judge!the!
work!to!be!“weird,”!lacking,!
or!of!no!value.!Their!sense!
of!what!is!realistic!is!the!
standard!often!applied!to!
determine!value.!As!
underground,!these!viewers!
begin!to!distance!
themselves!from!the!work!of!
art.!

Viewer!1)'Human'faces…'There'
are'only'faces'and'no'bodies…”'

V2)!“…perhaps,'it's'a'mirror…'or'
something…but'it's'standing'as'if'

in'some'frame…which'is'

decorated'with'several'layers'of'

paint.'On'that'frame...or'in'that'

mirror'there'reflects'some'man's'

face,'but'it's'not'a'full'face…'One'

can'see'the'lips,'the'mouth,'chin'

and'half'of'the'face…'If'you'look'

at'this'man's'face...it's'the'man'

from'some'other'planet…”!
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Table!3.!(continued)!
!

Stage!
!

Title!
How!the!stage!expresses!

itself!
Sample!responses!to!Picasso’s!

“Girl!Before!the!Mirror”!
III! Classifying! Classifying!viewers!adopt!

the!analytical!and!critical!
stance!of!the!art!historian.!
They!want!to!identify!the!
work!as!to!place,!school,!
style,!time!and!provenance.!
They!decode!the!work!using!
their!library!of!facts!and!
figures,!which!they!are!
ready!and!eager!to!expand.!
This!viewer!believes!that!
properly!categorized,!the!
work!of!art's!meaning!and!
message!can!be!explained!
and!rationalized.!
!

V1)!“I’m'looking'at,'I'guess'it's'a'
reproduction'of'a'painting'that'

seems'to'be'abstract.'I'think'it’s'

by'Picasso…”'V2)!“...um'when'I'
look'at'the'painting'it'seems'to'

have…'it'seems'to'have,'the'

artist'divides'the'painting'into'

four,'actually,'you'can'also'look'

at'it'in'halves,'and'it'seems'to'be'

two'different'views'of'a'woman'of'

a'female'form,'it,'it’s'somewhat'a'

mirror'image'but'yet'seems'to'be'

different'poses,'it'shows'internal'

and'external…”!

IV! Interpretive! Interpretive!viewers!seek!a!
personal!encounter!with!a!
work!of!art.!Exploring!the!
work,!letting!its!meaning!
slowly!unfold,!they!
appreciate!subtleties!of!line!
and!shape!and!color.!Now,!
critical!skills!are!put!in!the!
service!of!feelings!and!
intuitions!as!these!viewers!
let!underlying!meanings!of!
the!work—what!it!
symbolizes—emerge.!Each!
new!encounter!with!a!work!
of!art!presents!a!chance!for!
new!comparisons,!insights,!
and!experiences.!Knowing!
that!the!work!of!art's!identity!
and!value!are!subject!to!
reinterpretation,!these!
viewers!see!their!own!
processes!subject!to!
chance!and!change.!

Viewer!1)!“...Well,'it'looks'like'a'
symbolic'image'of'the'self'

learning'of'the'person,'she'

seems'to'discover'something,'

possibly'frighten'him'there,'

because'this'image,'it'is'a'kind'of'

unusual'and'incomprehensible...”'

V2)!“...different'colors,'
represented'on'this'pictureTthey'

are'likely'to'represent'different'

experiences'of'her.'Well,'the'red'

colorTis'probably'some'

aggressions,'and'blue'is'on'the'

contrary'some'feeling'of'rest...'it’s'

tension'between'these'two'

colors...'Here...changes,'as'she'

discovers'something'in'herself...'

To'my'mind'the'point'of'this'

picture'is'some'certain'change,'

some'new'view,'maybe'several'

views'of'a'person'towards'

himself,'maybe.'Perhaps,'there'is'

quite'another,'absolutely'different'

meaning'of'this'all.'Perhaps'there'

is'a'woman'that'painted'some'

picture'and'while'painting'this'picture'

she'gradually'learned'about'

herself...”'

!
! !
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Table!3.!(continued)!
!

Stage!
!

Title! How the stage expresses itself!
Sample responses to Picasso’s “Girl 
Before the Mirror”'

V! Recreative! Recreative!viewers,!having!a!
long!history!of!viewing!and!
reflecting!about!works!of!art,!
now!"Willingly!suspend!
disbelief."!A!familiar!painting!is!
like!an!old!friend!who!is!known!
intimately,!yet!full!of!surprise,!
deserving!attention!on!a!daily!
level!but!also!existing!on!an!
elevated!plane.!As!in!all!
important!friendships,!time!is!a!
key!ingredient,!allowing!Stage!
V!viewers!to!know!the!ecology!
of!a!work—its!time,!its!history,!
its!questions,!its!travels,!its!
intricacies.!Drawing!on!their!
own!history!with!one!work!in!
particular,!and!with!viewing!in!
general,!these!viewers!
combine!personal!
contemplation!with!views!that!
broadly!encompass!universal!
concerns.!Here,!memory!
infuses!the!landscape!of!the!
painting,!intricately!combining!
the!personal!and!the!universal.!

Viewer!1)!“…the'first'time'that'I'saw'
this'painting…whenever'I'first'look'at'

this,'my'eyes'sort'of'go'to'the'middle'

of'the'compositions'for'some'strange'

reason…'possibly'because'it’s'the'

one'where'it's'the'least'clear'about'

what's'going'on…”'V2)!“…I'forget'the'
exact'date'of'the,'I'don’t'know'if'the'

daughter’s'been'born'yet…'you’re'

sort'of'wondering'how'she'feels'

being'part'of'Picasso's'painting…”!
And!at!another!moment:!“…my'
eye…sort'of'goes…down'to'her'

body'and'then'over'because'of'the'

complementary'form…'the'kind'of'

seed'like'fig…'fecundity'imagery'in'

the'body…”'V3)!“…when'you'sort'of'
think'about'what'all'of'this,'the'mirror'

image,'is'supposed'to'be…'this'is'

not'playing'that'moment,'it’s'not'

reflecting'anything'literally'but'it'

certainly'seems'like'it’s'reflecting'a'

much'more'emotional'state'rather'

than'a'physical'reality'of'what'the'

glass'would'actually'reflect…”'And!
then:!”…it'just'sort'of'really'dawned'
on'me'that'this'sort'of'blue'in'the'

reflecting'mirror'looks'like'he’s'

making'a'kind'of'Madonna'image'out'

of'it,'married'to'the'altar'or'maybe'

it’s'sort'of'like'you'know'the'

subsidiary'of'the'woman,'the'wife,'

the'mother,'then,'sort'of'the'

idealized'Catholic'version'of…the'

wife'and'the'mother'in'the'mirror.'I'

never'thought'of'that'before…”!
'Note.!Adapted!from!Housen!(2000A2001,!pp.!3A4)!and!Housen!(2001,!pp.!8A10). 

 

Some perspective regarding Housen’s (1983) stages might be gained in viewing the 

following examples from comments made by viewers at Stages I and II. Some examples 

for viewers at Stage I are “It looks like a hockey stick,” “These are rocks on our beach,” 

and “I have never seen a lighthouse like that” (p. 143). Simply put, novice viewers tend 
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to itemize what they see in the picture so their comments are colored by whether they like 

or dislike an artwork at a visceral level. 

Stage II, or constructive viewers, use their own perceptions and knowledge of the 

world and base their view less on emotion, although elements of Stage I are still evident. 

In Stage II if the artwork does not look “real” it is considered not to be good. Some 

sample comments from Stage II viewers are “I just like the people, the perspective,” “It’s 

all out of proportion,” “It probably wouldn’t have been as bad if he…he took out all this, 

all these things, cause they just don’t…all the works” (pp. 148-149). Reaching stages III 

to V requires a great deal of time with “eyes on canvas” to achieve, and most viewers, 

including viewers with higher levels of education, do not ever achieve these higher stages. 

Table 3 provides an overview of Housen’s Five Stages with a description for the 

characteristics of viewers at each stage and some additional examples of the kinds of 

observations they make. 

In VTS sessions for beginning VTS learners, there is a facilitator who tries to 

clarify his or her understanding of the viewers’ comments in a way that resembles recasts 

in language teaching, that is, a simple, and perhaps clearer, paraphrase. Facilitators also 

try to find common threads in viewers’ observations in hopes that learners will learn to 

do so themselves. There are no incorrect answers to the questions as long as the students 

can support their observations based on what they see in the artwork. VTS facilitators do 

not express their own opinions about the artwork, nor do they correct incorrect 

observations regarding the artwork, such as whether a painting is by a particular artist or 

is in a particular style. Instead facilitators can ask students to provide more support for 

their opinions based on the artwork (i.e., the answer to VTS question 2 about what they 
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see in the picture that supports their observation, for example, a student might say “I 

think it’s a Manet because it looks like a Manet I saw in a museum once.”). 

There has been little research reported on the use of VTS in Japan for acquisition of 

art appreciation. Sugibayashi (2003) applied Housen’s research approach to elementary 

school students in Japan and reported that these students are at Stage I or II in their native 

Japanese. The importance of this observation is that Japanese college students can also be 

expected to be at Stage I or II and the artwork selected for the art-based tasks should 

therefore match these students’ level of art appreciation. These students cannot access 

surrealistic artwork in their own language, much less in a foreign one. Other than the 

work by Sugibayashi with native Japanese children, there has been only a single 

preliminary discussion of the use of VTS for Japanese college learners of English from 

Yoshikawa (2014), who proposes VTS for English learning but does not explore the 

learning that occurs, and preliminary work for foreigner learners of Japanese by 

Hashimoto (2013) and Hashimoto, Yamaki, Yamaki, and Koga (2012). 

 

Cooperative Learning 

As mentioned above, the tasks in this study move away from the approach used in 

VTS in which a facilitator paraphrases and finds links between different students’ ideas 

about an artwork and instead moves towards having students manage their own 

interactions in cooperatively structured groups. Many people believe that they understand 

what cooperative learning is, but Johnson and Johnson (1999b) offered a good 

description of what it is not that reflects common misconceptions. Cooperative learning is 

not simply putting students into groups and telling them to work together; that is like 
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what Johnson and Johnson call pseudo-learning groups, in which students are grouped 

together but have no interest in working together and feel they will be graded on their 

individual efforts and not on the quality of the group’s work. Another commonly used 

form of group learning that is not cooperative is what the Johnsons refer to as traditional 

classroom learning groups, in which students accept they need to work in groups and use 

information from other group members but have no incentive to make sure everyone has 

mastered the material (1999b, p. 24). 

Instead, Johnson and Johnson (1999b, 2008) describe a true cooperative learning 

group in their Learning Together Model. A true, fully cooperative group includes five 

elements: positive interdependence, individual accountability, group processing, social 

skills, and face-to-face promotive interaction. The Learning Together Model is not a 

magic formula, the application of which magically leads to student learning, but if a task 

does not incorporate all five of these elements, the task is not cooperative according to 

the Johnsons’ model and therefore an opportunity for learning might be missed. Two 

elements of prime importance in the Learning Together Model sometimes absent in other 

definitions of cooperative learning are one, that students need to learn and practice the 

cooperative skills necessary for a cooperative task, including social skills, and two, they 

need to process how well and how cooperatively they have carried out a task through 

group processing. 

Citing Deutsch, 1949, the Johnsons provide a useful summary of the qualities of 

cooperative learning: 

Students work together to accomplish shared goals. Students are given two 

responsibilities: to maximize their own learning and to maximize the learning of all 
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other group members. Students perceive that they can reach their learning goals if 

and only if the other students in the learning group also reach their goals. (p. 24) 

Before moving on to the description of the elements of the Learning Together Model, it is 

useful to share a bit of the data reported on in the Johnsons’ (2005, referencing Johnson 

& Johnson, 1989) meta-analysis on cooperative learning as it relates to the current study, 

as this research provides much of the impetus for using cooperatively structured groups. 

All effect sizes reported in this study were computed based on Cohen’s d (see Johnson, 

Johnson, & Stanne, 2000 for a detailed explanation). In reference to critical thinking 

skills, the meta-analysis showed a higher use in cooperative learning of higher-level 

cognitive and moral reasoning strategies and critical thinking than competitive (effect 

size = 0.93) or individualistic (effect size = 0.97) efforts even on writing assignments (p. 

306). Transfer of learning from group to individuals was higher in properly structured 

cooperative groups, and students showed more positive attitudes towards the tasks (effect 

size = 0.57 over competitively and .042 for individualistically structured tasks), and more 

time on task (effect size of 0.76 over competitive and 0.42 over individualistic structures). 

 

The Five Elements of the Learning Together Model 

Below I describe the five elements of Learning Together cooperative learning 

model especially as they pertain to this study. 

Positive interdependence. Johnson and Johnson (1999b) describe positive 

interdependence as the “heart of cooperative learning” (p. 26). Students must feel they 

“sink or swim together” (p. 26), that is, groups succeed only if every group member 
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reaches his or her learning goals. There are nine types of positive interdependence 

discussed by Johnson and Johnson (1999a): 

1. Positive goal interdependence: All students must achieve individual or group goals in 

order for the group to survive, that is they “sink or swim together”; 

2. Celebration/reward interdependence: Individual groups and even the entire class 

celebrate success and share rewards; 

3. Resource interdependence: Most familiar to language teachers, students might split 

into groups each with different information in a jigsaw task, but resource 

interdependence could be as basic as a shared handout or a map that all students need 

in order to complete a task; 

4. Role interdependence: Specific responsibilities by individual members of the group to 

ensure the group is meeting the task or social skill goals—this could include a checker 

who checks for comprehension or that everyone understands the vocabulary or ideas, 

it could be a writer who writes or types the group’s ideas, or it could be a reporter who 

has to summarize the group’s ideas to the class; 

5. Identity interdependence: Students choose a group name that reflects a common 

interest; 

6. Environmental interdependence: Students might be asked to work in a particular area 

or under particular conditions; 

7. Fantasy interdependence: Students image they are in a particular situation and must 

come up with a solution to a problem, such as to imagine they are stranded on a 

deserted island (or the moon!) and can only bring 5 items from their ship; 
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8. Task interdependence: The first task in a series of tasks must be completed by one 

group member before the next group member can go on to the next; and 

9. Outside enemy interdependence: Groups can compete against each other, although 

care must be taken that competition not take precedence over learning. 

Positive goal interdependence is listed first because it is considered the most essential. 

Positive goal interdependence can be established through mutual learning goals, that is, 

students learn the assigned material and ensure all members of a group have learned it 

(1999b, p. 26). Positive goal interdependence might also be encouraged by providing a 

process that encourages students to make sure that all students in their group understand 

the ideas that occur in an activity. For example, one way to encourage students to make 

sure everyone understands a discussion is by having students take on various roles such 

as checker of comprehension. 

Resource interdependence might be as simple as a shared piece of paper to turn in 

or a shared text. Another resource might be the information acquired in a jigsawed task. 

That is, the information that each student alone has collected from the other groups is a 

unique resource they need to share in order for the group to succeed. Coincidentally, this 

might also meet the requirement for individual accountability discussed in the next 

section. Resource interdependence is especially evident in the jigsawed drawing task 

employed in this study. 

 

Individual accountability. Students must all be held individually responsible for 

learning the material. This can be encouraged by, among many other things, randomly 

selecting students from each group to report on the group’s results or by rewarding the 
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group if each all group members reach their individual goals. Rewarding students for 

meeting individual goals is also one example of a way to avoid higher ability students 

feeling their grades are overly affected by lower ability students’ performance because 

higher ability students also succeed on their own merits. Also, rewarding groups in which 

all members reach their goals is a way to encourage group members to keep everyone’s 

performance in mind and assist all members to reach their individual goals. 

Individual accountability might also be encouraged in part by the design of the tasks. 

In think-pair-share activities students think about their own answers to a question or 

come up with their own ideas regarding a reading (or artwork) and share their ideas with 

a partner in the group. Each partner in each of the first pairs is then responsible for 

reporting to the other pairs in the group the ideas they learned in the first pairing. Group 

members then need to go out and share their group’s ideas with representatives from all 

the groups and then report back on any new ideas and vocabulary. Finally, students are 

told they are responsible for all the ideas they shared and heard in an activity. 

Sometimes teachers are concerned about students who do not seem to be overtly 

participating. Making students individually accountable is a way to encourage 

participation, but it is important to remember that sometimes participation is not always 

overtly visible. One common concern among educators regards the “quiet” students in 

groups who do not seem to be actively participating in a task. To a large degree 

nonparticipation is avoided in the task structure, and generally in the pilots for this study 

students seemed eager both to share their own ideas and to listen to the ideas of others. 

However, a perspective on the extent that students are able to seem as if they are not 

participating but can still learn is offered by Stahl and Clark (1987). 
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Students in Stahl and Clark’s (1987) study were divided into discussion groups in 

addition to control groups who studied the material independently. On a given day 

students were divided into three types. One type of student was told they would be 

expected to answer questions and were actually asked (the “called on” group), one was 

told they would be asked questions but were not asked (the “ignored” group), and one 

group was told they didn’t need to be responsible for the material on that day (the 

“listening” group). All three types of students were then tested on their learning of the 

vocabulary and concepts in that day’s lesson. 

Of interest to the current study is that all students in the treatment group 

outperformed the control group, and the students in the two groups that were told to 

anticipate they might be called on outperformed the listening group. However, the 

anticipatory groups’ performance was not significantly different; thus, the anticipation of 

being responsible for the information was a strong motivator to learn the material, 

something the authors feel teachers should strive toward (Stahl & Clark, 1987, p. 553). 

 

Social Skills. Johnson, Johnson, and Holubec (1994) defined social skills, which 

they also refer to as interpersonal and communication skills, as skills students need in 

order to make the group function. They added that “placing socially unskilled individuals 

in a group and telling them to do so does not guarantee that they will be able to do so 

effectively” (p. 6). This idea was supported by research by Fushino (2008), who studied 

Japanese college students in Japan. More about a direct application of cooperative 

learning to language learning in Japan can be found below, but in general although Japan 

is said to be focused on the group more than on the individual, students still need to learn 
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the interpersonal and small group skills to successfully carry out tasks in a cooperative 

group, including leadership (Johnson & Johnson, 1999b, p. 27). 

The social skills are broken down into four categories, forming, functioning, 

formulating, and fermenting (Johnson, Johnson, & Johnson, 1994, pp. 65-68). Each of the 

skills in the four categories needs to be made overt and quantifiable to make it easier for 

students to evaluate their progress (see Group Processing). An adaptation of the four 

social skills by Goodwin is reproduced in Table 4 (1999, p. 30). The contents seem 

relatively self-explanatory, but of special interest in each for use with Japanese language 

learners are: encouraging and looking at the speaker (Forming); expressing support and 

acceptance toward ideas, paraphrasing, and offering to explain (Functioning); 

summarizing, elaborating on a comment or answer, and making reasoning overt 

(Formulating); and disagreeing without criticizing, extending member’s answers, and 

probing by asking questions (Fermenting). As mentioned above, particular students can 

be assigned roles to check whichever skill is the focus of a particular week. While 

practicing these cooperative skills students learn how to interact with each other and with 

native speakers and they also learn the language they need in order to do so. 

One means for making a particular skill overt is the use of a T-Chart that a teacher 

can fill out based on students’ input in response to the question, “What does skill X look 

 

! !
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Table!4.!Four'Levels'of'Cooperative'Skills!
Skill! Descriptors!

Forming! Moving!into!groups!without!undue!noise!
Staying!with!the!group!
Using!quiet!voices!
Encouraging!others!
Looking!at!the!speaker!
Exhibiting!selfAcontrol!(keeping!hands!to!self)!
!

Functioning! Giving!directions!to!the!group!
Expressing!support!and!acceptance!toward!ideas!
Asking!for!help!or!clarification!
Paraphrasing!
Using!humor!to!motivate!group!
Offering!to!explain!
!

Formulating! Summarizing!
Providing!constructive!feedback!
Elaborating!on!a!comment!or!answer!
Checking!for!understanding!
Demanding!vocalization!to!make!implicit!reasoning!overt!
Asking!members!to!plan!out!loud!
!

Fermenting! Disagreeing!without!criticizing!
Extending!members’!answers!
Probing!by!asking!questions!
Generating!further!answers!
Integrating!ideas!into!a!single!position!
Testing!reality!by!checking!out!the!group’s!work!with!the!
instructions!

Note.!Adapted!from!The'New'Circles'of'Learning:'Cooperation'in'the'Classroom'and'School,!by!
D.W.!Johnson,!R.T.!Johnson,!and!E.J.!Holubec,!1995.!Copyright!2015,!Clearance!Center,!Inc.!
Used!with!permission.!
!

like or sound like?”. Table 5 shows an example of a T-Chart of the five elements of a 

cooperative lesson. 

Although Fushino (2008) reported that Japanese students are generally not ready for 

cooperative learning, in a later research project (2011) she found that students reported 

positive views about the learning task and satisfaction with learning in groups. Fushino 

reasoned that this was because:  
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Table!5.!A'Sample'TTChart'for'the'Five'Elements'of'Cooperative'Learning!
Elements required in a cooperative lesson! What these elements look like/!

sound like!

Positive interdependence!
o!Resource Interdependence 
o!Goal Interdependence 
o!Reward Interdependence 
o!Role Interdependence 
!

Individual accountability!
o!Any group member might be chosen to tell the 

story line of the skit 
o!Spot quiz on language or vocabulary of the skit 
o!Showing the videos of group skits: both the 

planning and the performance 
!

Group processing!
o!Talk about the process/look at observation 

sheets: 
o!How much did they stay in English? 
o!How often did they encourage each other? 
o!How often did they use clarification requests? 
!

Social skills!
o!Encouraging others 
o!Looking at the speaker 
o!Paraphrasing 
o!Checking for understanding 
o!Probing by asking questions 
!

Face-to-face interaction!
o!Students face each other and sit close together 

Note. From “An application of cooperative learning to teaching English as a foreign language in Japan” 
by S. McGuire, (1992, p. 80). ERIC ED354735.!Used with permission.!
 

the explicit teaching of collaborative skills and team-building activities at the start 

of the semester adequately equipped the students with the necessary skills for 

effective group work and helped develop a comfortable, friendly, and productive 

atmosphere in the groups. Therefore, they did not perceive project work as 

tiresome. Because of the challenging nature of this project, the students seemed to 

realize the necessity for all of their peers to complete the project. (p. 312) 

 

Group Processing. Group processing is defined by Johnson and Johnson (1999a) 

as “reflecting on a group session to (a) describe what member actions were helpful and 
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unhelpful and (b) to make decisions about what actions to continue or change” (p. 85). 

Johnson, Johnson, and Holubec (1994, p. 73) noted that students need time to process 

their use of the skills, even as little as about 10 minutes at the end of class. The 

processing can be a simple counting of the skill being focused on that day. Many times 

students keep a record of their group’s progress, which, in my experience as a member of 

a cooperative group can be surprisingly motivating in itself. The teacher can also walk 

around and observe the groups as they work. This “5-minute walk” is one of the means 

used in the current research, although in this study it is a bit more focused and structured 

than the simple “walk about” the Johnsons recommend because in my case I collect hard 

data to show the degree to which the groups are functioning cooperatively. 

 

Face-to-face promotive interaction. In order for the group to succeed, members 

need to feel like they are a cohesive group; this requires that students are knee to knee 

and eye to eye. As Johnson and Johnson pointed out, “while positive interdependence 

creates the conditions for working together, it is the actual face-to-face interaction in 

which students work together and promote each other’s success” (1999b, p. 6). Japanese 

students tend to keep their distance in groups and need to be encouraged to sit closer 

together, although they are not shy about doing so when requested to do so. 
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Research on Cooperative Learning (CL) in Foreign Language Learning 

There are few research articles on the use of cooperative learning in foreign 

language learning. Shaaban and Ghaith (2005) and Ning and Hornby (2010) have 

provided a thorough overview of research in support of cooperative learning and 

language learning, although they focus on one approach, Student Teams Achievement 

Divisions (STAD). The elements they list are to include opportunities for positive peer 

interaction, a supportive learning environment, and positive academic outcomes. They 

also cited research in support of CL and its effect on the elements researchers have found 

important for language learning, including meaning focused output. 

One research study comparing CL to other methods of language instruction that 

reported cultural difficulties in using CL in Chinese contexts was reported on by Ning 

and Hornby (2010), and the issues they raise are similar in many aspects to those found in 

Japan. They reported that they found significant differences in scores in speaking and 

listening between their experimental groups who studied using STAD and students in a 

traditionally taught class. They did not find a significant improvement in vocabulary, but 

this is not surprising because unlike the current study, they did not focus on vocabulary in 

their teaching. 

Research reporting the benefits of structuring tasks “cooperatively” to help students 

learn vocabulary was carried out by Newton (2001), although the tasks are not 

cooperative learning in the strictest sense in that they do not employ all of the elements 

necessary to qualify as cooperative. At the same time Newton provided the clearest 

summary of the rationale for the approach used in this current research. 
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The combined lexicons of learners in a group generally provide greater 

coverage of L2 vocabulary than the lexicon of any individual learner (Saragi, 

Nation, & Meister, 1978). This was confirmed in a study conducted into 

vocabulary learning through task-based interaction (Newton, 1993; 1995). 

This involved pre-testing the ability of eight adult ESOL learners (divided 

into two groups of four) to recognize 109 mostly low-frequency words that 

they would encounter in four communication tasks. Most of the learners 

could only recognize around 50-60 per cent of the words and no one learner 

knew more than 70 per cent. However, close to 90 per cent of the words 

were recognized by at least one learner in each group. So while many words 

were not known by individuals, most of these words were known by at least 

one other learner. (p. 33) 

In Newton’s case study, Chang learned new vocabulary incidentally through the 

task and through the knowledge of nonnative speaking interlocutors (1995, p. 163). 

 

Research on Cooperative Learning in Japan 

There has been very little research reported in English regarding research on 

cooperative learning following the Learning Together Model in Japan, and much of the 

research reports a lack of or limited success in the use of cooperative learning. A 

literature search in a study on cooperative learning carried out in the early 1990s by 

McGuire (1992) found only one empirical research study in English regarding 

cooperative learning in Japan by Hirose and Kobayashi (1991). Fushino (2008) carried 

out an extremely thorough search of the literature regarding cooperative learning in Japan, 
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but adds only three studies to McGuire’s from 1992: Gobel (2004), Kimura and Ohtake 

(2006), and Ohtake and Kimura (2005). The three studies cited by Fushino (2008) all 

reported limited success with cooperative learning and stated that Japanese students were 

unaccustomed to working cooperatively and working together did not improve the 

communicative language skills which was the focus of the studies. 

Hirose and Kobayashi (1991) looked at cooperatively structured discussions and 

found that 79% of the students liked them, although only 38% found that “peer assistance” 

was useful to them. McGuire suggested that Hirose and Kobayashi should have included 

more detail regarding what this peer assistance was and how it was provided (1992, p. 

19). As Fushino later pointed out regarding this study, “about 80% of the students did not 

perceive that they had actually improved their English speaking abilities” (p. 36), but she 

acknowledges that the authors do not provide teachers’ evaluations of students’ progress, 

and she allows that this does not necessarily indict the benefits of cooperative learning. 

The lack of a measure of what constitutes success with cooperative learning is important 

to keep in mind at it is a frequent problem with other research. 

Gobel (2004) reported a lack of success in using cooperatively structured groups, in 

this case, expert groups and jigsaw groups using an activity book called All Sides of the 

Issue. Gobel reported problems that many teachers at universities might find familiar. 

Students working in expert jigsaw groups only taught the material they had been assigned 

with the least effort possible and did not make sure their partners understood the 

vocabulary. Students often just copied from each other just before class started, 

absenteeism was a problem, and students came to class generally unprepared. Gobel also 
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cited a lack of a sense of responsibility for learning the material, although students knew 

that it was required. 

Gobel concluded his article with a number of suggestions as to how his cooperative 

lessons could be made to work better. These serve as an overview of what is necessary 

for a lesson to be considered cooperative, and they lead to a discussion regarding 

Fushino’s and other researchers’ negative outlook regarding cooperative learning. Gobel 

reported that he planned on carrying out more teambuilding activities and skill learning, 

including listening carefully and checking for comprehension. Gobel added that these 

steps need to be carried out throughout the course and not just at the beginning. 

Fushino (2008) summarized her search of the literature regarding the use of CL in 

Japan as follows, 

Common to the literature reviewed here, CL reportedly yielded gains in the 

development of social skills, trust, and responsibility, but it did not produce tangible 

academic gains. However, because academic gains were not precisely measured, 

whether or not CL was an effective teaching method in the EFL context cannot be 

determined with certainty (p. 38). 

This result led Fushino to a determination to study students’ perceptions of cooperative 

learning in more detail. It should be noted in regards her study and in comparison to the 

current one that Fushino also did not investigate the efficacy of cooperative learning in 

terms of students’ language learning acquisition, focusing instead on their perceptions. 

In all of these research studies the researchers have criticized the efficacy of 

cooperative learning in terms of language improvements based solely on students’ own 

perceptions of their own learning without giving actual measures of student learning. In 
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her own research, Fushino (2008) explored the common belief that Japanese students are 

not necessarily ready to carry out cooperatively structured tasks in cooperative groups. 

Fushino posited that students have different levels of familiarity in cooperative learning 

and suggested that students be grouped according to that familiarity in order to make 

group tasks run more smoothly. She also stated that students’ willingness to participate in 

group interactions interacts with their proficiency levels in English. Fushino examined 

students’ Readiness for CL, Willingness to Speak, and proficiency. 

Although Fushino analyzed her data carefully, she did not report the class goals and 

to what extent students met those goals. Instead she looked at the interaction between 

students’ perceptions and their performance in meeting class goals. She also did not 

report what training in cooperative learning students in her study received in their classes 

in the earlier (2008) research project, although she did do so in a later study (2011). 

Again, it is important to keep in mind that a primary focus of the Learning Together 

Model is that all students regardless of their culture or background need to learn the 

social and group skills for successful cooperative learning and also overtly process how 

well they used those skills in carrying out tasks. Fushino’s research is important in that it 

offers insight into the students’ perceptions regarding group work at a prestigious 

university with reasonably high English proficiency. 

In a small study attempting to show language learning gains through cooperatively 

structured tasks McGuire (1992) compared two intact class groups, one structured 

cooperatively and one in which students worked independently in writing skits based on 

videos both groups had watched. He found that the cooperatively structured groups wrote 

skits that were significantly longer and although not significantly so, more grammatical 
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than the students who worked independently. No significant differences were found on 

most of the posttest measures, which McGuire posited to be a result of the degree to 

which the tasks were cooperatively structured. He offered a number of ways to encourage 

cooperation in future versions of the tasks, many of which are incorporated into the 

current study. 

In summary, there is a great deal of literature regarding using visual media for 

foreign language learning, but very little that looks specifically at what kinds of 

language students learn. Some researchers have investigated using works of art for 

art appreciation with some focus on the language learning skills of native speakers, 

but as of yet, no researchers have carried out an empirical study of the use of art 

with nonnative speakers. Much has been written on how to evaluate particular 

tasks in terms of foreign language learning, but researchers have not focused on the 

actual efficacy of particular tasks on language acquisition in light of that literature. 

Some research has investigated the degree to which a particular task or approach 

naturally leads students to use of a particular language function, whether it be a 

vocabulary item, grammatical form, or negotiation of meaning is of great interest (Martyn, 

2001; Pica et al., 1993), but here too there is little data on the language used and learned. 

Finally, while some researchers have examined the benefits of cooperative learning for 

academic achievement, few researchers have looked specifically at foreign 

language learning. 
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Nation’s Four Strands and Visual Thinking Strategies 

An important question regarding any language-learning task is how effectively it 

leads to learning. In this case, I am interested in the VTS-based tasks. As mentioned 

above, in the beginning VTS has traditionally focused more on developing critical 

thinking skills than on developing language skills. However, in recent years the creators 

of VTS have started branching out to include other school subjects (Yenawine, 2013) and 

even relating various applications of VTS to the Common Core standards for 

kindergarten through high school curricula in the United States (Franco & Unrath, 2014). 

The focus in VTS on the sharing of, and reaction to ideas seems a natural way to focus on 

language, as evidenced by recent publications on the use of VTS in language learning 

both for native and nonnative language learners (Diversity, 2013; Landorf, 2006; “The 

Eyes Have It,” n.d.; Yenawine, 2013). However, an important question regarding any 

language-learning task is how effectively it leads to learning. 

One means of evaluating the efficacy of a language course has been offered by 

Nation (2007) in his four strands approach. The four strands approach is made up of the 

four areas necessary for a successful foreign language course: meaning-focused input, 

meaning-focused output, language-focused learning, and fluency development. Before a 

brief discussion of the four strands, it is useful to explore how language learning tasks 

based on VTS might meet the requirements of the four strands. Ideally a VTS-based 

language learning task should offer elements of all four strands, as (a) students share their 

ideas (a focus on meaning), (b) both as speakers (output) and as listeners (input), and 

(c) share their vocabulary learning (a language focus). Also, students should share their 
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ideas with numerous partners giving them (d) fluency practice both as speakers and 

listeners. 

The first two strands in the four strands approach are meaning-focused input and 

meaning-focused output. In meaning-focused tasks learners should be focused on the 

message of what they are listening to or reading. The main conditions for the meaning-

focused strands are that the content of what they are listening to or reading is familiar, 

interesting, and entices them to want to understand it. Students should also have known 

the meaning of over 95 to 98% of the vocabulary (Nation, 2007, p. 4) or else they might 

not be able to completely understand the message. If teachers choose artwork that is 

accessible to students, students should be able to guess the meaning of unknown words 

through contextual clues. The requirement that there be a large amount of input (Nation, 

2007, p. 3) should be met through the variety of ways students interact with artwork 

based on previous experience using VTS with Japanese students. 

Art-based tasks would qualify as meaning-focused tasks if teachers carefully choose 

artwork that presents situations that are familiar and interesting to the students. The 

creators of VTS suggest, for example, that abstract art, architecture, and sculpture are 

difficult for all beginning art viewers (see Selecting Artwork for more on this). In my 

experience these types of artwork are even more difficult for nonnative speakers to 

express opinions about, especially students at lower language proficiency levels. This is 

primarily because it is naturally just as difficult for them to imagine possible meanings 

behind what they see as it is for beginning art viewers who are native speakers, but it is of 

course also more difficult in general for nonnative speakers to express the ideas they can 
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envision. Therefore, any artwork used for language learning should be evaluated in terms 

of the students’ age, proficiency levels, and experience with artwork. 

Art-based language tasks should provide meaningful input because the group 

interaction and the group tasks encourage students to produce language in novel ways 

and to listen actively because they are expressing their own opinions and not merely 

repeating ideas by rote. Students using VTS are generally eager to understand what their 

interlocutors are saying. Cooperatively structured art-based tasks should offer students 

the opportunity to interact with the ideas a number of times in a number of ways 

individually, with representatives from other groups, and then back in their original base 

groups, and afterwards in individual processing of the ideas they remember from the 

lesson. This fulfills the requirement for students to experience the vocabulary a number 

of times. 

The third strand in Nation’s four-strand approach is language-focused learning. 

Nation (2007, p. 4) described language-focused learning as “the deliberate learning of 

language features such as pronunciation, spelling, vocabulary, grammar and discourse.” 

Cooperatively structured VTS activities meet the criteria to be language-focused for the 

third strand for the following five reasons. First, in order for learners to express their 

ideas they need to focus on both old and new vocabulary. Second, students process 

language features in deep and thoughtful ways (Housen, 2001; Yenawine, 1999) as they 

consider whether fellow students’ answers to the first VTS question, “What’s going on in 

this picture?” are supported by their fellow students’ answers to the second VTS 

question, “What do you see that makes you see that?” Third, because students share their 

ideas with each other and with the entire class, they meet the language features repeatedly 
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over time. Fourth, the vocabulary that students use to express their ideas is 

comprehensible to all group members because the students have chosen the vocabulary 

themselves rather than using vocabulary provided by the teacher and previous research 

showed for the most part vocabulary chosen by students tends to be previously known 

vocabulary, but also because the visual images and gesturing as they share their ideas 

help provide a context for the limited unknown vocabulary. Finally, the focus on 

language occurs throughout the activities and the course. 

The fourth strand in Nation’s four-strand approach is fluency. Nation (2007, p. 7) 

stated that this strand incorporates focus on meaning as well, as students try to convey or 

understand ideas. There are two additional requirements of the fluency tasks that need to 

be considered in regards to VTS tasks, whether students are encouraged to go faster, and 

whether there is a sufficient amount of input. Of course, depending on how VTS 

activities are implemented determines the extent to which they qualify as fluency tasks. 

Generally the VTS tasks include all four skills as students write, share, and record their 

own and their fellow group members’ ideas. Unfamiliar vocabulary should largely be 

made understandable because the image might provide hints regarding meaning, and 

students have repeated chances to use the vocabulary and language. If, in VTS-based 

tasks, students share a large number of ideas with a number of interlocutors, those tasks 

would meet the last two requirements for fluency tasks. 

 

Nation’s Vocabulary Knowledge Framework: Knowing a Word 

In the discussion of the four strands approach above students’ understanding of the 

meaning of vocabulary is mentioned. However, this raises the question of what it means 
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to know a word. In his Vocabulary Knowledge Framework (2001, p. 27), Nation divided 

knowing a word into three main aspects that are then subdivided into three additional 

subcategories. The three main aspects (and their subcategories) are (a) form (spoken, 

written, and word parts), (b) meaning (form and meaning, concepts and referents, and 

associations), and (c) use (grammatical functions, collocations, and constraints on use). 

Vocabulary knowledge is also subdivided according to whether it is receptive or 

productive. 

Looking at the vocabulary use in this study using the framework in the previous 

paragraph, the focus in terms of (a) form is primarily on spoken and written forms. 

Meaning in (b) above is driven by the idiosyncratic ideas students share regarding 

artwork. Of the areas listed, the focus is mostly on form and meaning, but the visual 

aspect of the tasks drives the concepts and associations. There is less of a focus on (c), 

although McGuire and Butto (2010) found in their Obligatory Occasion Analysis of the 

performance of two female first-year students in the School of Design over a series of art-

based tasks that their two participants’ accurate use of the present continuous increased 

28.7% and 33.7%, and the higher proficiency student increased the use of there is/there 

are increased 22.3%. There was a decrease of correct use of prepositions and there 

is/there are for the lower-level student, which might have been because the higher-

proficiency student had lived abroad. 

 

Bloom’s Taxonomy 

In any research that mentions critical thinking skills, for many it would be natural to 

ask to what degree Bloom’s Taxonomy might be relevant. The taxonomy originated from 
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a desire of college and university test writers to create a framework by which to 

categorize what multiple-choice test items measured in order to create a database of 

questions from which standardized tests could be generated (Anderson & Krathwohl, 

2000, p. xxviii). 

Most readers are familiar with the domains in Bloom’s original taxonomy. 

Krathwohl (2002) provided a thorough overview of the original and the most recent 

modification of the taxonomy. The original taxonomy had six categories, Knowledge, 

Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation, which were further 

subdivided. For example, Knowledge was further divided into types of knowledge, such 

as knowledge of terminology, specific facts, and ways and means of dealing with specific 

knowledge. The earlier version of the taxonomy was considered linear, in that students 

would move from knowledge, the lowest level, to evaluation, the highest. Mastery of 

each lower level was required to reach the next highest level. 

The revised taxonomy has two dimensions, a knowledge dimension and a new 

cognitive dimension. The knowledge dimension comprises the three original 

subcategories, factual, conceptual, and procedural knowledge, and adds a fourth, 

metacognitive knowledge. The cognitive process dimension describes the procedural 

objectives, the actions students need to do in each category. The categories in the 

cognitive process dimension are similar to those in the original, except the categories are 

described using verbs rather than nouns to reflect what students actually do with their 

knowledge. The categories are remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and the 

list concludes with a new top category, create. The former top two categories in the 

original formulation, evaluation and synthesis, have been reversed in the new one, with 
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the category synthesis changed to the category creating to reflect an emphasis on 

creativity as requiring the highest level of cognition. 

Although Table 6 shows the connection one educator made between the original 

form of Bloom’s Taxonomy and VTS, there does not seem to be overt reference to 

Bloom’s Taxonomy in the literature of VTS. Yenawine made a connection between the 

higher-level thinking skills and Common Core standards, an initiative in the United 

States that sets standards for K-12 students in English language arts/literacy and 

mathematics (see “Common Core State Standards,” n.d.), particularly in light of an 

improvement of higher-level thinking skills (Yenawine, 2013, p. 78). In particular, 

Yenawine pointed to a five-year study by Housen (2001-2002) into the acquisition of 

critical thinking skills through the use of art and transfer of those skills to other content 

areas. Housen used the Aesthetic Development Inventory, which she developed to 

measure students’ aesthetic development and also what she termed a Materials Object 

Inventory, in which students free associated their ideas regarding a limited set of unusual 

objects: a Danish coin, a trilobite fossil, calipers, a mortar and pestle, an anemometer, and 

a candle-snuffer. 

In both the ADI and the MOI students’ ideas were divided into idea units often just 

a few words long, such as “I think the trees are black/And some of them are tall” 

(Housen, 2001, p. 103). Housen found that the experimental groups’ use of supported 

observations (beliefs grounded in evidence using such words as “I think”) and 

speculations (assertions about a meaning or outcome based on evidence) (p. 106) were 

double those of the control group and at a significant level (F = 6.409; df = 1,84; p < .01) 

(p. 109). 
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!
! !

Table!6.!Application*of*Bloom’s*Taxonomy*to*VTS*Collaboration*at*Pratt*School*and*with*Art*&*English*at*NUA!
Level! Knowledge! Comprehension! Application! Analysis! Evaluation! Synthesis!
Activities! tell, list, 

define, 
label, find, 
name, 
record, fill 
in recall, 
relate*

locate, explain, 
summarize, 
identify, describe, 
report, discuss, 
review, 
paraphrase, 
restate, retell, 
show, outline, 
rewrite*

demonstrate, 
construct, record, 
use, diagram, revise, 
record, illustrate, 
interpret, dramatize, 
practice, organize, 
translate, 
manipulate, convert, 
adapt, research, 
model, order 
display, implement, 
sequence, integrate, 
incorporate*

compare, contrast, 
classify, critique, 
solve, deduce, 
examine, 
differentiate, 
appraise, 
distinguish, 
experiment, 
question, 
investigate, 
categorize, infer*

judge, predict, 
verify, assess, 
justify, rate, 
prioritize, 
determine, select, 
decide, value, 
choose, forecast, 
estimate*

compose, 
hypothesize, 
design, 
formulate, 
create, invent, 
develop, refine, 
produce, 
transform*

VTS 
Activities!

learning 
vocabulary!

Explaining 
observations!

interpreting visual 
art!

examining visual 
art!

justifying one’s 
statements 
(“What do you 
see that makes 
you say that?”) !

composing !
one’s thoughts!

 ! listening to 
peers!

identifying what 
one sees in the 
pictures!

translating thoughts 
into words, both 
orally and in writing!

questioning 
what one sees!

! hypothesizing 
what the picture 
illustrates!

 !  ! discussing ideas!  ! inferring what is 
taking place in the 
picture!

! developing and 
refining ideas!
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Table!6.!(continued)!
Level! Knowledge! Comprehension! Application! Analysis! Evaluation! Synthesis!
Application 
to Art and 
English!

What 
happened 
after...?!

Can you write in 
your own 
words...?!

Do you know 
another instance 
where...?!

Which events could 
have happened...?!

Judge the value 
of...!

Can you see a 
possible solution 
to...?!

 ! How 
many...?!

What do you think 
could have 
happened next...?!

Could this have 
happened in...?!

How was this 
similar to...?!

Can you defend 
your position 
about...?!

If you had access 
to all resources 
how would you 
deal with...?!

 ! Who was it 
that...?!

Who do you 
think...?!

Can you group by 
characteristics such 
as...?!

What was the 
underlying theme 
of...?!

Do you think ... is 
a good or a bad 
thing?!

Why don’t you 
devise your own 
way to deal 
with...?!

 ! Can you 
name the...?!

What was the 
main idea...?!

What factors would 
you change if...?!

What do you see as 
other possible 
outcomes?!

How would you 
have handled...?!

What would 
happen if...?!

 ! Describe 
what 
happened 
at...?!

Who was the key 
character...?!

Can you apply the 
method used to 
some experience of 
your own...?!

Can you compare 
your ... with that 
presented in...?!

What changes 
to ... would you 
recommend?!

How many ways 
can you...?!

Note.!Adapted!by!the!authors!from!Differentiating*Instruction*in*the*Regular*Classroom:*How*to*Reach*and*Teach*All*Learners,*Grades*
3L12!by!Diane!Heacox,!Ed.D.,!copyright!2002.!Free!Spirit!Publishing!Inc.,!Minneapolis,!MN.!Available!from!
<http://aaa.mpls.k12.mn.us/printview/Bloom_s_Taxonomy.html>!and!<http://www.teachers.ash.org.au/researchskills/dalton.htm!

!
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Another link can be found between Bloom’s Taxonomy, VTS, and Common Core 

standards that are used to evaluate educational programs in the United States. Franco and 

Unrath (2014) identified a link between VTS and the Common Core standards, referring 

to students who learn to apply “evidence-based reasoning,” in evaluating the discourse of 

others and are “discerning about their quality” (p. 31). Specifically the skills they refer to 

can be found in the speaking and listening skills in the Common Core (National 

Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 

2010), for example for grades 2 (SL 2.1 b “Building on others’ talk in conversations by 

linking their comments to the remarks of others” and c. “ask for clarification and further 

explanation as needed about the topics and texts under discussion”). These ideas seem to 

strongly echo the two VTS questions, “What’s going on in this picture?” and “What do 

you see that makes you say that?” 

Therefore, although critical thinking does underlie the tasks in this report, especially 

in terms of Housen’s approach to measuring gains in critical thinking mentioned above, 

Bloom’s taxonomy does not play a central role. Anderson and Krathwohl commented 

directly on the issue of critical thinking and why it is not overtly incorporated as a 

category in either the older or the revised taxonomy, stating, 

critical thinking and problem solving tend to cut across rows, columns, and cells of 

the [new] Taxonomy Table. With respect to problem solving, for example, the 

particular rows, columns, and cells selected, and the order in which specific 

cognitive processes and knowledge subtypes would be expected to be used, would 
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depend to a great extent on the particular type of problem being solved and/or the 

subject matter within which the problem was posed. (2000, p. 312) 

For this reason, as with Nation and Webb’s Technique Feature Analysis, Bloom’s 

taxonomy does provide a means to evaluate a broad range of learning tasks. In the next 

section I examine the Say It! task as developed by Macalister (2014). Say It! encourages 

students to employ the creative higher level thinking skills at the higher end of Bloom’s 

Taxonomy. I explore how Say It! might be adapted for art-based tasks. 

 

Bloom’s Taxonomy and Say It! 

Teachers are always on the lookout for ways structure and scaffold tasks to 

encourage students at any language ability level to express their opinions. Joe, Nation, 

and Newton (1996, 2003) mentioned Say It! as a means for organizing various role plays 

regarding a reading. Macalister (2014) offered Say It! as a way to create a classroom 

speaking task that encourages meaning-focused output in regards to an extensive reading 

text all students in a class have read. 

It is interesting to explore how Say It!, which was originally designed to encourage 

discussion of shared texts in a reading class, might be applied to discussions of a shared 

visual image for art-based discussion tasks. The Say It! task as envisioned by Macalister 

is a 3 x 3 grid with the letters A, B, and C across the top and the numbers 1, 2, and 3 

along the left. The prompts in each cell can be changed to emphasize important 

characters, settings, events, or whatever a teacher wants students to think consciously 

about. For example, one of the cells in the sample Say It! Macalister (2014, p. 30) 
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provides for White Death, a story by T. Vicary, asks a student to imagine he is the 

character Mrs. Harland and asks him to explain how her attitude towards another 

character named Hassan changed, and another cell asks a student to imagine she is the 

character Stephen and to relate what was going through the character’s mind when he 

thought about an imminent long prison term. The aim of all of the questions in all of the 

cells is to help students recall information from the story and to encourage inferencing, 

perhaps drawn from the students’ own experience. Similarly, a Say It! task regarding an 

image needs to be adaptable to allow students to approach an artwork from a variety of 

perspectives, such as who is in the picture, when the picture might have happened, and 

what the relationship between the characters might be, among others. 

The prerequisites that Macalister suggested for the Say It! task also apply to art-

based variations. Where Macalister suggested that students have all read the same book 

or text, students carrying out an art-based Say It! will have viewed the same artwork. To 

an extent, the prompts in an adapted Say It! should help lead to building a group story 

regarding the artwork, should require inferencing, and should help students draw on 

personal experience. It is also applicable to pair work or for up to four people, and 

students take turns selecting a cell as a speaking prompt. In some variations students 

select a prompt for another student to respond to. 

The Say It! task as used in this study appears in Table 7. The nine cells in the Say 

It! task were developed and organized as much as possible according to Bloom’s 

Taxonomy. They are not intended to be definitive or all-inclusive; the aim is to categorize !

!  
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Table!7.!Say$It!!
Row/!
Column! A! B! C!

1!

What!is!in!the!picture!and!
where!is!it!(list)?!

Describe!something!in!
the!picture!(shape,!color,!
size)!

Describe!a!person!or!an!
animal!in!the!picture!
(clothes,!height,!size)!
!

2!

Who!are!the!people!or!
animals!in!the!picture?!

Where!or!when!is!this!
happening?!

What!is!the!relationship!
between!the!people!or!
animals?!
!

3!

What!are!the!people!or!
animals!in!the!picture!
thinking!or!feeling?!

What!do!you!think!
happened!before!this?!
or$What!will!happen!
next?!
!

What’s!going!on!in!this!
picture?!What!do!you!see!
that!makes!you!say!that?!
!

! Bonus!question:!Give!a!word!or!phrase!that!tells!what!this!picture!is!about.!
Note.!Format!adapted!from!“The!SayRit!Activity,”!by!J.!Macalister,!Modern$English$Teacher,!23,!p.!
30.$All!the!questions!are!by!the!current!author.!
 

and organize the range of ideas students generate based on their output in previous use of 

the VTS. 

The words in Row 1 are focused on the remembering dimension in the new 

taxonomy. Students are asked in A1 to recall the vocabulary for what they see in the 

picture, in B1 and C1 to describe objects and people they see in the picture, which also 

requires actively recalling vocabulary they need to describe them. The questions in Row 

2 ask students to analyze the picture more (Bloom’s Level IV), asking them to make 

inferences about who is in the picture (A2), the location or time of the picture (B2), and 

the relationship between the people they identify (C2). It is important to note that 

students should support the opinions they generate in answering the first VTS question, 

“What’s going on in this picture?” with answers to the second, “What do you see that 

makes you say that?” Finally, Row 3 requires students to use their creativity as much as 

possible, as they imagine (creativity in the new taxonomy) what people are thinking,   
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what happened before, and what happens next. Finally C3 offers the two VTS questions. 

In addition, students are asked to answer a “bonus question” that asks them to think of a 

title or phrase to describe the artwork. Finally students are asked to answer the second 

VTS question, “What do you see that makes you say that?” for any statement that is an 

opinion. 

 

Technique Feature Analysis 

The final resource in support of the tasks used in this study can be found in 

Technique Feature Analysis (TFA) that was proposed by Nation and Webb (2011) as an 

approach to evaluating language-learning activities in terms of vocabulary. TFA builds 

on Hulstijn and Laufer's (2001) Involvement Load Hypothesis, which Hulstijn and Laufer 

term a “motivational-cognitive construct of involvement” that proposes three main 

elements that influence vocabulary learning: need, search, and evaluation. Need is a 

“motivational, noncognitive factor” (p. 543) with two degrees, strong and moderate. 

Need can be absent (0 points), moderate (1 point), or strong three main elements that 

influence vocabulary learning: need, search, and evaluation. Need is a “motivational, 

noncognitive factor” (p. 543) with two degrees, strong and moderate. Need can be absent 

(0 points), moderate (1 point), or strong (2 points). Need is moderate if it is due to 

external pressure, such as a class assignment to use a particular word, but it is strong if it 

is a choice by the learner in order to carry out a self-selected task. For instance, in an art-

based task, students need to find the English words to express their ideas regarding 

artwork. 
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The two cognitive elements in the Involvement Load Hypothesis are search and 

evaluation (Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001, p. 544). Search comes into play if students are 

involved in looking up a word, for example, rather than having it glossed for them. 

Search is very strong in the art task when the students are expressing their own ideas. 

Search can be absent (0) or present (1). Evaluation involves a decision about which 

meaning of a provided word applies in a provided context in comparison with other 

words (e.g., in a fill-in-the-blank task). Evaluation is strong if learners decide how the 

word might be combined in an original context. Evaluation, as with need, can be absent, 

moderate, or strong (see Kim, 2008, p. 289 for a detailed explanation). 

In their experiments in which they attempted to control for the three variables they 

posit in their Involvement Load Hypothesis, Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) reported that they 

had found support for their theory in that the amount of involvement load predicted the 

degree of learning. However, other researchers such as Folse (2006) found different 

results for his study of involvement load and faulted the Laufer and Hulstijn study for not 

controlling for time on task and for repetition. Keating (2008) also criticized previous 

studies on Involvement Load Hypothesis for not controlling for time on task and found 

that when he did so, the benefit disappeared for tasks with more involvement, although he 

admitted that his method for controlling for time on task might have its own limitations. 

Other researchers such as Kim (2008) did find that the Involvement Load Hypothesis 

worked for initial vocabulary learning, similar results to those of Hulstijn and Laufer 

(2001), and found it applied very well for retention (p. 310). 
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Nation and Webb (2011) proposed that an additional reason for the variation in 

results of research into the Involvement Load Hypothesis is that it does not break down 

the various components far enough. They have designed a new measure that they call 

Technique Feature Analysis (TFA). They believe that TFA should be a better predictor of 

the strength of particular tasks for vocabulary learning than the Involvement Load 

Hypothesis. 

The TFA also incorporates factors based on a wide range of research into 

vocabulary acquisition. The TFA assigns a quantitative score to vocabulary activities 

based on 18 questions in five main categories: motivation, noticing, retrieval, generation, 

and retention. Nation (2013) and Nation and Webb (2011, p. 7) have listed questions to 

ask for each of the five categories, but generally the categories are made up of questions 

about whether students: (a) are motivated, including whether students select the words 

which is considered more motivating than just having words provided by the teacher, 

which is related to Hulstijn and Laufer’s Need factor; (b) are encouraged to focus on 

(notice) the target words, their forms, and negotiate meaning; (c) are encouraged to 

actively and recurrently search (retrieve) their memories to recall a word and apply it in 

new ways, similar to Hulstijn and Laufer’s Search factor; (d) are encouraged to use 

(generate) the word in new and creative ways that stretches their understanding and 

knowledge of the word; and (e) are encouraged (motivated) to link the meaning to form, 

to link images to the word in a real-world context, which is similar to Hulstijn and 

Laufer’s Evaluation factor. 
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Each of the questions in the TFA is assigned a score of one point, so the highest 

possible total is 18 points. To the best of my knowledge, no research has been conducted 

yet on TFA and VTS, but I contend that the art description tasks in this study meet all 

five criteria to some degree. While the current study does not use TFA specifically to 

analyze the tasks, as with Bloom’s Taxonomy it does provide insight into the value of the 

tasks adapted from VTS. The next section gives more insight into TFA through an 

examination of the tasks used in this study in light of cooperative learning research. 

 
A Technique Feature Analysis of the Visual Thinking Strategy Approach 

In this section I discuss how the Visual Thinking Strategy approach meets meet the 

criteria of the TFA. The points are summarized in Table 8, which is based on Nation 

(2013, p. 34). As mentioned above, each item in each category receives 1 point, with the 

total number of points indicating the strength and quality of a task in terms of vocabulary 

learning. Following this system, the Visual Thinking Strategy tasks should receive the 

maximum possible score of 17 points. The following paragraphs go through each of the 

categories in light of the VTS task. 

 

Motivation 

The first category of features in the Technique Feature Analysis concerns the 

degree students see the benefit of the task in terms of learning. Dörnyei (1998) noted that 

there is no consensus on motivation, stating that, “every different psychological 

perspective on human behavior is associated with a different theory of motivation and, 

thus, in general psychology it is not the lack but rather the abundance of motivation  
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Table!8.!An$Analysis$of$Nine$Art;Based$Vocabulary$Tasks$Using$Technique$Feature$
Analysis!
Criteria! Score!
Motivation! !!

Is!there!a!clear!vocabulary!learning!goal?! 1!
Does!the!activity!motivate!learning?! 1!
Do!the!learners!select!the!words?! 1!

Noticing! !!
Does!the!activity!focus!attention!on!the!target!words?! 1!
Does!the!activity!raise!awareness!of!new!vocabulary!learning?! 1!
Does!the!activity!involve!negotiation?! 1!

Retrieval! !!
Does!the!activity!involve!retrieval!of!the!word?! 1!
Is!it!productive!retrieval?! 1!
Is!it!recall?! 1!
Are!there!multiple!retrievals!of!each!word?! 1!
Is!there!spacing!between!retrievals?! 1!

Creative!Use! !!
Does!the!activity!involve!creative!use?! 1!
Is!it!productive?! 1!
Is!there!a!marked!change!that!involves!the!use!of!other!words?! 1!

Retention! !!
Does!the!activity!ensure!successful!linking!of!form!and!meaning?! 1!
Does!the!activity!involve!instantiation?! 1!
Does!the!activity!involve!imaging?! 0!
Does!the!activity!avoid!interference?! 1!

Total! 17!
 

theories that confuses the scene” (p. 118). Motivation in TFA derives to a great extent 

from need in Laufer and Hulstijn’s (2001) Involvement Load Hypothesis. Hulstijn and 

Laufer (2001, p. 543) described need as intrinsically motivated and therefore stronger if 

students feel they need to find the words to express their ideas either in their own 

memories or by looking in dictionaries rather than having the ideas or vocabulary  

provided through questions from a teacher. In VTS the need for words derives from the 

students wanting to express their ideas about the artworks. 

If need is considered an aspect of motivation on the TFA, then it is useful to 

consider what cooperative learning says about motivation and its effect on staying on task 
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to achieve goals and have positive attitudes towards a task. Cooperative learning research 

defines achievement motivation as “the degree to which individuals commit effort to 

achieve goals that they perceive as being meaningful and worthwhile” (Johnson & 

Johnson, 1989, p. 77). A meta-analysis showed that cooperative learning promoted higher 

motivation to achieve among students 18 years or older than did competitive (with an 

effect size based on Cohen’s d = 0.49) or individualistic (d = 0.53) learning (Johnson, 

Johnson, & Smith, 2007, p. 19). Students were also more likely to spend more time on 

task and have more positive attitudes regarding the task (Johnson & Johnson, 1989, p. 46). 

�

Is there a clear vocabulary learning goal? In the pure approach to VTS it seems 

pretty clear that vocabulary is the means of expressing ideas. In the set of tasks students 

carry out regarding the artwork they share their ideas, and record and report the degree of 

their knowledge regarding the vocabulary they encounter throughout the tasks. Therefore 

the tasks should receive 1 point. 

 

Does the activity motivate learning? The degree to which students can be shown 

to have learned from the task answers this question, but classroom observation shows that 

students actively participate in the VTS tasks. (1 point) 

 

Do the learners select the words? The teacher selects the artwork, but the answer 

to the question, “What’s going on in this picture” is limited only by the students’ 

creativity and accessible vocabulary, and the degree to which they share ideas. (1 point) 
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Noticing 

Noticing in the TFA is related to whether the students’ attention is focused on the 

vocabulary. Nation described noticing as “giving attention to an item” (2013, p. 103). 

Schmidt and Frota (1986, p. 311) suggested that “a second language learner will begin to 

acquire the targetlike form if and only if it is present in comprehending input and ‘noticed’ 

in the normal sense of the word, that is consciously.” Some of the earliest work on 

noticing as conscious attention can be found in Schmidt’s formulation of his Noticing 

Hypothesis (1990), which Gass and Selinker (1994) described as the need for learners to 

be “actively involved or attending to L2 forms in order for learning to take place” (p. 

248). 

In the form of VTS used for beginning VTS learners, the teacher as facilitator 

points to the part of the picture about which students are commenting and paraphrases the 

students’ comments. This serves to focus on the ideas and the vocabulary and giving 

attention to an item. The facilitator also finds connections between students’ comments 

and students are encouraged to think about and respond to what others have said. This 

processing requires a high level of conscious attention to the artworks and the ideas 

shared about them in that students need to understand and respond to the ideas they hear. 

The tasks in the study provide more opportunities to notice new vocabulary. In this study 

students serve as facilitators for each other. 

Noticing is most relevant for words students learn without having their attention 

drawn to them, that is, words that occur naturally while students share their own or their 

fellow students’ ideas, but words that did not occur on any list. 
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Does the activity focus attention on the target words? In the VTS activity 

students are asked to comment about anything that catches their eye in the artwork. In the 

original VTS task and in the study carried out here the target words are the words that 

occur naturally in each students’ answers to the VTS questions regarding the artwork. 

The facilitator in the classroom-fronted approach to VTS ensures everyone in the class 

focuses on the ideas that have been expressed by pointing and paraphrasing other 

students’ comments, and this is aided substantially by the visual support of the artwork (1 

point). In the application in this study, the target words are focused on because they are 

important in understanding other students’ ideas. 

 

Does the activity raise awareness of new vocabulary learning? Two of the 

criteria Nation and Webb (2011) listed are that learners meet the words in new contexts 

and see that there is something to be learned about the words. Each artwork provides a 

new context and the task requires learning new vocabulary used in a variety of ways to 

express the ideas regarding the artwork. (1 point). 

 

Does the activity involve negotiation? Negotiation in language learning usually 

refers to negotiation of meaning. Long was one of the first to discuss negotiation of 

meaning, which he later incorporated into his Interaction Hypothesis. “Negotiation for 

meaning, and especially negotiation work that triggers interactional adjustments by the 

NS or more competent interlocutor, facilitates acquisition because it connects input, 
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internal learner capacities, particularly selective attention, and output in productive ways” 

(1996, pp. 451-452). Negotiation in TFA also incorporates Swain’s (1985) Output 

Hypothesis, which states that students learn best when they are pushed to use their 

“linguistics resources” and to use “alternative means to get across his or her message” (p. 

248). Pica, Kanagy, and Falodun (1993) also focused on the importance of the degree to 

which students “negotiate toward mutual comprehension of each other’s meaning” (p. 11). 

The effect of task type on negotiation was carried out by Newton (2013). He 

investigated the type and degree of negotiation as participants in his study, two groups of 

four students each comprised of native speakers of Cantonese, Farsi, Indian, Mandarin, 

and Japanese carried out two two-way opinion gap and information gap tasks, each 

performed with required and nonrequired interaction and with open and closed outcomes 

using the task type classification developed by Pica et al. (1993). Newton examined the 

degree to which unknown words were used and whether they were negotiated for form 

and meaning but also to what extent use of given words was avoided. 

A comparison of Newton’s research to the current study is difficult because his task 

types differed from the ones used in this study. For example, the VTS tasks involve a 

shared image, and the drawing tasks involve a shared goal to draw a shared image. Also, 

the participants in the current study share the same L1 and so attention has to be paid to 

the degree translation is used. Finally, the drawing tasks do provide vocabulary 

specifically selected because it was unlikely to be known by students, but the goal of the 

current study is for students to overtly teach each other vocabulary and share ideas, so to 

an extent the vocabulary learning is not incidental. 
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However, Newton’s study (2013) does offer a number of interesting aspects 

regarding motivation that inform the use of VTS. First Newton found that students were 

more likely to negotiate the form of the task vocabulary much more than the meaning. In 

addition, more negotiation questions occurred in the information gap tasks than in the 

opinion gap tasks, so task type did have a strong effect on negotiation, although again it 

remains to be seen to what degree the tasks in this study are similar or different. Finally, 

he found that 77% of the words negotiated for meaning were learned compared to 55% of 

the words not negotiated for meaning (p. 16), but 72 out of 129 words were learned 

despite not having been negotiated. 

Another approach to investigating the effect of negotiation, this time with a focus 

on Language Related Episodes (LREs) was explored by Dobao (2014). Dobao compared 

the degree to which Spanish language learners in pairs and groups focused their attention 

on target words and correctly and incorrectly solved the (LREs, see Swain & Lapkin, 

1998) that occurred as they carried out tasks that also involved visual cues, a series of 15 

story cards that could be arranged in any order the students desired in telling their stories. 

She found that with some variation a higher number of LREs occurred overall in groups 

than in pairs thus providing more opportunities for students to learn. She also found that 

even students who did not actively participate learned from the interaction. 

Although this research supports the potential benefits of using groups, it also is 

focused on the natural occurrence of vocabulary of interest as students choose to deal 

with it or not. The current study is more focused on the degree to which students can 
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draw each other’s attention to the vocabulary and make sure everyone in the group 

understands it. 

In the original implementation of VTS (a teacher-facilitated, entire-class discussion), 

there was little negotiation of meaning, except in answer to the facilitator’s clarification 

checks, paraphrasing, recasts, and requests for additional ideas. However, in the pilot 

adaptation of VTS as a group task, students checked the meaning of new unknown words, 

and there was also some translation into Japanese, the shared L1. There was also a focus 

on the spelling, especially because students had been told they would need to report to 

other groups the vocabulary they had learned. The pilots demonstrated the importance of 

structuring the task so students check that all members of the group understand the 

meanings of all the words. 

An important difference between the VTS tasks and some studies into negotiation 

was that a visual image was available that provided a context for the shared ideas. For 

example, if a student referred to the audience in an auditorium watching horse galloping 

around in a circle while a chorus played music backstage as in the artwork The Circus 

from Seurat, the other students might in some cases have led students to feel they 

understood the meaning of the words and might not have needed to negotiate meaning. 

As yet the TFA offers only a binary option as to whether a task involves negotiation 

or not, and Newton’s (2013) research shows that the degree that vocabulary is negotiated 

varies considerably depending on task type. However, the VTS tasks seem to meet the 

TFA’s requirement for negotiation. 
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Retrieval 

Retrieval is similar to the search element in Hulstijn and Laufer’s (2001) 

Involvement Load Hypothesis. Nation (2013, p. 107) described retrieval as occurring 

when students retrieve a previously learned word while carrying out a task. This retrieval 

can be receptive in listening or reading or productive if the learners want to retrieve a 

word in order to express an idea in speaking or writing. Retrieval does not occur if the 

meaning of the word and the form are presented together, and there is a preference in the 

TFA for productive retrieval, where students need to search for the forms of the words 

rather than have them provided (Nation & Webb, 2011, pp. 8-9). One subquestion under 

retrieval asks whether the retrieval is repeated. Webb (2007) found improvements in 

depth of learning for second-year Japanese university students of 10 target words over 10 

repetitions. Learning starting with spelling and orthography for the first encounters and 

there were higher gains on productive and receptive tests of association and syntax after 

10 encounters. In other words, learning of some sort began with the earliest encounters 

and deepened over the later encounters. 

Recall in the TFA refers to whether a word merely needs to be recognized, for 

example, chosen from a list of options, or whether students need to actively retrieve the 

item from memory (Nation & Webb, 2011, p. 7). Therefore retrieval in the TFA refers to 

whether students need to retrieve the vocabulary in order to express an opinion 

productively orally or in writing and whether there are multiple exposures to the item. 
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Does the activity involve retrieval of the word? In VTS students actively recall 

the words for what they see in the artwork from their own memories and if necessary, 

through a search of a dictionary while writing their answers to the VTS questions 

individually. (1 point) 

 

Is it productive retrieval? In whatever variety of VTS tasks students carry out, 

whether traditional or in small groups, students generate sentences regarding the artwork 

without any textual input, which means that they must retrieve the form as well as the 

meaning (Nation & Webb, 2011, pp. 8-9). (1 point) 

 

Is it recall? Students in the VTS tasks need to recall both the form and the 

meaning of the words. None of the vocabulary is provided in print; it is all from students’ 

own memories. (1 point) 

 

Are there multiple retrievals of each word? In the VTS tasks students retrieve 

vocabulary multiple times as they hear the various ideas about the artworks and as they 

share their ideas with others. (1 point) 

 

Is there spacing between retrievals? There is spacing between retrievals. As 

students carry out the VTS tasks they move from individual, to group, to individual tasks. 

Vocabulary might also recur to some extent across artworks, which can lead to more 

spacing within retrievals. (1 point)  
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Creative Use 

Creative use or creative processing is important for vocabulary learning because it 

involves using previously learned words in new contexts or in new ways thus expanding 

learners’ depth of understanding of the word. Previous versions of the Technique Feature 

Analysis approach used generation and generative use for this category. Due largely in 

response to Meyers’ (2010) criticism that the term generative use has been misinterpreted 

and misapplied in L2 research, Nation says (personal communication) that in later 

versions of the TFA he will change the term generation to a phrase such as creative use. 

Meyers summarized the research regarding generative learning theory, and stated that it 

“describes two specific kinds of generation: between new information and existing 

knowledge and experience, and between individual items of to-be-learned information. 

Generative learning tasks are therefore tasks that facilitate the generation of those 

associations” (pp. 38-39). Therefore, while the tasks analyzed by the TFA might lead to 

generative learning of the vocabulary, the focus in the TFA is on whether the language in 

the tasks has been used in creative ways. In the latest iteration of the TFA Nation (2013) 

has indeed switched to the new terms creative use or creative processing (p. 110). 

 

Does the activity involve creative use? According to Nation and Webb (2011), 

sentence generation activities involve productive creative use, or using words in a new 

context in a new way. All of the VTS activities are both productive and receptive, and 
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students are encouraged to participate in the cooperatively structured task. Listening to 

other students’ language is receptive creative use. (1 point) 

 

Is it productive? Sharing new, original ideas regarding an artwork is productive 

creative use. (1 point) 

 

Is there a marked change that involves the use of other words? Nation and 

Webb (2011, p. 9) stated that sentence production leads to a high degree of creative use, 

and because these activities are student created, this should receive 1 point. 

 

Retention 

Retention on the TFA refers to whether students connect the meaning and form of 

words as they carry out the tasks, whether they connect the meaning to an image 

(instantiation), whether they are encouraged to actually visualize an image (imaging), and 

whether they are learning words that are so similar that they interfere with learning, such 

as synonyms or a number of colors learned at the same time (interference). 

 

Does the activity ensure successful linking of form and meaning? Students must 

retrieve both form and meaning based on an image. The form might not be grammatically 

accurate, but there should be a link between the image, form, and meaning. (1 point) 
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Does the activity involve instantiation? Instantiation is defined by Nation and 

Webb (2011) as “seeing an instance of a word such as when the word is used in a 

meaningful situation where the object or quality referred to is visually present” (p. 10). 

The degree that the comments regarding the artwork are visually present depends on the 

level of connection between the comment and the images (i.e., the degree of abstraction 

or concreteness), but even so VTS tasks should receive 1 point. (1 point). 

 

Does the activity involve imaging? “Imaging involves deliberately seeing or 

imagining a visual image related to the meaning of the word, as when the keyword 

technique is used” (Nation & Webb, 2011, p. 10). In the drawing tasks of the study 

students draw a picture based on the jigsawed text descriptions, but this is not the kind of 

deliberate imaging required to meet the criteria for this item. 

 

Does the activity avoid interference? Nation and Webb (2011) referred to 

research showing the negative effects of teaching words together that are in the same 

lexical set. A lexical set would be “synonyms, opposites, and such words as articles of 

clothing or names of fruit that could be grouped under a headword like fruit or clothing” 

(pp. 10-11). However, Nation and Webb cited Tinkham (1997), who found that words in 

a syntagmatic relationship, such as words that occur in a story (e.g., frog, pond, prince, 

princess), were easier to learn than unrelated words and were easier to learn than words 

in the same lexical set. The artwork in this study falls into the syntagmatic relationship 
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category because the comments revolve around one artwork depicting one “story,” but as 

related by the students. (1 point) 

 

Issues in Research Design 

Ellis (1995b), Eckerth (2009), and other researchers have commented on how much 

unpredictable language learning goes on in language learning tasks, and this is especially 

true in designing a study to evaluate vocabulary acquisition through the use of VTS. The 

main focus of VTS is on encouraging learners to express their own ideas freely without 

input from the facilitator of the discussions. The facilitator links ideas that have occurred 

but does not provide new ideas. For example, a facilitator might say, “Tomoko says she 

thinks this is a circus because she thinks the man in front looks like a clown because his 

face is painted white,” but the facilitator does not add that the woman in yellow standing 

on the running horse also looks like a circus performer. Facilitators do not give the title, 

history of the images viewed, or any other background information. 

Telling students the artwork used in this activity was The Circus by Seurat and 

giving them a list of such vocabulary as clown, gymnast, audience, and orchestra would 

constrain the degree of the students’ free expression by letting them know that the place 

was a circus, and would also make the facilitator the source of ideas and knowledge 

(which according to Technique Feature Analysis is also less than ideal, because students 

learn best when they choose the words they need and look them up as necessary). Finally, 

facilitators do not correct students if they misidentify the artwork, artist, style, or give any 

other incorrect information, although they might ask students to give reasons for their 
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beliefs. This lack of guidance gives pause to art educators. Similar to vocabulary 

acquisition studies that suggest that direct learning is faster than incidental learning, some 

art educators are dissatisfied with the pace of learning using the original teacher-fronted 

form of VTS. However, again, art appreciation is not the goal of VTS. 

This idea that the facilitator paraphrases but does not guide or correct students’ 

comments has been important in terms of the design of the research into VTS carried out 

until this point. The tasks in previous studies were based on the VTS approach, but rather 

than using the teacher/facilitator approach of VST, the tasks were carried out in small 

cooperatively structured groups. One concern that remains the same is that if students 

were given a list of vocabulary to learn and use for the artwork, then the vocabulary list 

would drive the learners’ ideas rather than artwork itself. In fact, one research question 

concerns the degree to which artwork encourages the use of vocabulary. 

In order to avoid the limitations of providing a list of vocabulary for students to use 

in the art description tasks, an instrument was adapted from Slimani (1989), which in turn 

was based on Allwright’s uptake, which is defined as “the learner’s perceptions of what 

they have learned from the interactive events they have just been through” (p. 224). 

Slimani aimed to measure a wide range of language learning, including pronunciation, 

spelling, and grammar. In her discussion she lamented that students focused mainly on 

vocabulary in filling out her instrument rather than on the language forms she was 

interested in. However, as Ellis (1995b) and Eckerth (2006) pointed out, this approach 

works well and reliably for vocabulary. 
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Both Ellis and Eckerth commented on the benefits of using Slimani’s instrument to 

capture linguistic variability in classroom-based tasks. Ellis (1995b), although writing 

about an accuracy-based lesson, noted that an interactive task offers students the chance 

to learn beyond what the teacher planned for them to learn from a particular task (p. 148). 

Eckerth (2006) made a similar observation, noting that what students learn from a 

particular task depends on their individual learning characteristics and interests (p. 22). 

The two researchers also noted the difficulty using typical testing approaches of 

measuring learning that occurs in open-ended activities. Ellis (1995b) noted the 

limitations test makers face given the variability in what is learned from various tasks (p. 

148) and Eckerth added that tests can usually only measure the content and linguistic 

forms the teacher has decided beforehand are the focus of the lesson, concluding that 

“this represents a serious shortcoming, reducing the broad range of potential learning 

opportunities available in the rich variety of classroom interaction” (p. 23). 

Slimani (1989) lamented that although her study asked students to report the 

grammatical forms they acquired over time, the students reported mostly lexical items. 

Ellis (1995) therefore pointed out that her approach was ideal for looking at vocabulary 

acquisition (p. 149). Ellis also had students fill out his recall measures immediately after 

the task rather than have them wait as Slimani did in her study. In the case of earlier 

studies and this one, students completed the forms both individually and in groups, as 

cooperative learning also aids in recall. 
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Reliability and Validity of Self-Reports 

Some researchers might raise concerns regarding having students provide self-

evaluations regarding their vocabulary learning. Among other goals, Ellis (1995b) wanted 

to measure the degree students were sincere and accurate in their reports on their 

vocabulary learning using a format he based on Slimani, (1989). He defined sincerity as 

how honest students were in completing a chart and accuracy as how well students 

reported the vocabulary they encountered, including whether they reported vocabulary 

they did not encounter or whether they failed to report vocabulary they did encounter. He 

also looked at whether students were accurate in their assertions that they had learned the 

vocabulary. With few exceptions Ellis found students to be both sincere and accurate in 

their reporting. 

Ellis (p. 157) found that his construct of uptake was valid but found a weak 

relationship between uptake and test scores for his three experimental groups (the R2 

values were .37, .32, and .51). However, one weakness he found was that English words 

did not work well as memory prompts for his English-Japanese translation tasks. The use 

of artwork should help in two respects, both as prompts and as a way to evaluate the 

degree and accuracy of learning because the task in the measure in this study ask that the 

translation and the sentences using the words both be related as much as possible to the 

artwork, which might make it easier for raters to assess whether students actually know 

what the words mean or not. 
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Gaps in the Literature 

The idea of using visual images for language learning is not new. Bush (2007) 

traces the use of images and language as far back as Simonides in 500 B.C. Paivio and 

others (Clark & Paivio, 1991; Paivio, 1991; Paivio & Desrochers, 1979) demonstrated the 

benefits of connecting images and words to improve learning. Barnes-Karol and Broner 

(2010) described an innovative approach to teaching culture through photographs, but 

none of these researchers have described the actual language learned in a manner that 

shows the efficacy of using images. 

A number of researchers and educators have offered tasks that used images to 

encourage language use, for example, Tarone and Swierzbin (2009) presented a series of 

tasks teachers can use to encourage their students to use a range of particular language 

forms, but even here the goal is language use in the six tasks and not necessarily an 

examination of the degree language is used in those tasks. Intuitively the tasks would 

seem to lead to language learning but this has not been investigated empirically in regards 

to actual language learning, just as with the VTS tasks examined in this study. 

Other researchers have created frameworks by which to gauge whether particular 

tasks might lead to learning. For example, Nation and Webb (2011) presented Technique 

Feature Analysis as a way to look at the effectiveness of vocabulary learning tasks, but 

although there has been a follow-up fine tuning in 2013 (Nation, 2013), there has been 

scant research on the TFA itself and very little research into how the TFA might be used 

to examine a particular set of real-world language learning tasks. 
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The search of the literature on cooperative learning and English as a Second or a 

Foreign Language identified few studies (e.g., Shaaban & Ghaith, 2005), but these did 

not find significant differences in learning (in the case of Shaaban and Ghaith, reading), 

although the studies did report that students developed more positive attitudes towards 

reading. A search of the literature for cooperative learning research carried out by 

Fushino (2008) found the few studies described above. Most of these researchers 

concluded that cooperative learning in their study did not work well, but acknowledged 

that the cooperative learning approaches used did not include all the cooperative elements 

deemed necessary for a lesson to succeed. It is also telling that none of these researchers 

quantified what learning took place, instead focusing on student attitudes towards the 

lesson. There has been no research into the use of cooperative learning and the tasks 

explored in this study in Japan or elsewhere. 

A large gap in the research regarding the current study is that while teachers have 

begun to use VTS for culture learning (e.g., see the excellent CALTA21 approach to 

teaching immigrants to the United States using visual imagery), there has been research 

on actual language learning as a result of VTS tasks. An even greater gap exists in that 

while VTS has been explored with Japanese speakers speaking Japanese (Sugibayashi, 

2003), no researchers have reported the language used and acquired by nonnative 

speakers, including Japanese university students, carrying out VTS tasks. 

The lack of research into the actual language learned through particular tasks, in the 

case of this study, cooperatively structured tasks based on visual images, is perhaps one 

of the biggest gaps in the literature. The reason posited here is the degree of variation in 
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the output of students in carrying out language learning in general, and this is exacerbated 

in VTS tasks because if done properly the output elicited through VTS is idiosyncratic. 

Finally, there has been no research that has brought together all of the elements 

explored in this study, the use of artworks in cooperatively structured groups for the 

acquisition of vocabulary by Japanese students at a university in Japan These gaps call 

for a mixed methods research approach that can identify the language used, the language 

learned, and the students’ perceptions of their own learning. 

 

Purposes of the Study 

The first purpose of this study is to examine the kinds of language students use in 

carrying out art-based tasks adapted from VTS, specifically the vocabulary students use 

in regard to the artworks and the degree to which they learn the vocabulary, both in terms 

of quantitative measures and in terms of students’ self-reports on their own learning. The 

study is also one of the first to look at a set of language learning tasks in terms of the 

features described in the Technique Feature Analysis approach. 

The second purpose of this study is to create a cooperatively structured art-based 

task that includes the five elements the Learning Together Model (see Johnson & 

Johnson, 1999a, 1999b for an introduction) proposes as necessary for a successful 

cooperatively structured lesson and examine the degree to which the tasks are 

cooperatively structured. This provides insight into how well the structures are designed 

and also provides insight for other teachers and researchers interested in the use of 

cooperative learning in colleges in Japan and perhaps in other contexts (see Johnson & 
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Johnson, 1999a, 1999b for an introduction) proposes as necessary for a successful 

cooperatively structured lesson and examine the degree to which the tasks are 

cooperatively structured. 

The third purpose of this study is to implement VTS for language learning in the 

Japanese context. VTS has not been researched in terms of language learning in any 

context, so this is the first effort in Japan. This study will provide insight to those 

interested in VTS for foreign language learning, and particularly to those interested in 

using VTS in Japan. 

The fourth purpose is to examine how vocabulary is produced, shared, and learned 

in VTS-based tasks. Researching vocabulary learned in VTS-based tasks is complicated 

because of the free flow of ideas encouraged through this method. Therefore, included in 

this purpose is to explore multiple ways in which to gather information on tasks in which 

the language that students use cannot be predicted beforehand and this lack of 

predictability makes it nearly impossible to carry out quantitative research with pretests 

that match the posttests. 

Finally, the fifth purpose of this study is to examine the task itself both 

quantitatively and qualitatively from multiple perspectives in order to describe the 

interactions that occur and the language students learn in a free-form open-ended task 

that offers students the opportunity to express themselves in creative and unpredictable 

ways and the degree to which these aspects contribute to learning. This fine-tuned 

approach to examining the art-based tasks can inform others’ use of them in the future 

and offer a baseline for future research. 
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Research Questions 

In this study I aim to examine the vocabulary learned and retained through 

cooperatively structured art-based tasks using a carefully selected set of artwork. 

Specifically, I approach this general aim by answering the following questions. Questions 

1 to 9 focus on the degree to which vocabulary is elicited by the artwork and shared and 

recalled throughout the tasks. Questions 10 and 11 look at cooperative learning, 

specifically question 10 compares cooperative and individual tasks. Questions 12 and 13 

aim at a broader view of the use of these cooperatively structured art-based tasks based 

on students’ evaluations and on observations as students carry out the tasks. Question 14 

aims to bring the various ideas together.  

1.! What is the range of vocabulary elicited through the art-based vocabulary tasks? 

2.! To what extent do students learn vocabulary through the art-based vocabulary tasks? 

3.! To what extent do students share the ideas and vocabulary they create in their 

individual comments with students in the subsequent group tasks? 

4.! To what extent do students share and learn new vocabulary in the cooperatively 

structured group tasks? 

5.! To what extent does students’ range of vocabulary use and variety of ideas over the 

course of the semester as operationalized in their use of clauses expressing an 

opinion (such as I think) and in their use of clauses which supported that opinion 

(such as because)? 

6.! To what extent can vocabulary regarding a particular artwork be predicted? 
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7.! Does vocabulary recur over artwork that is similar in theme or content and to what 

degree? 

8.! To what degree do students learn the vocabulary words chosen for special focus by 

the teacher and by themselves over the course of the semester? 

9.! To what degree do students learn to use the cooperative skills taught in this study as 

measured by teacher observation using the CLOP and as measured by students’ self-

reports of their count of their use of the cooperative skills? 

10.! To what degree, if any, do students learn vocabulary through drawing tasks that are 

carried out cooperatively as compared to tasks carried out individually as measured 

by the Vocabulary Use Inventory? 

11.!What are students’ opinions regarding the VTS tasks and the art-based tasks? 

12. Based on students’ view of the VTS tasks and the drawing tasks, what are the 

benefits and pitfalls of implementing VTS for language learning in a Japanese 

college context. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODS 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the participants, the context of the study, 

the instrumentation, the procedures for data collection, and the analyses of the art-based 

tasks students carry out in this study. 

 

Participants 

Participants in this study were enrolled in two separate Freshman English 

composition courses in spring of 2015 at a competitive national public university in Japan. 

Although not presented here as a definitive description of these students’ abilities, it is 

interesting to note that National University (pseudonym) is rated highly among 

universities in Japan by most measures of university quality. One measure used to 

evaluate the level of Japanese universities is the hensachi, which is a standard score with 

a standard deviation of 10 based on the entrance exam results of students accepted into 

Japanese universities. The School of Law at National University has a hensachi of 69 

(Zenkoku hougakubu hensachi [Japan law school hensachi ranking] 2015, n.d.) and the 

School of Engineering has a hensachi of 60 (Kougakubu kankei kokuritsu daigaku 

hensachi [Engineering related national university hensachi ranking] 2015, n.d.), which 

places these both in the top rankings for Aichi Prefecture and in Japan overall. 

The students were selected for this study primarily because in previous experience 

at this university the students’ English vocabulary is large and their speaking ability is 
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relatively high compared to the college students regardless of their majors. Therefore 

these students produce sufficient amounts of language to be analyzed, although data 

collected from students at lower levels of ability also has shown promise. 

In terms of the general vocabulary ability of college students, Browne (2008) 

estimated that Japanese college students know from 2,000 to 2,300 word families based 

on research from Shillaw (1995) and from Barrow, Nakanishi, and Ishino (1999), who 

found that Japanese first-year college students could translate 1,500 word families and 

could recognize 2,300. McLean, Hogg, and Rush (2014, p. 34) reported a mean of 39.39 

(SD = 8.30) words based on data analyzed from their extensive survey of 1,279 Japanese 

college students in English, science, and art departments who took an 80-item version of 

the Vocabulary Size Test (Nation & Beglar, 2007) based on the first eight 1,000 word 

frequency levels. 

Previous students at the national university chosen for this study who took part in a 

research study carried out by McLean et al. (2014) averaged higher than Browne’s 

estimate at 4,404.5 words with a range from 2,800 to 6,300 words, and previous classes 

in 2010 in other departments at this university averaged 3,330 and 3,430 word families 

respectively on the first 5,000-word levels of the Vocabulary Size Test. 

In the current study the Friday 1 class of Law students averaged 5,687 words with a 

standard deviation of 10.5 on Paul Nation’s Vocabulary Size Test (n = 39, with one 

student absent), and the Friday 4 class of Engineering students averaged 5,510 words 

with a standard deviation of 12.0 (n = 42). An independent two-sample t-test showed no 
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significant difference between the Friday 1 law students (M = 5,687, SD = 10.5) and 

Friday 4 (M = 5,510, SD = 12.0); t(79) = 0.71, p = .48. 

Finally, students in the Friday 1 class knew on average 85.4% of the first 1,000 

words, 70.8% of the second 1,000, and 81.8% of the third 1,000 words on the Vocabulary 

Size Test, while the Friday 4 class averaged 88.3%, 72.4%, and 79.8% respectively. The 

scores on the remaining 1,000 word lists were all over 50%. Also the wide variability of 

the scores is visible in the fact that the Friday 1 class 7 students scored above 70 and 10 

scored below 50, while in the Friday 4 class 3 students scored 80 and 8 were above 70, 

and 16 scored below 50. 

Of the students who reported TOEFL scores, Friday 1 reported an average of 493.7 

(n = 22, SD = 27.7) and Friday 4 an average of 495.6 (n = 31, SD = 27.0). Students with 

low scores might have been less likely to report their scores and some did not recall them, 

but this does serve as a general indicator of students’ ability levels at least in terms of the 

TOEFL. Only 3 students in either class reported experience studying abroad. One in 

Friday 1 had studied in the United States for 21 months, one student in Friday 3 had 

studied in Mexico for 11 months, and one student had lived in Thailand for eight years. 

Webb and Nation (2008, p. 4) have suggested that a score of 8 or above on a level 

of the Vocabulary Size Test indicates mastery of that word level, which, allowing for the 

variation of this test, means this group might be said to have technically only mastered 

the first 1,000 words regardless of their overall score on the Vocabulary Size Test. Nation 

(2006) suggested that students who know 3,000 word families might be capable of 
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understanding slightly over 95% of unscripted spoken conversations when proper nouns 

are included (p. 77). 

Therefore, the students in this study should be able to comprehend unscripted 

comments by fellow students who are at roughly the same vocabulary level. Students 

with the same estimated vocabulary size likely know somewhat different vocabulary, and 

data from students who previously took the Vocabulary Size Test bore this out. However, 

data from previous studies have also suggested that students do not tend to use a great 

deal of vocabulary outside their current vocabulary level when expressing their ideas 

regarding artwork. 

The degree that students use lower frequency vocabulary when expressing their 

ideas regarding artwork can be seen in Table 9. The shows the data for one artwork from 

students in a previous year at the same national university at which the current study is 

being carried out. The artwork was The Circus by George Seurat, which is Artwork 9 in 

the current study. The Friday 3 class shows 37 word families at the 3,000 word family 

level and above, and the Friday 4 class shows 38 words at the 3,000 word family level 

and above. The data suggest that students at this level at this university can generate 

sufficient vocabulary beyond the 1,000 word frequency level for analysis and the variety 

provided by a group of students sharing their ideas should provide a sufficient amount of 

new vocabulary for all to learn. It also suggests that students will not use so much new 

vocabulary in their descriptions of the artwork that other group members will have too 

much difficulty understanding what they are saying. Additionally, it is also important to 

keep in mind that ensuring that all group members understand is integrated into the 
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cooperative structure of the tasks and learning and sharing new vocabulary is one of the 

goals of the activities. 

 

Context of the Study 

The composition classes examined in this study are part of an English curriculum 

for the entire university that is coordinated by the Department of English in the College 

of Liberal Arts and Sciences. These language courses are required of all first- and 

second-year students at this university. The classes are taught by part-time teachers who 

are supervised by the Graduate School of Languages and Culture, but the students 

themselves come from other departments at the university. 

The English classes are offered at a set time for a particular major, and students 

from that major select the course they would like to take based on their schedules and on 

the course descriptions. Composition students, however, are streamed into three levels 

according to their performance on the Institutional TOEFL test. For the most part classes 

at Japanese universities meet 90-minutes one day each week and this university is no 

exception. In terms of the composition courses, however, the composition course meets 

just 14 times in comparison to the other English courses because the first week is used for 

the Institutional TOEFL as mentioned above.  

The overarching goal for all of the courses is to improve the academic English 

abilities of all undergraduate students, and not unexpectedly the emphasis in the first-year 

composition the emphasis is on academic writing. However, one of the goals for students 

that are listed in the course guidelines that teachers receive is the ability to express their !  
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Table!9.!Sample$Data$for$One$Artwork$(Seurat,$Circus,$VTS$Basic$2.05.1)$
Level! Token! Token!%! Type! Type!%! Families! Families!%!

Friday!3!
1! 795! 83.9! 203! 72.2! 156! 69.6!
2! 79! 8.3! 38! 13.5! 31! 13.8!
3! 19! 2.0! 13! 4.6! 12! 5.4!
4! 25! 2.6! 6! 2.1! 5! 2.2!
5! 10! 1.1! 5! 1.8! 5! 2.2!
6! 6! 0.6! 5! 1.8! 4! 1.8!
7! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.4! 1! 0.5!
9! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.7! 2! 0.9!
12! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.4! 1! 0.5!
13! 4! 0.4! 3! 1.1! 3! 1.3!
14! 2! 0.2! 1! 0.4! 1! 0.5!
15! 2! 0.2! 1! 0.4! 1! 0.5!
0! 2a! 0.2! 2! 0.7! 2! 0.9!
Total:! 948!  ! 281! ! 224!  !

Friday!4!
1! 788! 84.2! 209! 70.4! 172! 68.5!
2! 81! 8.7! 50! 16.8! 41! 16.3!
3! 19! 2.0! 13! 4.4! 13! 5.2!
4! 20! 2.1! 4! 1.4! 4! 1.6!
5! 5! 0.5! 5! 1.7! 5! 2!
6! 12! 1.3! 5! 1.7! 5! 2!
7! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.7! 2! 0.8!
9! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.7! 2! 0.8!
12! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.7! 2! 0.8!
13! 3! 0.3! 3! 1! 3! 1.2!
14! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
15! ! ! ! ! ! !0! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
Total:! 936!  ! 297!  ! 251!  !

aThe!two!words!not!on!the!first!16!level!words!lists!were!BGM,!short!for!background!music,!and!
handstand.!
bThe!one!word!not!on!the!first!16!level!word!lists!was!exempted$
!

ideas in a logical and persuasive way. In the classes in which this research was carried 

out students did much of the writing work at home, and the focus in class was on learning 

to think in creative ways and to communicate their ideas in understandable ways to their 

fellow classmates. 

In association with this composition class, students are required to complete a 

computer-based English language study program developed at this university called 

Gyutto-e. This intensive reading and listening course is 20% of their final grade. Teachers 
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have no input into this separate course and are not expected to incorporate the content 

into their courses although they are encouraged to quiz students on it. 

The classes investigated in this study met Friday 1st period from 8:45 a.m. to 10:15 

a.m. and Friday 4th period from 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the Spring Semester of 2015 

which starts in April in Japan. While attendance at this university is quite good, there 

were generally students who were a bit late for the Friday 1st period classes. Offering 

individual writing time in the first few minutes offered a way to smooth out the 

disruption of late arriving students, but there were still sometimes holes in the data 

collected.  

 

Language Lab Layout 

Because of the large class size, these two composition classes met in one of the 

larger computer language labs with seating for 46 students. Each desk seats two students 

and the computers fold down into the desktop so that the desktop can be used as a regular 

desk. There is a monitor between each pair of students on which the teacher can show an 

image, text, an OHP image, or a video. There is also a screen behind the teacher’s desk 

on which material can be projected. The desks were immovable which was not a problem 

when students were working in groups of four, because they naturally focused on the 

image on the monitor between the two group members in the rear, thus allowing them to 

maintain the cooperative learning admonition that students sit knee-to-knee and eye-to-

eye to an extent. Fixed seating became more of a problem in the larger groups of 5 or 6 

students as it was more difficult to maintain keep students close enough together but 
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fortunately students were willing and slim enough to share one chair. Figures A1 and A2 

in Appendix A show the seating arrangement for numbers groups (cards ace to 10) and 

for suits groups (hearts, clubs, diamonds, spades) for the larger 42-member class that met 

in the fourth hour on Fridays. The Friday 1 class had 40 students which was a little less 

problematical because it allowed 10 groups of 4 for the number groups. 

Students were placed randomly into 10 Numbers Groups based on playing card and 

were seated in the classroom from Groups Ace to 10. They were also seated within each 

group in the prescribed order of hearts, clubs, diamonds, and spades. The Suits Groups 

also had assigned seating from Ace to 5 and 6 to 10 for each suit. I created and displayed 

seating charts on the overhead to make it easier for the students and the teacher to know 

where they should be seated. Students in the Ace to 5 and the 6 to 10 groups never 

interacted with each other even when they were in suits groups. For ease of reference, the 

Friday 1 Ace to 5 and 6 to 10 groups will be referred to as Group 1A and Group 1B, and 

the Friday 4 classes will be referred to as 2A and 2B. 

Required seating was necessary because although the computer management system 

allowed the seating to be changed on the fly, it was not possible to do in the time allotted 

during class. It was also apparently technically possible to insert the assigned codes for 

each desk along with students’ identification numbers ahead of time, but again the 

creators of the system recommended strongly against it, most likely because of the 

complexity of keeping track of user and desk codes and because of the likelihood of error. 
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Computer Classroom Management System 

As mentioned above, each desk had a central monitor between each pair of students 

on which the teacher could show a variety of images. In addition, each computer included 

a headset which could be used to record individuals or teacher-selected groups. Having 

students communicate over the headsets helped alleviate some common problems in 

classes with energetic cooperative groups in that sounds from other groups did not 

intrude, and students were able to hear each other’s comments even in larger groups of 5 

or 6. The headsets also made it possible to record group interactions. Unfortunately, a 

glance at the class layout reveals a problem with fixed seating for the larger suits groups. 

The larger groups lost the ability to point at what they were referring to in a way that 

everyone in the group could see. However, because the larger suits groups were asked to 

report what they had learned in the previous smaller numbers groups, students were 

generally already familiar with the images. 

There were a number of smaller random problems with using CaLabo EX (2015), 

the digital language lab management system used in the computer labs at this university, 

but there were two larger problems. One was an extremely sharp learning curve for the 

system for me as a teacher, especially because I only had access to the computer lab one 

day a week. The other problem was the system was not designed to allow students to 

change position easily during the class, meaning it was difficult to have them move from 

numbers groups to suits groups and back without losing recorded data. The difficulty 

arose because at this university students must log in using their user IDs in order to use 

computers anywhere on campus, but especially in the CaLaBo labs so that the classroom 
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management system can identify which students are logged on. Therefore, when the task 

required students to move from one group to another, they had to log out and then log 

back on at the new computer, and then follow the same procedures when they returned to 

their original groups. CaLaBo EX allows the teacher to save students’ positions while 

they are logged on and quickly restore the settings as needed, but the designers of the 

system suggested that this would be difficult to do during class, which turned out to be 

the case. 

The designers of the software expressed a concern not mainly about the time it 

would take for students to log in and out during class, but I felt this was something I 

could plan for, as this was a classroom management question and not a computer 

consideration. A problem that was more difficult to overcome occurred in actually using 

the system in classes with over 40 students in the class as compared to the practice 

session in which the software designers helped me set up how I would use the system in 

my study. In actual classroom use with a larger group of students there was a problem 

nearly every week that caused the audio recorded data to be lost due largely to students’ 

not logging in and out smoothly. Finally, the way the software is set up, individual 

recordings are made for each student in a group rather than one recording for each group 

and the recording of each student in over 10 groups of four rather than one recording for 

each group led to a huge amount of data that overloaded and crashed the system when it 

was collected. Therefore, after two failed attempts at having students log in and out each 

time, I decided to record only the first and last sessions, the Numbers groups and Final 
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Numbers groups, and this meant that students didn’t have to log out. A separate recording 

of one selected Suits Group (a focus group in each class) was made using an iPhone. 

 

Instrumentation 

This section describes the instruments used for data collection in this study, 

including the artwork and the methods used to collect student data. Because this study 

investigates use from both quantitatively and qualitatively, there are a variety of forms of 

data collection. A summary of all instruments used in this study and where they were 

implemented is offered in Table 10. 

 

Visual Thinking Strategies Artwork 

The artwork selected for this study comes from materials developed based on 

Housen’s theories for beginning level Visual Thinking Strategy students, specifically 

American second graders. All of the artwork has been used previously with participants 

at the same university at which this study was carried out with students who were similar 

in proficiency level to those participating in this study. The artwork has shown itself to 

meet the criteria listed by Yenawine (2003) as cited in the literature review for classroom 

use with Japanese college age learners of English. All of the artwork used in this study is 

from Grade 2, all two dimensional, that is, no sculptures or installations, for example. All 

of the artworks used are relatively familiar culturally speaking, not surrealistic, and 

generally not depicting a culture that students might find too different or even completely 

unfamiliar. Some of the artwork described by Housen and Yenawine as being accessible !  
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Table!10.!Instruments$and$Analyses!

Instrument!
Level!of!
analysis! Information!gathered!

Applies!to!
Study!1!or!
Study!2!

Vocabulary!
Size!Test!

Individual! Vocabulary!size!! Study!1!and!
2!

ADI!(audio!
recorded!on!
CaLaBo)!!

Individual! Students!audio!record!their!ideas!before!
writing!them!in!the!Individual!Comments.!
!

Study!1.!
(Also!Study!2!
after!the!
drawing)!

Visual!
Identification!
Test!

Individual! An!online!visual!test!of!vocabulary!
knowledge!using!Moodle!

Prestudy!
knowledge!
check!

AntWordProfi
ler!

All!texts! Program!provides!frequency!and!range!of!
vocabulary!used!in!texts!

Study!1!and!
2!

Individual!
comments!
and!new!
words!
(studentR
inputted!on!
Moodle)!

Individual! Each!student’s!individual!comments!and!
the!new!words!each!reported!looking!up!
in!order!to!answer!VTS!questions!!

Study!1.!
(Also!Study!2!
after!the!
drawing)!

Say!It!!/!Say!
It!!Online!
!

Individual!
and!group!
vocabulary!!

Each!students’!ideas!in!response!to!9!
questions!on!Say!It!!form!

Study!1!

Visual!
Thinking!
Strategies!
Worksheet!

Individual!
and!groupR!
vocabulary!

Shows!the!students’!keywords!from!their!
individual!comments,!the!ideas!and!
vocabulary!shared!in!groups,!and!their!
count!of!their!use!of!cooperative!skills!

Study!1!

Words,!ideas!
remembered!
(Bonk,!2000)!
!

Individual! Students!report!recalled!ideas! Study!1.!
(Also!Study!2!
after!the!
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to young American viewers proved to be too difficult for college-aged Japanese viewers, 

for example, VTS Basic 2.2, a picture of a statuette from the Metropolitan Museum of 

Art of a man with an oryx, a monkey, and a leopard skin (Accession Number 60145.11) 

led to very limited exchanges of ideas, at least with Japanese college students new to the 

VTS approach. 

All artwork has been used with students at different language ability levels. In some 

cases the artwork chosen for this study was selected from sets from VTS that were 

created for learners at different age levels in order to create some overlap in the 

composition and themes of the artworks. For example, having similar scenes involving a 

mother and her child might allow an opportunity to see transfer of ideas and vocabulary. 

The artwork was chosen to be mostly at the same level of complexity and familiarity, but 

it was hoped that familiarity with the theme and the vocabulary and the opportunity for 

students to share their ideas would offset any differences in difficulty. 

Thumbnails for all of the artworks used in this study can be found with full citations 

in Appendix B, but a larger example of Artwork 2 is presented in Figure 1. This artwork 

is used gratefully with special permission from the Art Institute of Chicago. 

 

Vocabulary Size Test (VST) 

Nation (2006) described the Vocabulary Size Test in detail, but generally speaking, 

the VST is based on the British National Corpus that consists of 100 million tokens of 

which 90% is written and 10% is spoken text. The VST consists of 14 sets of 10 

questions each, with each set representing 1,000 words. It is designed for both  
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Figure$1.!Artwork!2:!The$Child’s$Bath,!Cassatt,!1893.!Used!with!permission,!License!
#700958!
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native and nonnative speakers, so it covers a range of 20,000 words. A score of 5.5 on the 

1,000-word list would mean the student knows 550 out of the first 1,000 words. The 

score on each of the 14 sets are added together, and the total score represents the test 

taker's vocabulary size for the first 14,000 words. 

Webb and Nation (2008, p. 4) suggested that a subset of the first 5,000 words can 

be used for lower and intermediate level students and Beglar (2009) provided support for 

using a subset of 8,000 words of the complete scale based on a Rasch analysis of VST 

data from 178 Japanese learners of English as a Foreign language. As noted above, few 

of the students at the university at which this study is being carried out have vocabulary 

size estimates above 8,000 words on the VST, so it is not necessary for them to take the 

entire set of 20 word-frequency levels because they know fewer words and will become 

more tired and discouraged as they go along. McLean et al. (2014) used only the first 

eight sets of questions in their study based on Beglar’s research described above. Their 

research also provides support for doing likewise in this study. 

It should be noted that the Vocabulary Size Test is designed to assess written 

receptive vocabulary knowledge, not productive vocabulary knowledge, but it is often 

used to analyze a set of texts to help determine whether a language learner knows enough 

vocabulary in order to be able to read a particular text or to understand a lecture or a 

television show (Nation & Webb, 2011). The purpose of the Vocabulary Size Test in this 

study therefore is mainly to provide a measure of the students’ knowledge of vocabulary 

and the degree to which students’ vocabulary knowledge overlaps, the degree to which 

students were successfully randomly assigned groups, and it also provides a measure of 
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the range and type of vocabulary students use in the tasks. The vocabulary from the ideas 

that students’ express regarding an artwork provide a limited set of vocabulary for all of 

the students to work with, just as would a text, lecture, or movie as explored in Nation 

and Webb. 

 

Aesthetic Development Interview 

The Aesthetic Development Interview was designed by Housen (1983) to develop 

her stage theory of aesthetic development. Housen (2001) described the Aesthetic 

Development Interview as, 

a non-directive, stream-of-consciousness interview. The stream-of-

consciousness technique is really not an interview, but a direct sampling of the 

aesthetic response in process. The “interviewer” asks only one question: 

“What is going on here?” and then fades away as the respondent begins a 

stream-of-consciousness. The only other intervention made by the 

“interviewer” is to ask the question, “Is there anything else?” Thus, the 

process is really a monologue, a thinking-out-loud as the viewer struggles to 

make sense of the art object. Participants are asked simply to talk about 

anything they see as they look at a reproduction of a work of art, to say 

whatever comes into their minds. There are no directed questions, or other 

prompts to influence the viewer’s process, minimizing researcher biases. (pp. 

5-6) 
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Based on her analysis of the data, Housen created a coding book used to ascertain the art 

viewers’ level of aesthetic development, but for the purposes of this study students’ self-

recordings for the ADI using CaLaBo EX serve as a measure of the students’ ability to 

talk about the artwork and the range of vocabulary and language forms they use 

productively in order to do so. These recordings are of particular utility in evaluating the 

students who are chosen as focus groups for the study. 

 

Visual Identification Test 

Because the artwork is visual, this individual assessment offers a means to have 

students identify vocabulary for items in works of art. Students can be asked to match 

words and numbered items. Figure 2 is an example using special Moodle plugins that 

allow drag and drop questions on quizzes. This identification test also provides insight to 

supplement the Vocabulary Use Inventory, which is generated based on the language that 

occurs naturally as students carry out the VTS art-description tasks, specifically the 

Individual Comments. Students type in their answers into an online survey form.  

 

AntWordProfiler 

Students’ productive vocabulary is measured in part through analysis of their 

written texts and through analysis of the vocabulary they reported looking up in order to 

carry out the written answers to the three VTS questions (such as the Individual Written 

Comments in the next section). AntWordProfiler is a program that compares the words in 

a text to a set of word lists grouped in 1,000-word frequency bands and provides the 
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number and percentage of words in each list. The word lists to which the texts are 

compared can be generated based on the vocabulary on which researchers would like to 

focus, or researchers can choose from a couple standard sets, including: the level lists 

from Paul Nation’s Range program which include word lists up to the 25,000 word 

frequency level plus some other lists of abbreviations and names for example (Nation, 

2014b); the New General Service List which covers the first 2,000 words; the Academic 

Word list (Browne, Culligan, & Phillips, 2014); and the General Service List (Nation, 

2014a). 
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Figure$2.!Using!image!quizzes!in!Moodle!to!identify!known!vocabulary.!

 

The word lists can be used to analyze a text or a range of texts in order to find the 

range of vocabulary used in a text. Using this data on the vocabulary used in a text and on 
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measures of students’ vocabulary knowledge, researchers or teachers can predict the 

difficulty or ease with which students can read a particular text or set of texts. Again, in 

the case of this study, the software can be used to measure students’ productive 

vocabulary by analyzing the range of the vocabulary they use in generating their 

individual comments about artworks (see next section) and the vocabulary they report 

using in the cooperative groups (see the Visual Thinking Strategies Worksheets section). 

 

Student Individual Comments 

Student-generated text regarding each artwork is collected online using Moodle. 

Students initially work individually. First they think about their answers to the three VTS 

questions (“What’s going on in this picture?” “What do you see that makes you say that?” 

and “What more can we find?”) and then look up the words they need to answer the VTS 

questions using an online dictionary or their own usually electronic dictionaries. Finally, 

they type in their ideas about the artwork into Moodle. 

Allowing students to use dictionaries in preparing their descriptions of the art in the 

art-based tasks in this study might raise concerns that students might overuse the 

dictionary and this might in turn lead to their ideas containing too many new, unknown 

words for their fellow students to understand. However, a look at the students’ production 

in previous studies showed this not to be the case. Additionally, even for words that 

might not be completely known by all the students in a group, having the image available 

for the speaker to point at helps other students understand new vocabulary. 
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Pointing is also an important part of the traditional approach to VTS, in which the 

facilitator points at the areas of paintings as they are discussed in order to focus 

everyone’s attention on which part of an image a viewer is discussing. However, in the 

use of VTS with nonnative speakers this pointing also helps with comprehension. For 

example, in one of the artworks used in this study, The Circus, by Georges Seurat, one 

student wrote, “This is a picture of circus. Because some people are playing dynamic 

action in front of many spectators.” Spectator is on the 6,000 baseword frequency list, 

and therefore potentially unknown by many students, but students might be able to guess 

meaning by the context and by looking at the artwork. 

In addition to typing their individual comments into the Moodle database, they also 

provide identifying information such as their name, ID number, group affiliation. Some 

of this information is redundant because Moodle also provides some of this data, but it is 

useful in research to have confirmation data. The database included two additional fields 

for data entry. One field was for students’ answers to the VTS questions regarding the 

artwork, and one field was for them to indicate any new vocabulary and expressions they 

looked up in order to write their answers in the first field. Students at this stage also are 

asked to write the keywords they need to share their ideas orally on the Visual Thinking 

Strategies Worksheet. 

These data form the basis for tracking the words used in the group tasks and in the 

Vocabulary Use Inventory and the report of ideas also shows the range of vocabulary in 

their responses. After the art drawing tasks students also carry out the usual VTS tasks of 

audio recording and writing their Individual Comments.  
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Say It! 

For the purpose of discussion tasks involving artwork, while it would be possible to 

create a different Say It! chart for each artwork (similar to how Macalister [2014] reports 

doing it), I wanted to find general purpose prompts that would be specific enough to 

encourage students to cover a range of ideas regarding the artwork but not so specific as 

to guide them to produce specific ideas. My aim was to provide a framework which the 

students could use until they learned to approach artwork naturally on their own. Whether 

Say It! leads to too much structure is debatable, but an examination of the observations of 

a higher level class observing the same artworks independently shows that their 

observations tended to follow the categories I chose for my version of Say It!. It should 

be noted that I originally created Say It! specifically for lower level students who were 

reluctant to voice their opinions and who would benefit from more support for idea 

generation that is available in the VTS task used in this study. However, it should be of 

interest to use the Say It! in this study to evaluate its usefulness with the higher-level 

students in this current study. 

The path to the most recent version of Say It! was a long one as it involved finding 

the best way to encourage students to make observations while not providing them with 

too much information that might guide their answers too much. The version of Say It! 

used in this study was introduced in Table 7. I have tried to arrange the rows and columns 

so that they roughly follow Bloom’s Taxonomy (see Table 6). In Figure 1 the cells move 

from simple description in row 1 to opinions in row 2, and finally students are asked to 

explore what the people or animals in the artwork might be thinking or where the scene in 
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the painting might be happening. The cell at the bottom right contains the standard VTS 

questions. The questions in this cell require at least intuitively the deepest level of critical 

thinking. At the top of the page the students are exhorted to support their opinions. This is 

also part of the cooperative task so they can learn to ask the follow-up questions (“What 

do you see that makes you say that?”) and the group is tasked with making sure fellow 

group members do. Students in the pilot versions of this study quickly learned to ask the 

follow-up questions. 

Finally, the bonus question at the bottom of the Say It! asks students to think of a 

word or phrase to describe the artwork. I ask students to imagine they are looking at a 

little card next to an artwork in a museum and to imagine what the title or the short 

description for the artwork might be, or to imagine they are calling a friend on a cell 

phone who cannot see the artwork and trying to explain the reasons for their opinions 

about an artwork. 

In earlier versions of the Say It! I provided sample answers to the questions from a 

different artwork, but found that the students relied too much on the suggestions instead 

of thinking about the answers themselves. Therefore, in place of sample answers I go 

through the Say It! with the students cell by cell while looking at an artwork so they can 

practice giving some answers before doing the task independently.$

$

Visual Thinking Strategies Worksheet 

During the art-based activities students used the Visual Thinking Strategies 

Worksheet to keep track of their own ideas and the ideas they heard in the three 
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groupings, the numbers, suits, and final numbers groups and they also recorded the 

vocabulary they used to express those ideas. Students also reported the number of times 

they used the cooperative skills emphasized in this study. The Visual Thinking Strategies 

Worksheet consists of three main parts, one for each of the three different groups in 

which students carry out the activity (see Appendix C—the handout was adapted so the 

worksheet would fit into the required dissertation format). 

In the first part of the worksheet, Part 1: Individual Writing, students list the 

keywords they need in order to convey the ideas they wrote in their Individual Comments 

to the other students in the group. This would include both words they knew beforehand 

and those they looked up. Students are discouraged from writing complete sentences so 

they are encouraged to actively recall their ideas in sharing with the groups, one feature 

mentioned as important in Technique Feature Analysis. 

In Part 2 Card Number Groups (in which students have the same number card from 

a deck of cards), students list any new or useful language and the ideas they hear in that 

group. In Part 3: Card Suit Groups (students who have the same suit from the deck) New 

or Useful Language students track the new words and ideas they heard in the number 

group. Finally, in Part 4: Final Number Groups students record and new ideas and useful 

language they heard over the course of the activity. 

Students use the Cooperative Skills section at the bottom of both sides of the VTS 

Worksheet to track the degree to which they practiced the cooperative skills focused on in 

each week, such as listening attentively and checking for comprehension of ideas and 

vocabulary. Students keep track of these skills and briefly share their results at the end of 
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the session. Collecting these data also provides a means for groups to process the degree 

to which they worked together, which cooperative learning research suggests is important 

to learning. Some of the lack of success reported in previous studies was attributed by the 

authors to the fact that students were not working in well-structured cooperative groups, 

which of course includes use of cooperative skills and processing the degree to which 

they are used. Students input their results for the VTS into an online form. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the Johnsons’ Learning Together Model requires 

five equally essential elements in order for a task to qualify as cooperative: Positive 

Promotive Interdependence, Individual Accountability, Group Processing, Social Skills, 

and Face-to-Face Promotive Interaction. The lesson plan for this study follows 

cooperative learning principles, especially including group processing regarding the skills 

needed for successful learning. Group processing is often left out due to time constraints. 

Appendix D shows a sample cooperative learning planning form a teacher might use to 

make sure all the elements are accounted for in a cooperative VTS lesson. 

 

Student Vocabulary Journal 

Students also keep an individual vocabulary journal created using the forums 

activity in Moodle. The forums can be set so that each student has his or her own private 

forum that can only be read by that student and the teacher. Students use these journals to 

track the vocabulary that they have chosen to study over the 14 weeks of the course. The 

journal also provides a way for the teacher/researcher to interact with the students 

privately and directly regarding their experiences carrying out the VTS tasks. While four 
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or five students in one group in each of the two classes is the main focus of this study, 

follow-up questions based on observations taken in the Cooperative Learning 

Observation Form (see the next paragraph) and based on any other collected data can be 

asked of any student in any group. 

 

Vocabulary Use Inventory 

The students’ individual comments on an artwork and the Visual Thinking 

Strategies Worksheets, and the Say It! questionnaire provide an overview of the 

vocabulary they use productively and also some sense of what vocabulary was new for 

them. However, in order to assess the extent to which students notice and remember the 

vocabulary, the vocabulary they use as they typed in their answers to the VTS questions 

into a Moodle database was used to generate the Vocabulary Use Inventory. 

The Vocabulary Use Inventory (VUI) is used to show the degree to which students 

recognize, know, and recall vocabulary from an artwork-related activity. Although this 

Vocabulary Use Inventory is based on the Vocabulary Knowledge Scale (VKS) 

developed by Paribakht and Wesche (1993, 1997), it responds to many of the criticisms 

researchers have made regarding vocabulary knowledge scales, particularly the VKS. 

Among the criticisms directed at the VKS are that (a) it does not verify the students’ self-

judgments at the lower levels of the scale, (b) it mixes productive and receptive 

knowledge (students are asked both to identify whether they know a word and also to 

write sentences and give synonyms if they do), (c) it is not clear how many levels there 

should be, and (d) it is not clear that students actually know the meaning of the 
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vocabulary they use in the sentences they write on the VKS (Nation & Webb, 2011, p. 

229; Schmitt, 2000, pp. 175-176; Waring, 2002). 

Waring also pointed out that the scales are not linear, which means for example the 

degree of change in knowledge between levels 1 and level 2 might not be the same as 

between 2 to 3. He noted that there are many ways to know a word (see also Nation and 

Webb for one way to define various kinds of knowledge of a word, such as spelling, 

meaning, usage, and so forth) and these scales only look at a small subset of what 

learners “know.” 

The Vocabulary Use Inventory (VUI) seeks to avoid many of the problems 

associated with vocabulary scales mentioned above. Responding point by point to the 

criticisms mentioned above: (a) it double checks students’ reports of whether they know a 

word or not through follow-up productive questions; (b) it evaluates receptive and 

productive knowledge separately with English-Japanese translations and by asking 

students to write sentences using the vocabulary words which show they know the 

meaning of the words, and these scores are not conflated as with the VKS; (c) it helps 

that this is a set of measures rather than a single scale; and (d) the vocabulary used is 

based on an artwork that both students and scorers can refer to, which in most cases 

should make it easier for evaluators to ascertain whether students actually know the 

meaning of the words. 

As Waring (2002) observed, students with the same total score on the VKS can 

have different degrees of knowledge. However, this is only a problem if care is not taken 

in how the data are used and reported, for example, if data are grouped by category rather 
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than as a cumulative score as was done on the VKS. This approach was employed by 

Schmitt (1998, p. 300, Table 6) in which he recorded the change in knowledge of the 

meaning sense of vocabulary over time in terms of whether knowledge went from 

unknown to reproductive to productive. Schmitt’s results indicated that vocabulary 

knowledge can stay the same or even decline over time. 

Finally, the main purpose of the Vocabulary Use Inventory is to examine 

vocabulary use in a somewhat limited sphere in regards to a particular artwork by 

students who are generally at about the same level in terms of vocabulary. By generating 

the VUI from students’ Individual Comments makes it possible to track the vocabulary 

students experienced during the lesson. 

The Vocabulary Use Inventory used in this study consisted of three parts. In general, 

the three parts focus on word form and word meaning. Because the students are focusing 

on the meaning of words in connection to an artwork, and to a degree on spelling and 

pronunciation because they have to write and share their ideas orally using the keywords 

they have chosen, the VUI also focuses on form, meaning, and use in a sentence about 

the artwork. There is no particular reason for the parts to be in a particular order, except it 

makes sense to ask students about their knowledge regarding vocabulary before asking 

them to use the vocabulary in sentences. Input in the individual parts of the VUI does not 

provide answers to the other two parts. All versions of the VUI, both pre- and post- were 

exactly the same. 

Part 1 starts with a brief set of yes/no questions regarding words at the first 2,000 

word level. This was added out of curiosity regarding the depth of students’ knowledge 
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of these words and it was hoped that this would provide some insight without adding too 

much to the length of the test. The rest of Part 1 of the VUI is a set of questions modeled 

on the Vocabulary Knowledge Scale developed by Paribakht and Wesche (1993, 1997). 

The main adaptation to the Vocabulary Knowledge Scale is that Part 1 is limited to a set 

of four questions about each word for students to choose from, two asking about 

experience with the word (whether they have seen the word before), and two asking 

whether they know the meaning of the word and can write a sentence showing they know 

the meaning. The questions are: (a) I don’t remember seeing or hearing this word before; 

(b) I have seen or heard this word before, but I don’t know what it means; (c) I have seen 

or heard this word and I think I know what it means; and (d) I have seen or heard this 

word before and I can write a sentence showing its meaning. The teacher read each of the 

vocabulary words in Part 1 before students fill out the VUI. Previous experience has 

suggested that students sometimes misunderstand the meaning of a word because they 

misread or mispronounce it. 

The data in Part 1 are treated as categorical data rather than as cumulative scores as 

is sometimes done improperly with data from the VKS. This approach of analyzing the 

data categorically was employed by Schmitt (1998, p. 300; see Table 6). 

Part 2 asks students to translate from English to Japanese but asks them as much as 

possible to give a word in Japanese with a meaning related to the artwork. Students’ 

responses to Part 1 can be used as a validity check on Part 2. 

In Part 3 students write sentences in English using the given vocabulary, but they 

are asked to write in such a way as to show they understood the vocabulary by showing a 
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connection to the artwork as much as possible. Asking students to link the meaning to the 

artwork generally makes it easier to ascertain whether the student has learned the aspect 

of the word they claimed to have learned in Part 1. A sample VUI from the pilot based on 

students’ responses at the national university regarding VTS 2.05.1 is shown in Appendix 

E. The words come from a previous version of the VUI but the four questions have been 

altered to match the version used in this study. 

Students did a practice VUI on VTS 1.1 so that they could understand the categories 

in Part 1 and could give each other feedback on their answers to Parts 2 and 3 about the 

extent to which their answers match the meaning in the artwork. This practice session is 

extremely important because in the pilot studies students did not always match their 

sample sentences to the artwork. The data analysis also allows scoring for words which 

show the meaning of the word but which does not match the picture, as sometimes 

students know the meaning of a word but might not remember the ideas that connected 

the word to the artwork. See the analysis section for more information. 

 

Word Selection for the VUI. The VUI was based on data collected from the 

student reports of ideas generated by the VTS. Students who previously took the 

Vocabulary Size Test scored high on the first 1,000 words (for example, averaging 8.2 

and 8.3 on the Vocabulary Size Test quiz for the first 1,000 words for two courses in 

2010), so most of the words selected are at the 2,000-word frequency level and above. 

Previously “words of interest” from the 1,000-word level were included if students 

identified them as new for some reason. These also included two-word phrases and words 
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that were observed to be learned by the observer during the task but which were not 

included on the noticing measures, or words that seem of particular relevance to the 

artwork. In this survey, again, a separate section was added to ask whether students were 

familiar with words at the 2,000 word level. The same vocabulary is tested in all parts of 

the VUI. 

 

Say It! Online 

In the Say It! Online task students type in answers to the Say It! questions online 

using Google Forms. This can be used as a check of their production as well as their 

recall of the ideas that occurred in the class and the words used to express those ideas. 

 

Cooperative Learning Observation Protocol (CLOP) 

I observed the groups in action and filled out a Cooperative Learning Observation 

Protocol (CLOP) developed by Kern, Moore, and Akillioglu (2007). The CLOP provides 

a framework for tracking the five elements necessary for a lesson to be considered 

cooperative. Figures F1 and F2 respectively in Appendix F show the elements measured 

in the CLOP and the data recording form. Readers might note the absence of social skills 

on the CLOP. Kern, Moore, and Akillioglu made the case that social skills are naturally 

reflected in the other four categories. Whether the reader agrees with this assertion or not, 

social skill data is also available in the recordings and in the group processing and reports 

on students’ use of the social skills. 
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Vocabulary Learning Journals 

The students in the two groups in the two separate classes in Study 1 were observed 

for their learning of a small subset of vocabulary they focused on learning during the 

course. The vocabulary was selected by the researcher and the students based on previous 

data collection with this type of student, consultation with an art educator, and 

descriptions of the artwork online. The vocabulary was also selected based on the 

approach used by Schmitt (1998), who in turn used Nation's ways of knowing a word 

(2001, p. 27). Therefore, the focus was on: spelling (in the Japanese-English translations), 

writing, form and meaning (regarding the artwork), and associations between words and 

ideas generated through the VUI task. 

Students in the case study kept a language journal of the vocabulary they and the 

researcher chose to focus on over the course of the semester. Table 11 shows a range of 

art vocabulary selected in cooperation with an art educator, the dark circles indicates 

vocabulary chosen for a focus in an English for Art Purposes class taught in collaboration 

with a Japanese professor of arts management and art history taught (McGuire & Maeda, 

2007, p. 151).  

For this research in consultation with my coteacher from English for Art Purposes 

class, I considered the vocabulary in Table 12. It should be noted that much of the 

vocabulary in Table 11 applies to three-dimensional art, though the students in this study 

only view two-dimensional art. I have added four words to the list at the bottom of the 

table, foreground, background, crisscross, and balance based on a recommendation by an  
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Table!11.!Descriptive$Words$to$Use$in$a$Formal$Analysis$of$Art!

Note.!Words!in!bold!indicate!terms!used!in!class.!Adapted!from!
<http://www.princetonol.com/groups/iad/files/crit3.htm>,!downloaded!October!7,!2006!
 

Category/Subcategory! Descriptive!words!
Elements!of!Art! !
! Line! blurred,!broken,!controlled,!curved,!diagonal,!freehand,!horizontal,!

interrupted,!geometric,!meandering,!ruled,!short,!straight,!thick,!
thin,!vertical,!wide!
!

! Texture! actual,!bumpy,!corrugated,!flat,!furry,!gooey,!leathery,!prickly,!
rough,!sandy,!shiny,!simulated,!smooth,!soft,!sticky,!tacky,!velvet,!
wet!
!

! Value! dark,!light,!medium!
!

Art!Elements! !
!

! Shape/Form!! amorphous,!biomorphic,!closed,!distorted,!flat,!freeRform,!full!of!
spaces,!geometric,!heavy,!light,!linear,!massive,!nebulous,!open,!
organic!
!

! Colors!! brash,!bright,!calm,!clear,!cool,!dull,!exciting,!garish,!grayed,!
multicolored,!muted,!pale,!polyRchromed,!primary,!saccharine,!
secondary,!subdued,!sweet,!warm!
!

! Space! ambiguous,!deep,!flat,!negative/positive,!open,!shallow!
!

Art!Principles! balance,!contrast,!emphasis,!harmony,!pattern,!repetition,!
rhythm,!unity,!variety!
!

Themes!in!Art! adoration,!children,!circus,!cityscape,!earth,!air,!fire,!water,!
farming,!festivals,!gardens,!grief,!history,!hunting,!landscape,!
love,!music,!mythology!of!historic!occasions,!portraiture,!
processions,!religion,!seascape,!storytelling,!theater,!war!
!

Media!(Materials)!
!

!

! Two!dimensional! chalk,!colored!pencil,!conte,!egg!tempera,!found!materials,!
gouache,!ink,!oil,!pastel,!pencil,!photograph,!print,!tempera,!vine!
charcoal,!watercolor!
!

! Three!dimensional! bronze,!clay,!fibers,!found!materials,!marble,!metal,!mixed!
media,!papier:mâché,!plaster,!stone,!wood!
!

Technique/Form! architecture,!batik,!carving,!ceramics,!collage,!crafts,!
glassblowing,!jewelry!making,!metalwork,!modeling,!mosaics,!
painting,!photography,!printmaking,!repousse,!sculpture,!
weaving!
!

Style!or!Period! abstract,!classical,!genre,!historical,!literary,!naïve,!narrative,!
nonobjective,!primitive,!realistic,!romantic,!Renaissance!
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Table!12.!Preliminary$Proposed$Subset$of$Vocabulary!!

 

art professor with whom I have been coteaching a course called Art Through English and 

English Through Art. 

To ascertain the likelihood that students with a given vocabulary size might know 

this art vocabulary, the words in Table 12 were run through VocabProfile. The results are 

shown in Table 13. Out of 87 word families on the list, 58 (66.7%) are at the K1-K2 level 

and 29 (33.3%) are at the K3+ level. 

The data in Table 13 offer a sense for the number of vocabulary words student 

might not know, but it might also be useful to see the actual words from Table 12 by 

baseword frequency level. The words from Table 12 are listed by word family in Table 

14.!  

Category/Subcategory! Words!used!
Elements!of!Art!
!

!

! Line! line,!thick,!thin,!wavy,!curved,!straight!
horizontal,!vertical!
!

! Texture! bumpy,!rough,!shiny,!smooth,!soft,!wet!
!

! Shape/Form! full!of!space,!flat,!heavy,!light,!open!
!

! Colors!! clear,!cool,!dull,!exciting,!primary,!secondary,!sweet!
!

! Space! deep,!flat,!negative/positive,!open,!shallow!
!

Art!Principles! balance,!contrast,!harmony,!pattern,!repetition,!rhythm,!
variety!
!

Themes!in!Art! children,!earth,!air,!fire,!water,!festivals,!gardens,!history,!
landscape,!love,!music,!mythology!of!historic!occasions,!
storytelling,!theater,!war!
!

Style!or!Period! abstract,!historical,!realistic,!romance!
!

Composition!(2D!only)! foreground,!background,!crisscross,!balance!
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Table!13.$AntWordProfiler$of$Vocabulary$in$Table$12 
 ! Token!! Type!! Families!
Level! N!(%)! N!(%)! N!(%)!
1! 60!(55.56)! 49!(54.44)! 46!(52.87)!
2! 14!(12.96)! 12!(13.33)! 12!(13.79)!
3! 15!(13.89)! 14!(15.56)! 14!(16.09)!
4! 9!(8.33)! 7!(7.78)! 7!(8.05)!
6! 1!(0.93)! 1!(1.11)! 1!(1.15)!
9! 3!(2.78)! 2!(2.22)! 2!(2.3)!
11! 1!(0.93)! 1!(1.11)! 1!(1.15)!
33! 1!(0.93)! 1!(1.11)! 1!(1.15)!
0! 4!(3.7)! 3!(3.33)! 3!(3.45)!
Note.!Level!refers!to!word!families!on!the!BNC/COCA!corpus. 
!

Table!14.!Vocabulary$by$Word$Families!
Level! Words!
1! air,!art,!children,!clear,!colors,!cool,!deep,!earth,!exciting,!fire,!flat,!

foreground,!form,!full,!gardens,!heavy,!historic,!historical,!history,!
light,!line,!love,!music,!open,!realistic,!rough,!secondary,!shape,!soft,!
space,!straight,!sweet,!thick,!war,!water,!wet$
!

2! background,!balance,!occasions,!pattern,!period,!positive,!repetition,!
shiny,!smooth,!style,!theater,!thin!
!

3! abstract,!composition,!contrast,!curved,!elements,!festivals,!
landscape,!negative,!primary,!principles,!rhythm,!themes,!variety$
! $

4! dull,!harmony,!horizontal,!romance,!shallow,!texture,!vertical!
!

6! mythology!
!

9! bumpy,!wavy!
!

11! crisscross!
!

Off!list! Storytelling!
Note.!Related!words!to!consider:!reality,!sunshine,!wave,!cross,!story.!Words!checked!using!
Dalton’s!loanword!list!at!http://iteslj.org/lists/DaultonRBasewordVocab2.html. 
 

One additional benefit of the separate qualitative study is the ability to follow up on 

vocabulary which occurred in the discussions but which did not appear on the VUI. 
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Students record any new vocabulary on the Visual Thinking Strategies Worksheet that 

occurs in the groups that might include new vocabulary. 

 

Final Course Evaluation 

A final course evaluation was designed to collect a broad range of information 

regarding students’ views regarding a number of aspects of using artwork for language 

learning and for studying cooperatively together. This survey was developed based on 

previous experience using artwork and also incorporates questions regarding attitudes 

towards working together cooperatively that was based on Fushino’s (2008) study. The 

online questionnaire consisted of seven screens. The questionnaire was provided in 

English but explained in Japanese. Students were told their answers would not be looked 

at until after the course was over. The course evaluation appears in Appendix G. 

Appendix G is comprised of 9 pages. On page 1 students were provided directions 

for the survey. On page 2 students inputted their name, student ID, and card numbers and 

suits. Page 3 asked students nine questions about their degree of learning of words and 

ideas in the number groups (groups for students with playing cards numbers 1 through 

10), suit groups (groups for students with playing card suits hearts, clubs, diamonds, and 

spades; suits groups were each subdivided by numbers 1 to 5 and 6 to 10), and final 

number groups (back to the original Numbers Groups). Page 4 asked several questions 

about their degree of comfort at the beginning of the semester and afterwards in sharing 

their ideas, the degree to which they asked about the meaning of words, and whether 

working individually ahead of time helped them in sharing their ideas in groups. Page 5 
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asked students to assess the degree to which they shared their own ideas and the ideas 

they heard in the groups. 

Page 6 explored the degree to which students felt they worked cooperatively with 

each other. How much did they help each other understand the ideas, to what degree it 

was helpful to share ideas in groups, to what degree having a picture was helpful, and to 

what degree they made sure everyone understood the ideas and vocabulary. Page 7 

looked at the degree to which students felt they worked better alone or in groups and the 

value they saw in working in groups. 

Page 8 asked students how often they felt they asked for definitions, the degree they 

stayed in English, how often they used gestures and pointed at the picture to explain their 

ideas, and how often they asked the VTS questions “What do you see that makes you say 

that,” and “What more can we find?” 

Finally, Page 9 asked two open-ended questions about the good points and negative 

points of learning English using artwork. 

The survey was developed after data collection had started and was not piloted, so 

an exploratory factor analysis was run to determine whether the questions performed as 

intended and to provide information for follow-up surveys. The factor analysis resulted in 

a 3-factor solution. Factor analysis resulted in a 3-factor solution. Nine questions 

regarding learning in groups tended to factor together and this first factor is called Degree 

of Learning in Groups. The next six questions were all related to the students’ comfort 

level working in groups, so this factor was termed Comfort in Groups. The six questions 

in the third factor involved the frequency with which students performed such tasks as 
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asking for support for ideas using the VTS “What do you see that makes you say that?” 

question and asking for definitions and English spelling for words, so this factor was 

called Checking and Clarifying Meaning in Groups. 

 

Research Design 

In this study I examined the use in a Japanese college English as a Foreign 

Language classroom of cooperatively structured art-based tasks based on Visual Thinking 

Strategies. I approached the research questions from three main directions: vocabulary 

learning from VTS art-based tasks, vocabulary learning from VTS-based drawing tasks, 

and a quantitative and qualitative examination of students’ perceptions of the VTS art-

based tasks. 

In the first direction students carried out a cooperatively structured VTS-based task 

based on carefully selected artwork. Students worked individually, in pairs, and in two 

sets of cooperative groups (the number and suit groups) as they answered the three VTS 

questions, “What is going on in this picture?”, “What do you see that makes you say 

that?”, and “What more can you find?” about a set of carefully selected and sequenced 

artworks using their own words and with the help of dictionaries Students tracked their 

vocabulary exposure and use throughout the tasks using a Visual Thinking Strategies 

Worksheet. 

The second direction also was a quantitative examination of the degree to which 

students learned from a drawing task in which students read preprepared, jigsawed texts 

describing two different artworks they did not see as they drew the artworks described. 
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For one artwork they worked individually with the descriptions of the scene and the 

characters in the artwork, and for the other artwork they worked cooperatively in base 

groups, then in groups focusing on texts each of which describe one of the characters in 

the artwork, and finally back to base groups to share what they learned in the texts. 

Having students do the same task both individually and in cooperative groups using two 

different artworks in a Latin Squares design allowed an exploration of the degree 

working cooperatively contributes in vocabulary learning in comparison to working 

individually. 

After the VTS art-based tasks and the drawing tasks students filled out what I have 

called a Vocabulary Use Inventory (VUI) in which they reported the degree to which they 

felt they learned the vocabulary that occurred in a lesson. In the case of the VTS art-

based task the vocabulary was based on the vocabulary they used in their individual 

comments, and in the case of the drawing task the vocabulary was based on the 

vocabulary that occurred in the pre-prepared texts. 

The final direction involved qualitative and quantitative aspects. The first was a 

qualitative examination of the interactions of randomly selected groups in order to 

explore at the microlevel how students interacted as groups including the degree to which 

they used the cooperative skills measured in this study. In the second aspect, students 

filled out a course final survey with both Likert-scale questions and open-ended questions. 

The Likert-scale items include questions about their attitudes about how much they felt 

they shared ideas and learned vocabulary through the VTS art-based tasks, about how 

they felt about working cooperatively in groups, about their own estimations regarding 
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their use of the cooperative skills taught. The open-ended questions give students the 

opportunity to share what they liked and disliked about using the artwork, about working 

in groups, and any general comments they have. 

Although there was a wealth of quantitative data collected in the course of this 

study regarding the vocabulary they have learned and the degree to which they used the 

cooperative skills that were one focus of this study, the qualitative aspect of these tasks is 

evident. Because of the freedom of expression in their use of vocabulary regarding VTS 

and because of the wide variety of kinds of interaction possible in the groups, it seemed 

necessary to examine in a more qualitative way how one or two groups carried out both 

the VTS art-based tasks and the drawing tasks. This examination was through records of 

their writing and recordings, but was also carried out through online interactive journals 

and through in-class observations and through analysis of the audio recordings and data 

from the VTS Worksheets. 

The multiple perspectives explored in this study suggest a mixed-methods approach, 

but there was not a perfect match. Aspects of the first phase are explanatory in that data 

were collected regarding the use of vocabulary by students in regards to the artworks 

selected for this study. However, just as important was how the students interacted in 

their cooperative groups as they carried out the tasks. They identified, learned, and 

practiced the social skills needed to work cooperatively. They then processed and kept 

track of their use of the social skills as a group, including ways that they could improve in 

the use of those schools. Those group reports are also quantitative to an extent. 
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Given the variety of approaches to data collection, this study might be best 

described as an embedded mixed methods design following an exploratory sequential 

approach as described by Creswell (2014, pp. 226-227). Creswell (2009, pp. 211-212) 

describes an explanatory sequential strategy in which quantitative data is collected first 

and then “informed” by a second qualitative phase that builds on the data collected in the 

first phase to “explain and interpret” the quantitative results. Qualitative data might 

include observations, interviews, or documents (Creswell, 2014, pp. 191). 

In the qualitative aspect of a study a researcher might also choose to focus on 

extreme or representative cases in order to explain the results in more depth (Ivankova & 

Creswell, 2009). Cook and Campbell (1979) described a single-setting one time-period 

case study, as it does not involve a pretest, but contains many variables measured in the 

posttests and is supported by “contextual knowledge … [that] is already rich, even 

impressionistic” (p. 96). Creswell presents Stake’s views case studies as “a strategy of 

inquiry in which the researcher explores in depth a program, event, activity, process, or 

one or more individuals. Cases are bounded by time and activity, and researchers collect 

detailed information using a variety of data collection procedures over a sustained period 

of time” (2009, p. 13) (Ivankova & Creswell, 2009). 

Yin (2009) added that case studies involve “direct observation of the events being 

studied and interviews of the persons involved in the events” (p. 11) and further that they 

cope “with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be many more 

variables of interest than data points, and as one result, that they rely “on multiple sources 

of evidence with data needing to converge in a triangulating fashion” (p. 18). Perhaps the 
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focus on the individual cases of numbers and suits groups interacting with the artwork is 

stretching Yin’s (2014) definition of a case study, that is, as a case embedded in a larger 

mixed methods study, in which the case study helps to investigate on a smaller scale the 

data collected as part of a larger quantitative study (p. 66), but the application in this 

study does reflect a finer focus on a smaller group at one moment in time that is meant to 

suggest the interactions that occur in the other groups. 

In the examination of the art description tasks in this study a series of artworks were 

explored quantitatively using the Vocabulary Use Inventory and through in-class 

observation and these data were supplemented with a qualitative approach in which the 

interactions of randomly selected groups are studied through closer analysis of audio 

recordings, VTS Worksheets, and drawings. Students filled out a course-final survey. 

 

Task 1: Adapted VTS Art-Based Tasks 

Students’ vocabulary learning was investigated through a Vocabulary Use 

Inventory based on vocabulary they used in the answers they recorded and typed in their 

responses to the Visual Thinking Strategy questions and through their self-reports of the 

vocabulary they encountered in carrying out the tasks. The finer-detailed case studies 

were focused on one group in each class to investigate exactly what vocabulary those 

students actually learned and how. Data about all students and all groups, both written 

and oral were also available for comparison as needed. 

In this study I acted as a participant observer as students carried out an art-based 

language-learning task over one academic semester in two classes that met once a week 
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for 90 minutes for a total of 14 sessions. In addition to the teacher’s observations of 

students’ acquisition and use of cooperative learning skills, students also tracked their 

vocabulary learning and use of cooperative learning skills as they carried out the tasks. 

Students then completed a posttest at the end of the first session and on two successive 

weeks afterwards. 

In this part of the study, Study 1, students carried out carefully cooperatively 

structured art-based tasks in which they inputted their responses to the Visual Thinking 

Strategy questions into Moodle and then shared their learning in cooperative groups. 

Students learned how to function in cooperative learning groups and practiced the social 

skills before they started the group tasks. They reported individually and in groups on the 

language they learned and recalled throughout the task. Finally, also following 

cooperative learning research, students processed how well they worked cooperatively to 

complete the tasks. 

 

Task 1 Instrumentation. Students in Task 1 completed the Aesthetic Development 

Interview, the Visual Identification Test, Student Individual Comments, Say It!, and the 

Visual Thinking Strategies Worksheet and take the Vocabulary Use Inventory. See above 

for more detail. 

 

Task 1 Procedures. The first two weeks of the class were used for administration 

and orientation to the class and to the computers. Students also practiced working in 

cooperative groups and had opportunities to become accustomed to the Visual Thinking 
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Strategy task. They also took the Vocabulary Size Test so that the range of ability in each 

randomly assigned group could be checked. Data for the study were collected over the 14 

class meetings of one semester. Some of the data for the subset of students were collected 

in the first three weeks, such as the Aesthetic Development Inventories for the first main 

artwork for which the Vocabulary Use Inventories were given. 

The tasks described below follow what Kagan calls structures, a set of cooperative 

activities which when combined with content become activities. The group activity 

described below is a structured similarly to one called “think-write-pair-compare” (Kagan, 

1994, p. 11:4). Jolliffe (2007, p. 44) called her variation “think-write-pair-switch.” 

Students think and write, then share with another member of their group, and then they 

switch pairs. At each stage of the group activity they are encouraged to share ideas and 

make sure everyone understands the vocabulary used to express those ideas. Having 

students report their partners’ ideas helps them feel the need to attend and recall what 

they heard. 

A week-by-week summary of the tasks that students carried out and the order in 

which they used the artwork is presented in Table 15. The drawing tasks in Study 2 are 

carried out in weeks 10 and 12. A step-by-step description of the individual and group 

tasks appears below. 

 

Individual activity. Students first worked individually. They thought about their 

answers to the VTS questions (“What’s going on in this picture?” and “What do you see 

in the picture that makes you say that?”) about an artwork and the vocabulary they  
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Table&15.&Timeline'and'Description'of'Artwork'Used'

Week&1&(April&17)& & Week&2&(April&24)& & Week&3&(May&1)& & Week&4&(May&8)& & Week&5&(May&15)&
•&Course&introduction&
•&Introduction&to&artCbased&
cooperative&task&
a)&Individual&Comments&
and&ADI&for&VTS&Basic&1.1&
(La'Curandera)&
b)&ThinkCpairCshare&
c)&First&class&building&task&
d)&Vocabulary&Size&Check&

& •&New&Groups&
•&Look&at&VTS&1.1"Batman&
picture")&
•&Individual&Comments&
(VTS&1.1)&
•&Practice&Group&Sharing&
of&Ideas&
•&VTS&2_01.1&(Individual&
Comments)&
•&Log&in&to&Google&
Sagehills&

& •&CourseCrelated&tasks,&
continued&group&practice,&
group&building&
•&Practice&Vocabulary&for&
VTS&1.1&(La'Curandera)&
•&Practice&VUI&for&VTS&
Basic&1.1&
•&Artwork&2&(VTS&2.01.1)&
VUI&1&

& •&Artwork&2&(VTS&2.01.1,&
The'Child's'Bath)&ADI&
•&Groups&(Social&Skills)&
What&does&_______&
mean?/Does&everyone&
understand&what&
_______&means?)&
Reporter&♠,&1&6_&Counter&
♣,&2&7&

& •&Artwork&3&(VTS&Basic&
1.3,&Peasant'Mother)&
Individual&Comments&
•&Groups&Artwork&3&
Recorder&2,&6,&Clubs&
Counter&3,&7,&
Diamond&
•&Composition&
classwork&

Week&6&(May&22)& & Week&7&(May&29)& & Week&8&(June&19)& & Week&9&(June&26)& & Week&10&(July&3)&
•&Artwork&4&(VTS&3.1,&The'
Sick'Child)&Individual&
Comments&
•&Groups&

& •&Artwork&5&(VTS&4.1,&
Family'Waiting'Room9)&
Individual&Comments&
•&Groups&

& Artwork&6&(VTS&Basic&5.1,&
Breton'Girls'Dancing)&
Individual&Comments,&Say&
It!&

& Artwork&7&(VTS&2.02.1,&
Snap'the'Whip)&VUI&1&
Artwork&7&(VTS&2.02.1,&
Snap'the'Whip)&
Artwork&7&(VTS&2.02.1,&
Snap'the'Whip)&VUI&2&
&

& Study&2&Art&Drawing&
Artwork&10a&(VTS&3.2,&
The'Thaulow'Family)&
(F1)/&Artwork&11b&(VTS&
4C5&1.2,&Chippewa'
Family)&(F4)&

Week&11&(July&10)& & Week&12&(July&17)& & Week&13&(July&24)& & Week&14&(July&31)& & &
Artwork&8&(VTS&2.03.1&The'
Stay'at'Homes)&

& Study&2&Drawing&Artwork&
11&(F1)/Artwork&10&(F4)&
(Study&2&Art&Drawing&
Tasks)&

& Artwork&9&(VTS&2.05.1,&The'
Circus)&Individual&
Comments&

& Artwork&12&(VTS&9.1,&
Woman'and'Child'in'an'
Interior)&

& &

a,bArtworks&10&and&11&were&originally&planned&as&nearly&courseCfinal&tasks&but&were&moved&earlier&in&the&semester&during&the&study.&
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needed to do so for about 15 to 20 minutes. They typed their ideas into the Moodle 

database and indicated in a separate field the words that they looked up in order to 

write their ideas. 

Students were allowed to use an online bilingual dictionary suggested by the 

teacher (tangorin.com) or their own preferred electronic or paper dictionaries in 

preparing their descriptions of the art in the art-based tasks in this study. Concerns 

that using a dictionary might lead to students’ ideas containing too many unknown 

words for their fellow students to understand did not were unfounded as a look at the 

students’ production in the pilot studies did not show this to be the case. 

Additionally, the combination of having the picture available while students shared 

their ideas and encouraging them to point at the picture while they did so provided 

listeners with visual clues to the meaning of unknown words. 

Having students point to the areas of the artwork about which they are 

commenting echoes traditional VTS, in which the facilitator points at the areas of 

paintings as students share their ideas. For example, in previous use of one of the 

artworks also used in a previous study, The Circus, by Georges Seurat, one student 

wrote, “This is a picture of circus. Because some people are playing dynamic action 

in front of many spectators.” Spectator is on the 6,000 baseword frequency list, and 

therefore potentially unknown by many students, but students are generally able to 

guess meaning by the context and by looking at the artwork. 

Students also wrote their vocabulary and keywords on the Visual Thinking 

Strategies Worksheet (see Appendix C) to keep track of their ideas for reporting in 

number group activity. They were discouraged from writing out entire sentences to  

bring to the number group activity and in the following suit group activity, because 

this generally leads to reading and less recall and processing of their ideas. 
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At occasional points throughout the semester students also recorded their ideas 

using CaLaBo EX and then typed those ideas into Moodle. This provided some 

insight into how they perform on the VTS task without the pressures of performing 

even in front of a small group of four and also provides a means to compare written 

comments and oral comments regarding artworks. 

Group Activities. Students were placed into their card number groups and then 

in their card suit groups in order to spread the words and ideas throughout the class. 

The card suit groups were based on a grouping technique termed numbered heads 

together. Attendance at this particular university is relatively good, so using 

recurring base groups in classes is possible. In the rare case of absences one student 

was moved from a group with five members within the same class group, for 

example, the Numbers Group 5 in Group 2A and Numbers Group 10 in Group 2B 

had five members, so the extra students could be moved to another numbers group. 

The groups do not work competitively and the goal is for vocabulary and ideas to be 

shared, so this is not a problem in the research design. The data for students who 

missed a VUI were not included in the analysis. 

In groups students shared their ideas and new vocabulary with another student 

in their card number groups and then switched with a student in the other pair in the 

same group (think-pair-share). Students shared their ideas about the artwork from 

their individual compositions and from the supplied ideas from previous students 

and explained any unknown vocabulary. They then updated their group vocabulary 

list. CaLaBo made it possible to record all the groups’ interactions and then focus on 

particular groups for data analysis. 

Next, students were grouped in card suit groups where they shared their ideas 

to report back to the card number groups. Students also provided definitions for 
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vocabulary they used regarding the artwork but which their group mates might not 

know. This was made easier because they have a visual image they can point to as 

they explain the new vocabulary. 

Students then reported back to their original card number groups, making sure 

everyone understood the ideas and the new vocabulary. 

Basic group processing occurred at the end of both the card number and the 

suit groups as a way to emphasize the importance of group processing and to 

reinforce it, but also as a way for the researcher to keep track of the use the 

cooperative skills. 

Table 16 shows the sequence of the activity, the instrument used to measure it, 

and the outcome of the activity. These activities will be explained a bit further in the 

Analysis section.  

 

Final Individual Activity. Students wrote the ideas they remembered from the 

day using as much of the vocabulary they can recall in an activity based on Bonk 

(2000). This task shows the degree to which students recall the ideas and vocabulary 

that occurred during the class. Bonk allowed students to use Japanese where 

necessary, and this would be allowed to an extent, but students are encouraged to use 

English because that shows the degree they can produce the vocabulary. Students 

inputted their ideas into a Moodle Workshop and other students and the teacher 

counted the number of ideas as an activity after the VUIs for that artwork have been 

completed. Each student’s text is evaluated by three other students. 
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Table&16.&In#Class(Procedures 
Sequence& Activity& Instrument& Outcome&

1& Individual&writing&on&3&VTS&
questions,&Vocabulary&on&
Moodle,&ADI&
&

CaLaBo&EX&
recording,&Moodle,&
VTS&worksheet&&

Individual&new&
vocabulary,&Ideas&
list&

2& Discussion&of&CL&skills&to&be&
used,&selection&of&who&does&
which&roles&
&

VTS&Worksheet& Awareness&of&the&
roles&

3& Share&ideas&in&pairs&then&as&a&
group&(forward&snowball,&
Kearney,&cited&in&Jacobs,&
n.d.)&
&

CaLaBo&EX&
recording,&VTS&
worksheet&

List&of&words&and&
ideas&

4& Group&processing& CaLaBo&EX&
recording,&VTS&
Worksheet,&input&
data&into&survey&form&

Group&awareness,&
feedback&on&
performance,&
warm&fuzzies&
&

5& Individual&vocabulary/Idea&
recall&

Individual&recall&
(based&on&Bonk),&
Moodle&Workshop&

Individual’s&recall&
of&vocabulary&at&
this&point,&group&
score&on&
individual&recall&

(3W5)& Teacher&5Wminute&walk& Cooperative&
Learning&
Observation&Protocol&
(CLOP)&
&

Evaluation&of&
students’&level&of&
CL&

6& Students&fill&out&the&VUI& VUI& Descriptive&data&
on&vocabulary&

&

Procedure for generating the VUI for the task-generated vocabulary. 

1.&Students think about their answers to the Visual Thinking Strategy questions 

and look up the words in an online Japanese-English dictionary (the link to 

the website tangorin.com is provided on the class Moodle page) or in their 

own Dictionaries. They type their ideas and words into the My New Words 

and Ideas Database and write their words on a piece of paper to take along 

to the group activity. 

2.&Data are downloaded from the Moodle database into Excel and the words 

listed are extracted and spell checked. 
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3.&The words are copy pasted into the AntWordProfiler and words at the 1,000 

word frequency level are dropped, and the words above the 1,000 word 

frequency level are separated into a list of the words at the 2.000 word 

frequency level and at the 3,000 word frequency level and above. 

4.&The words are then input into the eSurvey questionnaire template. The 

complete list is copied into the three parts of the VUI. Part 1 asks the 

Vocabulary Use Inventory Questions. Part 2 asks students to translate the 

English word into Japanese, and Part 3 asks students to write answers to the 

Visual Thinking Strategy questions using the given words in the format “I 

think…because...” Appendix E shows a sample survey for VTS 2.05.1 from 

previous research. 

 

Administering the VUI. Graduate students at the university where this research 

was carried out generally took 15 to 20 minutes to complete a survey, and 

undergraduates generally take about the same amount of time. Given the amount of 

class time devoted to the VTS tasks themselves, the VUIs were largely done before 

and after the class in which the VTS tasks regarding the artwork were carried out. 

However, for the main artwork, Part 1 was also read through as many times as the 

students request because sometimes students have only a partial knowledge of the 

vocabulary (see Knowing a Word) and have in the past been misled by their 

misreading of the words.  
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Task 2: Quantitative Art-Description Task 

In order to investigate the degree to which cooperative learning and interaction 

contribute to the learning, the art drawing task was carried out by the same students 

in two separate class meetings. In one class meeting students worked cooperatively 

in groups and in the other class meeting they worked independently. In the following 

week students who worked cooperatively worked independently using texts based on 

a similar but different artwork and vice versa. This Latin Squares design allowed an 

analysis of the vocabulary learned based on the type of task structure to be carried 

out. This is described in more detail in the Quantitative Art-Description Task section. 

In the art description task, students carried out a jigsaw task based on 

numbered heads together. Students first met in “letter groups” and carried out a 

group bonding task and read through an introductory text about an artwork. After 

that, they were grouped in four number groups in which each group reads a short text 

describing one of the people described in the artwork, such as where they are 

standing or where they are looking (see Tables 17 and 20 for the jigsawed texts). 

Students were told that the descriptions come from other students, which to some 

extent mimics the VTS context. After students had drawn their picture based on their 

text, they rejoined their letter groups and shared what they had learned so the letter 

group could draw the whole artwork. They also had the opportunity to teach each 

other the vocabulary they had learned from reading their short texts. 

 

Task 2 Instrumentation. The VUIs for study 2 were similar to those used in 

study 1. The difference in this case is students did have an image because they could 

not be allowed to see the pictures before they drew them. The parts of this test are: 

(a) Part 1 of the VUI (check boxes indicating degree of familiarity with word 
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meanings) generally for words above the 2,000-word frequency level along some 

1,000-level words which Japanese students are likely to have trouble with; (b) Part 2 

of the VUI (English-Japanese translation); and (c) Part 3 of the VUI (using the 

words in a sentence). Data on the VUI were collected through surveys at 

eSurveyCreator.com (www.esurveycreator.com) and Hotpot, an add-on module for 

Moodle for giving and scoring tests. The pretest battery occurred one week before 

students carried out the treatment and the posttest battery occurred immediately 

afterwards. 

Because the texts are provided in the art drawing task, students can be tested 

before, during, and after the tasks regarding the specific vocabulary they encounter 

as they carry out the tasks (as compared to the “standard” Visual Thinking Strategy 

tasks in which there is also a focus on the vocabulary the students select, but in 

which there is likely to be more free variation regarding the artworks). The artworks 

are similar in the number of people who appear in them, the settings, and the 

frequency levels of the words used to describe them (see Appendix B, VTS Basic 3.2 

and VTS 4-5 1.2). The intent for the controlled task was to allow pre- and posttests 

in order to measure how well vocabulary was learned through these tasks. 

Comparisons to the free-flowing tasks is then possible, especially because as 

mentioned above the vocabulary is known before the task is carried out. 

 

Task 2 Materials. In this part of the study there were two texts describing two 

different artworks. The artworks were similar in terms of the number of people 

pictured in the artwork and the level of complexity (based on the framework used by 

VTS, a method for teaching critical thinking skills using art). The texts were 

structured to use a similar number of words, and a similar number of frequent and 
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less frequent vocabulary (see the texts below). The texts were originally used for 

drawing tasks and as cloze exercises. 

Table 17 shows the Study 2 text that is based on VTS Basic 3.2. There is an 

introductory text all students see as a group, followed by individual texts that only 

one student in each group sees. In the VTS 3.2 artwork there are four people, hence 

there are four texts. 

 

Table&17.&Study(2(Text(Based(on(VTS(Basic(3.2 

 

Table 18 shows the lexical profile statistics for the text used in VTS 3.2 

analyzed using AntWordProfiler. The Type column shows the number of words that 

& &Part& Text&
Introduction&
&

There&are&four&people&in&this&picture:&a&man,&a&woman,&a&boy,&a&girl,&and&a&
little&dog.&They&are&all&very&close&together.&They&are&outdoors&in&a&
meadow.&We&can&see&a&small&town&on&the&horizon&in&the&background.&
There&are&gray&clouds&in&the&sky&but&there&is&a&little&bit&of&blue&sky.&Overall&
it&is&a&dark&and&gloomy&day.&We&can&see&some&bushes&and&trees&
surrounding&them&to&the&right&and&the&left&of&the&painting.&(85&words,&7&
words&1,000&and&above)&
&

Text&1:&
Man&

The&man&is&sitting&in&a&chair&in&the&center&of&the&painting.&He&is&facing&to&
the&left&side&of&the&painting&(that&means&to&his&right&and&to&our&left).&He&is&
holding&a&palette&and&a&paintbrush&in&his&left&hand.&He&has&a&scruffy,&
unkempt&beard&and&a&narrow&mustache.&A&cigarette&is&hanging&from&his&
mouth.&He&is&staring&intently&at&an&easel.&On&the&easel&there&is&a&canvas&
with&a&landscape&painting&he&is&working&on.&The&painting&seems&to&be&
almost&finished.&(90&words,&15&words&1,000&and&above)&
&

Text&2:&
Girl&
&

There&is&a&little&girl&who&is&about&8&years&old.&She&is&sitting&between&the&
man's&legs&and&leaning&against&his&right&knee.&Her&body&is&facing&towards&
us.&Her&father&is&hugging&her&with&his&right&arm.&She&is&looking&up&at&his&
face.&Maybe&she&is&pestering&him.&Maybe&she&is&pleading&with&him&to&go&
home.&She&has&light&blond&hair&and&is&wearing&a&frilly&white&dress.&To&the&
girl's&right&(our&left)&there&is&a&little&black&dog&standing&on&its&back&legs&with&
its&paws&up&on&her&waist.&(96&words,&12&words&1,000&and&above)&
&

Text&3&
Boy&

On&the&right&side&of&the&picture&there&is&a&young&boy&about&10Wyears&old.&
He&is&standing&behind&his&father’s&chair.&His&hand&is&on&the&back&of&his&
father’s&chair&and&he&is&turned&a&little&toward&us.&There&is&no&expression&on&
his&face.&His&hair&is&brown&like&his&father’s&and&mother’s.&He&is&holding&a&
round&hat&and&some&kind&of&thin&stick&in&his&left&hand.&He&is&wearing&a&
longWsleeved&blue&jacket,&kneeWlength&blue&pants,&and&a&white&shirt&with&
red&stripes.&(89&words,&13&words&1,000&and&above&

Text&4:&
Woman&

There&is&a&woman&standing&next&to&the&boy&a&little&bit&behind&him.&She&is&
looking&toward&the&leftWhand&side&of&the&painting&in&the&same&direction&as&
the&man&is.&Maybe&she&is&bored&like&the&children&are&or&maybe&she&is&
irritated&because&she&has&to&wait&for&him&to&finish.&She&is&wearing&a&very&
fashionable&red&blouse&and&a&long&gray&skirt&with&a&yellow&belt.&She&is&
wearing&some&kind&of&fluffy&black&hat.&She&is&standing&with&her&left&hand&
akimbo&on&her&left&hip.&(92&words,&13&words&1,000&and&above)&
&
&

& &
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occur at each 1,000-word frequency level. Depending on a student’s vocabulary size 

level, the words above that level would be more likely to be unknown. Table 18 

shows 132 words at the K1 level, or 83.1%. 

&

Table&18.&Lexical Profile Statistics for Text Based on (
VTS Basic 3.2&

 ! Tokens& Type& Families&
Level& N&(%)& N&(%)& N&(%)&

1& 420&(90.3)& 75.1&(75.1)& 116&(73.0)&
2& 17&(3.7)& 9.3&(84.4)& 16&(10.1)&
3& 3&(0.7)& 1.7&(86.1)& 3&(1.9)&
4& 10&(2.2)& 5.8&(91.9)& 10&(6.3)&
5& 4&(0.9)& 2.3&(94.2)& 4&(2.5)&
6& 3&(0.7)& 1.7&(95.9)& 3&(1.9)&
8& 4&(0.9)& 1.7&(97.7)& 3&(1.9)&

10& 1&(0.2)& 0.6&(98.3)& 1&(0.6)&
11& 1&(0.2)& 0.6&(98.8)& 1&(0.6)&
15& 1&(0.2)& 0.6&(99.4)& 1&(0.6)&
28& 1&(0.2)& 0.6&(100)& 1&(0.6)&

Total& 465& 0& 159&
Note. Level refers to word families on the BNC/COCA corpus&
 

After analyzing the text for VTS 3.2 using AntWordProfiler, the text was 

compared to a list from the Japan Association for College English Teachers 

(JACET) that is used to arrange the order in which students learn vocabulary in 

Japan (Basic Word List, 2003). This comparison is offered in Table 19. The words 

that are loanwords and therefore perhaps already known to the students already are 

underlined and words that are translated as katakana by Google Translate are 

indicated in bold. 

 &
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Table&19.(An(Analysis(of(Text(Based(on(VTS(3.2(According(to(VTS,(JACET,(and(
Loan(Words&

VTS&3.2&ANTWORD&PROFILE&(family&
headword&given)&

JACET&8,000&(Eight&groups&and&words&
not&on&list)&

First&1,000:&(words&of&interest&in&bold.&Intuition&
suggested&express,&shirt,&stick&might&be&of&
interest,&but&Daulton&says&they&are&loanwords)&
a,&about,&against,&all,&almost,&and,&arm,&as,&at,&
back,&be,&behind,&between,&bit,&black,&blue,&
body,&boy,&brown,&bushb,&boring,&but,&can,&
centre,&chair,&close,&dark,&day,&dog,&door,&
dress,&expressa,&face,&father,&finish,&four,&from,&
girl,&go,&grey,&hair,&hand,&hang,&hat,&have,&he,&
hold,&home,&in,&it,&kind,&left,&leg,&light,&like,&little,&
long,&look,&man,&maybe,&mean,&mother,&mouth,&
next,&no,&of,&old,&on,&paint,&people,&picture,&red,&
right,&round,&same,&see,&seem,&she,&shirt,&side,&
sit,&sky,&small,&some,&stand,&stare,&stick,&that,&
the,&there,&they,&this,&to,&together,&toward,&
town,&tree,&turn,&up,&very,&we,&wear,&white,&
who,&with,&woman,&work,&year,&yellow,&young&
&

1.&a,&against,&an,&and,&are,&arm,&at,&
back,&behind,&between,&black,&blue,&
boy,&but,&can,&center,&chair,&dark,&dog,&
dress,&expressiona,&face,&facing,&father,&
four,&from,&girl,&hair,&hand,&has,&he,&her,&
him,&his,&in,&is,&its,&kind,&left,&legs,&light,&
like,&little,&long,&looking,&man,&mother,&
mouth,&of,&on,&painting,&people,&picture,&
play,&red,&right,&round,&see,&she,&side,&
sitting,&sky,&small,&some,&staring,&stick,&
the,&them,&there,&to,&toward,&town,&
trees,&turned,&up,&us,&we,&wearing,&
white,&with,&woman,&young&&

Second&1,000:&background,&belt,&blondeb,&
intent,&jacket,&knee,&lean,&narrow,&surround&

2.&background,&bitb,&cigarette,&gray,&
hanging,&hat,&jacket,&knee,&leaning,&
length,&narrow,&shirt,&thin,&yellow&

Third&1,000:&hip,&landscape,&overall& 3.&belt,&bushes,&horizon,&landscape,&
pleading,&skirt,&surrounding&

Fourth&1,000:&beard,&canvas,&gloomy,&horizon,&
hug,&irritating,&plead,&sleeve,&stripe,&waist&

4.&hip,&holding,&peering,&working&

Fifth&1,000:&blouse,&meadow,&moustache,&
pants&

5.&beard,&bored,&canvas,&standing,&
waist,&blond&

Sixth&1,000:&fluffy,&palette,&paw& 6.&hugging&(hug),&irritated,&meadow&&
Eighth&1,000:&easel,&frilly,&scruffy& 7.&blouse,&gloomy,&pants,&stripes,&

intently&
Tenth&1,000:&pester& 8.&paws,&intently&
Eleventh&1,000:&unkempt& 0.&akimbo,&cloudy,&easel,&fluffy,&frilly,&

mustache,&paintbrush,&palette,&scruffy,&
sleeved,&unkempt&

Fifteenth&1,000:&akimbo& &
ThirtyWthird&1,000:&paintbrush&&
(likely&to&be&knowng&the&thirtyWthird&&
baseword&list&is&the&transparent&compound&&
list) 

 

Notes.&The&JACET&list&is&based&on&word&types,&and&AntWordProfiler&is&based&on&word&
families.&For&the&lists&above&Daulton’s&list&was&checked&first.&Then&the&JACET&8,000&words&
was&run&through&Google&translate,&and&“��”&is&given&as&a&translation&for&hugging,&for&
example.&
aWords&that&appeared&on&Daulton’s&(n.d.)&loan&words&list&are&underlined.&Also,&paint&and&
brush&are&on&Daulton’s&list&(so&therefore&might&paintbrush&be&known?).&Pants&is&not&on&
Daulton’s&list,&which&seems&surprising.&Take&care&that&stare&not&be&misunderstood&for&store&
and&identified&as&known.&Landscape,&skirt,&and&easel&are&not&on&Daulton’s&list,&but&students&
generally&seem&to&know&it.&Expression&(form&used&in&text)&is&on&Daulton’s&list,&but&“express”&is&
not.&
bWords&checked&with&Google&Translate&that&are&translated&as&katakana&words&are&in&bold.&
The&following&words&were&above&the&first&1,000&in&katakana:&belt,&blond,&jacket,&surround,&hip,&
canvas,&sleeve,&stripe,&brush,&pants,&palette.&
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Table 20 shows the Study 2 text that is based on VTS 4-5 1.2. As with the task 

for VTS 3.2, there is an introductory text all students see as a group followed by 

individual texts that only one student in each group sees. In VTS 4-5 1.2 there are 

also four people shown in the artwork, and there are four texts, one for each person. 

 

Table&20.&Study(2(Text(Based(on(VTS(4#5(1.2 

&
  

Part& Text&
Introduction& There&are&four&people&in&this&picture,&a&man,&two&women,&a&boy,&and&a&fox.&

Outside&through&the&window&we&can&see&a&big&lake&in&the&background.&It&
looks&like&there&is&tall&grass&growing&all&around&the&lake.&In&the&foreground&
we&can&see&a&birch&bark&canoe&on&the&shore&with&fishing&equipment&next&
to&it.&It&looks&like&it&is&the&evening&of&a&beautiful&day.&
Inside&the&room&there&is&a&long&table&against&the&left&wall&with&a&checkered&
tablecloth&on&it.&There&is&a&bag&of&wild&rice&behind&the&table.&There&is&a&
stuffed&deer&head&with&antlers&on&the&wall&to&the&left&of&the&window,&and&to&
the&right&there&is&a&framed&certificate&of&some&kind.&There&is&also&a&chair&
on&our&side&of&the&table&with&some&sort&of&decorated&bag&hanging&on&the&
back.&(149&words,&20&words&1,000&and&above)&
&

Text&1:&
Woman&

There&is&a&woman&with&long&black&hair&sitting&behind&the&table.&She&is&
wearing&a&denim&jacket&and&a&purple&tWshirt.&She&is&sewing&a&traditional&
AmericanWIndian&dress&that&is&spread&out&on&the&table.&She&seems&to&have&
a&distracted&look&on&her&face.&The&dress&is&mostly&white&with&green&and&
red&trim&around&the&neck.&There&is&a&pair&of&moccasins&on&the&table&next&to&
the&dress.&(72&words,&9&words&1,000&and&above)&
&

Text&2:&
Boy&

There&is&a&boy&on&his&knees&next&to&the&table&in&the&middle&of&the&room.&He&
is&wearing&a&green&shirt&and&blue&trousers.&He&is&practicing&hunting&using&
a&bow&and&a&padded&arrow.&It&looks&like&he&is&focused&on&targeting&a&baby&
fox.&The&fox&is&trying&to&elude&him&by&running&toward&us.&The&boy’s&face&
suggests&he&thinks&he&will&succeed.&(68&words)&
&

Text&3:&
Older&
Woman&

On&the&right&there&is&a&woman&sitting&in&a&blue&chair&with&a&high&back.&
Maybe&she&is&the&grandmother.&She&is&wearing&a&blue&pleated&dress&and&
black&tennis&shoes.&She&seems&to&be&weaving&a&wicker&basket.&She&has&a&
big&smile&on&her&face&and&seems&to&be&pointing&at&something&in&the&room.&
There&is&a&bird&perched&on&the&back&of&her&chair.&There&is&also&a&small&
basket&to&this&woman’s&right&on&the&floor.&(82&words)&
&

Text&4:&
Man&

We&can&see&a&man&standing&just&outside&the&window.&He&is&facing&toward&
us.&He&is&wearing&a&red&plaid&shirt,&blue&jeans,&and&a&brown&leather&belt.&
He&seems&to&have&a&satisfied&smile&on&his&face.&He&is&holding&a&big&fish&in&
his&right&hand&and&a&bunch&of&smaller&fish&in&his&left&hand.&In&the&
background&we&can&see&the&fishing&pole&and&a&bucket&in&which&he&kept&the&
fish.&(77&words)&
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Table 21 shows the lexical profile statistics for the text used in VTS 4~5 1.2. 

Of most interest is the number of words that occur at the 2,000-word frequency and 

above, because students are most likely to need to learn those words. 

 

Table&21. Lexical Profile Statistics for Text Based (
on VTS 4-5 1.2 
& Tokens& Type&& Families&
Level& N&(%)& N&(%)& N&(%)&
1& 402&(87.8)& 125&(71.0)& 109&(68.1)&
2& 28&(6.1)& 24&(13.6)& 24&(15)&
3& 7&(1.5)& 7&(4.0)& 7&(4.4)&
4& 7&(1.5)& 7&(4.0)& 7&(4.4)&
5& 1&(0.2)& 1&(0.6)& 1&(0.6)&
7& 2&(0.4)& 2&(1.1)& 2&(1.3)&
8& 3&(0.7)& 3&(1.7)& 3&(1.9)&
9& 2&(0.4)& 2&(1.1)& 2&(1.3)&
14& 1&(0.2)& 1&(0.6)& 1&(0.6)&
26& 2&(0.4)& 2&(1.1)& 2&(1.3)&
0& 3&(0.7)& 2&(1.1)& 2&(1.3)&
Total& 465& 176& 160&

Note. Level refers to word families on the BNC/COCA corpus&
&

Finally, Table 22 shows the same comparison for the text for VTS 4-5 1.2 

between the AntWordProfiler results and the JACET 8000 word list as was carried 

out for Table 19.  

 

Task 2 Procedures for Data Collection. During the individual study tasks the 

students read the entire texts and attempted to draw the picture. In the cooperatively 

structured task, students read the introductory text in card number groups and then 

number groups and draw the picture and taught each other the vocabulary they had 

learned. Students were allowed to return to their corners as needed to double-check 

the texts. As in the pilot study, students frequently went back and forth to the texts in 

the corners of the room. They were not permitted to simply take pictures, because  
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Table&22.&Analysis(of(the(VTS(4#5(1.2(Text(Using(VTS,(JACET,(and(Loan(Words(
VTS&4W5&1.2&ANTWORD&PROFILE&(family&

headword&given)&
JACET&8,000&(Eight&groups&plus&not&on&

list)&
First&1,000:&(words&of&interest&in&bold.&Intuition&
suggested&express,&shirt,&stick&are&of&interestg&
Daulton&says&they&are&loanwords)&a,&against,&
all,&also,&and,&around,&at,&baby,&back,&bag,&be,&
beauty,&behind,&big,&bird,&black,&blue,&boy,&
brown,&by,&can,&chair,&day,&dress,&evening,&
face,&fish,&floor,&four,&grandfather,&grass,&
green,&ground,&grow,&hair,&hand,&hang,&have,&
he,&head,&high,&hold,&hunt,&in,&it,&just,&keep,&
kind,&lake,&left,&like,&long,&look,&man,&maybe,&
middle,&most,&neck,&next,&not,&of,&on,&out,&
pair,&people,&picture,&point,&red,&right,&room,&
run,&see,&seem,&she,&shirt,&shoe,&side,&sit,&
small,&smile,&some,&sort,&stand,&suggest,&
table,&tall,&that,&the,&there,&think,&this,&through,&
to,&toward,&try,&two,&use,&wall,&we,&wear,&which,&
white,&wild,&will,&window,&with,&woman,&word&

a,&against,&all,&also,&also,&AmericanW
Indian,&and,&are,&around,&around,&at,&
baby,&back,&bag,&be,&beautiful,&behind,&
big,&bird,&black,&blue,&boy,&by,&can,&chair,&
day,&dress,&evening,&face,&facing,&fish,&
floor,&four,&green,&hair,&hand,&has,&have,&
he,&head,&her,&her,&high,&him,&his,&in,&
Inside,&is,&it,&just,&kept,&kind,&left,&like,&look,&
looks,&man,&maybe,&middle,&next,&of,&on,&
our,&out,&outside,&people,&picture,&pointing,&
practicing,&red,&right,&room,&see,&seems,&
She,&she,&side,&sitting,&small,&smaller,&
smile,&some,&something,&sort,&spread,&
suggests,&table,&that,&the,&there,&thinks,&
this,&to,&toward,&traditional,&trying,&two,&us,&
using,&wall,&we,&wearing,&which,&white,&
wild,&will,&window,&with,&with,&woman,&
women&

Second&1,000:&background,&bark,&basket,&
belt,&bow,&bucket,&bunch,&canoe,&decorate,&
equipment,&fox,&frame,&jacket,&jeans,&knee,&
pole,&practice,&purple,&rice,&satisfy,&sew,&shore,&
spread,&tradition&

background,&bow,&brown,&equipment,&
focused,&grass,&hanging,&jacket,&knees,&
lake,&mostly,&neck,&pair,&pole,&rice,&shirt,&
shirt,&shoes,&shore,&stuffed,&succeed,&tW
shirt,&tall,&targeting,&tennis&
&

Third&1,000:&focus,&leather,&pad,&succeed,&
target,&tennis,&weave&

arrow,&bark,&basket,&basket,&belt,&deer,&
fishing,&fishing,&framed,&grandmother,&
hunting,&leather,&trousers,&weaving&
&

Fourth&1,000:&arrow,&certificate,&deer,&distract,&
stuffed,&trim,&trousers&

certificate,&decorated,&fox,&growing,&
holding,&running&
&

Fifth&1,000:&perch& bucket,&bunch,&jeans,&padded,&purple,&
standing,&trim&

& distracted,&perched,&satisfied&
&

Seventh&1,000:&denim,&elude& canoe,&sewing&
&
Eighth&1,000:&birch,&pleat,&wicker&

&

&
Ninth&1,000:&antler,&plaid&

&

&
Fourteenth&1,000:&moccasins&
&

&&

0th&1,000:&checkered& antlers,&birch,&checkered,&denim,&elude,&
foreground,&moccasins,&plaid,&pleated,&
tablecloth,&wicker,&

Note.&Likely&to&be&known:&America,&Indian,&bottle&keepg&Stuff&appeared&stuffed&did&not.!
 

that would have lessened the degree to which they needed to process and recall the 

texts. 
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!
Task Order. Students carry out the task both with and without artwork in a 

Latin Squares Design. The order is presented in Table 23. 

&

Table&23.&Task(Order(for(Study(2&
Artwork& Group&1& Group&2&

VTS&Basic&3.2& Individual& Cooperative&
VTS&4W5&1.2& Cooperative& Individual&
 

The Latin Squares design alleviates order effects and allows comparison of the 

two groups. Students were audio recorded as they carried out the task to track the 

degree to which they used and negotiated the meaning of the target vocabulary. 

 

Analysis 

In this section I present brief explanations of how each of the research 

questions are answered in this study, and where applicable, how the data were 

collected and which specific statistical analysis was used to analyze the data. As this 

study is exploratory, to a large extent simple frequencies are used for comparison, 

but instances where inferential statistical tests were carried out are described below 

where appropriate. 

Other than the drawing tasks, the artwork in this study is discussed by students 

in the order in which it is presented in the Visual Thinking Strategies system. 

Having students do the artwork for the drawing tasks out of the order as assigned in 

the VTS system was not considered a problem because the students were merely 

describing the artwork based on the carefully controlled descriptions in the jigsawed 

tasks and were not being asked to answer the VTS questions. In other words, the 
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drawing task they were performing was different than the ones they were carrying 

out for the other artwork from earlier in the VTS sequence. 

In terms of procedures, the students worked in randomly assigned groups of 4 

or 5 in the numbers and suits groups and interacted with the same students 

throughout the semester. Time on task was also not strictly controlled for as students 

carried out the various tasks, but rather students were asked to move from writing 

their Individual Comments to the Numbers Group task on the Visual Thinking 

Strategies Worksheet when the class as a whole had generally stopped typing. 

Students also moved from the Numbers Groups to the Suits Groups and back when 

the groups as a whole seemed to have finished that particular task. All students 

moved from one task to the next at the same time so they had the same amount of 

time available in which to express themselves. Time on task was of most relevance 

to the comparison of the Say It! task and the VTS task reported in Research 

Question 1 Data Set 2. 

Finally, in regards to grouping of the data, the data are grouped throughout this 

study into two categories, K1-K2 (the first 2,000 words on the BNC/COCA by 

frequency) and K3+ (words on the BNC/COCA at the 3,000 word frequency level 

and above). Students’ vocabulary size was also crosschecked with a Y/N vocabulary 

quiz on the words from the K2 level that occurred in the students’ Individual 

Comments. For example, the cross check of students’ vocabulary knowledge at the 

K2 Level for Artwork 2 showed in Group 1A reported knowing 83.9% (SD = 20.3) 

of the 29 words at the K2 Level, Group 1B reported knowing 90.1% (out of 17 

words, SD = 15.9), Group 2A reported knowing 89.2% (out of 19 words, SD = 18.6), 

and Group 2B reported knowing 90.9% (out of 36 words, SD = 14.1). 
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Research Question 1 asked, “What is the range of vocabulary elicited through 

the art-based vocabulary tasks?” 

There were two sets of art-based tasks investigated in Research Question 1, the 

Visual Thinking Strategies task and the Say It! task. Both task types were analyzed 

using AntWordProfiler. The data were analyzed in three sets. In the first set, the 

Individual comments from Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B for all eight artworks were 

analyzed separately using AntWordProfiler. The vocabulary data were divided into 

tokens, types, and word families. Again, the unit of measurement is the word 

families in the BNC/COCA corpus grouped in 1,000-word frequency bands in 

descending frequency order. K1 is the first 1,000 word families, K2 is the second-

most frequent 1,000 word families, and so forth up through K24. The levels listed 

above K24 on the lists are foreign and technical words (list 25), proper nouns (list 

26), single letters and exclamations (list 27), transparent compounds (list 28), and 

abbreviations (list 29). Because this study involves student-generated data, there 

were fewer words at these levels. Data are presented for all eight artworks combined, 

for each of the eight artworks, and for Artwork 2 for all four class groups. 

The second data set for Research Question 1 is a descriptive comparison also 

using AntWordProfiler of the vocabulary elicited for Groups 1A and 1B carrying 

out a VTS task and for Groups 2A and 2B carrying out the Say It! task, both for the 

same artwork, Artwork 8. The analysis and the presentation of the data are the same 

as in the first data set above, except the data are presented separately for the Say It! 

and for the VTS tasks. 

The third data set is also a frequency analysis using AntWordProfiler and 

presented as above of the words that students indicated that they had looked up in 

order to write the Individual Comments for the eight artworks. The reported new 
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vocabulary is considered an aspect of the range of vocabulary elicited through the 

art-based tasks. 

Research Question 2 asked, “To what extent do students learn and retain 

vocabulary through these tasks?” 

This question was examined in both Study 1 of the vocabulary students learned 

through the VTS task and Study 2 the vocabulary students learn through the drawing 

task. In both cases the vocabulary learned is measured through a pretest and posttest 

using the Vocabulary Use Inventory and result in quantitative data regarding the 

level and range of vocabulary that was used and retained in regards to a series of 

artworks through carrying out these cooperatively structured tasks. The students 

filled out the pretest for each artwork a week before they first shared their ideas 

about the artwork with other students and they then filled out a posttest immediately 

afterwards. Table 24 shows the instruments used and the analyses performed on 

them. An example is if a student answered in Part 1 on the Posttest that they knew 

the word acrobat (A2), that answer would get a score of 30. If they had answered the 

same way on Part 1 (A1) that would have received a score of 3. The difference 

between these two is a score of 27. This is a good result because it shows no loss 

between the two versions of the test. 

The column Meaning of Change shows how answers changed and what the 

changes mean. The scores in bold are answers that did not change between the first 

test and follow-up tests, which means that the students are reporting the same level 

of knowledge about the words between the pretest and posttest. This lack of change 

indicates retention of the knowledge they had before. The bold answers are the ones 

that show retention of what was learned. The italicized cells are answers that show a  
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! Table!24.!Analysis of Vocabulary Use Inventory Pretest and Posttest (Part 1)!

Posttest,!A2,!B2,!C2!
(coding,!points!in!
parentheses)!

Prettest!A1,!B1,!C1!
(coding,!points!in!
parentheses)!

Points!assigned!for!
change!between!
pretest!and!posttest! Interpretation1!

Never!seen!
(A2,!10)!
!

Never!seen!
(A1,!1)!
!

9!
No!change!between!administrations!�!

Never!seen!
(A2,!10)!
!

Seen,!don’t!know!
(B1,!2)!

8! A!loss!of!knowledge:!⬇!

Never!seen!
(A2,!10)!
!

Know!
(C1,!3)!

7! A!loss:!Marked!as!known!in!previous!test,!but!as!never!
seen!in!later!test⬇!

Seen,!Don’t!Know!
(B2,!20)!

Never!seen!
(A1,!1)!
!

19! Gain:!Marked!as!never!seen!before!but!as!seen!but!
unknown!in!later!test!⬆!

Seen,!Don’t!Know!
(B2,!20)!

Seen,!don’t!know!
(B1,!2)!

18!
No!change!between!administrations:!�!

Seen,!Don’t!Know!
(B2,!20)!

Know!
(C1,!3)!

17! A!loss:!Marked!as!known!before!but!now!seen!but!don’t!
know!meaning!⬇!

Know!
(C1,!30)!

Never!seen!
(A1,!1)!
!

29! Gain:!Marked!as!never!seen!in!earlier!test,!but!as!known!
in!later!test!⬆!

Know!
(C1,!30)!

Seen,!don’t!know!
(B1,!2)!

28! Gain:!Marked!as!seen!but!meaning!unknown!previously,!
but!as!known!in!later!test!B4!⬆!

Know!
(C1,!30)!

Know!
(C1,!3)!

27!
No!change!between!administrations!�!

1Words in the right-hand column that are underlined show a gain in knowledge between administrations; words in bold indicate there was no 
change; and words in italics show there was a loss of knowledge.!
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loss, such as where a word was marked as known before in the pretest, but as “seen 

before but don’t know” in the posttest. This indicates that the students have forgotten 

that they reported knowing the word before. The cells with underlined text show a 

gain in knowledge between tests, such as if a word was marked as never seen before 

in the pretest but as known in the posttest. 

On the posttest we are looking for gains in knowledge, or at least no change, 

meaning the vocabulary is retained as it was on the pretest. Italicized cells indicate 

loss. These results would be interpreted differently if there were later posttests 

because loses between posttests might reflect normal loss of knowledge over time, but 

gains in knowledge between two posttests would need to be explained. The coding for 

Parts 2 and 3 was carried out by two native speakers of Japanese. There are two 

separate scales for their evaluations for each answer. One scale in Part 2 is the 

accuracy of the translation of the word: 0 = The word is incorrect; 1 = The word is a 

valid translation. The other scale is: 0 = The word does not relate to the artwork; 1 = It 

relates to the artwork. 

Table 25 shows the data for Part 2 of the VUI for two classes working with the 

same VTS artwork at the university where the current study was carried out. The data 

in this study are also from McGuire (2013). Two native speakers assess the English 

sentences for accuracy and relevance to the artwork: 0 = The word is used incorrectly; 

1 = It is correctly used whether it’s about the artwork or not. A sentence is correct if it 

expresses the meaning understandably—grammatical accuracy is not a goal. A 

separate 0 to 1 scale asks about the degree to which the students learned the 

vocabulary about the artwork and the degree to which they recall it over time. 
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!

!

Table&25.&VUI!Part!2:!English!Japanese!Translation&

& & & &
Pretest&

&
Posttest&

English&
word&

&
Level&

&

%&
ans.&

&

%&
corr.&

%&
blnk.&

&

n&
ans.&

&

n.&
corr.&

&

n.&
blnk.&

&

%&
ans.&

&

%&
corr.&

&

%&
blnk.&

&

n&
ans.&

&

n.&
corr.&

&

n.&
blnk.&

Strike&
&

1&
&

88.2&
&
82.4& 12.5&

&
15&

&
14&

&
2&

&
94.1&

&
84.2&

&
15.8&

&
16&

&
16&

&
3&

Instrument& 3&
&

100&
&
76.5& 0&

&
17&

&
13&

&
0&

&
100&

&
78.9&

&
11.8&

&
17&

&
15&

&
2&

Wicked&
&

3&
&

64.7&
&
47.1& 42.9&

&
11&

&
8&

&
6&

&
64.7&

&
36.8&

&
53.3&

&
11&

&
7&

&
8&

Spectator& 6&
&

94.1&
&
76.5& 7.1&

&
16&

&
13&

&
1&

&
117.6&

&
90&

&
0&

&
20&

&
18&

&
0&

Wizard&
&

6&
&

58.8&
&
47.1& 46.7&

&
10&

&
8&

&
7&

&
100&

&
89.5&

&
10.5&

&
17&

&
17&

&
2&

Garment& 7&
&

47.1&
&
23.5& 69.2&

&
8&

&
4&

&
9&

&
35.3&

&
15.8&

&
81.3&

&
6&

&
3&

&
13&

Auditorium& 9&
&

64.7&
&
64.7& 35.3&

&
11&

&
11&

&
6&

&
41.2&

&
26.3&

&
70.6&

&
7&

&
5&

&
12&

Troupe&
&

13&
&

23.5&
&

0& 100&
&

4&
&

0&
&

13&
&

17.6&
&
10.5&

&
88.9&

&
3&

&
2&

&
16&

Colosseum& 15&
&

94.1&
&
88.2& 6.3&

&
16&

&
15&

&
1&

&
100&

&
84.2&

&
11.1&

&
17&

&
16&

&
2&

Note.!Level&refers&to&word&families&on&the&BNC/COCA&corpusR&%&ans.&=&percentage&answeredR&%&corr.&=&percentage&answered&
correctlyR&%&blnk&=&percentage&left&blankR&n&ans.&=&total&number&of&questions&answeredR&n.&corr.&=&total&number&of&correct&answersR&n&blnk&
=&total&left&blank.&
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Finally, Table 26 shows sample data from Part 3 for the VUI for two different 

classes working with the same artwork using the same column headings as in Table 23, % 

answered, % correct, and % blank. The participants in this study are encouraged to write 

their sentences showing the meanings as used in regards to the artwork, which makes it 

easier to check whether they understand the meaning of the words or not. 

The analyses look both at the classes as a whole and at how select groups worked 

together. Using the smaller focus allows closer attention to detail. The data are examined 

after each administration in order to facilitate qualitative follow-up questions regarding 

anomalous data (the inexplicable gains mentioned above, for example). Two sets of 

paired sample t-tests were run on the data in Research Question 2. One t-test was 

between students’ self-assessments of their word knowledge in Part 1, and one was to 

assess agreement between raters’ for Part 2. 

Research Question 3 asks, “To what extent do students share the ideas and 

vocabulary they use in their individual comments across the following group tasks? 

This question was examined in both Study 1 and Study 2. It is important in that the ideal 

in the Visual Thinking Strategy tasks in Study 1 is for students’ ideas about the artwork 

and the vocabulary they used to express their ideas to “propagate” throughout the class. If 

the ideas and vocabulary in the Individual Comments do not spread throughout the class, 

then students will only show improvement on the VUI for their own comments and 

vocabulary. The spread of vocabulary is measured through the Visual Thinking Strategies 

Worksheets, on which students report the vocabulary that occurred in the groups. These 

were also compared to audio recordings of the students’ individual comments and in their 

interactions in all groups. 
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Table&26. VUI Part 3: Writing Sentences About the Artwork Using Provided Vocabulary!
 &  & Friday&3&(n&=&17)&  & Friday&4&(n&=&20)&
English&
word& Level&

%&
Ans.&

%&
Corr.&

%&
Blnk&

N&
Ans.&

N.&
Corr.&

N.&
Blnk& &

%&
Ans.&

%&
Corr.&

%&
Blnk&

N&
Ans.&

N.&
Corr.&

N.&
Blnk&

Stick& 1& 64.7& 64.7& 35.3& 11& 11& 6& & 90& 90& 10& 18& 18& 2&
Muscle& 2& 82.4& 76.5& 18.8& 14& 13& 3& & 85& 85& 15& 17& 17& 3&
Technique& 2& 88.2& 88.2& 11.8& 15& 15& 2& & 100& 100& 0& 20& 20& 0&
Panic& 3& 82.4& 82.4& 17.6& 14& 14& 3& & 95& 95& 5& 19& 19& 1&
Solid& 3& 41.2& 23.5& 71.4& 7& 4& 10& & 65& 55& 35& 13& 11& 7&
Witch& 4& 58.8& 41.2& 50& 10& 7& 7& & 80& 80& 20& 16& 16& 4&
Noble& 5& 82.4& 76.5& 18.8& 14& 13& 3& & 90& 80& 10& 18& 16& 2&
Render& 5& 11.8& 0& 100& 2& 0& 15& & 5& 0& 95& 1& 0& 19&
Ritual& 5& 29.4& 29.4& 70.6& 5& 5& 12& & 20& 0& 80& 4& 0& 16&
Spectator& 6& 88.2& 88.2& 11.8& 15& 15& 2& & 90& 90& 10& 18& 18& 2&
Antic& 9& 41.2& 5.9& 90.9& 7& 1& 10& & 20& 5& 80& 4& 1& 16&
Baste& 12& 5.9& 0& 100& 1& 0& 16& & 10& 0& 90& 2& 0& 18&
Restive& 13& 11.8& 0& 100& 2& 0& 15&  & 10& 5& 90& 2& 1& 18&

Note.!Level&refers&to&word&families&on&the&BNC/COCA&corpusW&%&ans&=&percentage&answeredW&%&corr.&=&
percentage&answered&correctlyW&%&blnk&=&percentage&left&blankW&N&=&number&ans.,&corr.,&and&blnk. 
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Degree of sharing was measured using the RANGE feature of AntWordProfiler. 

The four sets of texts from Groups 1A and 1B, the Individual Comments, Numbers 

Groups, Suits Groups, and Final Suits Groups, were run through AntWordProfiler and 

the resulting list of words were sorted by frequency using Microsoft Excel by the number 

of times each of the words appeared in 4, 3, 2, or only 1 text. The ideal would be for a 

word to occur in as many texts as possible, which would indicate spread. Also, the 

frequency at which words occurred overall was counted using Excel. 

Students in the cooperatively structured part of Study 2 were also asked to share the 

vocabulary they encountered in the jigsawed texts and to make sure their fellow students 

could describe that group’s figure and the introductory vocabulary as well. The degree to 

which the cooperatively structured task led to sharing were also measured on the VUI 

pretest and posttest. 

The main focus for the students doing the cooperatively structured part of Study 2 

is on the groups in each class selected for finer analysis, but anything noted on the 

Cooperative Learning Observation Protocol could be tracked back to the group where an 

item of interest occurred, such as negotiation or checking for comprehension. 

Research Question 4 asks, “To what extent do students share and learn new 

vocabulary in the cooperatively structured group tasks?” 

Research Question 4 aims to get at the vocabulary that occurs after students have 

recorded their Individual Comments and therefore vocabulary that does not occur on the 

Vocabulary Use Inventory pre- and posttests. These words are of interest because they 

derive from the students’ interactions in the groups. This question was explored by using 

AntWordProfiler to compare the vocabulary that were listed by students in Part 1 of the 
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Visual Thinking Strategy Worksheet to the vocabulary that were reported in the other 

three texts, the Numbers Group, the Suits Groups, and the Final Numbers Groups. Words 

that occur in the other three texts but not in Part 1 were considered to have originated in 

the final three group discussions. 

Research Question 5 asks, “To what extent does students’ range of vocabulary use 

and ideas increase over the course of the semester?” 

This question is answered using the data elicited in Study 1. There are two 

subquestions, one about the range, and one about whether there is an increase in the 

number of ideas that students express. The change is explored through an examination of 

data for two artworks for which the VTS task was carried out early and late in the 

semester, Artwork 3 and Artwork 7. Artwork 3 was chosen as an early artwork because 

students had had at least one introductory practice with Artwork 1 and one full practice in 

Artwork 2. Artwork 7 was chosen as a later artwork because it was the last artwork 

before the Say It! task and VTS task comparison and before the two drawing tasks. 

The range is shown through frequency data generated by an analysis using 

AntWordProfiler on the Individual Comments for the two artworks for each of the four 

Groups, Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B in comparison to the data for all eight artworks. 

Also, as in other analysis, an additional area of focus is on the K3+ vocabulary. In 

addition to an analysis of the descriptive data, a nonparametric test of the differences 

among the repeated measures for the number of tokens explored whether there are 

patterns in the change. 

The number of ideas were counted by a comparison of the frequency of “I think” 

words indicating expression of an idea and the number of support words for those ideas. 
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were examined to determine if there was a change. The count of the words used in 

support of idea, though, because, so, maybe, may be, probably (as in, “the reason is...”), 

although, could, however, might, should, and would. were analyzed using 

AntWordProfiler and grouped and counted by frequency using Excel. Finally, because 

the K2 words also can be used in support of ideas, a frequency analysis was carried out 

for all eight artworks. 

Research Question 6 asks, “To what extent can vocabulary regarding a particular 

artwork be predicted?” 

Somewhat related to Research Question 1 above, this is also answered using the 

RANGE feature of AntWordProfiler to analyze the texts reported on the Visual Thinking 

Strategy Worksheets for Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B for one artwork, Artwork 2. An 

examination of the frequency of how many times each K3+ word occurs across the four 

different class groups shows whether there are any patterns in the occurrence of particular 

vocabulary elicited from similar class groups regarding the same artwork. 

Research Question 7 was “Does vocabulary recur over artwork that is similar in 

theme or content? 

This is examined using the data from the VUI in Study 1. Although similar to 

Research Question 6, this question explores whether students transfer their vocabulary 

knowledge between artworks that seem similar in content and theme, but also whether an 

increase in the number of similar kinds of comments occur. The measures are the degree 

to which they make similar observations regarding the artwork and also the vocabulary 

they use to do so, in other words, the degree to which students learn how to observe from 

fellow students over time. 
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Research Question 8 was “To what degree do students learn the vocabulary words 

chosen by the teacher and by themselves for special focus over the course of the 

semester?” 

In the pilot studies students were asked the degree to which they found particular 

vocabulary and expressions they encountered during the VTS tasks useful. As part of the 

online vocabulary journals students filled out, they were asked also to report on 10 words 

that they found of interest over the semester, both in their VTS-related tasks and in their 

compositions for the course, including why they found the words of interest. These words 

were analyzed using AntWordProfiler to explore whether there were any particular 

patterns in the frequency of the words that students chose (that is, were the words in the 

K3+ frequency lists). 

In addition, students filled out a practice chart during the first two weeks of 

vocabulary related to the task represented in Figure 4 for language needed to carry out the 

art discussion and description tasks, including top, bottom, above, below, upper, lower, 

left, right, side, middle, center, foreground, background, next to, in front of, in back of, 

beside, behind, under, horizontal, vertical, landscape, pattern, and angle. 

Research Question 9 asks, “As a measure of success regarding the use of 

cooperative learning, to what extent do students learn to use the cooperative skills taught 

for these tasks?” 

The students’ successful use of cooperative learning was measured through teacher 

observation using the Cooperative Learning Observation Protocol on the recorded texts 

of a representative group as they do the VTS task on one artwork and as they did one of 

the drawing tasks. Students’ self-reports on the Visual Thinking Strategies Worksheet for 
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the same group on the number of times they used the two social skills that are the focus 

of this study were computed for one artwork for Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B. 

Research Question 10 was “To what degree, if any, do students learn vocabulary 

better through drawing tasks that are carried out cooperatively as compared to tasks 

carried out individually as measured by the Vocabulary Use Inventory? 

This question is answered by comparing the percentage of change in known words 

that students reported on the pretest and the posttest of Vocabulary Knowledge Inventory 

for the drawing tasks that students carried out individually and in cooperatively 

structured groups. Additionally, a two-way analysis of variance of the combined data for 

the three parts of the VKI explores whether there is a statistical difference between the 

tasks carried out individually and cooperatively. 

Research Question 11 was “What are students’ opinions regarding the tasks (both the 

VTS tasks and the drawing tasks). This question is explored through the Final Course 

Evaluation that has two parts. The first part is a series of Likert scale questions aimed at 

the issues I considered most relevant to the study based on observation of students’ 

interactions in the course and in consideration of Fushino’s research and in consideration 

of cooperative learning research. The results in part 1 are also analyzed using exploratory 

factor analysis. The second part of the Final Course Evaluation is a series of open-ended 

questions asking students what they considered the positive and negative aspects of 

learning English using artwork, the positive and negative aspects of working in groups, 

about the vocabulary learning they reported in their journals, and final question asking 

their opinions regarding the course in general. 
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 Research Question 12 asked, “Based on students’ view of the VTS tasks and the 

drawing tasks, what are the benefits and pitfalls of implementing Visual Thinking 

Strategies for language learning in the Japanese context?” 

This final question is meant to consider the results of both the closed and open-

ended questions on the Final Course Evaluation and in attempting to answer the general 

question about the use of VTS tasks and drawing tasks in a Japanese context. Students’ 

responses to the open-ended questions were examined and organized into common 

themes in hopes of offering a sense of students’ attitudes regarding the tasks, working in 

groups, and the course in general. 

 

Summary 

This study provides a first look at the use of properly structured cooperative art-

based tasks with a detailed look both at the degree students learn vocabulary through the 

art-based tasks, the degree to which they use the cooperative skills shown to be helpful in 

carrying out cooperative tasks, and the degree they help each other learn vocabulary 

based on these artworks. Also, the range of vocabulary students use and report using for 

an artwork, both artworks considered similar and artworks considered different in 

composition and content but all carefully selected for complexity and familiarity to these 

students are examined to see whether students use of vocabulary is predictable. Finally, 

the study concludes with an exploration of students’ attitudes towards using artwork for 

learning English, towards working in cooperative groups, and towards the course in 

general are explored using a course final survey. 

! !
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to answer the research questions in the order they 

appear at the end of Chapter 3. The 12 research questions are part of a multi-method 

quantitative and qualitative case study of a semester of Japanese college students who 

learned English in cooperatively and individually structured tasks using a set of carefully 

selected and sequenced artworks. The first 10 research questions ask specific quantifiable 

questions, with subsets of questions exploring a particular aspect of the learning. The 

final two research questions qualitatively explore the results of a survey students 

completed at the end of the semester. 

Before moving on to the questions, a quick note that in addition to the summary 

data provided described in the main body of the Results chapter additional detailed data 

are provided in Appendix H. These additional data are provided for two main reasons. 

First, for example, data for Artwork 8 in the first data set in Research Question 1 was not 

included in the analysis described in 25 because Groups 1A and 1B did the Say It! task 

and Groups 2A and 2B did the VTS task for Artwork 8 and including the VTS data for 

Artwork 8 for Groups 2A and 2B would have unbalanced the totals and made 

comparison more difficult. However, readers might be interested in seeing how the data 

broke down. 

The second reason for providing granular data in an appendix is to provide the data 

for the reader should they desire to carry out research based on this data but with students 

in their own contexts at different ability levels or carrying out different art-based tasks. 
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Because students in this study had mastered only the first 2,000 words on the Vocabulary 

Size Test and because any vocabulary that occurred in the Individual Comments in the 

K3+ category came through students’ desire to express ideas and likely resulted from 

their search in dictionaries and not their own vocabulary knowledge, the data at the 

3,000-word level and above were grouped in this study as one set. The granular data 

might help future researchers in exploring their own research in vocabulary elicited 

through these tasks. It might be useful to have this data from students who participated in 

this study if these tasks were used with students at different levels. 

 

Research Question 1: Range of Vocabulary Elicited 

Research Question 1 asked, “What is the range of vocabulary elicited through the 

art-based vocabulary tasks?” This research question was answered using 

AntWordProfiler to generate frequencies for three data sets. The first data set is the 

vocabulary the students wrote in their Individual Comments in response to the VTS 

questions regarding the eight artworks. The second data set is vocabulary from a Say It! 

task carried out by Groups 1A and 1B, and from a VTS task carried out by Groups 2A 

and 2B regarding Artwork 8. The third data set the words students reported in the My 

New Words field of the Moodle database as having looked up in order to write their 

Individual Comments. These data taken together represent the entire set of vocabulary 

the students produced and potentially interacted with in this study. 
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Data Set 1: AntWordProfiler Frequency Analysis of Eight Artworks 

Data Set 1 is divided into three subsets of data. The first subset is the sum of the 

vocabulary for eight artworks generated by groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B, and the second 

subset provides a breakdown for the four groups showing the vocabulary generated for 

each individual artwork. Finally, the third subset provides a detailed breakdown for 

Artwork 2 to show the variation between the four groups for a single artwork. In the 

analysis of Data Set 1 we are looking for patterns in the characteristics of the vocabulary 

elicited through the Visual Thinking Strategies tasks in terms of frequency of tokens, 

types, and word families for the K1-K2 and K3+ categories. 

 

Data Set 1 Data Subset 1. Frequency data for all artwork combined. Research 

Question 1 asks generally about the range of vocabulary elicited through these art-based 

tasks and does not ask explicitly whether there are perceivable patterns. However, if 

there are perceivable patterns in the data this would prove useful for teachers interested 

in using these artworks and these tasks in their own classes. 

Generally the resulting data for tokens for the eight artworks showed relatively 

large differences. The N columns in the Tokens column in Table 27 show the total 

number of tokens for all the artworks for Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B. The total number 

of tokens ranged from a low of 6,779 for Group 2A to a high of 8,442 for Group 2B (M = 

7,853, SD = 768.1). There were comparatively large differences between the groups in 

terms of tokens and words families. The students in Group 2A, with 6,779 tokens, 

produced 1,042 fewer tokens than the lowest number of the other three groups. The 

largest difference in word families between two groups for tokens was the 110-word 
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difference between Group 2A and Group 2B for the K1-K2 Level and the 38-word 

difference between 1A and 2A for the K3+ level. The data for types showed variation 

similar in some ways to that of the tokens, with the largest difference shown between 

Groups 2A and 2B at nearly one hundred for the K1-K2 words and a difference of 40 

words between Groups 1A and 1B. 

!

Table!27.!Vocabulary*Generated*by*Four*Student*Groups*(Excluding*Artwork*8)*by*
Frequency*Level 
! Tokens! !Types! Word!families!

Group! K1:K2!
N!(%)!

K3+!
N!(%)!

K1:K2!
N!(%)!

K3+!
N!(%)!!

K1:K2!
N!(%)!!

K3+!
N!(%)!

1A! 7,993!(95.9)! 378!(4.1)! 921!(79.1)! 244!(20.9)! 666!(75.3)! 218!(24.7)!
1B! 8,102!(96.0)! 340!(4.0)! 922!(81.9)! 204!(18.1)! 660!(77.7)! 189!(22.3)!
2A! 6,481!(95.6)! 298!(4.4)! 824!(81.5)! 187!(18.5)! 590!(77.6)! 170!(22.4)!
2B! 7,517!(96.1)! 304!(3.9)! 958!(81.9)! 212!(18.1)! 700!(77.9)! 199!(22.1)!
Note.!N!=!number!of!tokens,!types,!and!word!familiesM!K1:K2!=!first!2,000!high:frequency!word!
families!from!the!BNC/COCA!corpusM!K3+!=!word!families!from!the!3,000!word!level!and!above.!
See!Table!H1!in!Appendix!H!for!a!breakdown!by!K!level. 

 

However, the differences disappear when looking at the percentages at which 

tokens, types, and word families occurred for each group. The largest difference in the 

percentage of tokens at the K1-K2 level is between 95.6% for Group 2A and 96.1% for 

Group 2B and the largest difference for tokens at the K3+ level was .5%, also between 

Groups 2A and 2B. The largest difference at the K3+ level for types was 2.8% between 

Groups 1A and Groups 1B. 

Of most interest in this study are the word families. The Word families column 

shows that the number of word families at the K1-K2 levels ranged from 590 to 700 (M 

= 654, SD = 46.2), while the K3+ level ranged from 170 to 218 (M = 914; SD = 20.1). 
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The average number of K3+ word families for the four groups was 194 (SD = 20.02) and 

the percentage was 22.9% (SD = 1.21). 

The answer to the Research Question 1 is the range of data shown to have been 

elicited for eight artworks through the VTS tasks. The data also suggested that there is a 

perceptible pattern in the data elicited especially in terms of the percentage of K3+ words 

regardless of the total number of K3+ word families elicited. 

 

Data Set 1 Data Subset 2. Frequency of vocabulary for each artwork. In Data 

Set 1 Data Subset 1 we looked at data for all of the artworks combined. The next 

question is whether there might be patterns in the vocabulary elicited if the data is broken 

down by individual artwork for each of the four groups, Group 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B. 

Table 25 shows the token, type, and word family data from the students’ Individual 

Comments for the eight VTS-based tasks for each artwork. For brevity, the data for total 

number of tokens and the K3+ levels are included for each artwork for the token, type, 

and word family columns in this table. The K3+ data are most important because these 

are the words that were examined in the Vocabulary Use Inventories and the K1-K2 data 

can be computed based on the data provided. 

The data in Table 28 show that all four groups produced a different number of 

tokens for each artwork. Sometimes all of the groups show an increase between two 

given artworks, for example, all of the groups decreased in the number of tokens between 

Artwork 1 and Artwork 2, then showed an increase to Artwork 3, but this is not 

consistent. Group 1A and Group 1B show a different pattern between Artworks 7 and 9, 

for example.  
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Table!28.!Vocabulary*Generated*by*Four*Student*Groups*for*Eight*Artworks*with*
Numbers*of*K3+*Words!

Group! Artwork!

! Tokens! ! !! Types! ! ! Word!families! !

Total!
!! K3+! !

Total!
! K3+! !

Total!
! K3+! !

N* %! N* %! N* %!
1A! 1! 1,584! 45 ! 2.8 ! 351! 30 ! 8.5 ! 289! 26 ! 9.0 !

2! 1,109! 56 ! 5.0 ! 300! 41 ! 14.7 ! 248! 40 ! 16.1 !
3! 1,060! 43 ! 4.1 ! 295! 31 ! 10.5 ! 247! 28 ! 11.3 !
4! 885! 39 ! 4.4 ! 266! 32 ! 12.0 ! 225! 30 ! 13.3 !
5! 1,040! 41 ! 3.9 ! 277! 36 ! 13.0 ! 225! 32 ! 14.2 !
6! 840! 40 ! 4.8 ! 262! 30 ! 11.5 ! 217! 28 ! 12.9 !
7! 1,019! 43 ! 4.2 ! 284! 3 ! 1.0 ! 237! 33 ! 13.9 !
9! 834! 71 ! 8.5 ! 231! 32 ! 13.9 ! 191! 28 ! 14.6 !

Total! 8,371! 378! 4.5! 2,266! 235! 10.4! 1,879! 245! 13.0!
1B! 1! 1,180! 18 ! 1.5 ! 278! 16 ! 5.8 ! 230! 16 ! 6.9 !

2! 899! 45 ! 5.0 ! 264! 40 ! 15.2 ! 221! 39 ! 17.6 !
3! 1,083! 43 ! 4.0 ! 255! 24 ! 9.4 ! 222! 23 ! 10.4 !
4! 990! 53 ! 5.4 ! 297! 46 ! 15.5 ! 259! 44 ! 17.0 !
5! 1,008! 25 ! 2.5 ! 258! 22 ! 8.6 ! 212! 20 ! 9.4 !
6! 1,029! 30 ! 2.9 ! 275! 27 ! 9.8 ! 227! 26 ! 11.4 !
7! 967! 24 ! 2.5 ! 260! 19 ! 7.3 ! 210! 19 ! 9.1 !
9! 1,286! 102 ! 7.9 ! 323! 44 ! 13.6 ! 259! 36 ! 13.9 !

Total! 8,440! 340! 4.0! 2,209! 238! 10.8! 1,840! 223! 12.1!
2A! 1! 1,039! 39 ! 3.8 ! 276! 29 ! 10.5 ! 230! 28 ! 12.1 !

2! 972! 34 ! 3.5 ! 294! 30 ! 10.2 ! 240! 28 ! 11.7 !
3! 769! 27 ! 3.5 ! 235! 17 ! 7.2 ! 197! 16 ! 8.1 !
4! 623! 21 ! 3.4 ! 191! 14 ! 7.3 ! 163! 14 ! 8.6 !
5! 971! 35 ! 3.6 ! 261! 27 ! 10.3 ! 209! 24 ! 11.5 !
6! 792! 26 ! 3.3 ! 233! 17 ! 7.3 ! 198! 17 ! 8.6 !
7! 772! 42 ! 5.5 ! 239! 34 ! 14.3 ! 197! 34 ! 17.3 !
9! 841! 74 ! 8.8 ! 240! 36 ! 15.0 ! 197! 30 ! 15.3 !

Total! 6,779! 298! 4.4! 1,969! 204! 10.4! 1,631! 191! 11.7!
2B! 1! 1,232! 55 ! 4.5 ! 312! 40 ! 12.8 ! 254! 33 ! 12.8 !

2! 1,000! 41 ! 4.1 ! 303! 37 ! 12.2 ! 254! 37 ! 14.6 !
3! 1,164! 35 ! 3.0 ! 315! 23 ! 7.31 ! 261! 23 ! 8.8 !
4! 766! 30 ! 3.9 ! 242! 22 ! 9.1 ! 201! 21 ! 10.5 !
5! 1,047! 32 ! 3.1 ! 283! 26 ! 9.2 ! 229! 25 ! 10.9 !
6! 930! 36 ! 3.9 ! 290! 32 ! 11.0 ! 242! 32 ! 13.2 !
7! 862! 20 ! 2.3 ! 251! 16 ! 6.4 ! 205! 16 ! 7.8 !
9! 820! 55 ! 6.7 ! 251! 30 ! 12.0 ! 206! 26 ! 12.6 !

Total! 7,886! 304! 3.9! 2,247! 226! 10.1! 1,852! 213! 11.5!
Note.!K3+!=!Word!families!from!the!3,000!word!frequency!level!and!aboveM!N!=!number!of!
tokensM!%!=!percent!of!total.!See!Table!H1!in!Appendix!H!for!breakdown!by!1,000:word!
frequency!levels.!
!

Looking for patterns in the mean number of tokens does not show an obvious 

pattern. Group 1A averaged 1,046.4 (SD = 241.33), Group 1B was 1,055.3 (SD =124.76), 

Group 2A came to 847.4 (SD = 137.74), and Group 2B was 977.6 (SD =164.76). The 
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number of word families averaged 234.9 (SD = 28.52) for Group 1A for the eight 

artworks, 230.0 (SD = 19.12) for Group 1B, 203.9 (SD = 23.49) for Group 2A, and 231.5 

(SD = 24.73) for Group 2B. The average of all four groups shows how each group 

performed compared to the overall average. The average for all four groups combined 

was 981.7 tokens (SD = 140.74) and 27.3 K3+ words (SD = 4.11); the K3+ words 

averaged 12.1% (SD = 2.5%) of the total word families. 

Focusing again on the K3+ words, the average numbers of word families at the 

K3+ level were 30.6 (SD = 4.44), 27.9 (SD = 10.41), 23.9 (SD = 7.38), and 26.6 (SD = 

6.95), respectively, which seem reasonably close, but the totals for the eight artworks for 

each group shows the total number of vocabulary words students might meet in the VTS 

art-based tasks that are potentially new to them. The total counts for the K3+ word 

families for Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B are higher than the totals in 25 because word 

families that occur in more than one artwork are counted each time they occur when the 

artworks are analyzed separately using AntWordProfiler. 

 

Data Set 1 Data Subset 3. Frequency for Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B for a 

single artwork, Artwork 2. The final level in which to look for patterns in the 

elicitation of vocabulary is at the level of the individual artwork, perhaps revealing 

patterns that are lost when grouped at the broader levels as in Tables 27 and 28. Table 29 

shows the number of words that occurred at each frequency level for Artwork 2 for !  
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Table!29.!AntWordProfiler*Data*for*Artwork*2*for*Groups*1A,*1B,*2A,*and*2B 

Group!
K!
level! Token!

Token!
%! Type!

Type!
%! Families!

Families
!%!

1A!

1! 1,013! 91.8! 224! 75.9! 177! 72.8!
2! 38! 3.4! 30! 10.2! 29! 11.9!
3! 4! 0.4! 2! 0.7! 2! 0.8!
4! 9! 0.8! 7! 2.4! 4! 1.7!
5! 7! 0.6! 5! 1.7! 5! 2.1!
6! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.7! 2! 0.8!
7! 6! 0.5! 5! 1.7! 5! 2.1!
9! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
11! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
12! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
14! 2! 0.2! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
26! 12! 1.1! 9! 3.1! 8! 3.3!
28! 6! 0.5! 6! 2.0! 6! 2.5!
0! 2! 0.2! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!

Total! 1,104! !! 295! !! 243! !!

1B!

1! 832! 92.6! 207! 78.4! 165! 74.7!
2! 22! 2.5! 17! 6.4! 17! 7.7!
3! 17! 1.9! 15! 5.7! 15! 6.8!
4! 6! 0.7! 5! 1.9! 5! 2.3!
5! 3! 0.3! 3! 1.1! 3! 1.4!
6! 4! 0.4! 4! 1.5! 4! 1.8!
8! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.8! 2! 0.9!
17! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.4! 1! 0.5!
26! 4! 0.4! 4! 1.5! 3! 1.4!
28! 6! 0.7! 5! 1.9! 5! 2.3!
0! 2! 0.2! 1! 0.4! 1! 0.5!

Total! 899! !! 264! !! 221! !!

2A!

1! 908! 93.4! 238! 81.0! 186! 77.5!
2! 30! 3.1! 26! 8.8! 26! 10.8!
3! 7! 0.7! 7! 2.4! 7! 2.9!
4! 6! 0.6! 6! 2.0! 6! 2.5!
5! 4! 0.4! 2! 0.7! 2! 0.8!
6! 3! 0.3! 3! 1.0! 3! 1.3!
7! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
8! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
9! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
10! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.7! 1! 0.4!
19! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
26! 4! 0.4! 2! 0.7! 1! 0.4!
28! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
0! 3! 0.3! 3! 1.0! 3! 1.3!

Total! 972! !! 294! !! 240! !!

2B!

1! 913! 91.3! 227! 74.9! 180! 70.9!
2! 46! 4.6! 39! 12.9! 37! 14.6!
3! 11! 1.1! 9! 3.0! 9! 3.5!
4! 7! 0.7! 7! 2.3! 7! 2.8!
5! 4! 0.4! 3! 1.0! 3! 1.2!
6! 4! 0.4! 3! 1.0! 3! 1.2!
7! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.7! 2! 0.8!
9! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
11! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.7! 2! 0.8!
14! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
26! 4! 0.4! 4! 1.3! 4! 1.6!
28! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.7! 2! 0.8!
29! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.3! 1! 0.4!
0! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.7! 2! 0.8!

Total! 1,000! !! 303! !! 254! !!
Note.!K!level!refers!to!1000:word!frequency!levels.  
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Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B. The data do not show any perceptible patterns between 

similar groups performing the same task regarding one artwork. 

The total number of word families is similar for the four groups, as are the totals at 

40, 39, 28, and 37, respectively (see Table 26), but no other particular patterns emerge 

from viewing data an individual artwork either between data for different groups 

regarding that artwork or in comparison to the cumulative data for all eight artworks.  

 

Data Set 2: A Comparison of a Say It! Task and a VTS Task for Artwork 8 

The Say It! task was proposed as a means to help students just beginning with the 

VTS art-based task learn the kinds of observations they might make regarding an artwork. 

However, the question arises regarding the range of vocabulary elicited by the Say It! 

task and a related question was how that Say It! task compared to the VTS task in terms 

of the vocabulary elicited. Groups 1A and 1B carried out a Say It! taskfor Artwork 8 for 

the Say It! and for the VTS tasks (complete data are provided in Table H2 in Appendix 

H). 

The data show that the Say It! task for Groups 1A and 1B elicited a far greater 

number of tokens, types, and word families at both the K1-K2 level and the K3+ level 

than the VTS task did for Groups 2A and 2B. Students in Groups 1A and 1B produced 

approximately 1,500 and 2,000 more tokens respectively than did the students in Groups 

2A and 2B. Group 1A students carrying out the Say It! task used 65 K3+ level word 

families (15.8% of the total word families) and Group 1B students used 59 word families 

(16.1% of the total word families). In comparison, Group 2A produced 1,023 tokens and 

Group 2B produced 1,013 tokens, which was similar to the average of 983.6 tokens for  
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Table!30.!Comparison*of*Vocabulary*Generated*in*Artwork*8*Say*It!*and*VTS*Tasks*by*
Student*Group 
! ! Types!! ! ! Tokens! ! !! Word!families! !

!
K1:K2! K3+! K1:K2! K3+! K1:K2!! K3+!
N!(%)! N!(%)! N*(%)! N!(%)! N!(%)! N!(%)!

Say!it!!
! ! ! ! ! !1A! 3,417!(96.1)! 140!(3.9)! 451!(86.2)! 72!(13.8)! 347!(84.2)! 65!(15.8)!

1B! 2,897!(96.6)! 103!(3.4)! 381!(85.8)! 63!(14.2)! 308!(83.9)! 59!(16.1)!

!
! ! ! ! ! !VTS!
! ! ! ! ! !2A! 995!(97.3)! 28!(2.7)! 218!(91.6)! 20!(8.4)! 170!(89.5)! 20!(10.5)!

2B! 979!(96.6)! 34!(3.4)! 233!(89.6)! 27!(10.4)! 195!(87.8)! 27!(12.2)!
Note.!N!=!Number!of!tokensM!K1:K2!=!First!2,000!high:frequency!word!families!from!the!
BNC/COCA!corpusM!K3+!=!Word!families!from!the!3,000!word!frequency!level!and!above.!
See!Table!H2!in!Appendix!H!for!breakdown!by!1000:word!frequency!levels.!
 

the eight artworks, as are the number and percentage of K3+ word families at 20 (10.5% 

of the total word families) and 27 (12.2% of the total word families). 

No pretest and posttest data were collected for the VTS and Say It! for Artwork 8, 

but the raw data show that the Say It! task elicits far more total vocabulary and especially 

more words at the K3+ level, although the additional time on task for the Say It! task is 

likely to have led to the greater amount of vocabulary elicited.  

 

Data Set 3: My New Words 

The My New Words field in the Moodle database provides a list of words the 

students reported looking up in the dictionary when completing the Individual Comments 

question for the eight artworks. The words that individual students reported looking up 

for each artwork provides a sense of the degree that the other K3+ vocabulary they 

encountered in the VTS discussion tasks in class might be new to them. These data were 

also analyzed using AntWordProfiler. The K1-K2 level and K3+ level data for the My 
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New Words vocabulary for the eight artworks for the four class groups are provided in 

Table 31. This comparison can be made by taking a percentage of the reported new 

words of the total number of K3+ words that occurred across the artworks (Table 27). 

For Group 1A the 75 K3+ words they reported as new were 31.9% of total K3+ words 

that occurred in the Individual Comments. For the other groups it was 35.9% for Group 

1B (80 reported new words out of 223 K3+ words), 53.9% for Group 2A (103 out of 

191) and 55.0% for Group 2B (115 out of 209).  

 

Table!31.!A*Comparison*of*Total*Words*Generated*Compared*to*Reported*New*Words*
for*Artworks*2*to*8 

! ! Types! !! Tokens! !! Word!families! !

!
K1:K2! K3+! K1:K2! K3+! K1:K2!! K3+!

Group! N!(%)! N!(%)! N!(%)! N!(%)! N!(%)! N!(%)!
1A! 240!(65.6)! 126!(34.4)! 163!(62.0)! 100!(38.0)! 174!(69.9)! 75!(30.1)!
1B! 171!(50.3)! 169!(49.7)! 136!(62.4)! 82!(37.6)! 130!(61.9)! 80!(38.1)!
2A! 276!(92.6)! 22!(7.4)! 190!(68.6)! 87!(31.4)! 174!(62.8)! 103!(37.2)!
2B! 271!(83.6)! 53!(16.4)! 189!(64.7)! 103!(35.3)! 177!(60.6)! 115!(39.4)!

Note.!N!=!Number!of!tokensM!K1:K2!=!First!2,000!high:frequency!word!families!from!the!
BNC/COCA!corpusM!K3+!=!Word!families!from!the!3,000!word!frequency!level!and!above.!

 

Research Question 2: Vocabulary Learning from Art-Based Tasks 

Research Question 2 asked, “To what extent do students learn vocabulary through 

the art-based vocabulary tasks?” This question was answered in two ways. First, the 

percentage change in the self-assessments of students in Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B 

between the pretest and posttest in Parts 1, 2, and 3 of the Vocabulary Knowledge 

Inventory regarding their knowledge of the K3+ vocabulary from Artwork 2 were 

compared. In Part 1 of the VUI the students reported their self assessments of their 

knowledge of the vocabulary, including their ability to write a translation for a word and 
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their ability to use it in an English sentence. In Part 2 of the VUI they wrote a translation 

from English into Japanese, and in Part 3 they used each word in an English sentence. 

The second step was to have native speakers of each language assess the degree to which 

the students’ self-assessments were accurate. The translations in Part 2 were assessed by 

two native speakers of Japanese as to whether they were correct or not, and the English 

sentences in Part 3 were assessed for accuracy by two native speakers of English. These 

two steps are reported in the following two sections. 

 

Students’ Self-Assessments in Part 1 and Performance in Parts 2 and 3 of the VUI 

VUI Part 1. Table 32 summarizes the percentage change in students’ self-assessed 

vocabulary knowledge of the words in Part 1 between the pretest and posttest after one 

90-minute class period working in groups using the Visual Thinking Strategies 

Worksheet. One level was little or no knowledge, the sum of answers to a and b on Part 1 

on the VUI, and some knowledge, the sum of answers to c and d on the VUI. 

!

Table!32.!Artwork*2*Part*1*Average*Change*in*SelfUAssessed*Word*Knowledge*by*
Group*Between*the*Pretest*and*Posttest!

Group!
! Increase! ! ! Decrease! ! !
N* %! SD* N! %! SD! N!

1A! 22! 14.0! 11.1! 2! 10.7! 5.1! 5!
1B! 21! 14.3! 10.7! 9! 11.5! 21.8! 0!
2A! 13! 38.1! 25.0! 10! 27.4! 23.5! 0!
2B! 29! 11.6! 8.3! 3! 9.7! 7.2! 2!

Note.!N!=!Number!of!words!showing!a!decrease,!increase,!or!no!change.!The!%!columns!are!
the!average!percentage!of!change!between!the!pretest!and!the!posttest.!See!Table!H3!in!
Appendix!H!for!breakdown!by!1,000:word!levels.!

 

The combined percentages for little or no knowledge were subtracted from the 

combined percentages of some knowledge and the total number of words that showed a 
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decrease, increase, and no change were counted and their percentages averaged. A 

decrease indicates that the reported word knowledge was lower after the treatment, which 

suggests that there was a loss of knowledge due to the treatment, or it might reflect 

variability in the measurement. The data are presented in Table 30 (the complete data are 

available in Table H3 in Appendix H). 

A total of 22 words were marked as showing some knowledge on the posttest that 

had shown little or no knowledge on the pretest. The mean percentage increase of these 

22 words was 14.0%. Only two words showed a lower amount of knowledge between the 

pretest and posttest and these averaged a decrease of 10.7%. Between the pretest and the 

posttest five words showed no change in knowledge. 

Of most interest is that with the exception of Group 2A students in each of the 

groups showed an increase in knowledge of vocabulary than a decrease. In addition to the 

data mentioned above for Group 1A, the other three groups showed increases of 21, 13, 

and 29 words, respectively. Groups 1B, 2A, and 2B showed similar decreases as Group 

1A. Other than the five words that showed no change in Group 1A, only two words in 

Group 2B showed no change. Overall, an average of 21.3 (SD = 6.55) words showed an 

increase of 19.5% (SD = 12.46). It appears that students generally learned from this task. 

 

VUI Part 2. The number of words students attempted to write translations for and 

the number of words they indicated they did not know (DK) were compared between the 

pretest and the posttest. A decrease in DK responses constituted an improvement because 

it indicated that the students attempted to translate more of the words. Only 0.06% (SD 

= .08) of the students who chose 3 or 4 on Part 1 of the VUI did not write a translation in 
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Part 2. Students wrote a total of 229 translations for the 33 words in Part 2 of the VUI 

with a mean of 7.9 translations (SD = 5.03) for each word on the pretest. Table 33 

summarizes the data for all groups for the students’ translations of the vocabulary in Part 

2 of the VUI (see Table H4 in Appendix H for the complete set of data for all the 

vocabulary for each of the four groups).!

 

Table!33.!Artwork*2*Part*2*Average*Change*in*SelfUAssessed*Word*Knowledge*by*
Group*1A,*1B,*2A,*and*2B 

Group!
! ! Increase! ! ! Decrease! ! No!change!
N* %! SD* N! %! SD! N!

1A! 7! 6.3! 6.5! 16! 12.4! 13.6! 7!
1B! 6! 3.2! 3.2! 18! 16.6! 11.3! 6!
2A! 9! 3.1! 3.9! 12! 13.3! 12.3! 1!
2B! 10! 8.1! 6.1! 18! 13.1! 11.3! 6!

Note.!N!=!Number!of!words!showing!a!decrease,!increase,!or!no!change.!The!%!columns!are!
the!average!percentage!of!change!between!the!pretest!and!the!posttest.!See!Table!H4!in!
Appendix!H!for!a!breakdown!by!individual!word.!
 

Table 33 shows that Group 1A showed a decrease of 16 words or 12.4% (SD = 

13.63) in the number of words they did not know. Groups 1B, 2A, and 2B also showed a 

decrease in the number of DK responses of 18 words 16.6% (18 words), 13.3% (12 

words), and 13.1% (words), respectively. The number of words showing an increase in 

DKs was smaller, which indicates a decrease in knowledge between the pretest and the 

posttest. Approximately the same number of words for each group showed no change, 

with seven words for Group 1A, six each for Groups 1B and 2B, and Group 2A showing 

only one word with no change. 

!

VUI Part 3. The number of words for which students attempted to write sentences 

and for which they wrote DK were also compared between the pretest and the posttest. 
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On Part 3 about 0.10% of the students indicated they could write a sentence but then did 

not do so, about the same percentage as in Part 2 above. A number of students indicated 

they could not write a sentence in Part 1, but 10.8% of them tried anyway. Table 34 

shows the data for Part 3 in which students wrote English sentences using the K3+ level 

words (see Table H5 in Appendix H for the complete data set). Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 

2C showed a decrease in the number of DK responses between the pretest and the 

posttest and they made more attempts to translate the sentences into Japanese with 

percentages averaging 12.6, 26.6, 8.8, and 18.3, respectively. Thus, the students felt that 

they were able to answer more of the questions, but the degree to which their confidence 

was justified can be seen in how accurately they answered them. 

 

Table!34.!Artwork*2*Part*3*Change*in*SelfUAssessed*Word*Knowledge*by*
Group*1A,*1B,*2A,*and*2B*

Group!
! !Increase! ! ! Decrease! !! No!Change!
N* %! SD* N! %! SD! * N!

1A! 8! 11.9! 11.9! !22! 12.6! 7.8! 0! !
1B! 3! 4.1! 4.1! !25! 26.6! 9.7! 2! !
2A! 8! 7.4! 6.4! !15! 8.8! 8.3! 0! !
2B! 5! 3.6! 3.6! !28! 18.3! 9.5! 1! !

Note.!N!=!Number!of!words!showing!a!decrease,!increase,!or!no!change.!The!%!
columns!are!the!average!percentage!of!change!between!the!pretest!and!the!
posttest.!See!Table!H5!in!Appendix!H!for!a!breakdown!by!individual!word.!
!

Native Speaker Evaluations of Parts 2 and 3 for Group 1 

Part 2, the translation section of the Vocabulary Use Inventory, was rated by native 

speakers of Japanese, and Part 3, the sentence writing section, was rated by native 

speakers of English. Raters rated a word or sentence 1 or 0 depending on whether the 

word reflected the meaning of the word or not. 
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Raters’ assessments of students’ responses in Part 2 on the pretest and the posttest 

for Group 1A are presented in Table 35. The students felt that they were able to translate 

an average of 7.9 (SD = 5.03) out of the 29 words on the pretest and 8.7 (SD = 4.86) on 

the posttest, and of the students who attempted to translate paired sample t-test was 

carried out between the pretest and the posttest. There was a significant difference 

between the pretest (M = 2.4, SD = .28) and the posttest (M = 2.7, SD = 0.29); t(-3.91, p 

< .002) with a Cohen’s effect size of d = 1.06. A Cohen’s d compares a pretest and a 

posttest by dividing mean difference between them by the standard deviation of the 

control group providing a standard score. A Cohen’s d over 0.8, or 0.8 of one standard 

deviation, is considered large. Briefly, students showed a measurable degree of change in 

knowledge of K3+ words before and after a cooperatively structured art-based task. 

Raters’ assessments of the accuracy of students’ responses in Part 3 on the pretest and the 

posttest for Group 1A are presented in Table 36. Generally, students wrote sentences for 

an average of 6.2 (SD = 4.67) of the 30 words on the pretest, and 7.17 (SD = 4.29) on the 

posttest. Of the students who attempted to translate the words, 65.7% (SD = 39.97%) on 

the pretest and 70.2% (SD = 30.27%) on the posttest were rated correct by the raters. 

Interrater correlation for the raters for Part 3 was moderate, at 81.7% agreement, k = .498 

(95% CI, .0419-0.677, p < .001). 

However, post hoc paired sample t-test of raters’ assessment of students’ 

translations in Part 2 did not show a significant degree of change between the pretest (M 

= 0.49, SD = 0.28) and the posttest (M = 0.56, SD = 0.13); t(1.25, p = 0.23). This implies 

that student vocabulary learning as self-reported in Part 1 was not reflected in this 

translations in Part 2, at least in the raters’ assessments. 
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Table!35.!Raters’*Assessments*of*Vocabulary*Use*Inventory*Part*2:*English*to*Japanese*
Translation*for*Artwork*2*for*Group*1A!
!! !! !! Pretest! ! ! Posttest!! ! !

Word!
K!
level!

%!
Ans.!

N!
Ans.!

Avg.!%!
corr.!

%!
Ans.!

N!
Ans.!

Avg.!%!
corr.!

%!
chng.!

pious! 7! 21.4! 3! 33.3! 21.4! 3! 100.0! 66.7!
alms! 12! 7.1! 1! 0.0! 50.0! 7! 42.9! 42.9!
orphan! 5! 71.4! 10! 60.0! 64.3! 9! 88.9! 28.9!
tub! 5! 42.9! 6! 75.0! 64.3! 9! 100.0! 25.0!
baptize! 7! 21.4! 3! 83.3! 21.4! 3! 100.0! 16.7!
bathroom! 28! 100.0! 14! 85.7! 100.0! 14! 100.0! 14.3!
precious! 4! 78.6! 11! 90.9! 92.9! 13! 100.0! 9.1!
wallpaper! 28! 78.6! 11! 90.9! 78.6! 11! 100.0! 9.1!
washbowl! NL! 78.6! 11! 9.9! 71.4! 10! 100.0! 9.1!
elegant! 4! 100.0! 14! 85.7! 100.0! 14! 92.9! 7.1!
bathtub! 28! 100.0! 14! 96.4! 100.0! 14! 100.0! 3.6!
handicap! 4! 100.0! 14! 100.0! 100.0! 14! 100.0! 0.0!
kimono! 11! 100.0! 14! 100.0! 100.0! 14! 100.0! 0.0!
moreover! 3! 100.0! 14! 100.0! 100.0! 14! 100.0! 0.0!
nightclothes! 28! 78.6! 11! 100.0! 85.7! 12! 100.0! 0.0!
shabby! 7! 7.1! 1! 100.0! 14.3! 2! 100.0! 0.0!
stink! 5! 7.1! 1! 100.0! 14.3! 2! 100.0! 0.0!
subdue! 6! 7.1! 1! 100.0! 7.1! 1! 100.0! 0.0!
wrestle! 5! 21.4! 3! 100.0! 21.4! 3! 100.0! 0.0!
naked! 3! 85.7! 12! 95.8! 92.9! 13! 92.3! :3.5!
churchman! 28! 57.1! 8! 100.0! 100.0! 14! 92.9! :7.1!
bathe! 4! 85.7! 12! 83.3! 85.7! 12! 75.0! :8.3!
dizzy! 5! 21.4! 3! 83.3! 50.0! 7! 71.4! :11.9!
jug! 6! 35.7! 5! 40.0! 35.7! 5! 20.0! :20.0!
homage! 7! 14.3! 2! 100.0! 28.6! 4! 75.0! :25.0!
pod! 7! 57.1! 8! 81.3! 64.3! 9! 55.6! :25.7!
span! 4! 100.0! 14! 100.0! 100.0! 14! 71.4! :28.6!
waterworks! 28! 42.9! 6! 33.3! 28.6! 4! 0.0! :33.3!
sash! 9! 14.3! 2! 100.0! 7.1! 1! 50.0! :50.0!
Note.!K!level!refers!to!1,000:word!levels!based!on!the!BNC/COCA!corpusM!Ans.=!Answered.M!
Avg.!%!corr.!=!Average!percentage!rated!correctM!NL!=!not!listed!as!a!combined!word.!The!word!
sumo!was!missing!from!the!pretest!so!the!data!are!not!included.!
!

Generally, the results for Research Question 2 suggest that students showed a 

good deal of improvement in vocabulary knowledge with just one classroom session!with 

an artwork as reflected in their self-assessments. While this was not reflected in the raters’! !
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Table!36.!Raters’*Assessments*of*Vocabulary*Use*Inventory*Part*3:*English*Sentences*
for*Artwork*2*for*Group*1A 
!! !! ! Prettest! ! ! Posttest! ! !

Word!
K!

Level!
%!

Ans.!
N!

Ans.!
Avg.!%!
Corr.!

%!
Ans.!

N!
Ans.!

Avg.!%!
Corr.!

%!
Change!

pious! 7! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 14.3! 2! 100.0! 100.0!
jug! 6! 7.1! 1! 0.0! 28.6! 4! 62.5! 62.5!
baptize! 7! 14.3! 2! 50.0! 21.4! 3! 100.0! 50.0!
sash! 9! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 14.3! 2! 50.0! 50.0!
shabby! 7! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 14.3! 2! 50.0! 50.0!
alms! 12! 7.1! 1! 0.0! 42.9! 6! 41.7! 41.7!
waterworks! 28! 20.0! 3! 0.0! 28.6! 4! 25.0! 25.0!
bathe! 4! 78.6! 11! 40.9! 78.6! 11! 63.6! 22.7!
bathroom! 28! 85.7! 12! 79.2! 92.9! 13! 96.2! 17.0!
precious! 4! 71.4! 10! 85.0! 78.6! 11! 100.0! 15.0!
span! 4! 50.0! 7! 85.7! 42.9! 6! 100.0! 14.3!
elegant! 4! 85.7! 12! 91.7! 92.9! 13! 92.3! 0.6!
churchman! 28! 57.1! 8! 87.5! 85.7! 12! 87.5! 0.0!
kimono! 11! 100! 14! 100.0! 92.9! 13! 100.0! 0.0!
pod! 7! 64.3! 9! 0.0! 35.7! 5! 0.0! 0.0!
stink! 5! 14.3! 2! 100.0! 14.3! 2! 100.0! 0.0!
washbowl! NL! 46.7! 7! 85.7! 64.3! 9! 83.3! :2.4!
bathtub! 28! 92.9! 13! 69.2! 85.7! 12! 66.7! :2.6!
sumo! 14! 64.3! 9! 94.4! 78.6! 11! 90.9! :3.5!
handicap! 4! 78.6! 11! 100.0! 92.9! 13! 96.2! :3.8!
dizzy! 5! 21.4! 3! 66.7! 35.7! 5! 60.0! :6.7!
moreover! 3! 78.6! 11! 77.3! 57.1! 8! 68.8! :8.5!
tub! 5! 14.3! 2! 100.0! 28.6! 4! 87.5! :12.5!
nightclothes! 28! 85.7! 12! 100.0! 78.6! 11! 86.4! :13.6!
naked! 3! 71.4! 10! 100.0! 85.7! 12! 79.2! :20.8!
wrestle! 5! 14.3! 2! 100.0! 14.3! 2! 75.0! :25.0!
orphan! 5! 42.9! 6! 58.3! 50.0! 7! 21.4! :36.9!
homage! 7! 14.3! 2! 100.0! 21.4! 3! 33.3! :66.7!
subdue! 6! 7.1! 1! 100.0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! :100.0!
Note.!K!level!refers!to!1000:word!levels!based!on!the!BNC/COCA!corpusM!Ans.=!Answered.M!
Avg.!%!corr.!=!Average!percentage!rated!correctM!NL!=!not!listed!as!a!combined!word.!
 

assessment of the translations in Part 2, it might be a result of students’ unfamiliarity with 

the translation task. Later VUIs did show significant change in the raters’ assessments.!
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Research Question 3: Degree of Sharing of Ideas and  

Vocabulary Across Tasks 

Research Question 3 asked, “To what extent do students share the ideas and 

vocabulary they use in their individual comments across the ensuing group tasks?” This 

question is answered in two sections. First, the results of an analysis using the range 

feature of AntWordProfiler of the separate text files for the My New Ideas, Numbers 

Group, Suit Groups, and Final Numbers Groups from the VTS Worksheet (Parts 1, 2, 3, 

and 4, respectively) show the range and frequency to which K3+ vocabulary from 

students’ Individual Comments for all eight artworks were shared in each part as they 

carried out the VTS tasks. Second, one numbers group, Group 1A Numbers Group 2, and 

the Suits Group for one member of that Numbers Group, Group 1A Hearts Suits Group, 

were selected at random for a more detailed analysis using data from the VTS 

Worksheets and audio recordings. The selected Numbers Group and Hearts Suits Group 

were examined through an entire class period as they carried out the VTS task on 

Artwork 4. 

 

Section 1. Degree of Vocabulary Sharing for Groups 1A and 1B for All Eight 

Artworks 

The results of the analysis of the four parts of the VTS Worksheet using 

AntWordProfiler appear in three groupings of data in Table 37: Range, Total 

Frequencies, and Distribution by Parts 1 to 4 (from My New Words, Numbers Group, 

Suits Group, and Final Numbers Group). The data for Group 1A showed that 164 words 

from the Individual Comments occurred in at least one of the four parts of the VTS 
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Worksheet; for Group 1B it was 157 words. The K3+ word family data in Table 27 show 

that Group 1A produced a total of 218 word families and Group 1B produced a total of 

189 K3+ word families over the eight artworks. Thus, the students in Group 1A shared 

164 out of 218 K3+ word families (75.2%) from their Individual Comments, and the 

students in Group 1B shared 157 out of the 189 K3+ word families (83.1%) listed on 

Table 27. 

 

Table!37.!Word*Family*by*Range*for*Eight*Artworks 
Range!of!
texts!

!
Group!1A!

!
Group!1B!

texts!
!

N*
!

%!
!

N*
!

!%!
4!texts!

!
14!

!
8.5 !

!
12!

!
7.6 !

3!texts!
!

29!
!

17.7 !
!

 33!
!

21.0 !
2!texts!

!
43!

!
26.2 !

!
 33!

!
21.0 !

1!text!
!

78!
!

47.6 !
!

 79!
!

50.3 !
Total!

!
164!

!
100.0 !

!
 157!

!
100.0 !

Note.!The!four!texts!were!My!New!Ideas,!Numbers!Groups,!Suits!
Groups,!and!Final!Numbers!Groups!
 

Sharing of Words Between Groups. The degree to which students shared 

vocabulary between the My New Ideas, Numbers Groups, and Final Numbers Groups 

was examined using the RANGE option from AntWordProfiler to compare the 

vocabulary they recorded on the VTS Worksheet as they worked in each group. The first 

opportunity for students to share words was when they shared the vocabulary they listed 

in Part 1 on the VTS Worksheet, Individual New Ideas with students in the Numbers 

Group listed in Part 2, Numbers Groups New Ideas Keywords. For Group 1A 50 words 

(30.5%) and for Group 1B 44 words (44.0%) made the transition from Part 1 to Part 2. 

For the next transition from the Part 2 Numbers Group to Part 3 Suits Group, for Group 
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1A 41 words (25.0%) and for Group 1B 32 words (20.4%) made the transition. Finally, 

for the largest transition from Part 1 Individual New Ideas to Part 4 Final Numbers 

Group New Idea Keywords, 15 words (9.1%) from Group 1A that occurred in Part 1 also 

occurred in Part 4, and 19 words (12.1%) did so for Group 1B. 

 

Number of Groups in Which Each Word Occurs. The Range section in Table 37 

shows how many times the K3+ words from students’ Individual Comments were 

reported to have occurred in one or more parts of the VTS Worksheet. The more parts of 

the VTS Worksheet on which words occurred, the more the words can be said to have 

spread across the groups. For Group 1A, out of a total of 164 K3+ words that occurred in 

at least one of the parts of the VTS Worksheet, 14 words (8.5%) occurred in all four texts, 

and for Group 1B 12 words (7.6%) occurred in all four texts. The largest percentage of 

words (47.6% in Group 1A and 50.3% in Group 1B) occurred in only one text, primarily 

in Part 1, Individual New Ideas. 

An Excel spreadsheet was used to further breakdown the frequency data provided 

by AntWordProfiler. The Total Frequency data in Table 38 show the frequency at which 

words occurred across the eight VTS artworks 10 or more times, 7 to 9 times, 4 to 6 

times, and 1 to 3 times, and the means and standard deviations for each of those 

groupings. For Group 1A, nine words occurred 10 or more times with a mean frequency 

of 15.1 (SD = 4.62). The nine words that occurred most frequently were harvest (22), 

Christ (20), cactus (16), orphan (19), Europe (16), festival (13), and 10 each for 

countryside, celebrate, and Muslim. Of these the words with the highest frequency were 

harvest and Christ, which showed nine and seven occurrences for the Suits Group and 
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seven and eight for the Final Numbers Group texts. Only three words, cactus (32), 

Europe (21), and hug (10) (hug occurred over 10 times total over three texts) occurred 

more than 10 times in all the data for Group 1B with a mean of 21.1 (SD = 11.0). 

 

Table!38.!Word*Family*by*Total*Frequency*for*Eight*Artworks!

! !
Group!1A!

!
Group!1B!

Frequency!!
!

N*
!

M*
!
SD*

!
*N*

!
M*

!
SD*

10+!
!

9!
!
15.1!

!
4.6
2! !

 3!
!
21.0!

!
11.0
0!7!to!9!

!
6!

!
8.0!

!
1.0
0! !

 9!
!

7.6!
!

0.73!
4!to!6!

!
28!

!
1.4!

!
0.8
8! !

 32!
!

4.8!
!

0.74!
1!to!3!

!
124!

!
1.7!

!
0.7
8! !

113!
!

0.7!
!

0.70!
 

Words that were particularly salient in one group of students’ observations did not 

necessarily occur in the other groups. Group 1B, for example, used only three words that 

were also used 10 times or more in Group 1A over all of the artworks: cactus (32), 

Europe (21), and festival (6). 

Table 39 breaks down the frequency at which words occurred at each grouped 

frequency level for each of the four texts. Most of the words occurred at the 1 to 3 

grouped frequency level of texts for both Groups 1A and 1B. Very few words occurred 

at the higher frequencies. For example, only three words occurred four to six times in 

Part 1 Individual New Ideas in Group 1A, only seven words occurred four to 6 times in 

Part 2: Numbers, and only two words occurred seven to nine times in Part 3: Suits 

Groups, and only 3 words occurred seven to nine times in Part 4: Final Numbers Group. 

No words occurred 10 times or more in Group 1A Group 1B had similar distributions. 
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Table&39."Word"Family"by"Grouped"Frequency"Broken"Down"by"Text"for"Eight"Artworks"

&
& & Group&1A& &&& & Group&1B&& &

Frequency&

Part&1:&
Individual&
New&Ideas&

Part&2:&
Numbers&

Part&3:&
Suits&

Part&4:&
Final&

Numbers&

Part&1:&
Individual&
New&Ideas&

Part&2:&
Numbers&

Part&3:&
Suits&

Part&4:&
Final&

Numbers&
10+& 0& 0& 0& 0& 0& 1& 0& 0&
7-9& 0& 0& 2& 3& 1& 0& 2& 0&
4-6& 3& 7& 5& 2& 1& 1& 3& 2&
1-3& 161& 157& 157& 159& 155& 155& 152& 155&
&
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Section 2. Degree of Vocabulary Sharing for Artwork 4 by a Selected Numbers and 

a Selected Suits Group 

The degree to which vocabulary was shared was also investigated by examining the 

VTS Worksheet data for one randomly chosen Numbers Group, Group 1A Numbers 

Group 2 and one Suits Group, the Group 1A Hearts Group (of which one member of 

Numbers Group 2 was a member). These data were also confirmed using audio 

recordings of these two groups. Artwork 4 was selected because the most complete set of 

written and audio data was available for it. Complete textual data for Group 1A, Group 2 

and the Group 1A Hearts Group (1 to 5 of Hearts) appear in Table 40. A complete set of 

VTS Worksheets for Numbers Group 2 and the Hearts Suits Group are in Appendix I. 

Table 40 shows the data for the Individual Comments and My New Words fields 

from the Moodle Database and a transcript of the interaction for Group 1A Numbers 

Group 2 and the Group 1A Hearts Group. Although the focus is on the student who held 

the 2 of hearts, the complete data for all of the students with whom she interacted in the 

Numbers and Hearts Suits Groups shows the range of vocabulary she encountered. The 

also shows the vocabulary available at each stage and to what extent it was shared. Of 

217 words in the text, there are 107 types, 92 word families, and six words from the K3+ 

Level (highlighted in bold in 38), demonstrate, priest, and symbol (level K3 on the 

BNC/COCA corpus), virgin (K4), splendid (K5), and incarnate (K6). None of these 

words were listed as new words on the VTS Worksheets for Number Group 2. 
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  Table&40.&The$Individual$Comments,$My$New$Ideas,$Parts$1$to$4$for$Group$1A$Numbers$Group$2$and$Heart$Suits$for$Artwork$4$
(Metsu,$the$Sick$Child)$&
Source& 2♥& 2♣& 2♦& 2♠& 1♥& 3♥& 4♥& 5a♥& 5b♥&
Moodle&Database&
Individual&
comments&&

The&people&in&
this&picture&are&
just&mother&
and&her&son.&
They&are&rich,&
but&they&have&
plain&living.&
The&reason&is&
that&their&
furniture&isn't&
splendid&and&
on&the&other&
hand,&their&
clothes&is&
expensive.&The&
lady&in&the&blue&
and&red&clothes&
demonstrate&
the&Virgin&
Mary.&And&the&
boy&in&the&
yellow&clothes&
is&a&symbol&of&
the&ChristL
child.&So&they&
are&faith&and&
love&incarnate.&
&

I&think&that&a&
mother&is&
cheering&
her&son&up&
and&he&is&
giving&up&
doing&
anything.&
This&picture&
makes&me&
think&so&
because&
she&is&
looking&his&
face&and&
talking&to&
him&and&he&
is&dislike&to&
be&done&like&
that.&

A&priest&pray&a&
boy&to&God&
that&a&boy's&
illness&would&
pass.&Because&
a&man&wear&
black&and&
white&clothes&
which&a&priest&
often&wear,&
and&a&boy&
looks&bad&and&
is&dead&tired.&
So,&the&boy&
has&a&serious&
sickness,&his&
father&and&
mother&asked&
the&priest&to&
recover&from&
the&sickness.&
After&careful&
thought&this&
picture&is&dark,&
a&boy&is&sad.&

I&think&
they&are&
poor&
because&
the&room&
is&dark.&
The&
mother&
can't&pay&
the&
electricity&
bill.&
Because&
the&child&
looks&
sick,&I&
think&the&
mother&
have&to&
take&care&
of&him&all&
day,&so&
she&can't&
work.&

(blank)& I&think&that&
woman&in&this&
picture&try&to&
have&a&baby&
eat&some&food,&
but&he&doesn't&
eat&them.&This&
is&because&I&
can&see&a&cup&
with&a&spoon&
on&a&desk,&and&
he&looks&
bored.&

I&think&
the&man&
who&holds&
the&child&is&
child&
minder.&
The&man&is&
not&parents&
for&the&child&
because&
the&child&
doesn't&
smile.&If&he&
is&real&
parents,&the&
child&can&
spend&as&
usual&and&
smile.&

I&think&the&
woman&is&
not&mother&
for&the&child&
because&
their&hair&
color&is&a&
little&
different.&I&
also&think&
the&woman&
is&a&sister&
and&the&
child&is&an&
orphan&
because&
the&
woman's&
style&is&like&
sister.&

I&think&
that&this&
child&is&a&
doll.&This&
is&
because&
he&
doesn't&
seem&to&
be&alive.&
And&I&
think&that&
the&man&
changes&
clothes&
of&child.&

My&New&
Words&

plain&living,&
splendid,&
incarnate&&

&& priest,&pray&,&
be&dead&tired,&
after&careful&
thought&&

bill& (blank)& bored,&spoon& childminder& (blank)& (blank)&
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Table&40.&(continued)&
Source& 2♥& 2♣& 2♦& 2♠& 1♥& 3♥& 4♥& 5a♥& 5b♥&
VTS&Worksheet&Part&1&Individual&Ideas&&
Individual&
New&
Ideas&&

just&mother&
and&her&son,&
rich&but&plain&
living,&furniture&
isn't&splendid,&
clothes&is&
expensive,&
lady&
demonstrate&
the&Virgin&
Mary,&boy&is&a&
symbol&of&the&
ChristLchild,&
they&are&faith&
and&love&
incarnate&
&

her&mother& priest,&pray,&
illness&would&
past,&wear,&
be&dead&
tired,&serious&
sickness&

poor,&dark&
room,&
electricity&
bill,&sick,&
take&care&
of,&all&day,&
work&

(blank)& food,&spoon,&
cup&

childminder,&
not&smile&

not&
mother,&
sister,&
orphan&

doll,&
alive&

VTS&Worksheet&Part&2&Numbers&Group&
New&
Ideas&
Keywords&

sick& blue,&red,&
cloth,&
movie,&
yellow,&yes,&
love&and&
faith&

mother,&son,&
expensive,&
blue&red&=&
Maria,&yellow&
=&child&(faith,&
poor,&she&
can't&work&
blue&red&=&
Maria,&yellow&
=&child&(faith,&
Christ&[in&
katakana])&

rich,&faith,&
mother,&
sister,&
Mary&

college,&
teacher,&
student,&
parents,&
party,&
lonely,&
unwell&

pacify,&
holding,&lidded&
eyes,&hate,&
displace&

bad&mood,&
soothe,&
servant&

frock& injure&
legs,&
medicin
e,&
mother,&
queen,&
church,&
support&
cross&

Useful&
language&

(blank)& (blank)& (blank)& (blank)& (blank)& displease,&
stand&out&

soothe,&
childLminder,&
cloth,&change&

(blank)& (blank)&
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Table&40.&(continued)&
Source& 2♥& 2♣& 2♦& 2♠& 1♥& 3♥& 4♥& 5a♥& 5b♥&
VTS&Worksheet&Part&3&Suits&Group&
New&
Ideas&
Keywords&&

college,&
teacher,&
Christian,&
mother&and&
child,&soup&on&
the&desk,&baby&
looks&bored,&
Child&and&
servant,&
change&
clothes,&not&
mother,&hair&
different&

child,&bad&
mood,&
gaze,&
speak,&
she&not&
her&
mother&

My&idea&
(priest,&
pray,&...&)&and&
idea(blue,&red,&
yellow.&.&.&),&
home&teacher,&
doesn't&like&
study,&take&a&
rest,&drink,&
manner,&
servant,&take&
care&of,&hate,&
sister,&medicine&
Middle&Age&+&
furniture&

bad&
mood,&
Spain,&
not&
mother,&
party&

living&room,&
hug,&bored,&
servant,&hair&
style,&bored&

soothe,&put&
on,&bad&
mood,&gaze,&
speak&to&

not&
mother&

mother&
and&son,&
cloth&
expensive,&
student,&
teacher,&
teach,&how&
to&eat,&
cup,&soup,&
bored,&
doesn't&
like&food&

jacket,&paint,&
color,&scold,&
barefoot,&
dirty.&
furniture,&
kindergarten&

Useful&
language&

(blank)& (blank)& (blank)& (blank)& servant,&hug,&
living&room&

gaze& (blank)& (blank)& (blank)&
&
&

VTS&Worksheet&Part&4:&Final&Numbers&Group&
New&
Ideas&
Keywords&&

medicine&in&
pod,&lady&
look&after&
him,&lady&not&
mother,&
home&teacher&

medicine,&
is&in,&
party,&quit,&
his&age,&
look&after,&
nice&to,&go&
to&party&

gaze&at,&not&
mother,&party,&
can't&go&
because&of&
age,&look&after&
him&

gaze,&not&
mother,&
girl,&
teacher,&
study&
long&time,&
sister,&
pot,&
lotion&(in&
katakana)&

injured,&
portion,&illness,&
recover,&
affectionate&

tired,&
sickness,&
the&blessed&
Mary,&Christ,&
doesn't&like&
study,&
speaking,&
servant,&
sister,&
painting,&
lotion&

meals,&
maid,&
lonely,&
sister,&
take&
care&

unwell,&
look&pale,&
anxious,&
red&and&
blue,&
Christ,&
yellow&is&
orphan&

babysitter,&
dead&fish,&
bad&temper,&
one&scene,&
family,&jacket,&
take&picture&

Useful&
language&

(blank)& (blank)& (blank)& (blank)& injured,&portion&
(potion?),&&
affectionate&

the&blessed&
Mary,&sister&

(blank)& (blank)& (blank)&
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In the numbers group interaction for Artwork 4 the audio recording shows that the 

students shared their ideas almost exactly as they wrote them in their Individual 

Comments even if they wrote only the keywords and not complete sentences on Part 1 of 

the VTS Worksheets. For example, the 2 of hearts said, “Mother and son, they are rich, 

but they have plain living, the reason is the furniture isn’t splendid, but on the other hand 

their clothes is expensive. The lady in the blue and red clothes looks like the Virgin Mary 

and the boy in the yellow is a symbol of the Christ Child, so they are faith and love 

incarnate.” The student used splendid and incarnate. None of the other students asked 

about the meaning of those words, but one did ask in Japanese what her last comment 

meant and she explained the meaning of the colors in Japanese. She then repeated the 

final sentence again and translated it, and the other student replied, “Naruhodo!” (“Oh, I 

see!”). Then the 2 of clubs asked in Japanese how to say the word faith in English, and 

the 2 of hearts provided the word. He replied “Ah! Faith” and the 2 of hearts provided 

the spelling; the VTS Worksheet for the 2 of clubs in Appendix I shows a misspelled 

word crossed out and replaced with faith. 

A look at the hearts group shows whether the vocabulary from the Numbers Group 

2 was shared or not. The 3 of hearts shows that splendid was, although it did not make it 

to the Final Numbers group. A look at the Hearts Group shows that the less frequent 

vocabulary from the numbers group was not used at the suits group stage, although gaze 

(K3), hug (K4), soothe (K5), scold (K7) and kindergarten (K8) were, as were two off-list 

words barefoot and Christian. The five members of the suits groups reported the words 

affectionate, pale, and portion (K3), maid, orphan, temper (K5), and lotion (K8) on their 

Final Numbers Groups on their VTS worksheets. 
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Research Question 3 covered a great deal of ground, but in summary, it did not 

appear that vocabulary was shared to a great extent between any of the groups. 

Unsurprisingly, the largest number of vocabulary words occurred in the Individual New 

Ideas, but these were not reported in the Numbers Groups, Suits Groups, and Final 

Numbers Groups. The data also showed that there was very little similarity in the 

vocabulary elicited by the artworks from different groups, and the words that did occur 

only did so a limited number of times. 

 

Research Question 4: Learning of Vocabulary that Appears in Group Tasks 

Research Question 4 asked, “To what extent do students share and learn ‘new’ 

vocabulary that occurs in the cooperatively structured group tasks?” This question was 

answered through the use of the AntWordProfiler RANGE feature to determine to what 

degree words at the K3+ level were reported in Parts 2, 3, and 4 on the VTS Worksheets, 

but not in the Part 1, where students wrote the keywords for their main ideas. In other 

words, to what degree words did words arise out of the group discussions after the 

Individual Comments had been written? 

For the eight artworks for the combined data for Groups 1A and 1B only 20 words 

(six words were deleted because they were likely spelling errors or off-list words, mather, 

nether, savant, sooth, handout, and lander) appeared in the VTS Worksheet data that did 

not appear in Part 1. Eleven of these words were at the K3 level, three words were from 

K4, two words were at K7, and there was one word each at the K5, K6, K8, and K9 levels. 

These data show that very few words occur in the data reporting for Parts 2, 3, and 4 that 

do not occur in Part 1. 
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The results of Research Question 4 suggest that there were very few new words 

elicited through art-based tasks. This will be discussed further in the Discussion chapter, 

but this might have been due to students’ limiting themselves to expressing the ideas and 

words they had written down to share on the worksheets. Also, while there were not a lot 

of new words elicited, there were a large number of vocabulary and ideas to keep track of 

and record on the worksheets.!

 

Research Question 5: Extent of Change in Vocabulary Use and Ideas 

Research Questions 5 asked, “To what extent does students’ range of vocabulary 

use and variety of ideas increase over the course of the semester?” This question is 

comprised of two parts, one asking whether there is a change in students’ range of 

vocabulary, and one asking about a change in the frequency of ideas over the semester. 

Therefore, the question is answered in two parts. The first part is answered through a 

frequency analysis of vocabulary use in students’ Individual Comments regarding the 

eight artworks over the course of the semester. The frequency data for tokens, types, 

families, and especially for the K3+ words are reported in Table 29. 

The second part of the question is answered through a frequency analysis of two 

sets of words in students’ Individual Comments for all eight artworks. One set of words 

was comprised of words showing an expression of an opinion, such as think and maybe, 

and one set of words reflects support of an idea, such as because and probably. In order 

to investigate changes in the use of the expression and support of ideas over time, the 

frequency of these words for Artwork 3 and Artwork 7 was examined. 
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Finally, because Research Question 5 asks about the range of ideas and because K2 

words can also be used to express ideas, a brief report on the use of K2 words is 

presented to show whether there were any patterns in the occurrence of ideas in the K2 

words. 

 

Part 1: Change in Range of Vocabulary over Time 

 As shown in Table 28 the average number of tokens for all four groups was 1,045.8 

(SD = 241.2) for Group 1A, 1,055.3 (SD = 124.8) for Group 1B, 847.4 (SD = 137.74) for 

Group 2A, and 986.1 (SD = 177.1) for Group 2B. The mean for all four groups for all 

eight artworks was 983.6 (SD = 143.1). In other words, the total number of words 

regarding each artwork varied somewhat across the four groups as they did the VTS tasks 

for the eight artworks. This slight variation was also reflected in the number of word 

families at the K3+ level. The K3+ level word families averaged 234.4 (SD = 28.24) for 

Group 1A, 230.0 (SD = 19.12) for Group 1B, 198.1 (SD = 27.36) for Group 2A, and 

230.6 (SD = 23.64) for Group 2B. The average number of word families at the K3+ level 

were 29.3 (SD = 4.62), 27.9 (SD = 10.41), 23.3 (SD = 7.57), and 26.3 (SD = 7.5), 

respectively. 

However, the variation almost disappears when looking at the percentage of the 

K3+ word families of the total number of K3+ words. The means and standard deviations 

for the four groups for the eight artworks were 12.6% (SD = 2.3%) for Group 1A, 12.0% 

(SD = 3.9%) for Group 1B, 11.6% (SD = 3.3%) for Group 2A, and 11.2% (SD = 2.3%). 

The average of the percentage of K3+ words for the four groups combined for all eight 

artworks was 11.9% (SD = 2.7). 
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A nonparametric Friedman test of the differences among the repeated measures for 

the number of tokens for the four groups for the eight artworks resulted in a 

nonsignificant Chi-square value of 13.81, p = .054. The same held true for the number of 

K3+ word families for the four groups for the eight artworks, which resulted in a Chi-

square value of 11.35, p = .124. Last, there were no significant differences for the percent 

of K3+ word families with a Chi-square of 7.69, p = .36. 

 

Part 2: Change in Ideas over Time 

The second part of the question suggests a belief that there is some change in the 

variety of ideas that students express. Housen’s five stages was proposed as a way to 

evaluate the students’ ideas, but the students quickly learned to use the I think, because 

model in their answers; therefore, their opinions regarding the artwork were limited to 

Housen’s Stage 2. In place of Housen’s approach, the degree of expression of ideas and 

the support for those ideas were counted through a frequency analysis of I think words 

and because words for Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B combined for all of the artworks. The 

reason for the use of the I think and because nomenclature is because this follows the I 

think, because format most students used in answering the two VTS questions, “What’s 

going on in this picture?” and “What do you see that makes you say that?” 

The I think words counted in answer to VTS question 1 were think and seems (as in 

It seems), and the degree to which ideas were supported in answer to VTS Question 2 

was analyzed through a frequency analysis of English words in the text that were 

considered to be used in support of a particular idea, though, because, so, maybe, may be, 

probably (as in, “the reason is...”), although, could, however, might, should, and would. 
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The words and and but were also counted because these suggest additional ideas in the 

because clauses in support of the ideas in the I think clauses. 

The topmost group of words on Table 41 are I think and because words. They are 

sorted in descending order according to the range of texts in which they occurred and 

according to their frequency, except think is listed before because because that is the 

more natural unmarked order in which think and because occur in sentences in general 

and the only order in which they occurred in the students’ sentences, in which ideas 

always preceded the support for them. The range column is the total number of texts in 

which the words occurred. The VTS data for Groups 2A and 2B for Artwork 9 are 

included in this analysis (Groups 1A and 1B did the Say It! task), so there are a total of 

34 groups (eight artworks times 4 groups times 8 artworks plus the two texts for Artwork 

9). The next category is the Connectors category showing the words and and but. Finally, 

words that occurred extremely rarely in the text are grouped separately in the Marginal 

Words category. 

Looking at the top three rows under the I think, because header, think, because, and 

so range across all 34 groups, think 785 times, because 864 times, and so 466 times. Seem 

ranges over 28 of the lists but occurs only 87 times. Maybe ranges over all 23 texts but 

comparatively few times at 39 times. The occurrence of the word and under the 

Connectors header at 1,012 times shows the relatively high frequency of multiple ideas 

regarding the artwork. The occurrence of the word but suggests the degree to which 

students offered differing opinions regarding an artwork. The word but ranges over 32 

texts and appears a total of 141 times. 
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!

Table!41.!Expression*of*Ideas*for*All*Artworks*and*Artworks*3*and*7!

! ! !
! Artworks!117,!9! ! ! Artwork!3! ! ! Artwork!7! !

Word! Range! Freq.! M* SD*
Max1
Min! M* SD*

Max1
Min! M* SD*

Max1
Min!

I*think*and*
because!
words*  !  !  !  !  !  !  !  !  !  !  !
think! 34! 785! 23.1! 5.6! 32/10! 23.0! 4.24! 28/19! 20.5! 6.45! 28/19!
because! 34!  864! 25.4! 5.8! 42/16! 24.8! 5.74! 30/17! 24.5! 1.29! 30/17!
so! 34!  466! 13.5! 4.2! 25/4! 18.0! 5.29! 25/13! 12.5! 1.91! 25/13!
seem! 28! 87! 2.6! 2.4! 8/0! 2.5! 2.38! 5/0! 3.5! 2.65! 5/0!
maybe! 23! 39! 1.2! 1.1! 4/0! 1.3! 1.5! 3/0! 1! 2! 3/0!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !Connectors!  !  !  !  !

!
 !  !  !  !  !  !

and! 34! 1,012! 29.2! 9.2! 49/14! 36.8! 3.69! 41/32! 23.8! 6.85! 41/32!
but! 32! 141! 4.3! 2.9! 11/0! 2.5! 2.08! 5/0! 8.8! 1.89! 5/0!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !Marginal!
words!  !  !  !  !

!
 !  !  !  !  !  !

although! 4! 4! 0.2! 0.4! 2/0! 0! 0! 0/0! 0.3! 0.5! 0/0!
could! 6! 6! 0.2! 0.4! 1/0! 0.5! 0.58! 1/0! 0.3! 0.5! 1/0!
however! 8! 12! 0.2! 0.4! 2/0! 0! 0! 0/0! 0.3! 0.5! 0/0!
might! 4! 5! 0.2! 0.4! 2/0! 0! 0! 0/0! 0! 0! 0/0!
probably! 12! 13! 0.3! 0.5! 2/0! 0.5! 1! 2/0! 0.3! 0.5! 2/0!
should! 4! 5! 0.2! 0.4! 2/0! 0! 0! 0/0! 0.3! 0.5! 0/0!
though! 4! 4! 0.1! 0.3! 1/0! 0! 0! 0/0! 0! 0! 0/0!
would! 8! 12! 0.2! 0.4! 2/0! 0! 0! 0/0! 0.3! 0.5! 0/0!
Note.!Freq.!=!Frequency
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The data under Columns Artwork 3 and Artwork 7 show a roughly equal number of 

think and because sentences, and only a difference in an average of 2.5 sentences using 

think between Artworks 3 and 7 and only 0.3 in the means for the because sentences. The 

means for all of the words for Artworks 3 and 7 are close to each other and close to the 

overall average for all of the artworks, and the means for Artwork 7 for the words think 

and because are lower than the means for Artwork 3 and for the means for all eight 

artworks. 

It should be noted that while it was true that different artworks led to the use of 

different vocabulary, the use of the I think and because words were considered unrelated 

to the use of vocabulary and it was believed that use should even out across the groups. A 

quick check showed 193, 228, 129, and 190 occurrences of think for Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, 

and 2B respectively, and 171, 234, 223, and 185 occurrences of because. The lower 

numbers of the use of think for Group 2A parallels the lower use of tokens as reported in 

Table 27. The similarity of the results supports combining the data for Groups 1A, 1B, 

2A, and 2B. 

 

Use of K2 Words 

Because this question concerns ideas, and because ideas can be expressed using K2 

words, a frequency analysis was also carried out for the use of K2 words for all the 

Individual Comments for the eight artworks. This analysis showed that only four K2 

words occurred in more than 10 texts (scene in 21 texts, cloth in 18 texts, and medicine 

and escape in 10 texts) and 29 tokens occurred in more than four texts. For the words that 

occurred at the K2 level, a word that occurred in four texts rarely referred to the same 
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artwork, although mood appeared in two texts for The Sick Child, for example, and 

instrument occurred in three texts, all about The Circus. Some words had a clear 

connection with particular artworks. For example, desert occurred 64 out of 65 times for 

Peasant Mother, medicine 44 times out of 62 for La Curandera, and perform 37 times 

out of 38 for Circus. 

The results of Research Question 5 suggest that although there were large numbers 

of ideas expressed and a large number of vocabulary used to do so, there was no 

significant change in the use of vocabulary and the expression of ideas over time. 

 

Research Question 6: Predictability of Vocabulary Used for Artworks 

Research Question 6 asked, “To what extent can vocabulary regarding a particular 

artwork be predicted?” This research question was answered through use of the RANGE 

feature of AntWordProfiler to explore whether there was overlap in the use of vocabulary 

by students in Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B for Artwork 2. 

Of the 120 K3+ unique word families that occurred in Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B 

for Artwork 2, only the following 14 words appeared more than once in Artwork 2. These 

words, listed by K level, range (how many of Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, or 2B, a K3+ word 

appeared in), and frequency (how many total times that word occurred), were: naked (K3, 

4, 10), era (K3, 2, 2), bathe (K4, 4, 8), handicap (K4, 3, 4), basin, elegant, thigh (K4, 2, 

2), dizzy (regarding an artwork 5, 2, 2), vase (K5, 2, 5), pajamas (K6, 3, 4) and jug (K6, 2, 

2), and kimono (K11, 2, 2) and sumo (K14, 2, 3). The word pod, a K7 word occurred 3 

times in two groups, but a check of the original text revealed this was a misspelling for 

pot, which is a K1 word. This was out of a total of 549 word families and 3,980 tokens 
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for Artwork 2. A quick check of Artwork 7 found 92 K3+ words and only one word, 

Europe, that occurred across all four groups and only seven words that occurred in more 

than two groups, frantic (K5, 2, 4), grassland (K33, 2, 3), barefoot (K33, 2, 2), bully (K4, 

2, 2), grasp (K3, 2, 2), imitate (K4, 2, 2), and sleeve (K4, 2, 2). 

In other words, while earlier questions suggested that characteristics of the 

vocabulary elicited can be predicted, that is, the percentages of tokens, types, and word 

families were similar across the artworks for Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B, and while there 

were a very few words that seemed to occur for particular artworks, there was very little 

overlap between the four groups for the vocabulary elicited. Again, this issue is discussed 

in the later chapters, but this variety might be part of what makes the art-based tasks 

interesting both for the students and teachers. 

  

Research Question 7: Recurrence of Vocabulary for Similar Artwork 

Question 7 asked, “Does vocabulary recur over artwork that is similar in theme or 

content and to what degree?” Artworks 2, 3, 4, and 5 were selected because of their 

similarities in composition and content. Each involves a mother figure (or father figure in 

some students’ eyes depending on their perceptions of the figure’s gender) and a child 

figure (again, boy or girl varies according to the students’ perceptions of the gender of the 

figures in the artwork). These artworks can be viewed in Appendix B. The use of 

vocabulary was checked using the RANGE feature of AntWordProfiler to ascertain to 

what degree particular words were used to describe these similar artworks. 

Analysis of the Individual Comments by Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B for Artwork 2 

and Artwork 7 in answer to Research Question 6 showed there was little overlap of words 
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in comparing the frequency and range data for two artworks with dissimilar compositions. 

This was also found to be true for Artworks 2, 3, 4, and 5. The Individual Comments for 

Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B were combined for each of the four artworks and analyzed 

using AntWordProfiler. There were four groups for each artwork and four artworks, so 

the highest possible number of texts in which words could occur was 16. The analysis 

showed that only 14 words occurred across more than four or more of the texts from 

Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B for the four artworks. Words that ranged across a larger 

number of texts had a strong connection to a particular artwork. The word hug, with the 

highest range of 10 texts over the four artworks and the highest frequency of 28, occurred 

only in Artworks 3 to 5 and not at all in Artwork 2. Europe occurred in six texts, similar 

to the occurrence across all the paintings, but not at all in Artwork 3. 

Of the 47 words at the K3+ level that ranged over class groups (Group 1A, 1B, 2A, 

or 2B), only 16 occurred in more than one artwork with a range from 2 to 7 (M = 2.6). 

For the 18 words that occurred in more than three texts, 12 occurred in more than one 

artwork, with a frequency that ranged from 3 to 5 (M = 3.6). Each of the eight words that 

ranged over four texts with a frequency of 4 to 8 (M = 5.5) did not occur at all in at least 

one of the four artworks. 

Many of the words that ranged over four or more groups and that occurred 

relatively frequently did not occur at all outside of a single artwork. These words were 

cactus (range 5, frequency 8), naked (5, 11), scold (5, 6), and bathed (4, 8). Of the 305 

K3+ word families in these artworks, 226 had a range of 1, that is, a word occurred in one 

group for one artwork. 
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As the occurrence of vocabulary for artwork that was dissimilar in content was not 

predictable, so it was also with the artwork that was considered similar. There was very 

little overlap other than a very words for particular artworks, and even in this case usage 

was contained to individual groups. 

 

Research Question 8: Degree to Which Students Learn Focus Words 

Research Question 8 asked “To what degree do students learn the vocabulary words 

chosen by the teacher and by themselves for special focus over the course of the 

semester?” This question was answered through an analysis of the students’ private 

journals. Students chose 10 words on which to focus over the course of the semester and 

were to track their experience in private one-on-one conversations with the teacher about 

their learning of the words and their exposure to the words inside and outside of class. 

Only 25 out of 82 (30.5%) students in Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B wrote in their 

journals. Of these, six students misunderstood the instructions and wrote on other topics. 

Only 19 students, eight students from Groups 1A and 1B and 11 students from Groups 

2A and 2B wrote entries in their journals, and five students wrote entries two or three 

times. Fifteen students from all of the groups wrote a list of 10 words as requested, and 

some added details in Japanese in English about the words. Two students listed where 

they found each word, and one of those answered whether they had seen the word 

elsewhere. Some students focused on their surprise at the meaning of the word spectacle, 

the use of homage, the meaning of sunset, or the phrase surprise me. Finally, two 

students wrote about how they enjoyed studying English through art. 
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AntWordProfiler was run on the data that these 19 students provided. The results 

are displayed in Table 42. The Types columns are not included because this was a list of 

words and the numbers for the types and tokens were the same. Students chose 9 words 

each from the K1-K2 level and there were 115 word families at the K3+ level, ranging 

from K3 to K28. The six words that were not recognized by AntWordProfiler were 

babysit, bathroom, footbath, housekeeper, sunset, and wildfire. 

 

Table&42.&AntWordProfiler-Data-for-My-Vocabulary-Journal--
-

Note.-The&words&on&the&03level&list&are&words&that&did&not&occur&&
on&any&level&list.!
 

While it was interesting to see similarities between this smaller data set and the 

larger one for the eight artworks as a whole, and it seems like a useful area of future 

research, the data from this question did not provide much answer to the research 

question. 

 

Level& Token& Token&%& Families& Families&%&
1& 9& 5.36& 9& 6.77&
2& 9& 5.36& 9& 6.77&
3& 23& 13.69& 20& 15.04&
4& 30& 17.86& 21& 15.79&
5& 27& 16.07& 20& 15.04&
6& 18& 10.71& 15& 11.28&
7& 13& 7.74& 11& 8.27&
8& 13& 7.74& 5& 3.76&

10& 4& 2.38& 3& 2.26&
12& 2& 1.19& 2& 1.50&
13& 2& 1.19& 1& 0.75&
14& 1& 0.60& 1& 0.75&
26& 3& 1.79& 3& 2.26&
27& 1& 0.60& 1& 0.75&
28& 7& 4.17& 6& 4.51&

0& 6& 3.57& 6& 4.51&
Total& 168& && 133&

&
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Research Question 9: Learning of Cooperative Skills 

Research Question 9 asked, “To what degree do students learn to use the 

cooperative skills taught in this study as measured by teacher observation using the 

CLOP and as measured by students’ self-reports of their count of their use of the 

cooperative skills? After I provide an analysis following the CLOP protocol (see 

Appendix E) of the student interactions and use of cooperative learning structures of a 

representative group, Group 2A Numbers Group 1, as they carried out the VTS task for 

Artwork 7 and the drawing task for Artwork 11, I then provide data on students’ self-

reports on the VTS Worksheets of their use of the two cooperative skills chosen for them 

to practice. The accuracy of the students’ self-reports was checked using audio recordings 

for Artwork 5 for the Numbers Groups in Group 1A. 

 

Observation of the Use of Cooperative Learning 

Originally the CLOP protocol was proposed as a means for assessing students’ use 

of cooperative learning skills during class time. However, the tracking of the two 

cooperative skills incorporated into the VTS Worksheet and the audio recordings provide 

a way to evaluate students’ interactions. Therefore during class the teacher-researcher 

walked around the class ensuring that students understood what they were supposed to be 

doing and that they were on task and dealt with the frequent issues with the classroom 

management software and the headsets. The audio recordings were used to (a) assess 

students’ accuracy in completing the use of cooperative learning tasks on the VTS 

Worksheet and (b) examine the degree to which their interactions in groups exemplified 

the four categories on the CLOP protocol. 
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Positive Interdependence. The (P) section of the COLP asks whether there is 

evidence of group cohesiveness for accomplishing the task. In the transcript for Artwork 

7 there is a reference to students’ discussion about the task as one student worked to get 

his headset working. The students frequently confirmed what they were supposed to do 

for the group building task in Japanese. In Artwork 7 the group building task was to 

share an act of kindness they had witnessed. Line 9 shows the hearts student asking 

whether he should start with his part. Lines 18 to 51 show a comfort in sharing of 

opinions as they disagree about whether one of the people in the picture is a child or not. 

The hearts student suggested that the person is a man who is going bald (line 24) and 

defended it in lines 28, 38, and 42. One of the other students teased him in line 46 to say 

that the hearts student is always coming up with interesting ideas, but in the end on lines 

50 and 51 one of the students acknowledged that he understands that it is the hearts 

student’s opinion and so they accept that he believes that. 

 

Individual Accountability. The CLOP protocol describes individual 

accountability as group members taking “responsibility for individual efforts and 

contributions towards the team.” The VTS Worksheets in Appendix I show that the 

students were careful and thorough in completing the forms. This was my perception 

during class as well. Students also seemed prepared to share their ideas and to check the 

meaning of words, as the discussion beginning at line 73 in the transcript for Artwork 7 

in Appendix J suggests. In this case the students are having a brief discussion of the 

meaning of the word squat. 
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S: �!��[OK.] My name is Ace of Spades My act of kindness is neighbors say 

hello to me. The boy is looking for contact lens because he is in a squatting 
position and looks very hurry.  

 
H: ��3%��[I see what you mean!] 
 
C: ��,BXG?LVXF����Zs|�-��0��[I’m not sure they 

would be using contact lenses in the place shown in this picture] 
 
S: �6
7���6
7���-7�[I don’t know. I don’t know!] {Laughs} 
 
C:�mf��4�\f��i�[This would be surprising except in recent years] 
 
H: ���PDCTX��}����7
pl�E?8ILPDCTX��

[What position did you say? Something like the squat position?] 
 
S: ��-�7��3)����[It certainly seems like he is crouching] 
 
C:�E?9ILPDCTX��}�7��[Yes, I said squat position] 
 
S: �E?9IJ:X@PDH=X�[Squat position] 
 
C:�E?9IJ:X@PDH=X�[Squat position] 
 
S:�google�y���[I looked it up on Google] 
 
D:��-�*�E?WIL��o�4"��.�[Then I will write squat] 
 
H:��4�'o���[That’s what I wrote] 
 
D: 	4, [Me, too]{laughs} 

(Appendix J, lines 73-105) 
 

Examples of individual accountability in the drawing task can be found early on in the 

transcript of the Final Numbers Group for Artwork 10 in Appendix K at which time the 

students were supposed to combine their information in order to draw a picture 
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containing all the elements of the picture. The pictures that this group—Group 2A 

Numbers Group 1—can be found in Appendix L. 

In lines 9 to 43 the students discuss whether the person in the picture is sitting or 

not and lament that complete information was not given in the textual description of the 

picture. 

 
H: A woman with long black hair, is sitting behind, sitting behind the desk, �KE
?�-���JYOU�[A desk not a table] 

 
D: KE?�[A desk?] 
 
Spades (S): Table, behind the table 
 
H: Behind the table 
 
C: ��?�[Huh?] Sit? 
 
H: Sit �j���3�[She is sitting] 
 
D: ���H<9�-��?�[Uh, not a chair?] 
 
H: ��7?�[Huh?] 
 
D: On the chair? 
 
H: �q l5�j���3��[She is sitting behind the chair] 
 
C: ��4!H<9�H<9�j���3 ��[It was a chair, she is sitting in a 

chair?] 
 
H���.�[No] 
 
D: �o������[It wasn’t written down] 
 
H: ���o������gc�[No, it wasn’t written down. Probably] 
 
C��o������[It wasn’t written down] 
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C� ����-�]zj2��[He just made it up.] 
 
D��hj2�-���[The woman is sitting]  

(Appendix J, lines 9-43) 
 

There is also a bit of teasing that perhaps Student H, the Hearts student giving the 

description, might have just made up the description himself. That speaks to an element 

of comfort and camaraderie. 

There are additional instances where group members asked for details, including 

this one about the denim jacket: 

 
H����[and] She is wearing denim jacket. 
 
S: �KNQDSAIL�[Denim jacket?] 
 
D: �KNQDSAIL!?!?�{laughs} [Denim jacket!] 
 
H: �KNQDSAIL! {laughs} [Denim jacket!] 
 
D: �.+�4��[Please stop!!] [laughing voice] 
 
H:���[and] She is wearing denim jacket. 
 
S: �KNQDSAIL�[Denim jacket?] 
 
D: �KNQDSAIL!?!?� {laughs} [Denim jacket!] 
 
H: �KNQDSAIL! {laughs} [Denim jacket!] 
 

(Appendix J, lines 62-70) 
 
The following excerpt concerns dress. The degree of checking of understanding and the 

connection to the visual image is evidenced by the question, “Is this right? 
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H: And sewing American Indian dress. Spreading on the table. 
 
D: �/��k�� [Wait a second] 
 
S: �MVE��[Dress?] 
 
H: �MVE�, [Dress] American Indian, traditional American Indian dress, 

spreading on the table. 
 
S: Spreading. ��4�����[Is this about right?] 
 
H: �gc���[Probably] 
 
S: 	��� [OK] 

 (Appendix J, lines 72-85) 
 

Students also discussed the meanings of words, in this case the spades student asked 

about the word districted (a mispronunciation of the word distracted) for which the 

Hearts student gives a complete explanation. Here there is another example of laughter, 

in this case about how the Hearts student drew a “distracted face” (see Appendix L): 

H: She is districted on her, look, districted face. 
 
S: Districted�����[districted means what?] 
 
H:��7
�n1
���
�d2)����
 ~$�1b���� 
��.
1_eu�������7�7�[Uh, it’s not very clean, I  
 looked it up. That’s why mine came to have such a funny face] 

 
S: {laughs}�����4."�
1�v62��[Ha ha! I can’t take it 

anymore. Finished?] 
(Appendix J, lines 87-96) 

 

Finally the following excerpt shows a lot of checking of meaning, in this case regarding 

the words trim, fur, and moccasins. 
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H: (��[Not yet] The dress has white and, white trim  
 
S: White trim 
 
H: around the neck. 
 
S:  trim 
 
H:��7
��r)����#���� ��5����7�7�� 

[Well, it looks like feathers, bird feathers] 
 
C: Fur? 
 
H:�Fur�-���7��7
;XK:9X MVE�7
�� �  x .
�)�����Not fur. It’s an Indian dress, so it looks like feathers are 
attached� White and green and red����%&t�, �/��w���
[mostly white, with a little bit of green] green and red trim. 

 
S:�%&t��[Mostly white] 
 
H:��7�[Yeah] And �R>CCF�[Moccasins] is next to the dress. 
 
S:�R>CCF?�[Moccasins?] 
 
H:��7
�1���	����7����[Yeah, some kind of shoes. That is 

all I had.] 
 

Group Processing. The CLOP protocol describes group processing as students 

discussing how to improve their processes in groups in order to improve their learning. 

In the VTS task, group processing was incorporated into each lesson as a counting of the 

cooperative skills tracked on the VTS Worksheet at the end of the Numbers, Suits, and 

Final Numbers group sessions. In line 85 in the transcript of the Final Numbers Group 

for Artwork 7, the students discussed their count of the cooperative skills. 

H: �4^`����[How many of these did we use?] 
  
C: �����3� [Huh? What shall we do?] 
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H: {laughs} ���3�[What shall we do?] 
  
D: 	4![`���0�[`�[I wrote down two. 2] 
  
H: 	4,[`}���[I also wrote down 2] 
  
D: �-�6? [Well, then. 6?] 
 
C: 6�{���[Let’s write down 6] 
  
D: !���-��4! 2��3 
�“and”��}��
1� 

[OK. Well, maybe the other one is 2. Because I said “and.”]  
  
H: 	4}�����6�}��7
��}���a3 
� [I didn’t say 

that one at all. Did I? I’m going to say that I did] 
 
C: }��7�0 [You did say it] 
 
D: ���}��7�0 [Ok, then. I said it] 
  
H: �
Y [Ok, then] 
  
C: ^`�[How many?] 
  
D: ^`�5`1�}����� [How many? About 5 or so, maybe?] 
 
C: �`����0c
17�[Do you think 2 might be right. I’m not sure] 

 

An examination of the recordings for other groups for other artworks also often ended 

with a discussion of the number of skills they should record. This was true for the first 

Numbers Group for Group 1A. The Numbers Groups 2 and 3 made overt references to 

how to count. One student in Group 2 gave his individual count and added it to the 

group’s to come up with a total of eight. A student in Group 3 overtly commented that 

they were supposed to count the number of times they used the word because. 
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Face-to-Face Promotive Interaction. Face-to-face promotive interaction is 

described in the CLOP protocols as promoting one another’s success through a 

supportive, encouraging, and praising environment. Among the examples are eye contact, 

interrupting appropriately, respecting suggestions, and managing conflict. The artwork 

for each week was displayed on shared monitors between each pair of computers. 

Appendix A shows the layout for the classroom. While working in pairs students could 

look at the monitor between them, and while working in groups of four or more the 

students in front turned to face the pair of students behind them and shared that monitor. 

One potential difficulty was that the suits groups sometimes had five or six students, but 

Japanese students are comfortable sitting extremely close together and sometimes they 

even shared one chair. 

As mentioned above, there was a friendly exchange in the transcript for Artwork 7 

regarding the hearts student’s opinion regarding the age of one of the people in the 

picture, but in the end they allowed that he was free to express what he thought. The 

excerpts from the transcripts above also show that the students were generally supportive 

of and comfortable with each other, as they laughed frequently and chatted freely about 

the task. 

 

Count of Use of Cooperative Skills 

In addition to tracking the new ideas key words and the useful language they heard 

in the Numbers and Suits Groups VTS tasks, students also individually kept track of the 

two cooperative learning skills that were chosen by me for them to focus on. Spaces to 

count the two skills appear at the end of the Numbers, Suits, and Final Numbers Group 
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sections on the Visual Thinking Strategies Worksheet. Skill 1 was the number of times a 

group member asked a “What do you see that makes you say that?” type of question if a 

group member stated an opinion for which they did not provide support. Skill 2 was the 

number of times a group member included a clause indicating the reason for their ideas, 

presented to them as because sentences. At the end of each class students in the Final 

Numbers Group discussed their scores. 

Table 43 shows the student-inputted data from the VTS worksheets for Skill 1 and 

Skill 2. The students started tracking Skills 1 and 2 after Artwork 3. The students were 

asked to move on to the next group when the conversation slowed. 

Both the Numbers and Suits groups talked from 6 to 9 minutes. A sampling of the 

audio recordings was carried out to check the accuracy of students’ self-reports. Artwork 

5 was selected because the students had had at least one practice with the skills for 

Artwork 4, and Group 1A was selected because there were recordings for that group. 

Students in the Numbers Group overstated their use of Skill 1. Where they listed 1, 

2, 3, 3, and 2 uses of Skill 1 in the respective Numbers Groups, I found one each in 

Numbers Groups 1, 3, and 5. On the other hand, the students tended to undercount their 

use of Skill 2, with the Numbers Groups assessing their use at 5, 8, 3, 5, and 5 compared 

to my count of 7, 8, 7, 12, and 9. In the case of the Numbers Groups in Group 1A, I 

found that students sometimes gave a number of different reasons in support of an idea 

the students might have only counted once. 

The results of Research Question 9 showed that students used many of the elements 

that cooperative learning research suggests are important for learning. Selected 

transcriptions showed students interacting positively in order to carry out the task, being & &
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Table&43.&Use-of-Cooperative-Skill-1-“WDYSTMYST”-and-Cooperative-
Skill-2-“Because”&
& & & Numbers&groups& & & & Suits&groups& &

Artwork& Maximum& M- SD- Maximum& M- SD-
Cooperative-Skill-1-“WDYSTMYST”&

Artwork&4& 19& 2.1& 2.96& 5& 1.5& 1.69&
& Group&1A& 3& 1.5& 1.13& 4& 1.5& 1.43&
& Group&1B& 19& 4.1& 5.57& 5& 2.9& 2.09&
& Group&2A& 4& 1.8& 1.62& 4& 1.2& 1.62&
& Group&2B& 5& 1.6& 1.65& 3& 0.8& 1.09&
Artwork&5& 10& 2.3& 2.29& 7& 1.9& 2.06&
& Group&1A& 6& 2.2& 1.93& 7& 2.3& 2.02&
& Group&1B& 10& 3.6& 2.74& 5& 2.8& 2.19&
& Group&2A& 8& 1.7& 2.33& 6& 1.1& 1.86&
& Group&2B& 4& 1.6& 1.70& 5& 1.5& 1.91&
Artwork&6& 10& 3.5& 2.95& 12& 3.3& 2.70&
& Group&1A& 3& 1.6& 1.06& 5& 2.0& 1.81&
& Group&1B& 10& 6.2& 2.97& 10& 3.6& 2.80&
& Group&2A& 9& 4.4& 3.16& 12& 4.8& 2.86&
& Group&2B& 4& 2.3& 1.76& 5& 2.1& 2.15&
Artwork&7& 14& 3.7& 2.83& 17& 4.3& 3.26&
& Group&1A& 4& 1.9& 1.29& 5& 2.5& 1.94&
& Group&1B& 14& 5.8& 4.71& 8& 4.1& 2.88&
& Group&2A& 6& 3.8& 1.89& 17& 6.2& 4.28&
& Group&2B& 6& 3.8& 1.24& 6& 3.7& 1.80&
Artwork8& 13& 4.7& 2.87& 17& 5.0& 3.27&
& Group&1A& 8& 3.9& 2.37& 17& 5.5& 4.19&
& Group&1B& 13& 5.4& 3.16& 7& 4.5& 1.76&

Cooperative-Skill-2-“Because”&
Artwork&4& 10& 2.9& 2.65& 10& 2.4& 2.93&
& Group&1A& 8& 3.7& 2.56& 10& 3.7& 3.50&
& Group&1B& 10& 3.8& 2.93& 7& 3.7& 2.55&
& Group&2A& 6& 2.3& 2.12& 8& 1.7& 2.87&
& Group&2B& 6& 1.2& 2.22& 1& 0.1& 0.35&
Artwork&5& 11& 3.9& 3.26& 15& 4.3& 3.90&
& Group&1A& 8& 3.9& 2.53& 5& 3.2& 1.72&
& Group&1B& 11& 6.2& 3.61& 15& 7.3& 5.12&
& Group&2A& 7& 4.3& 2.30& 7& 5.1& 2.02&
& Group&2B& 1& 0.3& 0.48& 2& 0.3& 0.71&
Artwork&6& 9& 2.7& 2.14& 9& 1.9& 2.13&
& Group&1A& 5& 1.6& 1.50& 6& 1.3& 1.83&
& Group&1B& 9& 4.1& 1.98& 5& 2.9& 1.92&
& Group&2A& 6& 3.7& 1.99& 9& 2.3& 2.46&
& Group&2B& 4& 1.0& 1.49& 5& 1.0& 1.80&
Artwork&7& 14& 2.3& 2.53& 17& 2.6& 3.14&
& Group&1A& 3& 1.0& 1.15& 3& 1.0& 1.13&
& Group&1B& 14& 4.2& 4.17& 9& 3.6& 3.17&
& Group&2A& 4& 2.2& 1.59& 17& 3.8& 4.07&
& Group&2B& 4& 2.0& 1.84& 5& 1.3& 1.62&
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Table&43.&(continued)&
& & Numbers&groups& & & Suits&groups& &

Artwork& Maximum& M& SD& Maximum& M& SD&
Artwork8& 4& 2.5& 1.69& 17& 2.4& 3.50&
& Group&1A& 4& 2.5& 1.60& 17& 3.1& 4.40&
& Group&1B& 4& 2.6& 1.82& 5& 1.5& 1.68&

 

careful to check their own comprehension and that of their fellow students, and examples 

of group processing as they counted their use of the cooperative skills. Students’ counts 

were not always precise, but the very fact that they checked their counts showed they 

were focused on the skills. 

 

Research Question 10: Learning in Cooperative Tasks Versus Individual Tasks 

Research Question 10 asked, “To what degree, if any, do students learn vocabulary better 

through drawing tasks that are carried out cooperatively as compared to tasks carried out 

individually as measured by the Vocabulary Use Inventory?” This question was answered 

in two parts. In the first part I examined the percentage change in students’reported 

knowledge regarding Artworks 10 and 11 and the raters’ evaluation of the accuracy of 

students’ self-assessments. In the second part I focused on Numbers Group 1 from Group 

2B carrying out a cooperative drawing task on Artwork 11 to examine the degree to 

which vocabulary was shared and how that sharing was reflected in learning on their 

Vocabulary Use Inventories. 

 

Part 1: Students’ Self-Assessments in Part 1 of the VUI for the Drawing Tasks 

The data from all groups for Artworks 10 and 11 are presented in Table 44 (see 

Table H6 in the Appendix H for complete item-by-item data). Groups 1A and 1B and  
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Table&44.&Artwork 10 and 11 Part 1 Change in Knowledge Between the Pretest and Posttest for Groups !
1A and 1B and for Groups 2A and 2B&
 & & Artwork&10& & & Artwork&11& &
Change&in&
Knowledge&

Groups&1A&and&1B&
(Individual)&&

Groups&2A&and&2B&
(Cooperative)&

Groups&1A&and&1B&
(Cooperative)&

Groups&2A&and&2B&
(Individual)&

N! %& SD! N! %& SD! N! %& SD! N! %& SD!
Increase& 36& 20.5& 12.9& 30& 13.2& 10.3& 19& 14.7& 10.8& 17& 12.6& 14.3&
Decrease& 6& 2.6& 3.2& 11& 5.5& 3.3& 5& 3.8& 2.3& 7& 7.3& 5.9&
No&change& 0& 0& 0& 0& 0& 0& 0& 0& 0& 0& 0& 0&
Note.&See&Table&H6&in&Appendix&H&for&a&breakdown&by&1000Qword&levels&based&on&the&BNC/COCA&corpus.&
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Groups 2A and 2B worked on the same artwork at the same time and so their data were 

therefore collected and are reported together. Both sets of groups showed increases in 

knowledge of words between the pretests and posttests. Groups 1A and 1B, the groups 

that read the texts about Artwork 10 and drew a picture individually showed an average 

increase of knowledge in 30 words and an average increase in knowledge of 20.5%, 

whereas Group 2A and 2B, the groups who worked cooperatively, showed an increase of 

knowledge in 30 words with an average increase of knowledge of 13.2%. The students 

who worked individually showed a larger increase than the students who did the drawing 

task in cooperative groups. This pattern was mirrored in the data for Artwork 11, in 

which students in Groups 1A and 1B working cooperatively showed an average increase 

in knowledge of 14.7% for 19 words, which was marginally higher than the results for 

Groups 2A and 2B that showed an average increase of 12.8% for 17 words. 

 

Part 2: Group 1 in Group 2A on the Cooperative Drawing Task for Artwork 11 

In this section I explore the Drawing Activity Worksheets that the students in Group 

2A Numbers Group 1 used as they carried out the drawing tasks and also examine a 

transcript of that group’s Final Numbers Group interaction. This analysis provides insight 

into how students shared the information from their characters’ descriptive texts with the 

rest of the group. The Drawing Worksheet has a space for students to write keywords and 

notes from the descriptive texts for their characters 

and a space to sketch their character. The front of the page was for a sketch of the entire 

scene. 
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An examination of the pretest and posttest on Part 1 of the VUI for just Numbers 

Group 2A is presented in Table 45. The three columns on the right show the percentage 

of words the students felt they knew or could use before and after the drawing task and 

the change between the pretest and posttest. The shows that six words were known by all 

three students before the treatment. The change column shows that all four students 

learned denim, three learned checkered, and one student learned eight other words. In 

terms of sharing of vocabulary, the back page of the Drawing Worksheet shows that of 

the 27 K3+ words in the five texts of the drawing task for Artwork 11, Group 1 in Group 

2A had 17 words from the texts for their characters; The hearts student had four (out of 5 

K3+ keywords in the text, but the spades student had one of the heart’s words), the clubs 

student had five (out of 6 K3+ words), the diamonds student had 3 (out of 5 K3+), and 

the spades student had six (2 out of 2 K3+ keywords, plus 4 from other In terms of 

sharing of vocabulary, the back page of the Drawing Worksheet shows that of the 27 K3+ 

words in the five texts of the drawing task for Artwork 11, Group 1 in Group 2A had 17 

words from the texts for their characters; The hearts student had four (out of 5 K3+ 

keywords in the text, but the spades student had one of the heart’s words), the clubs 

student had five (out of 6 K3+ words), the diamonds student had 3 (out of 5 K3+), and 

the spades student had six (2 out of 2 K3+ keywords, plus 4 from other characters’ lists). 

Only 10 words showed any change between the pretest and posttest on the VUI, but the 

changes were all positive; eight words were learned by one student, checkered was 

learned by three students, and denim was learned by all four students. The percentage of 

words that students had never seen decreased from 32.3% to 19.8% and increased from 

15.6% Known to 19.8% Know and Can Use.
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Table&45.&Change'in'Knowledge'for'Group'2A'Numbers'Group'1'Between'Pretest'and'Posttest'on'
Drawing'Task&

& & & &� & � & & Pretest& & � & & Posttest& & � & � & � & � & � & � &

Word&
&

%&
Never&
seen&

&

%&
Seen,&
DK&

&

%&
Know&

&

%&
Know,&
can&
use&

&

%&
Never&
seen&

&

%&
Seen,&
DK&

&

%&
Know&

&

%&
Know,&
can&
use&

&

Pre;
test&%&
Known&
words&

&

Post;
test&%&
Known&
words&

&

%&
Change&
Known&
words&

antler&
&

50.0&
&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
50.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

arrow&
&

0.0&
&

0.0&
&
25.0&

&
75.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
75.0&

&
25.0&

&
100.0&

&
100.0&

&
0.0&

birch&
&

75.0&
&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

certificate&
&

0.0&
&
50.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
50.0&

&
0.0&

checkered&
&

50.0&
&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
75.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
75.0&

&
75.0&

deer&
&

0.0&
&

0.0&
&
50.0&

&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
50.0&

&
100.0&

&
100.0&

&
0.0&

denim&
&

50.0&
&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
100.0&

&
100.0&

distract&
&

25.0&
&
25.0&

&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
75.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
75.0&

&
25.0&

elude&
&

25.0&
&
75.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
50.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

focus&
&

0.0&
&

0.0&
&
100.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
50.0&

&
100.0&

&
100.0&

&
0.0&

leather&
&

25.0&
&

0.0&
&
50.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
50.0&

&
75.0&

&
75.0&

&
0.0&

moccasins&
&

75.0&
&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

pad&
&

0.0&
&
25.0&

&
75.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
25.0&

&
75.0&

&
75.0&

&
0.0&

perch&
&

50.0&
&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

plaid&
&

50.0&
&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

pleat&
&

75.0&
&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

stuffed&
&

25.0&
&
25.0&

&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
50.0&

&
50.0&

&
0.0&

succeed&
&

0.0&
&

0.0&
&
25.0&

&
75.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
50.0&

&
100.0&

&
100.0&

&
0.0&

target&
&

0.0&
&

0.0&
&
50.0&

&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
50.0&

&
100.0&

&
100.0&

&
0.0&

tennis&
&

0.0&
&

0.0&
&
25.0&

&
75.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
75.0&

&
100.0&

&
100.0&

&
0.0&

trim&
&

25.0&
&
50.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
75.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

trousers&
&

50.0&
&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

weave&
&

50.0&
&
25.0&

&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
50.0&

&
50.0&

&
0.0&

&
25.0&

&
50.0&

&
25.0&

wicker&
&

75.0&
&
25.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
100.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

&
0.0&

Average& & 32.3& & 27.1& & 25.0& & 15.6& & 19.8& & 24.0& & 36.5& & 19.8& & 40.6& & 56.3& & 15.6&
& & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & &
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Finally, a transcript of the interaction for the Final Numbers Group for 

Group 2A Numbers Group 1 (a transcription appears in Appendix J) gives a sense of 

the kinds of interactions the students had with each other and with the task as they 

worked on their drawings. The students were instructed to use English as much as 

possible, but there were quite a few interactions that were explained in Japanese. 

Colors were explained in detail as were locations of people and places. Of the K3+ 

words, spreading was not overtly translated, but distracted was. The spades student 

asked about the word distracted and the hearts students explained that he had looked 

it up in the dictionary and pointed out that his drawing showed a funny distracted face 

for his character. Trim was not overtly explained, but the hearts students’ picture 

clearly shows the meaning. Denim was also not overtly explained, but is cited in 

katakana in Japanese-English dictionaries, including on the website tangorin.com, the 

online Japanese-English dictionary provided as a useful example on the class Moodle 

page. Feather is a K3+ word that was translated. Moccasins was referred to as a kind 

of shoe. The clubs student overtly explained trousers when the spades student asked. 

Arrow was not overtly explained, but the picture clearly shows what it is and the clubs 

student assumed that it is probably a toy. Success was translated into Japanese as a 

katakana word and as a Japanese kanji. The words weave and wicker were not 

translated, but the diamonds student translated the sentence as “She is weaving a 

basket” and the Spades student stated overtly “basket weaving.” 

The audio transcription also shows the words that were not shared, such as elude, 

padded, perched, and plaid and this is reflected on the pretest and posttest of the VUI. 

One student showed learning for each of the words elude, perched, and plaid. Padded 

was known by three of the students on the pretest of the VUI and there was no change 

on the posttest. 
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While not statistically valid as a post hoc measurement, for exploratory purposes 

a two-way repeated measures analysis of variance was run on the raters’ assessment 

of students’ performance on the pretest and posttest data for Artworks 10 and 11 to 

which they were randomly assigned to do either cooperatively or individually. The 

results for the 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant main effect 

between the pretests and posttests for both the cooperative and individually structured 

tasks for Artwork 10, F(1, 37) = 58.86, p < .001, ηp
2 = .61, with no significant main 

effect between cooperative and individually structured learning, F(1, 37) = 0.08, p 

= .78, ηp
2 < .01, and interaction, F(1, 37) = 0.83, p =.37, ηp

2 = .02. On the other hand, 

Artwork 11 shows a significant interaction, F(1, 37) = 8.37, p < .001, ηp
2 = .18. Test 

of the simple effects showed the difference between pretest and posttest in individual 

learning group is statistically significant, F(1, 24) = 27.80, p < .001, ηp
2 

= .54. Because the two artworks were controlled for composition of the artwork, text 

length, and K3+ vocabulary, it might be of interest to examine the composite scores 

for students’ performance on the cooperative versus the individually encouraged each 

other to share ideas. This set of questions showed a wider degree of variation, with 

69.8% agreeing (SD = 11.9). 

Questions 7-1 to 7-6 asked students how they felt about the drawing tasks, 

specifically whether they preferred to work alone (Questions 7-1, agree 63.8%, 

disagree 4.3%; 7-3, agree 61.7%, disagree 8.5%), or in groups (Question 7-4, agree 

74.5%, disagree 2.1%). Question 7-5 asked about the usefulness of talking about art 

with others (72.3% agree, 6.4% disagree) and question 7-6 asked sought to find out 

structured tasks. There was no significant main effect, F(1, 37) = 0.01, p = .94, ηp
2 

< .01, for this comparison. 
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These three sets of analysis (the ANOVAs of the two artworks separately and 

the ANOVA of the composite scores) suggest that both tasks led to a statistically 

significant change in students’ vocabulary knowledge between the pretests and the 

posttests. This means that both tasks lead to significant vocabulary learning and so a 

teacher can choose between them based on the context of the class. The significant 

effect for the individually structured drawing task for Artwork 11 is not a surprise 

given that the students needed to pay attention to all of the texts in order to carry out 

the task, but the lack of an effect in Artwork 10 shows there is some variability in the 

results that suggest further research. In either case, the results of the other research 

questions suggest many other benefits for having students working cooperatively 

which should favor the cooperatively structured art-based tasks.  

 

Research Question 11: Students’ Perceptions Regarding Cooperative 

Learning and the Art-Based Tasks 

Research Question 11 asked, “What are students’ opinions regarding the VTS 

tasks and the art-based tasks?” This question was explored through an online survey 

at the end of the semester (see Appendix G). Over half of the students filled out the 

survey, but only 18 students (45%) did so from Groups 1A and 1B class and 28 

students did so (66.7%) from Groups 2A and 2B. The survey consisted of two 

sections, one which focused on students’ attitudes towards the tasks, and one section 

asked them to assess and report how often they performed particular tasks. The survey 

was added after the research data collection had started and was not piloted, but an 

exploratory factor analysis was carried out afterwards to check how well the questions 

performed. 
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Table 46 shows the data for pages 3, 4, and 5 on the survey. The questions on 

Page 3 of the online survey (Questions 3-1 to 3-9) asked whether students felt they 

had learned new vocabulary from the art tasks (Question 3-1, 85.1% said they had) or 

whether they had learned new uses for vocabulary they had known before (Question 

3-2, 76.6% indicated they had). The other questions on page 3 asked whether they felt 

that they had learned vocabulary and ideas in the Numbers, Suits, and Final Numbers 

Groups.  

Questions 4-1 to 4-7 asked students about their degree of comfort in interacting 

with other students. Students’ responses showed they were less positive than they 

were regarding the learning of ideas and vocabulary above. Even so, students agreed 

or strongly agreed with the questions at an average of 59.0%, and disagreed or 

strongly disagreed at only 13.1%. Most students did not express an opinion either way, 

at 28.0% percent (The categories Agreed and Strongly Agreed were combined, as�

were the categories Disagreed and Strongly Disagreed. Hereafter they will be referred 

to as Agreed and Disagreed).  

Questions 5-1 to 5-3 sought to assess students’ beliefs regarding the degree to 

which they had shared their ideas and vocabulary as a comparison to what the actual 

data would show. Generally, an average of 74.5% agreed that they had shared most of 

their own ideas and the ideas they had heard in the groups, 4.3% said that they had not, 

and 21.3% had no opinion. 

Questions 6-1 to 6-5 concerned the degree that working as a group and having a 

picture helped the students understand vocabulary and the degree to which they 

!  
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Table!46.!Course'Final-Survey-Pages-3-to-7!
! ! Disagree!or!

strongly!
disagree!

Neither!
agree!nor!
disagree!

Agree!or!
strongly!
agree!

-

Page/
Q#!

Questionnaire!item! N- %! N- %! N- %! SD-

3?1! I!feel!I!learned!new!vocabulary!
from!doing!these!tasks!

1! 2.1! 6! 12.8! 40! 85.1! 0.64!

3?2! I!feel!I!learned!new!ways!to!use!
the!words!I!knew!before!

4! 8.5! 7! 14.9! 36! 76.6! 0.82!

3?3! I!learned!new!words!from!writing!
my!answers!to!the!questions!
about!the!art!by!myself!

3! 6.4! 5! 10.6! 39! 83.0! 0.86!

3?4! I!learned!new!words!from!listening!
to!other!people’s!ideas!in!the!
numbers!(Ace,!2,!3,!4,!5,!6,!7,!8,!
9,!10)!groups!

0! 0.0! 8! 17! 39! 83.0! 0.67!

3?5! I!learned!new!ideas!from!listening!
to!other!people’s!ideas!in!the!
numbers!(Ace,!2,!3,!4,!5,!6,!7,!8,!
9,!10)!groups!

0! 0.0! 6! 12.8! 41! 87.2! 0.67!

3?6! I!learned!new!words!from!sharing!
in!the!suits!(hearts,!clubs,!
diamonds,!spades)!groups!

1! 2.1! 7! 14.9! 39! 83.0! 0.72!

3?7! I!learned!new!ideas!in!the!suits!
(hearts,!clubs,!diamonds,!spades)!
groups!

1! 2.1! 5! 10.6! 41! 87.2! 0.73!

3?8! I!learned!new!words!from!sharing!
in!the!final!numbers!(Ace,!2,!3,!4,!
5,!6,!7,!8,!9,!10)!groups!

3! 6.4! 9! 19.1! 35! 74.5! 0.78!

3?9! I!learned!new!ideas!from!sharing!
in!the!final!numbers!(Ace,!2,!3,!4,!
5,!6,!7,!8,!9,!10)!groups!

2! 4.3! 9! 19.1! 36! 76.6! 0.79!

4?1! In!the!beginning!of!the!semester!I!
felt!a!little!nervous!about!sharing!
ideas!with!other!students!

11! 23.4! 10! 21.3! 26! 55.3! 1.14!

4?2! I!felt!comfortable!sharing!my!
ideas!with!other!students!

6! 12.8! 13! 27.7! 28! 59.6! 0.97!

4?3! I!feel!like!it!got!easier!to!share!
ideas!each!week!

7! 14.9! 12! 25.5! 28! 59.6! 0.98!

4?4! I!felt!comfortable!sharing!my!
ideas!even!when!they!were!
different!from!other!students’!
ideas!

5! 10.6! 12! 25.5! 30! 63.8! 0.97!

4?5! I!was!able!to!share!my!ideas!in!
English!so!that!my!classmates!
could!understand!

4! 8.5! 17! 36.2! 26! 55.3! 0.85!

4?6! I!felt!comfortable!asking!for!an!
explanation!of!the!meaning!of!a!
word!when!I!didn’t!understand!
something!

7! 14.9! 12! 25.5! 28! 59.6! 0.98!

4?7! Writing!the!comments!by!myself!
first!made!it!easier!for!me!to!share!
my!ideas!later!

3! 6.4! 16! 34! 28! 59.6! 0.81!

!
! !
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Table!46.!(continued)!
! ! Disagree!or!

strongly!
disagree!

Neither!
agree!nor!
disagree!

Agree!or!
strongly!
agree!

!

Page/
Q#! Questionnaire!item! N! %! N! %! N! %! SD!
5?1! I!shared!most!of!the!comments!I!

wrote!by!myself!with!my!
numbers!(Ace,!2,!3,!4,!5,!6,!7,!8,!
9,!10)!group!

2! 4.3! 6! 12.8! 39! 83.0! 0.71!

5?2! I!shared!most!of!the!ideas!I!
heard!in!my!numbers!group!with!
my!suit!(hearts,!clubs,!diamonds,!
spades)!group!

2! 4.3! 13! 27.7! 32! 68.1! 0.79!

5?3! I!shared!most!of!the!ideas!I!
heard!in!my!suit!group!with!my!
numbers!(Ace,!2,!3,!4,!5,!6,!7,!8,!
9,!10)!group!

2! 4.3! 11! 23.4! 34! 72.3! 0.73!

6?1! My!group!members!helped!me!
understand!when!I!needed!help!

0! 0.0! 6! 12.8! 41! 87.2! 0.67!

6?2! Having!the!picture!helped!me!
understand!when!I!didn’t!know!
the!words!

2! 4.3! 14! 29.8! 31! 66.0! 0.85!

6?3! We!thought!of!more!ideas!as!a!
group!than!by!ourselves.!

2! 4.3! 10! 21.3! 35! 74.5! 0.82!

6?4! I!tried!to!ask!the!What!Do!You!
See!That!Makes!You!Say!That?!
(WDYSTMYST)!question!as!
much!as!possible!

7! 14.9! 14! 29.8! 26! 55.3! 0.91!

6?5! I!tried!to!make!sure!that!we!
shared!all!of!our!ideas!(What!
more!can!we!find?)!as!much!as!
possible!

5! 10.6! 11! 23.4! 31! 66.0! 0.93!

7?1! In!the!drawing!tasks,!I!feel!I!
learned!better!from!working!on!
my!own!

2! 4.3! 15! 31.9! 30! 63.8! 0.85!

7?2! In!the!drawing!tasks,!I!feel!I!
learned!better!from!working!with!
others!

3! 6.4! 13! 27.7! 31! 66.0! 0.94!

7?3! I!think!I!would!learn!more!from!
studying!artwork!by!myself!

4! 8.5! 14! 29.8! 29! 61.7! 0.81!

7?4! I!think!I!learned!from!studying!
with!others!

1! 2.1! 11! 23.4! 35! 74.5! 0.78!

7?5! Talking!with!others!about!art!in!
English!is!useful!for!learning!
English!

3! 6.4! 10! 21.3! 34! 72.3! 0.86!

7?6! Sometimes!I!was!frustrated!that!I!
couldn’t!express!my!ideas!in!
English!

7! 14.9! 7! 14.9! 33! 70.2! 1.07!

!

 

encouraged each other to share ideas. This set of questions showed a wider degree of 

variation, with 69.8% agreeing (SD = 11.9). 
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Questions 7-1 to 7-6 asked students how they felt about the drawing tasks, 

specifically whether they preferred to work alone (Questions 7-1, agree 63.8%, 

disagree 4.3%; 7-3, agree 61.7%, disagree 8.5%), or in groups (Question 7-4, agree 

74.5%, disagree 2.1%). Question 7-5 asked about the usefulness of talking about art 

with others (72.3% agree, 6.4% disagree) and question 7-6 asked sought to find out 

whether students felt frustrated at not being able to express their ideas to which 70.2% 

agreed and 14.9% disagreed. 

Questions 8-1 to 8-8 on page 8 of the Course-Final Survey asked students to estimate 

how frequently in each class they used the skills that they were encouraged to perform, 

either on the VTS Worksheet or orally by the teacher, as they carried out the VTS 

tasks. The data from page 8 of the survey are reported in Table 47. The most frequent 

response was 1 to 3 times per class. An average of 23 students (an average of 49.2%, 

SD = 10.9%) reported that they used the various skills 1 to 3 times per class, and an 

average of 10 students (an average of 21.3%, SD = 3.9%) reported using the skills 

from 4 to 6 times per class. A much smaller number, an average of 4.0 students (at an 

average of 9.0%, SD = 9.4%) reported never using any of these skills. The largest 

percentage of students, 27.7%, indicated they never used the “What more can we 

find?” question, and 6 students reported using them more often than 7 to 10 times per 

class (at an average of 8.8%, SD = 2.9%). About 60% asked for the definition or the 

spelling of a word 1 to 3 times (questions 8-1 and 8-2 but question 8-4 showed also 

that nearly 50% reported using Japanese to explain something they’d just said in 

English. I considered pointing at the artwork as), important in making references clear, 

and 46.8% of the students reported doing so 1 to 3 times in question 8.4. 
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Table&47.&Course'Final-Survey-Page-8-

 &  & Never& 1.3&times& 4.6&times& 7.10&times& More&times&  &
No.& Question& N-(%)- N-(%)- N-(%)- N-(%)- N-(%)- SD-

8-1& How&often&did&you&ask&for&a&definition&of&
a&word?&

1&(2.1)& 29&(61.7)& 9&(19.1)& 4&(8.5)& 4&(8.5)& 0.99&

8-2& How&often&did&you&ask&for&a&spelling&of&a&
word?&

0&(0)& 28&(59.6)& 11&(23.4)& 4&(8.5)& 4&(8.5)& 0.96&

8-3& How&much&did&you&use&English&only&in&
the&discussions?&

7&(14.9)& 13&(27.7)& 10&(21.3)& 12&(25.5)& 12&(10.6)& 1.26&

8-4& How&often&did&you&use&Japanese&in&order&
to&explain&what&you&just&said&in&English?&

2&(4.3)& 22&(46.8)& 11&(23.4)& 5&(10.6)& 5&(14.9)& 1.16&

8-5& How&often&did&you&point&at&the&artwork&so&
other&students&understood&what&you&
were&talking&about?&

3&(6.4)& 23&(48.9)& 12&(25.5)& 5&(10.6)& 5&(8.5)& 1.05&

8-6& How&often&did&you&use&gestures&or&
movement&so&other&students&could&
understand&what&you&were&saying?&

7&(14.9)& 21&(44.7)& 10&(21.3)& 6&(12.8)& 6&(6.4)& 1.10&

8-7& How&often&did&you&ask&“What&do&you&see&
that&makes&you&say&that?”&

1&(2.1)& 27&(57.4)& 11&(23.4)& 5&(10.6)& 5&(6.4)& 0.95&

8-8& How&often&did&you&ask&“What&more&can&
we&find?”&

13&(27.7)& 22&(46.8)& 6&(12.8)& 3&(6.4)& 3&(6.4)& 1.11&

Note.&times&=&times&per&class.&
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The data in question 8-6 regarding gestures and movement are similar to those in 

question 8-5 and the similarity of the question suggests that it might well have asked the 

same question as 8-4: The Factor Analysis results show that question 8-5 factored out of 

the data. 

Finally, questions 8-7 and 8-8 asked specifically about students’ perceptions 

regarding their use of two of the three VTS questions. Here, too, 57.4% of the  

students reported asking the question 1 to 3 times per class for question 8-7 and 46.8% 

for question 8-8. 

Table 48 shows the results of a factor analysis that was performed on the Final 

Course Survey after the survey had been completed to verify that the questions had 

performed as hoped. The nine items in Factor 1 all dealt with the words and ideas and 

ideas learned in groups and with other learning in the groups and so this factor was titled 

Degree of Learning in Groups. The factor included three questions from other pages, 6-1, 

“My group members understand when I needed help,” 6-3, “We thought of more ideas as 

a group than by ourselves,” and 7-4 “I think I learned from studying with others.” 

The six items that loaded on the second factor all dealt with the comfort level in 

sharing ideas, so this factor was titled, Comfort Working in Groups. Three questions 

loaded at .94 and above with the highest at 1.07. 

The six items in the last factor all concerned students’ perceptions regarding the 

frequency with which they performed the tasks that the teacher requested orally in class 

or which appeared on the VTS Worksheet, so this factor was termed, Checking and"  
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Table"48."Factor'Loadings'for'Exploratory'Analysis'with'Varimax'Rotation'of'the'Course'
Final'Survey"

Questionnaire"Item"
Factor"
1"

Factor"
2"

Factor"
3"

Unique;
ness"

3;7"Learned"ideas"in"suits"group"" .78$ .01" .10" .38"
3;8"Learned"words"in"final"numbers"group"" .70$ .19" .20" .43"
3;4"Learned"new"words"in"numbers"group"" .69$ .18" .19" .45"
3;6"Learned"new"words"in"suits"group"" .69$ .05" .17" .50"
3;5"Learned"new"ideas"in"numbers"group"" .68$ .21" .01" .50"
3;9"Learned"new"ideas"in"final"numbers"group"" .66$ .16" .19" .51"
6;3"Thought"of"more"ideas"in"groups"than"alone"" .64$ .16" .05" .57"
4;4"Comfort"sharing"own"different"ideas"" .08" .86$ .01" .25"
4;3"Easier"to"share"ideas"each"week"" .13" .81$ .06" .33"
4;7"Writing"comments"by"myself"helped"sharing"" .21" .75$ .09" .38"
4;6"Comfort"asking"for"word"meaning"" .31" .66$ .19" .44"
4;2"Comfort"sharing"ideas"" .21" .66$ .25" .46"
4;5"Make"self"understandable"in"English"" .51" .64$ .13" .32"
8;8"Frequency"asked"“What"more...find?”" .10" .26" .82$ .25"
8;7"Frequency"asked"“What"do"you"see…that?”" .02" .25" .81$ .28"
8;2"Frequency"asked"for"spelling"" .17" .27" .73$ .36"
8;1"Frequency"asked"for"definition"" .16" .41" .73$ .27"
8;6"Frequency"used"gestures"" .08" .08" .70$ .50"
8;4"Frequency"used"Japanese"" .18" .15" .68$ .49"
Note."Because"of"the"small"sample"(N"="55),"loadings"of"less"than".60"are"suppressed."
Uniqueness"equals"1";"communality."
 

Clarifying Meaning in Groups. Two of these items loaded at .99 and 1.00. Question 8-5, 

which asked about the frequency with which students pointed at the artwork, did not load 

on Factor 3, although Question 8-6 which asked about gestures or movement did. 

Research Question 11 explored students’ opinions regarding the cooperative 

learning tasks and the art-based tasks. Students generally responded positively to the 

questions on the quantitative section of the Final Course Survey. They felt they had 

learned from the other students in their groups, they were comfortable sharing their 

ideas, they felt that the other group members had helped them, and finally, they reported 

that it got easier to carry out the activities as the course progressed. Some of these 

opinions were also mentioned in response to the open-ended questions in the qualitative 

part of the survey. These responses are discussed in Research Question 12. 
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Research Question 12: Benefits and Pitfalls of VTS in a  

Japanese Context 

Research Question 12, asked, “Based on students’ view of the VTS tasks and the 

drawing tasks, what are the benefits and pitfalls of implementing VTS for language 

learning in a Japanese college context?” The last set of questions on page 9 of the course-

final survey included five open-ended questions about the course (see Appendix G). 

The first of the five open-ended questions on the survey was “What were the good 

points, if any, of learning English using artwork?” The longest answer touched on many 

of the recurring themes that recurred through the 28 responses. 

It was good practice learning how to express what I wanted to say on my own. 
When the correct phrase or word didn't rise to the surface, I was able to find a 
paraphrase for it. It was very good training to share ideas from the numbers 
group with the suits group and good to hear other ideas. Also it was helpful 
having the artwork to hear various interpretations and ideas that were 
different from mine. It was also good to have a time limit because it added an 
element of tension, and we learned to be satisfied with our ideas. [Original 
Japanese translated by author]  
 
Of most interest in the text above is the awareness this student has of needing to 

find ways to paraphrase when a word did not immediately come to mind. Three other 

students expressed a positive opinion regarding looking up the vocabulary they needed. 

Three students mentioned appreciating the chance to speak or write English, and this 

enjoyment was echoed by two others who felt they had learned to express their opinions 

more easily, and two students who liked that they were learning to use everyday English 

rather than academic English for tests. A sense of enjoyment was expressed by six others 

who liked using artwork, using a computer, having a new kind of lesson that was 

different from ones they had had in high school, and getting the chance to socialize with 
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fellow students, something they apparently do not always get the opportunity to do in 

other courses in their major. Hearing new ideas was considered a positive by two students, 

and this was echoed by five students who felt they had expanded their ability to use their 

imaginations. Having the artwork (which one student even termed abstract) available was 

found by six students to be useful in helping them express their ideas, one of whom felt 

connecting English words with the images was especially helpful. 

The second open-ended question was “What were the negatives (not so good) 

points, if any, of learning English using artwork?” The most common response of the 28 

students who shared negative opinions was a difficulty and a lack of confidence in 

coming up with ideas, with one student even referring to a sense of panic, and one student 

feeling it was too difficult to speak only in English. Three students found it difficult to 

understand what the images might mean, although one student had the opposite reaction 

and regarded the large number of possible interpretations as a negative. Three students 

felt that doing the same task (a reference to the art-based tasks) was too repetitive. 

Another important comment was general dissatisfaction with using artwork, they 

felt it distracted from formal study of English and that it did not lead to use of new 

vocabulary. This is in contrast to many other comments also mentioned here that students 

did find the activity useful. This is an elite university and students have worked very hard 

to get where they are, including an intensive study of English. One aspect of that study is 

a focus on grammar and intensive study of vocabulary. It is only anecdotal, of course, but 

one student scored 100% on the entire Vocabulary Size Test. As with any learning 

approaches that seem new and perhaps too unusual to students, one idea we can come 

away with from this is the importance of explaining to students why they are doing a 
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particular task and help them see what the benefits of that task are. One way to do that 

might be to have students share their responses to the questions on the Final Course 

Evaluation throughout the course. 

Finally, one student commented on the hassle of using the computer, and one 

student did not believe it was good to ask students to draw and compare their drawing 

ability to others in what is supposed to be an English class (although this student also 

wrote she liked painting and felt this course was better than the one she had had in high 

school, so she might have been speaking on behalf of other students in the class). Finally, 

one student noted that many of the pictures had the same theme of mother and child and 

felt this led to the expression of ideas that were too similar. 

The third open-ended question, “What were the good points, if any, of learning 

English in groups?” was answered by 32 students. The same student quoted above also 

wrote a comment, also in English, that was representative of other comments, 

I was able to share my own ideas. I felt that towards the end of the class I 
became able to flexibly and with composure analyze the artwork. This was 
also the first time I got the opportunity to hear other people speaking English. 
The practice was very helpful to me. 

 
Students were generally positive regarding working in groups. The most frequent 

comment regarding the groups was the chance to hear other people’s ideas, that was 

mentioned by 10 students, and 2 of them liked having the opportunity to express their 

own ideas to others. The sharing of ideas was followed by eight students who mentioned 

gaining speaking and listening practice, with one student mentioning acquiring 

communication skill. The next major category was the novelty of creating relationships 
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with other students in class and this chance to get to know other students as friends led to 

a relaxed, enjoyable sharing of ideas “without embarrassment.” 

The next category of comments regarded how working in a group created an 

incentive for them to learn, with one student mentioning acquiring an awareness of his or 

her own lacks in ability through experiencing other students’ comments, and two others 

noted that other students helped correct their English or that they learned from other 

students. Finally, students noted practical learning, with one student mentioning learning 

a new use for words, two students noting learning new words and one noting learning 

new uses for everyday words. 

The next open-ended survey question was, “What were the negative (not so good) 

points, if any, of learning English in groups?” Of the 29 students who replied, only 14 

students provided a response to this question, with one writing only “there are negatives,” 

and the rest writing “none.” The majority of negative opinions involved a perceived 

inability to express their ideas because of nervousness or shyness, or because of a lack of 

vocabulary or “insufficient English,” that one student wrote led to only “partial 

understanding” of fellow group members’ ideas. One student commented that it was hard 

to hear each other. One student commented that the various difficulties in communication 

led to a lack of conversation or to the use of too much Japanese. One student commented 

that they did not learn English grammar. The two remaining comments were regarding 

the task itself, with one commenting that there was not enough time to share ideas, and 

one commenting that there were too many exchanges of opinions, referring to the 

numbers, suits, and final numbers groups. 
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The final open-ended question was, “Please write any further comments about the 

class. Remember I won’t read these until after I have graded” to which 21 of the 23 

students who responded provided comments. This time two quotes summarize students’ 

positive responses best, “I was looking forward to this English class because I can enjoy 

talking my friends in English!” and “I could grow in skill and knowledge of speaking, 

hearing and writing in English through this class.” The sense of enjoyment and fun was 

expressed by seven students, and one wrote the course was interesting, and one especially 

liked the group drawing task. 

The open-ended responses to this question were not all positive. The negative 

feedback included one student who repeated the desire to learn grammar and one who 

wondered whether the tasks had led to progress in English. Two students mentioned the 

negative experience of their limitations in communicating in English, but one still found 

it enjoyable. The remaining three negative comments were in regards to the homework, 

that it was difficult to know what the assignment was, that it was difficult to do, or that 

there was too much homework. This course was intended as a writing class and much of 

the work from the textbook was assigned as homework leaving class time for the Visual 

Thinking Strategy tasks. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

 

In this chapter I summarize the findings of the 12 research questions explored in 

Chapter 4 following the same order in which they appear there and then discuss the main 

findings. While using visual imagery to elicit language for language-related research and 

as a means to elicit language from students in order to enhance their learning is not new, I 

am unaware of any research that reports specifically on the vocabulary produced and 

learned through the use of visual images by native or non-native learners that can be used 

to provide a context for the results of this study. Together the findings from these 12 

research questions provide support for using visual images for vocabulary learning and 

for using properly structured cooperative tasks in order to do so. 

 

Research Question 1: Range of Vocabulary Elicited 

Research Question 1 asked, “What is the range of vocabulary elicited through the 

art-based vocabulary tasks?” This question was explored (a) through an analysis of the 

total vocabulary elicited from the VTS tasks with data grouped for Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, 

and 2B (Table 27), by individual artwork broken down for each group (Table 28), and for 

one artwork, Artwork 2, for the four groups for the eight artworks (Table 29); (b) through 

a comparison of the VTS task and the Say It! task for a single artwork, Artwork 8 (Table 

28); and (c) through students’ self-reports on the words they looked up in order to write 

the Individual Comments (Table 31). 
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One of the questions underlying these three data sets was how well the 

cooperatively structured art-based tasks functioned in eliciting vocabulary—that is, the 

range of vocabulary elicited—in order to evaluate whether these tasks might be used as 

the primary activities for an English as a Foreign Language class at a Japanese university. 

Therefore, for this question I discuss the data from the three data sets in light of this focus 

and conclude by situating these VTS-based tasks in comparison to other listening tasks. 

 

Data Set 1: Frequency Analysis of Eight Artworks 

Table 27 shows that the characteristics of the vocabulary elicited for students within 

and between class groups for the eight artworks are strikingly similar in terms of the 

tokens, types, and word families produced for the eight artworks. Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, 

and 2B produced similar numbers of tokens; the four groups also produced similar 

percentages of K3+ tokens, at 4.5%, 4.0%, 4.4%, and 3.9% respectively, and similar 

percentages of K3+ words, at 13.0%, 12.1%, 11.7%, and 11.5%. 

This comparison also holds true when looking at data for the four groups for the 

individual artworks reported separately in Table 29. While there are differences within 

groups for the total number of words for a given artwork, a given artwork tended to elicit 

similar data over the four groups. For example, Artwork 4 generally elicited a fewer total 

number of tokens for Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B, while Artwork 3 was generally higher. 

Again, though, the total number of K3+ words is similar when broken down by artwork.  

Also of interest is that the overall balance for these four groups is similar to the data 

reported in Table 2. The data in Table 2 were from 16 artworks collected from students 

doing a broader variety of art-based tasks conducted over the course of one academic 
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semester at the same university as the one used in this study, but with students in 

different disciplines. For these tasks, 97.0% of the tokens, 89.4% of the types, and 88.2% 

of the word families came from Levels 1 and 2. The total number of tokens might differ 

from the data in the current study because Table 2 displays data from a greater variety of 

art-based tasks, some of which elicited less vocabulary, but the overall breakdown of 

percentages is similar. 

Anomalous results were found for Group 2A, which produced 1,036 fewer tokens, 

135 fewer types, and 110 fewer K3+ word families than Group 2B did, compared to 

differences of 104 tokens, 40 K3+ word types (with a difference of just one word type at 

the K1-K2 level), and 29 K3+ word families between Groups 1A and 1B. There is no 

obvious reason for the difference between Groups 2A and 2B, as the students were in the 

same year in school, they came from the same department, and they were in the same 

classroom during the same class period. The students were randomly split into Groups 2A 

and 2B and were allotted the same amount of time for each task during each class period. 

Therefore, if similarities existed between groups, the similarities would likely be between 

Groups 1A and 1B and between Groups 2A and 2B, and if differences existed, they 

would likely be between Groups 1A and 1B and between Groups 2A and 2B. 

However, the percentages of vocabulary for each of the three types of data provided 

in Table 28 are reassuring in that even given the anomalous data for 2A in terms of the 

different total number of tokens, the percentage of K3+ words for each were similar, 

meaning, for example, that there was an average percentage of 12.3% (SD = 0.51) word 

families at the K3+ level elicited, which in the case of the four groups that did the VTS 
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tasks for the eight artworks led to an average use of 194 K3+ words (ranging from 160 to 

218, SD = 20.02). 

Returning now to an analysis of the VTS task itself, the above results suggest that 

teachers can be confident that using the VTS task following the approach described in 

this study leads to the elicitation of a relatively predictable amount of vocabulary with a 

high degree of consistency, as evidenced by the data for the randomly selected groups. 

The degree to which students are exposed to vocabulary, the large number of new ideas 

the students produce, and the degree to which they share them with their fellow students 

supports the use of these art-based tasks for vocabulary learning. 

However, a question arising from the data is whether the amount of vocabulary to 

which students are exposed is sufficient. One possible comparison between the use of the 

adapted VTS tasks to other tasks might be to the use of movies. Nation and Webb (2011) 

examined the tokens, types, and word families for 318 movies and called for research into 

other discourse types such as songs, Internet news, children’s literature, and English 

language course books. The VTS tasks compare favorably to the use of movies. The 318 

movies Nation and Webb examined averaged 8,698.5 tokens and 105.3 types and an 

average of 57.2 word families per movie—after subtracting proper nouns—and the first 

2K levels accounted for 90.7% of the words that appeared. Nation and Webb estimated 

that students would need to know roughly 7,000 word families in order to get the 95% 

coverage required for what is sometimes considered the minimum for comprehension. 

In comparison, the data in Table 28 just for the eight artworks show that the 

students had the potential to encounter an average for Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B of 

7,869 tokens, 2172.8 types, and 1,800.5 word families, although the participants did not 
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share all of what they wrote in their Individual Comments. Table H1 shows that for the 

eight artworks combined, the first 2K levels for Group 1A comprised 95.5% of the texts, 

with 95.9% for Group 1B, 95.6% for Group 2A, and 96.1% for Group 2B. 

Granted this is comparing the complete set of data for eight artworks to the average 

data for a single movie, but it is useful to consider that based on the scores on the 

Vocabulary Size Test of participants in this study, the participants would understand the 

tokens they encounter in the art-based tasks to a far greater extent than they would the 

tokens that occur in movies. Therefore, a great deal less time and effort would be 

required for students to understand language they encountered in the VTS tasks than the 

language they would hear in movies. Also, as with the movies, students viewing artwork 

also have visual support to aid comprehension; in contrast, VTS tasks are set up so that 

students receive immediate feedback on the comprehensibility of their utterances in the 

form of verbal feedback and facial expressions as they interact with other students when 

discussing the artworks. Additionally, the transcripts show the high degree of interaction 

with the ideas and vocabulary regarding the artworks, which might be difficult to 

replicate in using movies for language learning. Finally, students also have the 

immediacy of having the artwork directly in front of them, so they can and do point to the 

relevant parts of the artwork and use gestures and facial expressions to communicate their 

ideas. 

It would be difficult to use the movies that were investigated by Nation and Webb 

with the participants in the current study without a great deal of additional language 

support because the students only knew the first two 1,000 word-frequency levels; thus, 

there would be an average of 596 tokens per movie they did not understand (i.e., total 
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number of tokens minus proper nouns, marginal words, and the first 2K levels). This fact 

makes the case for using the art-based tasks stronger. There was an average of 30.6 K3+ 

words for the artworks used for Group 1A, 27.9 for Group 1B, 23.9 for Group 2A, and 

26.6 for Group 2B; the overall average for the four groups was 27.3 (SD = 6.9). Table 27 

shows that the total number of potentially new words over the eight artworks would be 

218, 189, 170, and 199 for the four classroom groups. This is an average of 194 words or 

about 25 new words per week that would be encountered interactively and in connection 

with visual images. 

Table 31 showed how many of the words available for learning were words that 

individual students reported as new to them in the My New Words field on the Moodle 

database. Of the average of about 192 words at the K3+ level that occurred in the 

Individual Comments on the database, an average of 93.25 were reported as new across 

the four groups, although again students will have idiosyncratic knowledge of less 

frequent vocabulary. 

Table 29 shows the data for each artwork and suggests that the vocabulary elicited 

for each artwork varied in similar ways across the four groups. For example, the number 

of tokens for Artwork 4 and Artwork 9 across all four of the groups were lower in 

comparison to the number of tokens for the other artworks, showing that the vocabulary 

elicited through artwork is relatively consistent across different groups. 

An additional source of support for using the art-based tasks is found in the 

Technique Feature Analysis, which describes the features of a lesson that contribute to 

vocabulary learning. It is useful to recall that all of the words that occurred in the VTS 

tasks were generated by students, who looked up many of these words in order to discuss 
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an artwork with other students. The VTS task encouraged the students to think about the 

ideas connected to each artwork and consider whether those words and ideas were 

sufficiently supported with answers to the second VTS question (“What do you see that 

makes you say that?”) by their fellow students, and this assessment required them to 

continuously examine and reexamine the artworks and process what they had heard. The 

students were then asked to remember and convey the ideas they had shared and heard 

with another group of students, and they evaluated whether the words and ideas were 

well supported once again. 

In addition, while the focus of the current study was on the learning of the K3+ 

words, many students indicated that they had learned vocabulary across a range of 

frequency bands. For the eight artworks described in Tables 26 and 27 students were 

exposed to an average of 7,869 tokens, 1,111 types, and 846 word families. Adding in an 

average of 3,279 tokens for the Say It! task and another 1,018 words for Artwork 9 

suggests a great deal of intense, focused, captivated exposure. 

Finally, as indicated in students’ comments in the survey—discussed in Research 

Question 13—students feel that these cooperatively structured tasks offer them the 

opportunity to interact with each other in real time, something they might have had little 

opportunity to do in previous courses. Given that Japanese students are taking as many as 

15 to 20 different 90-minute classes at the same time that meet once per week for a total 

of 15 times in one semester, this approach makes good use of limited class time by 

emphasizing interaction. 
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Data Set 2: A Comparison of a Say It! Task and a VTS Task for Artwork 8 

The inspiration for the comparison between the Say It! task and the VTS task was 

the perception that students at lower proficiency levels produce less language and fewer 

ideas than higher proficiency students in the time available. The Say It! task offered a 

standard set of questions through which students could explore their ideas regarding any 

artwork, with questions that required more imagination as students moved lower in the 

chart with questions that required them to imagine what a character in an artwork might 

be thinking or feeling, for example. 

Students in Groups 1A and 1B carried out the Say It! task and Groups 2A and 2B 

did the VTS task for Artwork 8, The Stay at Homes by Norman Rockwell in Week 11. 

The data in Table 30 show a surprising degree of difference between the two, with 

students performing the Say It! task producing nearly three times the number of tokens at 

the K1-K2 level and three to five times the number of tokens at the K3+ level and 

roughly three times the number of word families at the K3+ level, totaling 65 and 59 K3+ 

word families for Groups 1A and 1B respectively on the Say It! task and 20 and 27 words 

for Groups 2A and 2B respectively for the VTS task. The percentage of K3+ words of the 

total word families was also higher for the Say It! task than for the VTS task, whereas in 

other data, the percentage of K3+ words were similar even when the number of tokens 

and types differed. As noted in the results, the numbers for the VTS task were 

comparable to performance on other VTS tasks. 

Some considerations based on classroom notes were that the students were diligent 

in writing answers for the nine questions. The students were asked to aim for three ideas 

per question, and this is likely the reason for the higher quantity of tokens, types, and 
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word families. Students who did the Say It! task were pushed to think of more ideas using 

the Say It! Task, which perhaps required more frequent dictionary use to express their 

ideas. In contrast, students doing the VTS task tended to run out of ideas in writing their 

Individual Comments relatively quickly, and the number of words they used in writing 

their Individual Comments did not increase over time. 

One consideration regarding the VTS task is that the students still encounter new 

ideas in the Numbers and Suits groups, and as shown in the example in the transcript for 

Numbers Group 1A and the Group 1A Hearts Group, there was little overlap in terms of 

ideas, that is, students’ idiosyncratic ideas did not overlap with each other. Another 

consideration regarding the Say It! task is that it required more time on task which left 

less time in one class period to share ideas, although the class observation notes suggest 

that the students exchanged answers to the Say It! questions relatively quickly. 

Also noted in the class notes for the Say It! task was that whereas it was intended to 

be a way to introduce students to the kinds of questions they might ask about the artworks, 

the Say It! task for this class was carried out in the Week 11, relatively late in the 15-

week session. Students in Group 1A and 1B who did the VTS-based task for the artwork 

performed near the average for the other eight artworks. The Say It! task was also used 

with other groups at lower levels of ability at another university where the notes say they 

talked about what kinds of answers might be appropriate for the questions and who 

shared a lot of vocabulary regarding the artwork. 
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Data Set 3: My New Words 

Data set 3 aimed to determine the vocabulary that students might need to learn in 

the interactive VTS tasks by asking them to list the vocabulary they looked up when 

carrying out the Individual Comments task. The percentage of new words students are 

likely to encounter was measured by taking a counting the number of K3+ words in the 

vocabulary they reported looking up and computing that number as a percentage of the 

total number of K3+ word families that appear in all of the Individual Comments. This 

percentage of K3+ words of the total K3+ words is a rough measure of the new words 

they are likely to encounter, because students might look up words that they feel they 

know but are not certain about. However, the percentage does provide a sense of the 

degree to which the words they meet in the group tasks will be new to them. 

The data show that Group 1A had looked up 31.9% of the K3+ words (out of 75 

words), 35.9% (of 223 words) for Group 1B, 53.9% for Group 2A (191 words), and 

55.0% for Group 2B (out of 209 words). For comparison, for the VUI for Artwork 2, of 

the 30 words listed as Never seen, eight words were listed as having been seen before (i.e., 

they were not marked as Never seen on the VUI), 10 words were scored as Never seen by 

less than 50% of the students at an average of 16.7%, and of the words that were scored 

above 50% as never having been seen, 10 words were scored as Never seen at an average 

of 80.2%. For Group 1B the numbers were similar, with eight words scored as having 

been seen before, 17 words scoring at less than 50% and averaging 16%, and seven 

words scoring above 50% and averaging 64.3%. In other words, the number of words 

students reported knowing on the Vocabulary Use Inventory reflect the students’ self-

reports on the My New Words field, with 10 words out of 30 marked as completely 
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unfamiliar in Group 1A and 7 words in Group 2B being marked as unknown at a slightly 

lower percentage. That result suggests that the rough estimate of 33% of the words 

students encounter in the groups will be largely unknown. 

Together these data indicate the vocabulary that was potentially available for 

students to interact with in carrying out the art-based tasks. This vocabulary forms the 

basis for the vocabulary that students might share in the cooperatively structured groups 

and might therefore learn, as discussed in Research Question 2. 

 

Research Question 2: Vocabulary Learning from Art-Based Tasks 

Research Question 2 asked, “To what extent do students learn vocabulary through 

the art-based vocabulary tasks?” The learning of individual words was measured as the 

change in students’ reported knowledge of vocabulary on the Vocabulary Use Inventory 

between the pretest and the posttest for one group, Group 1A for one artwork, Artwork 2. 

Table 29 shows that Artwork 2 elicited 37, 39, 28, and 31 K3+ word families for 

Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B, respectively (M = 33.8 word families). Table 32 shows 

increases of knowledge after just one administration between the pretest and posttest for 

22, 21, 13, and 29 words for Part 1 of the VUI and Table 33 shows a decrease of DKs 

(unknown words) of 16, 18, 12, and 18 words (M = 16); K3+ words for the four groups 

increased. Overall 47% of the words showed a positive change between the pretest and a 

posttest for one treatment for one group for one artwork. If this same percentage were 

shown to be true for all of the artworks, then students would have shown an increase in 

knowledge for over 90 words out of the average of 192 K3+ words shown in Table 28. 

As reported in the Results Chapter, the raters found that students’ self-assessments of 
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their word knowledge was generally 83.1% accurate and the raters’ assessments were in 

agreement 98.1% of the time. 

The post hoc analysis of the change between the pretest and the posttest for the 

single group on the single artwork, showed a significant difference and an effect size of 

Cohen’s d of 1.06. This suggests that the students learned the vocabulary to which they 

were exposed in the art-based language learning tasks. 

 

Research Question 3: Degree of Sharing of Ideas and  

Vocabulary Across Tasks 

Research Question 3 asked, “To what extent do students share the ideas and 

vocabulary they use in their individual comments across the ensuing group tasks?” This 

question was explored from two perspectives. First, it was investigated at a global level 

using the RANGE feature of AntWordProfiler to measure the degree that students shared 

the words at the K3+ frequency level that they used in their Individual Comments, wrote 

them in the My New Ideas section of the VTS Worksheet, and shared them across the 

Numbers, Suits, and Final Numbers Groups. The second part of Research Question 3 was 

focused on one Group, Group 1A Numbers Group 2 and the 1A Hearts Suits Group for 

Artwork 4, following one hearts student as she went from her Numbers Group to the 

Hearts Suits Group, and back to the Final Numbers Group. 

This analysis was exploratory, in that no data were available on which to predict 

the degree to which students would share vocabulary, although it was hoped that they 

would share vocabulary to a level high enough that students would encounter the most 

vocabulary possible the greatest possible number of times. The first possible transfer, 
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from students’ Individual Comments to the VTS Worksheet, was the first important jump, 

because words that did not make it to the VTS Worksheet were unlikely to be used in the 

groups. This was especially important in the first Numbers Groups, because as noted 

elsewhere, because students generally followed what they wrote on the VTS Worksheet 

relatively faithfully and did not add new words in the later groups. The data showed that 

the students were relatively consistent, with 164 K3+ words listed for Group 1A on the 

My New Ideas section of the VTS Worksheet out of 218 that occurred in their Individual 

Comments, and 157 out of 189 for Group 1B. 

Tables 35 to 37 provide a sense of the degree to which words are shared over the 

four parts in terms of how many parts in which words were used (Table 37), the 

frequency with which words occurred overall across all of the texts (Table 38), and the 

frequency at which words occurred in each of the four parts (Table 39). Although the 

students were encouraged to share all of their ideas, it is clear that they did not do so. For 

example, Table 36 shows that only 14 words in Group 1A and only 12 in Group 1B were 

recorded by students as having occurred in all four parts of the VTS Worksheet, and 

most words occurred in only one part, with 78 words reported occurring for Group 1A 

and 79 for Group 1B. Combined, Parts 3 and 4 come to 43 and 45 words over the eight 

artworks for Groups 1A and 1B, which averages about 5 words per artwork. 

The total frequency data provided in Table 38 does not show how often a particular 

student might have encountered a word, because a particular word might have been used 

by different students in the same group. It does suggest, as Table 37 does, that students 

might have experienced some new vocabulary mainly in their first Numbers Group and 

that vocabulary did not necessarily make the transition to the Suits Groups and then to 
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the Final Numbers Groups. Table 38 indicates that a very few words were salient enough 

to occur 10 times or more, for example 9 words for Group 1A and 3 words for Group 1B, 

and that the words tended to be limited to a particular artwork. For example, harvest, 

which occurred 22 times, and cactus, which occurred 16 times, were from Artworks 3 

and 6. 

Table 39 also indicates that most of the words occurred 1 to 3 times, with an 

average of 158 times over the four parts for Group 1A and an average of 154 times for 

Group 1B. Both of these numbers are close the total number that appears in the My New 

Ideas part, again, 164 for Group 1A and 157 for Group 1B. 

What is perhaps of use is that the numbers for Groups 1A and 1B are extremely 

similar; The greatest difference between the two groups in Table 37 is generally less than 

5. Even the frequencies in Table 38 are not very different considering that it reflects five 

groups of students sharing ideas in three different Subsets (Numbers, Suits, and Final 

Numbers Groups) over eight artworks. Table 39, while discouraging in that words were 

not shared more frequently, still shows a strikingly similar patterns across the four parts 

for Groups 1A and 1B. These data provide a baseline for the degree to which students 

share vocabulary across the Numbers, Suits, and Final Numbers Groups using the VTS 

task, which supplement the benefits of using the VTS tasks. 

The second part of Research Question 3 concerned one Numbers Group, Group 2 

from Group 1A, and one suits group, the Heart Suits Group from Group 1A. The purpose 

was to show how vocabulary and ideas were shared for one artwork, Artwork 4, at the 

microlevel. There were a number of important points that arose from the data that 

suggests what occurred in the other groups. Although there were 6 K3+ words listed in 
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the 217 tokens in the text, none of the words were included as new words, showing that it 

was sometimes difficult to know whether words were new to students or not. The 

transcript also shows that students generally repeated their Individual Comments 

verbatim, even though they were asked to write only the keywords needed to remember 

their ideas, and a check of their VTS Worksheets confirmed that they did so. 

For example, the transcription of the interaction for the Numbers Group showed 

that two K3+ words, splendid, and incarnate were used, but no one felt the need to ask 

what these words meant and these words did not make it to the Suits Groups. However, 

the audio recording for the interaction shows an exchange that seems good for language 

learning. A student asks about the meaning of the colors (incarnate), although in 

Japanese, and the first student repeats the English sentence (obeying the general 

admonition to stay in English) but then explains it in Japanese. Another asks for the 

spelling of the word faith and expresses an “A ha!” experience (“Naruhodo!” meaning, “I 

see!”) when he hears the spelling and he corrected the spelling on his worksheet. The 

results also showed that there were a number of words from the Suits Group that students 

recorded on their worksheets. 

These kinds of interactions and the frequent checking for understanding and 

spelling make the VTS task a useful language learning tool. This interaction also 

provides support for students’ self-assessments in the course-final survey regarding the 

degree to which they checked for meaning and for spelling. 
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Research Question 4: Learning of Vocabulary that A 

ppears in Group Tasks 

Research Question 4 asked, “To what extent do students share and learn ‘new’ 

vocabulary that occurs in the cooperatively structured group tasks?” This question was 

answered through the use of the AntWordProfiler RANGE feature to determine the 

degree to which the words at the K3+ level were reported on the VTS Worksheets as 

occurring in Parts 2, 3, and 4, but not in Part 1. In other words, these are potentially 

words that occurred for the first time in the interactions in the Numbers, Suits, and Final 

Suits Groups and not in the Individual Comments. The results showed that there were 20 

words for Groups 1A and 1B, 11 at the K3 level, for the combined data for Groups 1A 

and 1B for eight artworks. This low number of reported new words is likely because 

students did not deviate much from their Individual Comments. 

 

Research Question 5: Extent of Change in Vocabulary Use and Ideas 

Research Question 5 asked, “To what extent does students’ range of vocabulary 

use and variety of ideas increase over the course of the semester?” This research question 

was answered in two parts, first asking whether there was a change in students’ range of 

vocabulary over time, and second looking for changes in the frequency and 

characteristics of students’ expression of ideas. 

Part 1 was answered by examining the data for the eight artworks for Groups 1A, 

1B, 2A, and 2B over time to see whether there was evidence of change. While there were 

individual differences in terms of number of tokens within groups for an artwork, for 

example, for Group 1A, Artwork 4 had just over 700 fewer tokens than Artwork 1, a 
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Friedman test of the differences among the repeated measure across the groups was not 

significantly different at .054. The same held true for the K3+ words, especially in terms 

of the percentage of K3+ words for each artwork (p = .36). This finding suggests that 

there were no large changes in the tokens and families across the academic semester. 

While this finding means that students will not increase the number of K3+ words, it also 

means that artwork might be relatively predictable in terms of the vocabulary. 

Part 2 explored changes in aspects other than vocabulary learning. The question 

was whether there was a measurable increase in the frequency in which students 

expressed opinions regarding an artwork. The extent to which students expressed 

opinions was counted by doing a frequency count of the use of I think and because words, 

which included think, because, so, seem, and maybe. The use of the coordinating 

conjunctions and and but were also posited as a means to show the number of ideas in 

support of the I think clauses. Marginal words that might also express opinions were also 

measured, but they occurred infrequently. Finally, the overall number of these clauses 

across nine artworks (Artwork 9 was also included) was counted and a comparison 

between Artwork 3 and Artwork 7 was made to see if there were any differences over 

time. 

Looking at think and because, the two most frequently occurring words in the I 

think and because words on Table 41, there was very little difference between the overall 

average for the nine artworks of 23.1 for think and 25.4 for because compared to the 

average for Artwork 3 at 23.0 and 24.8 respectively, and for Artwork 7 at 20.5 and 24.5. 

This finding suggests that given a relatively standard amount of time in which to write 
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their Individual Comments, students generally produced a predictable number of ideas 

that did not increase over time. 

This predictable number of ideas means that students will produce predictable 

amounts of vocabulary and ideas given a set of artworks and a relatively structured task 

without noticeable increases in either ideas or words. This is not a completely surprising 

result, in that Housen (2001-2002) did find a noticeable change in students’ expression of 

ideas using her framework, but that increase occurred after daily use of VTS over five 

years. 

 

Research Question 6: Predictability of Vocabulary Used for Artworks 

Research Question 6 asked, “To what extent can vocabulary regarding a particular 

artwork be predicted?” This research question was answered through use of the RANGE 

feature of AntWordProfiler to explore whether there was overlap in the use of 

vocabulary by students in Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B for Artwork 2 and Artwork 7. For 

Artwork 2, out of 120 unique occurrences of K3+ word families and out of 549 total 

word families overall, 13 words occurred in more than one class group, and of these, 

only two words, naked and bathe, occurred in all four, and two words, pajamas and 

handicap (three students felt that the child must be handicapped because her mother was 

washing his or her feet) occurred across three groups. Similar results were found for 

Artwork 7 in which there were 92 K3+ word families out of 486 total word families. 

Only one word, Europe, appeared in all four texts, and the rest appeared in only two texts 

each. 
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This finding answers to some extent the question of the predictability of the 

occurrence of words, at least of K3+ words, and therefore the ideas regarding particular 

artworks. Four groups of first-year students at the same university did not produce 

similar vocabulary for the same artwork. This result also means that while it is difficult 

for teachers to predict the specific vocabulary that will be elicited by artworks, it should 

be possible to predict the distribution of the vocabulary, because regardless of the 

number of tokens and types, and the percentage of K3+ word families were extremely 

similar. Finally, the finding also suggests that creating a pretest for a particular artwork 

requires strategies such as those used in this study, in which Individual Comments are 

collected at an earlier point, tested, and then students share their ideas at a later date. 

 

Research Question 7: Recurrence of Vocabulary for Similar Artwork 

Research Question 7 asked, “Does vocabulary recur over artwork that is similar in 

theme or content and to what degree?” The RANGE feature of AntWordProfiler was run 

on Artworks 2, 3, 4, and 5 that were selected because of their similarities in composition 

and content—as described in the Methods chapter—and more detailed frequencies were 

run using Excel. The results showed that despite the similarity in the composition of the 

artworks, there was little crossover of K3+ word families across the 16 texts (Groups 1A, 

1B, 2A, 2B x 4 artworks). The results showed that only 14 words occurred across more 

than four of the texts (each text represents one of the four class groups) and words that 

did occur across more than one text tended to stay within one artwork. One word that did 

cross over artworks such as hug, with a range of 10 texts and a frequency of 28 is 
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perhaps the only word that clearly fits with the composition of the four artworks, as 

might Europe, as the artworks chosen seemed to have been drawn in European contexts. 

What this tells us is similar to what was found in Research Question 6 for which 

the two artworks that were selected were not similar in composition. Students’ 

observations regarding artwork in answer to the VTS questions are highly idiosyncratic 

and the words that range over more than one students’ text or one group’s texts are the 

exception. However, this unpredictability is what makes these interactions so useful, 

especially considering the Four Skills Approach (Nation, 2007). 

The VTS tasks involve students sharing their own observations about the artwork 

supported by the second VTS question, “What do you see that makes you say that?” 

There were 305 K3+ word families over the four class groups for the four artworks. This 

result clearly meets the requirement for meaning-focused input and output with fluency 

practice based on repetition, and as suggested by the results of Research Question 2, 

there was a significant degree of vocabulary learning from the interactions. It might be 

argued that the type of interactions that occur as evaluated using Nation’s Vocabulary 

Knowledge Framework (2001) are limited to meaning and sharply constrained levels of 

use, but I would argue that the interactions are deep and powerful, as the effect size 

regarding the learning in Artwork 2 suggests. 

 

Research Question 8: Degree to Which Students Learn Focus Words 

Question 8 asked “To what degree do students learn the vocabulary words chosen 

by the teacher and by themselves for special focus over the course of the semester?” The 

aim of this question was to have students choose a set of vocabulary on which to focus 
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and for the teacher to supplement that list with some additional vocabulary to focus on. 

The students would then keep an interactive journal regarding their noticing of their 

encounters with that vocabulary both within the writing course examined in this study 

and outside in other classes at the university or elsewhere. However, this particular task 

did not receive sufficient focus during the semester, mainly because the art-based 

vocabulary tasks were grafted onto a composition course for which students were doing 

all of their writing and assessment of group-members’ writing outside of the course. 

Class time was spent on the art-based VTS tasks, but this was also supplemented by the 

VUIs outside of class and student-input of the VTS Worksheet data and these tasks also 

contributed to students' study load for this course. As noted in the Results Chapter, only 

15 out of the 82 students in the two classes understood the task and chose 10 words to 

write about; the detail with which they wrote about the words varied. 

 

Research Question 9: Learning of Cooperative Skills 

Research Question 9 asked, “To what degree do students learn to use the 

cooperative skills taught in this study as measured by teacher observation using the 

CLOP and as measured by students’ self-reports of their count of their use of the 

cooperative skills?” This question was answered in two ways. The first was through a 

look at transcriptions that I believed to be representative of how the students interacted, 

and through an evaluation of how the groups functioned using the CLOP protocol as a 

framework for evaluating the use of four of the five skills that the Learning Together 

Model says is required for a lesson to be cooperative. The second approach was to do a 

statistical count of the number of times students used the Cooperative Skills to ask, 
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“What do you see that makes you say that?” (WDYSTMYST) and the number of times 

students supported their assertions based on the artwork. One additional benefit of 

looking at these the WDYSTMYST and Because social skills is that the authors of the 

CLOP (Kern, Moore, & Akillioglu, 2007; see also Appendix E) asserted that social skills 

were incorporated into cooperative activities themselves and did not need to be separated 

out, but it is informative to also track their use to the extent possible. 

The literature review of this study included a discussion of whether or not the 

research described as cooperative meets the standard definition. The five elements that 

Johnson and Johnson (1999b, 2008) described as necessary for qualifying as a true 

cooperative learning group are summarized in the sample T-Chart in Table 5. There is a 

reason why these elements are sometimes lacking; they are difficult for the teacher to 

learn to incorporate into tasks. However, the VTS task and the drawing task incorporate 

many of the elements well. In both tasks, students have to share information they alone 

possess (their own opinions regarding the artworks in the VTS tasks and in the 

descriptions of the artworks for the drawing tasks) meaning that they need each other and 

are individually account for the information. Students in the final survey noted that they 

liked being able to interact with other students, and the transcripts in Appendix J show 

groups that are interacting effectively in carrying out the tasks, including elements of the 

four social skills mentioned in Johnson, Johnson, and Holubec (1994) and summarized in 

Table 4. The degree to which skills listed under Forming in Table 4 were used was 

evident in students’ face-to-face interactions around the shared computer screen, and the 

skills in the Functioning column were reflected in their willingness to expand on their 

ideas and translate where necessary. An example of Formulating skills was exemplified 
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in students’ oral repetition of their comprehension of instructions in the drawing task. 

Finally, Fermenting was evident in their summarizing and responding to follow-up 

questions regarding their explanations (e.g., whether the woman in Artwork 10 was 

sitting in a chair at the table, to which a student said he has just assumed it from the 

description). 

The data in the second part of Research Question 9 offer insight into the degree to 

which students reported their use of the two cooperative skills. The weakness in the 

current task was in the group processing. As in most of the other research reports, 

processing is often left until the end, if it is carried out at all. While it was found in this 

study that students overstated their use of the “What do you see that makes you say that?” 

question and undercounted the number of because clauses by not counting a number of 

different ideas given in a because clause in support of an idea, I would argue that having 

students keep track is a way to make them aware of the task. The social skills tracked on 

the worksheet were diligently carried out, as reflected in concluding discussions in the 

transcripts regarding how many times each skill had been used. The comments in the 

Final Course Survey reported in Research Question 12 also showed that some students 

were aware of their use of Japanese, for example. 

However, there are a few important overarching aspects of using cooperative 

learning that I would like to reemphasize. One is that the students appeared to feel 

comfortable interacting with each other, as many reported this in the final survey, perhaps 

as a result of the group building tasks and because they formed cohesive groups as they 

worked with the same students and learned to trust and like each other. Some reported 

that this was the first time they had interacted with other students in their class year even 
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though they were in other classes together. Students were focused on the task and asked 

each other lots of questions so that they could report well to the next group. They were 

arranged around the shared monitor and participated and interacted actively, sometimes 

they pointed at the screen pointed to express their ideas, sometimes they showed their 

Visual Thinking Strategy Worksheets, and most importantly laughed and smiled. 

Students expressed lot of ideas and learned to challenge each other to support those ideas. 

All of these are considered important for learning, and it might even be suggested that the 

learning measured in this study only scratched the surface. 

 

Research Question 10: Learning in Cooperative Tasks versus  

Individual Tasks 

Question 10 asked, “To what degree, if any, do students learn vocabulary better 

through drawing tasks that are carried out cooperatively as compared to tasks carried out 

individually as measured by the Vocabulary Use Inventory?” This question was 

answered in two parts. In the first part the statistics for the VUIs were compared for the 

students who worked individually and cooperatively on the two drawing tasks, and in the 

second part the Drawing Activity Worksheets and a transcript of the students in Group 

2A as they carried out the cooperative task were explored in order to show the kinds of 

interactions that occurred in the cooperative drawing task and examine the vocabulary 

learning for those interactions. 

The data for Part 1 showed a significant effect for vocabulary learning for both the 

groups that did the task individually and cooperatively, and in fact showed a significant 

effect for the individual group over the cooperative group for Artwork 11. That the 
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students who worked individually learned vocabulary as well or better than the students 

who worked cooperatively is contrary to expectations. I assumed that students carrying 

out the drawing tasks cooperatively would need to interact more with the vocabulary as 

they explained what they had learned in the jigsawed texts. The reason for the significant 

difference on only one of the two artworks needs to be evaluated further, but, one 

possible reason for the performance of the individual students might be that they had to 

process all the texts in order to draw the picture, whereas the students in the cooperative 

groups were able to specialize in the texts to which they were assigned. The students who 

worked individually had to read and process all of the texts, but the students in the 

cooperative groups did not always share all of the vocabulary they read in the texts but 

instead used only the vocabulary they needed in order to communicate what they had 

visualized based on what they had read. 

A closer comparison might be to compare the scores separately for the individual 

students on each of the four jigsawed texts with the students in the cooperative groups 

who were assigned each of those texts. In other words, the degree of vocabulary learning 

for Text 1 about the man in Artwork 10 could be compared to the learning by students in 

the cooperative groups who were assigned Text 1. Additionally, as mentioned above, if 

vocabulary is the main focus for the VTS task then it is useful to make vocabulary 

learning more overt and to have students track their use and learning of that vocabulary 

more carefully. 

Regardless, as yet unquantified aspect of the cooperative task is the degree of 

sharing of vocabulary, the kinds of interactions in the groups, and to some extent this was 

explored in Part 2. A detailed look at the specific vocabulary learning for the four 
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students in Group 2A Numbers Group 1A was presented in Table 45 and a transcript of 

their interactions in the Final Numbers group for Artwork 11 was presented in order to 

explore their interactions regarding the vocabulary. 

The data showed positive change to some degree for 16 of the 27 K3+ words that 

occurred in the texts for Artwork 11, but certain words were especially salient, with four 

students showing learning regarding denim and three students showing learning for 

checkered. The students’ Drawing Worksheets listed 17 of the 27 K3+ artworks. This 

finding echoes the detailed analysis described in the other VTS artworks, that there is a 

high degree of idiosyncratic use of vocabulary regarding artworks, but that there are 

occasionally words that are salient for the students. 

However, without a stronger admonition to use their new vocabulary, sometimes 

students find ways to use more frequent vocabulary to express their ideas. This use of 

more frequent vocabulary was shown in the transcript for the Final Numbers Group for 

Group 2A. Certain words, such as elude, padded, perched, and plaid, were not used in the 

explanations of the drawings, most likely because they were not essential to explaining 

how to draw the picture. Moreover, because the learning and sharing of vocabulary was 

not made sufficiently overt in the task, students found other ways to explain these 

concepts. For example, instead of using the word elude for what the fox did, the clubs 

student in line 172 said that “[the boy] focus target, to baby fox” and continued in line 

176 “Fun run away toward us.” Also, instead of using perched to describe what the bird 

did on the chair, the student with the diamonds card said in line 243 “There is a bird” and 

added in line 247 “On the back of the chair.” 
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This pattern of paraphrasing explains the pattern in the data in Table 45 of 

individual students learning individual words: Each student was exposed to the 

vocabulary in their own text, but they then used other vocabulary to describe the picture 

they were constructing for what the artwork looked like. Therefore, one out of four 

students might indicate knowledge of a word in Part 1 of the VUI and the others might 

not, and if the student who was exposed to that word did not share it, the others would not 

show gains either. It is interesting that in a later use of this artwork in a different art-

description task in another class, one student did use the word perch to describe the bird 

sitting on the chair. 

However, in summary, both groups showed improvement in vocabulary learning on 

both the cooperative and individual tasks, and the group that worked individually on 

Artwork 11 did significantly better than those who worked cooperatively. The reason for 

the difference is of interest for future research, but if it shows that the individual does do 

better, it might be a result of time on task. 

 

Research Question 11: Students’ Perceptions Regarding Cooperative 

Learning and Art-Based Tasks 

This question aimed at learning students’ perceptions regarding cooperative 

learning and the art-based tasks and were explored through an online survey at the end of 

the semester (see Appendix G). There were six sets of questions asking students their 

perceptions regarding their learning of ideas and words alone and in groups (page 3), 

their comfort level in sharing their ideas with other students (page 4), the degree to which 

they felt they shared their ideas from the Individual Comments in the Numbers, Suits, and 
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Final Numbers groups (page 5), their perceptions regarding working in groups (page 6), 

their feelings regarding working together and alone on the drawing tasks (page 7), and 

their perceptions regarding how often they performed the skills the teacher emphasized 

(page 8). The data from each of these are briefly summarized and then a final summary of 

what the survey indicated follows. There was also an open-ended question regarding 

students’ opinions regarding the VTS tasks and cooperative learning that is discussed in 

Research Question 12. 

Students’ perceptions regarding the learning of new words and ideas from the tasks 

and from other students were high. Just to focus on a couple questions, 85.1% of the 

students stated that they felt had learned from the tasks (question 3-1), 76.6% stated that 

they had learned new ways to use words (reflecting Nation’s levels of vocabulary 

knowledge), and 83.0% wrote that they felt they learned a lot from writing the sentences 

individually before the group tasks. As for the group tasks themselves, over 83% of the 

students reported learning words and ideas in the Numbers and Suits groups, and less so 

at about 75% in the Final Numbers Groups. The lower percentage for the Final Numbers 

Groups makes sense in that students should have heard most of the ideas and vocabulary 

in the first two groups, and it was shown in the other research question results that there 

was not a lot of generation of new words or vocabulary in the later groups. 

This observation is also noted in the Limitations section in the Conclusion Chapter, 

but one error I made was in using a 5-item Likert scale rather than an even numbered one. 

This might have led to a less precise indication of students' opinions.. On the other hand, 

whereas the percentage of students who responded Agree or Strongly agree on page 4 

ranged from 55% to 64%, the number who chose those two options on Page 3 are 
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relatively high, with 6 out of 8 at 83% and an average of 81.8% (SD = 4.8). Also, an 

average of only 1.5 students chose Disagree or Strongly disagree with the statements on 

Page 3, ranging from 0% to 8.5% and average 3.2 (SD = 3.0%). In other words, students 

were generally positive regarding the questions, so perhaps it is safe to hope that the 

numbers in the Neither agree nor disagree might have trended towards positive as well. 

The average number of students who selected Disagree or Strongly disagree on page 4, 

for example, was 6.1 (SD = 2.6), or 13.1% (SD = 5.6%) and this result was echoed in the 

Agree and Strongly agree columns for the other questions. 

This result also suggests that some of the highly positive responses should be given 

more weight, such as 5-1 (about the degree of sharing of ideas with the Numbers Group) 

at 83.0%, 6-1 (about how much group members helped the student understand when help 

was needed) at 87.2%, 6-3 (about how more ideas were thought of in groups than 

individually) at 74.5%, and a high degree of learning from others in questions 7-5 at 

74.5% and talking with others for learning English in questions 7-6 at 72.3%. 

Generally, the responses for the other pages were over 55% and if we can include a 

larger amount of the middle columns then we might consider that students’ reactions are 

generally even more positive than a 60% average might indicate. For example, the degree 

of comfort in interacting seems evident in the transcript in Appendix J for Artworks 7 and 

10. Students agreed with questions 4-2 and 4-2 about comfort in sharing ideas even when 

they were different from other students’ ideas at 59.6% and 63.8%, but the flow of 

interaction seems quite high. In the transcript for Artwork 7 they have a fun interaction 

about whether the person that student regarded as a man was going bald or not. The 

students in Artwork 10 also felt free to tease each other for their assumptions as in line 36, 
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“He just made it up.” Students also felt free to ask for additional details in Artwork 10, 

such as lines 17 when faced with data different from what they expected (“Uh, not a 

chair?”). 

All of the above, while anecdotal, suggests that students were generally 

comfortable exchanging ideas, again evidenced by the low numbers who disagreed with 

questions 4-2 and 4-3. In fact, 55.3% of the students said they felt nervous about sharing 

at the beginning of the semester, but an even larger percentage, 63.8% reported that it got 

easier (although 14.9% reported that it did not get easier, however). 

As mentioned above, the questions on page 8 explored students’ perceptions 

regarding how often they performed the tasks that I considered important to the success 

of art-based tasks. Here too, the data from student reports on the VTS Worksheets and 

from the various transcripts help interpret to some extent how accurate students’ self-

perceptions were. Most notably, few students perceived themselves as having never 

performed any of the items on Page 8, averaging 4.0 students or 9.0% of the students. 

The comparatively larger number of students who reported never having asked the third 

VTS question, “What more can we find?” in some form fits with the degree to which I 

reminded them to do that task. 

It is difficult from the audio transcripts to tell whether students were asking for the 

meaning of words or just repeating the words to themselves as they drew, but it is still 

interesting to note in the transcript for Artwork 10 how often students confirmed their 

understanding. Students asked one-word questions such as dress, spreading, table, 

districted (for distracted), moccasins, trousers, that seemed to be about meaning, and in 
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many cases the questions were answered with definitions in Japanese (such as zubon for 

trousers). 

It should also be noted that students seemed to ask questions with the meaning, 

“What do you see that makes you say that?” without using the actual words, and this is 

reflected in the degree of questioning and interacting in the transcripts mentioned above, 

again, such as where the students questioned whether someone in the picture was actually 

going bald or not. 

Finally, the questions on the factor analysis seemed to have operated as they were 

expected to as the questions generally factored as they were grouped on the survey. The 

questions on Page 5 did not factor lower than the .60 factor loading cutoff suggested for a 

small sample, or they might have overlapped with other questions, as did questions 

question 6-2, 6-4, and 6-5. Questions 6-1 and 7-4 seemed to fit in better with working 

together in groups. 

 

Research Question 12: Benefits and Pitfalls of VTS in a Japanese Context 

Research question 12, asked, “Based on students’ view of the VTS tasks and the 

drawing tasks, what are the benefits and pitfalls of implementing VTS for language 

learning in a Japanese college context?” This question was answered in the Results 

Chapter by examining the five answers to the open-ended questions on the Course-Final 

Survey. The questions asked what the good and not-so-good aspects of learning English 

using artwork, the good and not-so-good points of learning in groups, and ended with a 

general request for any additional comments. The questions and answers are summarized 

in Chapter 4, so in this section I focus on the positive and negative trends. 
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Overall the responses to the open-ended questions were positive and echoed the 

responses on the previous pages of the course-final survey. On the other hand, students 

showed no reluctance to voicing negative opinions either, helping provide an overall 

sense of their degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the course. The participants 

were students at one of the top public universities in Japan and they have a history of 

learning regardless of what and how their teachers teach. For this reason, when they say 

they like being able to use nonacademic English it might be because they are looking for 

a silver lining in addition to a genuine enjoyment of using English. A large number of 

students also work hard to meet teachers’ goals in hopes of getting the few “superior” 

grades available to only 5% of the students in each class. 

These students in this study were also generally able to produce ideas and share 

them in the groups, which might be an artifact of Fushino’s (2008) finding that 

Willingness to Communicate in L2 Group Work was highly related Communication 

Confidence in L2 Group Work (along with Beliefs about L2 Group Work was one of two 

components of Readiness for L2 Group Work), but also in line with her conclusions about 

her data; this willingness to work together might have been aided in the current study by 

the clear assignment of roles (using the playing cards) that helped students know in what 

order to do the tasks without having to do rock paper scissors. The use of the playing 

cards also helped them move smoothly between Numbers, Suits, and Final Numbers 

Groups. As noted previously, students generally shared their ideas from their Individual 

Comments, and this high level of sharing might also have contributed to their readiness 

and willingness to participate; there is comfort in knowing that everyone will participate. 

Finally, I credit the group building tasks that the students carried out mostly in the 
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Numbers groups but also in the Suits and Final Numbers groups with aiding a sense of 

group cohesion. The students generally interacted with the same group of 8 to 10 students 

in the Numbers and Suits groups and this familiarity brought comfort (this does not 

preclude the use of ad hoc groups, of course). 

This comfort level regarding working in groups is echoed by students’ comments 

regarding how much they appreciated being able to interact with their fellow students 

more than they had in other classes and how much they enjoyed hearing other students’ 

ideas regarding the artwork and comparing those ideas to their own. This processing of 

information is supported by theory as noted above, but it also contributes to students’ 

positive evaluations of the course and perhaps also their positive evaluations of the tasks. 

The responses to the VTS art-based tasks were generally positive, but there were 

negative opinions that bear consideration. Some students liked the novelty of a new way 

of learning that differed from what they had experienced in high school, but one 

difference between the VTS tasks and their learning in previous classes was that there 

was little focus on accuracy or on grammar. This was an important reminder that teachers 

need to tell students the benefits of what they are doing and provide students overt 

feedback regarding their learning. The results from the VUIs in this study were not 

shared with the students. 

The comment by one student that there were “too many exchanges of opinions” 

echoes one consideration regarding what I considered a benefit of the words and ideas 

being shared across the entire class. Meara and Alcoy (2010) tried to estimate a student’s 

productive vocabulary based on a formula used to estimate the number of wildlife in an 

area. This idea made me wonder whether the vocabulary might be viewed as spreading 
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within a closed system (our classroom), a kind of Brownian motion of vocabulary. I did 

not find a way to measure that in this study, but I believe that the spirit of everyone 

having ideas and the accompanying vocabulary to share follows good cooperative 

approaches and fits the understanding that even learners with the same score on a 

vocabulary size test will still possess different vocabulary to share. I also believe that the 

more students are exposed to as much vocabulary connected to ideas based on a visual 

image, the better. 

The other single negative comment about the amount of homework also resonated 

with some of my concerns in grafting this research project onto a composition course. 

However, when I teach this course the “traditional way,” the homework is usually done at 

home and class time is spent on sharing ideas and solving problems, and the research into 

VTS suggests that these tasks contribute to students’ critical thinking skills, although this 

was measured only peripherally in Research Question 6. 

 

Theoretical Implications 

This research was not based on theory, although it was inspired peripherally by it. 

Research in VTS has generally been carried out with high school students or with 

museum visitors and the focus has only comparatively recently broadened out to 

educational aspects such as language use, critical thinking skills, and even Common Core. 

Nation’s Four Strands and Technique Feature Analysis approaches are based on and 

supported by a long history of research into language learning, but there are only two 

studies by Hu (2013), and by Hu and Nassaji (2016) on TFA, and these were a 

comparison of TFA and the Involvement Load Hypothesis and not an analysis of TFA 
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itself. The results did indicate that TFA was a better predictor of vocabulary learning for 

the tasks studied than the Involvement Load Hypothesis. 

The study of the drawing task compared two tasks carried out individually and 

cooperatively, but did not find better gains by students who worked cooperatively over 

those who worked individually. This was likely an artifact of the measurement used, the 

Vocabulary Use Inventory. The description of how students interacted in the groups and 

their evaluations of group learning reflect what cooperative learning tells us about the 

benefits of cooperatively structured group work. 

Finally, the results shown in Tables 25, 26, and 27 suggest that there might be 

universal attributes to the kinds of vocabulary that is elicited in regards to the artwork 

investigated in this study. This, in a way, has pedagogical implications because teachers 

might be more confident in the characteristics of the vocabulary elicited. 

 

Pedagogical Implications 

Over the years a number of people have expressed doubts about the possibilities of 

success of using the approach used in this study in Japanese learners of English are asked 

to answer the two basic VTS questions about artworks. Japanese students are too quiet 

and too reluctant to express their own ideas were two of the more frequent responses. 

However, it might be truer that students have rarely been in a context where they are 

asked questions to which the questioner does not have a specific word-for-word answer. 

This is similar to the expression of doubt or reports of lack of success regarding the 

use of cooperative learning, both in the United States and in Japan. Fushino’s (2008) 

model describes students’ Willingness to Communicate in L2 Group Work and Readiness 
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for L2 Group Work and provides a means to place students with different degrees of 

readiness and willingness together in order to bring up the average of all. The degree to 

which matching students of different levels is not discussed in the study, and she does not 

evaluate the learning benefits, if any. Finally, she suggests that one way to improve 

students’ performance on the variables examined in her instruments were pedagogical, to 

create tasks in which students felt comfortable and confident speaking. While the VTS 

tasks perhaps limited students’ freedom of speech too much, giving students preparation 

time and a worksheet on which to keep track of their own and other students’ ideas also 

provided a comfortable framework in which they could share their ideas. 

 

New Contributions 

Many researchers have mentioned use of visual media as a means to encourage 

language learning, but none have examined the characteristics of the vocabulary elicited 

through the use of artwork nor have they examined the degree to which students shared 

ideas and vocabulary and tried to measure actual student learning. While the results of 

this study were mixed, in that there was only a suggestion of learning in the post hoc 

analysis of Artwork 2 and the cooperatively structured drawing tasks did not show itself 

to be better for vocabulary learning than the task that was learned individually, this 

research study does provide a framework for what kinds of vocabulary to expect from the 

use of the artwork, including vocabulary at the lower frequency levels, and it suggests 

that students learn from their interactions with the artworks and with each other in 

addition to the other possible kinds of learning that might be going on. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

 

Summary of the Findings 

The 14 Research Questions in this research study explored four broad research 

objectives. After a brief summary of these broad objectives, I will briefly discuss the 

findings for each research question in sequential order. The first overarching objective of 

this study was to ascertain whether there was a pattern in the tokens, types, and word 

families elicited through a cooperatively structured task using artworks selected based on 

theory and experience. The second objective was to examine the degree to which students 

shared and learned the elicited vocabulary in cooperatively structured tasks. The third 

objective was to compare the degree of learning between an art-drawing task that was 

structured individually and cooperatively and analyzed using a Latin Square design. 

Finally, the fourth objective was to learn students’ perceptions regarding the 

cooperatively structured art-based tasks, regarding working together in cooperative 

groups, and regarding how frequently and how well they employed the skills the teacher 

felt were necessary to carry out the tasks. 

Research Question 1 asked about the range of vocabulary elicited through two art-

based vocabulary tasks. The results for the VTS task showed that whereas there was 

some variation in the number of tokens and types elicited through the artworks, there was 

a high degree of consistency in terms of the numbers and percentages of K3+ words 

elicited, both when comparing the totals for all eight artworks for Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, 

and 2B and when comparing the artworks individually within each group. The 
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comparison of the Say It! task to the VTS task showed that the Say It! task elicited far 

more vocabulary than did the VTS tasks, perhaps due to the focus the nine questions in 

the Say It! task provide and the additional time on task. Regardless, the data for both 

suggest that artwork can be productively and reliably used to elicit vocabulary with the 

type of students who participated in this study. 

Research Question 2 asked to what extent students learn vocabulary through these 

art-based vocabulary tasks. A comparison of the pretest and the posttest on the 

Vocabulary Use Inventory showed an increase in knowledge for 47% of the words tested, 

and a post hoc analysis showed a significant effect size. Because of time constraints no 

pretest and posttest data are available for the Say It! task and the accompanying VTS task 

for the same artwork, but this would be a useful comparison to make. The degree of 

learning for the VTS task was also suggested in the results of Research Question 3. 

Research Question 3 asked to what extent students share the ideas and vocabulary 

they wrote in their Individual Comments in the ensuing group tasks. The results showed 

that while a large number of the K3+ word families from the Individual Comments were 

shared in at least one of the Numbers, Suits, and Final Numbers Groups, most were 

shared mainly in the first Numbers Groups. In other words, although the data and the 

transcripts of one group’s interactions suggest that students were exposed to a great deal 

of new vocabulary in the tasks, despite the teacher’s admonition that students share all of 

their ideas and vocabulary, students did not encounter all of the K3+ vocabulary they 

potentially might have. 

Research Question 4 asked to what extent students share and learn “new” 

vocabulary that occurs in the cooperatively structured group tasks. Unfortunately, only 
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about 20 words might have been “new” in that they were not recorded in the Individual 

Comments or in Part 1 of the VTS Worksheet, but appeared in the Suits or Numbers 

Groups. The use of the VTS Worksheet to encourage students to remember and share 

ideas might have limited the opportunities for new vocabulary to occur. 

Research Question 5 asked to what extent students’ range of vocabulary use and 

variety of ideas increase over the course of the semester. The results did not show a 

statistically significant change in students’ range of vocabulary over the course of a 

semester, with the data for each individual artwork deviating only to a limited degree 

from the averages for the eight artworks. This lack of change was also found in the 

analysis of students’ use of the I think and Because words. 

Research Question 6 asked to what extent vocabulary regarding a particular artwork 

can be predicted. The comparison of the vocabulary used by Groups 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B 

for two artworks that were considered to have different content and themes did not show 

any overlap except for a very few vocabulary words that had clear connections to the 

artworks. 

Research Question 7 asked whether and to what degree vocabulary recur over 

artwork that is similar in theme or content. The results showed that artwork considered to 

have similar themes, composition, or content were no more likely to elicit similar 

vocabulary than were artwork that was considered different, as was shown in Research 

Question 7. 

Research Question 8 asked to what degree students learn the vocabulary words 

chosen by the teacher and by themselves for special focus over the course of the semester. 

Because this task was tacked on to the in class art-based tasks and on to the at-home 
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composition assignments, it was not implemented well and only 15 out of 82 students 

seemed to have understood the task. Students’ comments regarding the words and 

expressions that they found of interest and of use suggested they were engaged with the 

in-class task and thinking about the meaning and usage of the vocabulary they were 

encountering, but there is a strong indication even based on this limited study that further 

study would be fruitful. 

Research Question 9 asked to what extent students successfully learn to use the 

cooperative skills taught for the cooperative tasks. The results of analysis using the CLOP 

protocols of transcripts of one representative group of students’ interactions and use of 

cooperative structures showed evidence of the four skills that the CLOP measured from 

the Learning Together approach suggests are required for a lesson to be considered 

cooperative (the “missing” skill in the CLOP was considered by the authors to be integral 

to the cooperative tasks): positive interdependence, individual accountability, group 

processing, face-to-face promotive interaction. The use of these skills was examined also 

through an analysis of students’ reports on the VTS Worksheet of their use of the two 

cooperative skills taught, and these self-reports were crosschecked through the audio 

recordings. Students generally overstated their use of Skill 1, asking what other students 

see in the artwork that leads them to their observations, and understated the group 

members’ provision of reasoned support for those observations. However, the data 

suggest that students did indeed process the degree to which they used these two skills, 

and group processing is one of the skills most often missing from cooperative learning 

tasks. 
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Research Question 10 asked to what degree, if any, students learn vocabulary better 

through drawing tasks that are carried out cooperatively as compared to tasks carried out 

individually as measured by the Vocabulary Use Inventory. The expected benefits of 

students carrying out the drawing tasks cooperatively were not measured in the 

Vocabulary Use Inventories. While the results showed increases in knowledge of 

vocabulary in both groups, students who performed the tasks individually performed as 

well or better than the students who performed the task cooperatively. However, the 

transcripts of students’ interactions as they carried out the drawing task cooperatively 

showed a degree of sharing and interacting with the ideas and vocabulary of the text that 

was unavailable to the students who worked individually. 

Research Question 11 asked what students’ perceptions were regarding the degree 

to which use of the cooperative skills led to learning, what their opinions were regarding 

both the VTS tasks and the drawing tasks, and what the study tells us about future use of 

VTS. The results of the course-final evaluation were quite informative. Although only 

just over half of students in the two classes filled out the final evaluation, their comments 

regarding the VTS tasks and working in groups was generally more positive than 

negative and reflected the positive aspects of using VTS. Students indicated they felt they 

had learned new vocabulary and had also learned new uses for vocabulary they felt they 

had known before they carried out the tasks, that they felt they learned better through the 

groups than individually, and that they felt comfortable interacting in groups as they did 

so. Students felt they had shared most of their own ideas and the ideas of others and 

benefitted from doing so in groups. They sometimes felt frustrated in their inability to 

communicate their ideas in English, but they also felt that having the artwork available 
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and the option to use gestures helps in their understanding and ability to communicate 

meaning, although they did admit to resorting to Japanese. 

The degree to which students carried out the tasks above was borne out in their 

report on the final page of the survey regarding how often they asked for definitions, 

spellings, used gestures, and how often they asked for support for opinions. Most of the 

self-ratings of either from 1 to 3 times or from 4 to 6 times totaled over 60% and were 

sometimes over 80% for some. 

Research question 14, asked what the benefits and pitfalls are of implementing 

VTS for language learning in a Japanese college context. The results from the last page of 

the course-final survey echoed the positive responses on the other pages of the survey and 

also both the statistical and observational data of students as they carried out the art-based 

tasks in this study. 

On the positive side, students seemed to understand the benefits of paraphrasing 

when they didn’t know a word, the benefits of learning about new uses even of 

vocabulary they had learned before. They also liked having the opportunity to get a lot of 

English practice. Students also liked working in groups and being able to express their 

own ideas and hear other students’ ideas. Some wrote that they were able to interact with 

other students in ways they had not in their other classes together. 

The negative opinions regarding discomfort in being able to express themselves and 

doubts about a language course that does not focus on grammatical accuracy were also 

informative and pointed to the need for more explanation by the teacher of the reasons for 

and benefits of doing the tasks even if the tasks seemed very different from ones that the 

students had encountered before. The comment about the learning environment itself, 
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such as that it was hard to hear each other was informative, and one negative, that there 

was not enough time to share all of their ideas should perhaps be in the positive column. 

Even the suggestion that they had to share their ideas too many times in too many groups 

is also useful for future planning. 

 

Limitations of the Study 

There were a number of major and minor limitations in this study. One limitation 

was technological: CaLaBo EX (2015), the digital language lab management system used 

to record audio data was designed for random pairs and a few groups but not for 42 

students in 10 groups in one class and 44 students in 10 groups in the other that were 

examined in this study. This problem was not apparent in the practice sessions with a 

small number of volunteers carried out before the study; Any action by a student in the 

class that was out of turn, such as logging out before the data were copied to the teacher’s 

computer, led to a loss of all of the data for that session. 

A second limitation is that learning might not have been measured accurately in 

that the K3+ vocabulary collected for use in the Vocabulary Use Inventory came from the 

Individual Comments, which means that a great deal of vocabulary that was indicated as 

new to the students on the My New Words field of the My New Words and Ideas 

Database on Moodle was not recorded as learned on the VUI. However, the pretest and 

posttest assessed changes in knowledge and indicated that there was a degree of learning. 

The third limitation concerned the degree of error in the collection, measurement, 

and rating of vocabulary. For example, the raters were initially unsure how to rate words 

that students had misread and then wrote correct definitions and sentences for these 
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incorrect readings, such as for the word alms when from the context the student clearly 

had meant arms. Generally the raters decided to rate those as incorrect as per the 

suggestion in the rater protocol. 

A more serious error was in the design of the Course-Final Evaluation in which a 5-

point Likert scale was used. This can lead to overuse of the middle choice on a survey. 

However, the questions on page 3 of the evaluation showed a relatively low percentage of 

Neither agree nor disagree responses ranging from 10.6% to 19.1% which was perhaps 

an artifact of the high percentage of positive responses to these questions, ranging from 

76.6% to 87.2%. The responses in the middle category for the other pages of the survey 

ranged from 21.3% to 34.0% for the seven questions on page 4, for example, and the 

responses were similar on the other pages. Generally the Disagree column (which was 

comprised of Disagree and Strongly disagree) was generally low, ranging from 0.0% to 

14.9% for the five questions on Page 6, for example). The open-ended questions provided 

a means for getting a sense of the sections on which the Likert scale was used. 

One final limitation is largely philosophical. The approach towards VTS as used in 

this study moved away from the base form of VTS in which a facilitator paraphrases 

participants’ observations and tries to find common links between them. In other words, 

facilitators should evaluate the quality of students’ answers as long as they can support 

their answers by explaining “what they see in the picture that makes them say that.” At 

the training sessions for the VTS there are always frequent references to “trusting the 

process” of VTS and there is a strong admonition to not tinker with an approach that has 

been crafted and designed based on research and experience. The designers of VTS do 

not even want the phrasing of the VTS questions to be changed in any way. 
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In fact, in an email correspondence between Philip Yenawine, author of a book on 

VTS (2013), and Patricia Lannes, director of CALTA21, where they use VTS and art to 

help immigrants acclimate to living in the United States, Lannes wrote in regards to the 

adapted Say It! task that, “I have spent the last 5 years looking for ways where I don’t 

compromise VTS in any of its so wonderful qualities and at the same time use it for 

teaching language” (personal communication, February 19, 2014). In other words, she 

uses the VTS tasks mainly to encourage the sharing of ideas and has her newly 

immigrated students study language and discuss culture in other parts of the curriculum. 

Lannes also expressed a concern that the questions in the Say It! chart might be 

“scaffolding with a specific point of view,” that is, the teacher’s view of how art should 

be discussed, and also suggested that perhaps students should be left to consider their 

ideas in silence and that they will speak when given a chance (personal communication, 

February 19, 2014). There is merit to this idea and it is worth doing some VTS sessions 

in which the tasks are structured so students provide each other with the vocabulary they 

need to discuss an artwork rather than using a dictionary ahead of time, but in trying to 

understand why the curriculum moved away from the teacher-facilitated approach of 

VTS, Lannes might have misinterpreted the language goals of the art-based language 

tasks in that she seems to have assumed that the goal of the course was to teach the 

language of art itself rather than vocabulary. This does imply a miscommunication of 

some kind. 

The move away from the traditional, teacher-facilitated approach can be justified 

for a number of reasons. First, this adaptation of VTS is focused on language learning 

along with the sharing of ideas and not necessarily to help students gain some ability in 
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art appreciation. VTS was chosen and adapted as a means to encourage students to use 

language and interact with each other in ways with which they have had little experience 

in their previous language studies. Second, at least when first using VTS, Japanese 

students find it easier to come up with ideas with preparation time rather than in “real 

time” while interacting with other students. Finally, in addition to providing a structure to 

guide students’ sharing of ideas and vocabulary, having the written data on the Moodle 

database and on paper provides an easily searched and manipulated source of research 

data. 

However, the point is well taken and if vocabulary learning is best learned through 

the free exchange of ideas, then an approach to using artwork for vocabulary learning 

unencumbered by a Visual Thinking Strategies Worksheet might be a good ultimate goal 

in addition to the adapted approach. 

 

Suggestions for Future Research 

This present research study limited itself to the use of one group of students at one 

university with many characteristics in common. The study also necessarily focused only 

on a small set of tasks on which to collect vocabulary use data. It also explored a 

relatively small number of artworks due to the limited time available for this class. All of 

these inspire three main areas for future research and development of the art-based tasks: 

a) expansion of the types of learners, an increase in the number and types of artwork 

explored, and more collection of pretest and posttest data; b) development of the tasks 

piloted in this study; and c) research into areas other than vocabulary. 
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The first suggestion for ways to expand this research is regarding the learners, types 

of artwork, and period of study. It contributes to knowledge if similar artwork were used 

with this same level of students in order to see whether the pattern of use of K3+ word 

families occurred. If VTS could be used with the same students over a longer period of 

time, the use of vocabulary in regards to other artwork that is more difficult for beginners 

to access, such as photographs and abstract art, could be explored. It might also be 

interesting to try specific artwork with specific groups. For example, VTS has been used 

to help medical students acquire observation skills, and high school teachers have used 

artwork to start off specific topics. 

It would be informative to use the same artwork with native English speakers as 

well. Table 1 compared the oral production of three native speakers regarding a subset of 

artwork and this was compared to Japanese students’ written output regarding the same 

artwork. Native speakers showed 87% coverage for the first 3,000 word families and 

91% for the Japanese students’ written production, but it would be interesting to do a 

more controlled comparison to see the whether there is a correlation in vocabulary use 

regarding the same artworks and also to see the extent to which native speaker 

observations could be used without glossing as input for Japanese learners of English. 

Use of the artwork in this study with lower level students also needs to be explored, 

and especially the Say It! task with lower level students would show whether the 

similarities in vocabulary use applies with students at lower levels or even with students 

who are starting out in a new language from scratch. 

Finally, it would be useful to try these tasks with pairs of students or with one or 

two groups of students and interview them on their experience as they carry out the tasks 
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over time. They could be videotaped to aid in interviews after the tasks regarding their 

interactions. Their interactions could be explored specifically for the frequency of the 

occurrence of Learning Related Episodes (LREs), that is, the degree to which 

misunderstandings occur and how students repair these miscommunications. If this were 

made part of the cooperative tasks, the degree to which students learn to deal with LREs 

over time. 

The second set of suggestions involves further development of the tasks 

investigated in the current survey. The journal task is ripe for future study. Students’ 

reactions, even though low in number, were informative regarding the salience of some 

words for students and the degree to which they learned about the usage of the words. Of 

special interest is when they notice additional meanings of words they thought they 

already knew, such as spectacle, homage, and even that English has a special word for 

sunset where Japanese apparently does not. Of the 133 words that students reported, 115 

were at the K3+ level, suggesting that words were of interest because they were 

unknown or known at a less deep level. 

It would be useful to do a follow up on the course-final study in order to explore 

students’ opinions regarding the tasks and cooperative learning in more depth either one 

on one or in group interviews. 

The instruments used in this study, the VTS Worksheet and the Say It! task, could 

both be developed based on experience in using them. For example, students could track 

their skills on the VTS Worksheet using a 10-bar chart that they fill out according to how 

much they used particular skill. More units in a chart would provide a visual 

representation of how much they used a particular skill. 
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The VTS Worksheet should also make the new vocabulary learned more overt for 

later study, perhaps even in preparation for a vocabulary quiz on the vocabulary that 

occurred in the interactions. An online vocabulary list on Moodle or Quizlet might be a 

good way to provide a means to collect, study, and test the vocabulary. Other possible 

changes in the VTS Worksheet might be to drop Part 4, the Final Numbers Group entirely 

if students can be encouraged to share all of the new vocabulary in the Numbers and Suits 

groups. Originally the Final Numbers Group section was added for students to have one 

last opportunity to come up with new ideas. It seems from experience in this study that it 

might be better to try to have a separate task to supplement the VTS task, perhaps after 

students have had some experience with the VTS task, where they try discussing the 

artwork with no preparation or VTS Worksheet. 

The Say It! task was used later in the session for this course, but it should be 

explored for use with students at a similar level earlier in the semester to assess the 

degree to which Say It! helps them produce and share ideas, and this can be compared 

with other students performing the VTS task. It would also be useful to try it with lower 

level students. It might also be useful to think of new questions for the first row of the 

Say It! chart (Figure 1), which are currently comprised of simple descriptions of what is 

in the picture (A1), what it looks like (A2) and something about the people or animals in 

the picture (A3). One possibility is to split the questions “Where is this happening?” and 

“When is this happening?” and “What do you think happened before this picture?” and 

“What do you think will happen next?” 

Individual playing cards might be created for each of the questions on the Say It! 

chart, and these could be supplemented with a recap card in which a student would have 
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to rephrase the ideas that had occurred so far, or a rephrase card in which students 

choose one idea to rephrase. This would encourage the students to pay attention and the 

game element might make the task more enjoyable. The items in A1, A2, and A3 could 

be carried out in other tasks, such as the recall task in which students try to remember and 

list what is in the room and where or try to describe it for other students. 

The tasks investigated in this study were limited in order to provide a comparison 

of the vocabulary elicited for similar artworks, but McGuire and Butto (2010) 

investigated other possible art-related tasks, such as having the students draw based on an 

audio description by a teacher, a native speaker, or other students. Students might be 

asked to describe a picture (rather than a text as in the study) taped in a corners of the 

room which a group member would view and describe for other students in their group to 

draw. I have had groups in two classes each write a description of a different artwork 

using a shared document on Google Docs and then swapped those group descriptions for 

matching groups in a different class later in the day to draw. There was a great deal of 

discussion in English and Japanese regarding the descriptions and they got feedback both 

from seeing the original artworks that they had described and from the discussing what 

other groups got right and wrong in their drawings. I have also used word clouds of 

students’ Individual Comments which students then use to create mind maps. There are 

many types of areas which are described for language learning but that could be studied 

for the use of vocabulary. 

The third suggestion for future research is to study the benefits of using VTS in 

language areas other than vocabulary. A mention was made earlier in this study about 

having students carry out the VTS task with less structure. That could be used to study 
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the use of VTS in a less structured task, perhaps without the VTS Worksheet or to have 

students facilitate the artwork in groups in place of the teacher as facilitator as in the 

traditional VTS approach. It would also be interesting to do a study of written and oral 

fluency using the artworks over time. 

Related to this idea of other potential areas of research, there is a great deal of 

research in cooperative learning about how to encourage the sharing of ideas, for example, 

constructive controversy, in which students learn how to deal with disagreement, or in the 

case of VTS, perhaps come to an agreement regarding their disagreement because more 

ideas are better. In either case, more ways should be sought to structure the group 

interactions so more ideas are elicited from all the students. This is encapsulated in the 

CLOP protocols and in the tenets of the Learning Together Model. 

 

Final Conclusion 

The use of visual images for language learning and for research into language 

learning is not new. Bush (2007) offers references to the use of visual images back to 

antiquity. However research that reports specifically on language learning due to the use 

of visual images is almost nonexistent. One reason for this rarity might be the difficulty 

in collecting and analyzing data. Swain and Lapkin (1985) on Learning Related Episodes 

is a good example that offers some insight into how hard research that reacts to students’ 

usage almost in real time can be. 

This current study benefitted (and suffered) from the use of technology. Almost 

every single word written and spoken by students in regards to the artworks was recorded 

on Moodle, their written data on the Visual Thinking Strategies Worksheets were 
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uploaded to Google Forms, and much of their oral communication in groups was 

recorded using CaLaBo EX. Students’ self-assessments of their knowledge of vocabulary 

was measured using an online survey, and the online surveys also made it possible to 

collect detailed feedback from students regarding their learning. Finally AntWordProfiler 

enabled a search for patterns in all of this data. This almost overwhelming degree of data 

collection allowed data collection from the classroom level down to the individual level 

of the learning and use of vocabulary through VTS. I would like to conclude with an 

overview of the findings regarding that data according to the objectives mentioned above. 

First, the data tell us that vocabulary is elicited at high levels through the use of 

these adapted Visual Thinking Strategy art tasks and these carefully selected artworks. 

There are reliable, perceivable patterns in students’ output. This knowledge should allow 

teachers to use these tasks and artworks knowing that students will express, be exposed to, 

and process vocabulary and the ideas they express in a rich environment that Nation’s 

Four Strands Approach, Technique Feature Analysis, and the Vocabulary Knowledge 

Framework (among others) tell us are beneficial for language learning. 

Second, we know from this research that students shared much if not all of their 

vocabulary using the Visual Thinking Strategies Worksheet, and as mentioned above, 

even though they didn’t share everything they wrote in the Individual Comments, the 

amount of ideas and vocabulary from all of the students together led to sharing of a broad 

range of vocabulary. It might be argued that trying to get students to share even more 

might be too much for them to deal with in one class session, but there is definitely room 

for improvement in getting students to make sure that everyone in their group understood 

all of the vocabulary that was used to express the ideas. 
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Third, this study showed that cooperative learning can help students to feel 

comfortable sharing their ideas and, perhaps more importantly, interact cognitively with 

the ideas of others. The question was raised about enabling students to learn to share 

ideas freely without the safety net of prewriting their Individual Comments, but here too 

that structuring of the task might have helped ease their worries about going into an 

exchange “cold.” The study didn’t show an advantage in use of cooperative learning as it 

was measured in the drawing tasks, but it did show that the level of interaction with ideas 

and vocabulary in the cooperative learning groups was very high. The focus on the 

cooperative skills raised students’ awareness of their degree of success in working 

together. Here too, the study showed there was room for improvement in the design of 

the worksheets and the tasks. 

Fourth, the students’ high level of participation in all of the tasks and their positive 

responses to the survey questions show that this approach shows great promise for 

language learning. Even students’ negative responses offer insight into areas that need to 

be attended to improve these tasks so they work even better. 

At the beginning of the study, I wrote of the intuitive power of the three VTS 

questions, “What’s going on in this picture,” “What do you see that makes you say that?” 

and “What more can we find?” and how the use of these questions along with selected 

artwork could provide a high degree of sharing of ideas and learning of vocabulary even 

from “quiet” Japanese students. I believe the research carried out in this study has shown 

that intuition to be true. The raw data regarding the use of tokens, types, and word 

families for the artwork examined in this study, and the transcripts of students’ 

interactions show that the use of art-based tasks can be a very good source of language 
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learning and a good area for future research into vocabulary learning. However, while the 

study has offered a well-rounded view into the use of these tasks, each of the research 

questions in themselves provide a great starting point for continued research at a deeper 

level. 
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APPENDIX A 
CLASSROOM LAYOUT: NUMBER AND SUITS GROUPS 

 

 
 
!

Figure'A1."Friday"4"numbers"groups.$

$ "
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"

"

Figure'A2."Friday"4"suits"groups.!
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APPENDIX B 
ARTWORK USED IN THIS STUDY 

Artwork$ Week$ VTS$image Source$
Artwork"1"
VTS"Basic"
1.1"

1–3"

 

La'Curandera"(faith"healer)"–1989"
Carmen"Lomas"Garza"
Technique:"oil"on"linen"mounted"on"
wood,"
Size:"24"x"32"inches."
Gallery:"Collection"of"The"Mexican"
Museum,"San"Francisco,"California"

Artwork"2"
VTS"2.01.1"

4"

 

The'Child’s'Bath,"1893"
Mary"Cassatt"(American,"1844;1926)"
Oil"on"canvas"
100.3"x"66.1"cm"(39"1/2"x"26"in.)"
Chicago"Institute"of"Art"
Robert"A."Waller"Fund,"1910.2"
"

Artwork"3"
VTS"Basic"
1.3"

5"

 

Peasant'Mother,"1962"
David"Alfaro"Siqueiros"
Oil"on"burlap"(249"x"180"cm)"
Museo"de"Arte"Moderno"
"

Artwork"4"
VTS"Basic"
3.1"

6"

 

The'Sick'Child,"1660""
Painted"by:"Gabriel"Metsu"
Rijksmuseum,"Amsterdam,"Holland"
"

." 7"

 

Family,'Waiting'Room,'South'Bronx,'
1980"
Walter"Rosenblum"
Black"and"white"photograph.'
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Appendix"B."(continued)"
 
Artwork$ Week$ VTS image Source$
Artwork"6"
VTS"Basic"
5.1"

11"

 

Breton'Girls'Dancing,'PontLAven,'
1888'
Paul"Gauguin"(1848–1903)�
oil"on"canvas"(73"x"92.7"cm)�
Collection"of"Mr."and"Mrs."Paul"
Mellon�
1983.1.19"

" "  '

Artwork"7"
VTS"2.02.1"

9"

 

Snap'the'Whip,"1872"
Winslow"Homer"(American,"1836–
1910)�
Oil"on"canvash"12"x"20"in."(30.5"x"
50.8"cm)�
Gift"of"Christian"A."Zabriskie,"1950"
(50.41)'

" "  "
" "  '

Artwork"8"
VTS"2_03.1"

11"

 

The'Stay'at'Homes'(Outward'
Bound),"1927"
Norman"Rockwell"(American,"1894;
1978)"Story"illustration"for"Ladies'"
Home"Journal,"October"1927."
Oil"on"canvas"(39"1/4"x"32"1/2"in.—
99.7"x"82.6"cm)"
From"the"permanent"collection"of"the"
Norman"Rockwell"Museum."
'

Artwork"9"
VTS"2.05.1""

9"

 

Circus,"1890;1891"
Georges"Seurat"(1859;1891)"
Oil"on"canvas"(185"x"152"cm)"
©"RMN;Grand"Palais"(Musée"
d'Orsay)"/"Hervé"Lewandowski"
http://www.musee;
orsay.fr/en/collections/works;in;
focus/painting/commentaire_id/cirque
;
7090.html?tx_commentaire_pi1%5Bf
rom%5D=841&tx_commentaire_pi1
%5BpidLi%5D=509&cHash=4d71123
a71"
'

Artwork"10"
VTS"Basic"
3.2""

10"(F1)"
12"(F4)"

 

Thaulow'the'Painter'and'his'Children"
(AKA"The"Thaulow"Family),"1895"
Jacques;Emile"Blanche"(1861;1942)"
Oil"on"canvas"(180"x"200"cm)"
©"RMN;Grand"Palais"(Musée"
d'Orsay)"/"Hervé"Lewandowski"
"
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Appendix"B."(continued)"
 
Artwork$ Week$ VTS$image$ Source$
Artwork"11"
VTS"4;5"1.2""

12"(F1)"
10"(F4)"

 

Chippewa'Family,"1987"
David"P."Bradley"(Native"American"
Indian""
Acrylic"on"canvash"24"x"36"in."
Plains"Art"Museum,"Fargo,"North"
Dakota"
"
"
"

Artwork"12"
VTS"9.1"

14"

 

Woman'and'Child'in'an'Interior,'
1890"
Paul"Mathey"(1844;1929)"
Oil"on"canvas"(48"x"38"cm)."
©"RMN;Grand"Palais"(Musée"
d'Orsay)"/"Hervé"Lewandowski"
'
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APPENDIX C 
VISUAL THINKING STRATEGIES WORKSHEET 

(V. 5-24-2015) 

Date: ______________________   Class:  Mon   Tue   Thu   Fri 
Name: ______________________   Hour:   1     2     3     4      5 
ID: ______________________ 
 

 

Artwork: _________________ 
 
Part 1: Individual New Ideas  
 
    
    
    
    
 
Part 2: Card Number Groups  
 
Members’ Names (swap pages around and sign your own name) 
   
   
 
Number Groups New Ideas Keywords 
 
    
    
    
    
 
Number Groups: Useful Language (anything that seemed new or useful to you) 
 
    
    
    
    
 
Cooperative Skill(s) 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Today’s Skill: _____________________________________ COUNT: __________ 
___________________  
Today’s Skill: _____________________________________ COUNT: __________ 
___________________  

Suit  ♥ ♣
 ♦ ♠ 

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

  8 9 10  J Q K 
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Part 3: Suit Groups 
 
Suit Group Members’ Names (Swap your papers around and sign your own name) 
  
  
  
 
Suit Groups New Ideas Keywords 
 
    
    
    
    
    
    
 
Suit Groups: Useful Language (anything that seemed new or useful to you) 
 
    
    
    
    
 
Cooperative Skill(s) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part 4: Numbers Groups New Ideas Keywords 
 
    
    
    
    
    
    
 
Card Number Groups: Useful Language (anything that seemed new or useful to you) 
 
    
    
    
    

 

  

Today’s Skill:  _____________________________________ COUNT:  __________ 
___________________  
Today’s Skill:  _____________________________________ COUNT:  __________ 
___________________  
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APPENDIX D 
COOPERATIVE LESSON PLANNING FORM 

 
Note."Adapted"from"The'Cooperative'Learning'Center,"by"D."W."Johnson"
and"R."T."Johnson,"n.d.,"pp."18;19."Retrieved"from"
http://cei.ust.hk/files/public/ccl_intro_overview_handouts.pdf."Used"with"
permission.""

" $
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APPENDIX E 
VOCABULARY USE INVENTORY (#1) FOR VISUAL THINKING 

STRATEGIES 2_05.1 (REVISED) 

Part"1:"Please"choose"from"A,"B,"C,"and"D"
"
""

A$ B$ C$ D$
Word" I"don’t"

remember"
seeing"or"
hearing"this"
word"before"

I"have"seen"
or"heard"this"
word"before,"
but"I"don’t"
know"what"it"
means"

I"have"seen"or"
heard"this"
word"before"
and"I"think'I"
know"what"it"
means"

I"have"seen"or"
heard"this"word"
before"and"I"can"
write"a"sentence"
showing"its"
meaning"

antic" "" "" "" "
anxious" "" "" "" "
atmosphere" "" "" "" "
attract" "" "" "" "
audience" "" "" "" "
"
Part"2:"Please"translate"the"following"words"into"Japanese."Please"write"dk"(don’t"know)""

for"any"words"you"do"not"know."
"
"
 
 
 
"
"

"
Part"3:""Please"write"a"sentence"about"the"artwork"using"the"words"below."

Please"write"dk"(don’t"know)"for"any"words"you"do"not"know."
antic" ""
anxious" ""
atmosphere" ""
attract" ""
audience" "
Note."Words"deleted"from"each"part"to"save"space."All"words"are"the"same"in"each"part."The"
remaining"words"were:"auditorium,"backstage,"baste"(a"typo"in"the"original"text)company,"
complain,"coordinate,"doll,"dream,"empty,"entertain,"fairy,"famous,"float,"flow,"forefront,"formal,"
gallop,"garment,"guest,"instrument,"motor,"muscle,"pain,"pale,"panic,"passage,"perform,"pose"
position,"public,"render,"restive,"rich,"ritual,"rod"row,"satisfy,"scare,"scarf,"scene,"separate,"skin,"
solid,"sparse,"spectator,"stick"strike,"stunt,"sustain,"tamer,"technique,"theater,"thunder,"tight,"trick,"
troupe,"tuxedo,"wicked,"wire,"witch,"wizard"

antic" ""
anxious" ""
atmosphere" ""
attract" ""
audience" $
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APPENDIX F 
COOPERATIVE LEARNING OBSERVATION PROTOCAL (CLOP) 

 

Table"F1."Cooperative'learning'observation'protocol:'Examples'of'elements"
Cooperative"skill" Definition"of"skill" Examples"of"use"of"skill"

Positive"
interdependence"(P)"

There"is"evidence"of"
group"cohesiveness"
for"accomplishing"
the"task"

•" Roles"as"needed"(facilitator,"
encourager,"timekeeper,"etc.)"

•" Contributing"unique"
background"and"skill"

Individual"accountability"
(I)"

Individual"group"
members"take"
responsibility"for"
individual"efforts"and"
contributions"
towards"the"team"

•" Individual"participation,"
contribution,"and"engagement"

•" Ability"to"articular"and"justify"
group"procedures"and"results"

•" Group"makes"sure"all"
understand"task"and"
procedures"

Group"processing"(G)" Use"ways"to"
improve"the"
processes"team"
members"use"to"
maximize"their"
learning"

•" Feedback"to"one"another"bout"
team"effectiveness"

•" Setting"goals"or"subgoals"
•" Reflection"on"success"
•" Key"sayings"such"as,"“What"

we"have"so"far?”"and"“Does"
everyone"understand"where"
we"are?”"

Face;to;face"promotive"
interaction"(F)"

Promote"one"
another’s"success"
through"a"
supportive,"
encouraging,"and"
praising"
environment"

•" Eye"contact"
•" Name"use"
•" Appropriate"interruptions"
•" Student"suggestions"respected"
•" Conflict"is"managed"
•" Stimulate"each"other"to"draw"

out"new"ideas"
•" Celebrate"success"

Note."Adapted"from"“Cooperative"Learning:"Developing"an"Observation"Instrument"
for"Student"Interactions,”"by"A."Kern,"T.""Moore,"&"F."Akilloglu,"2007,"Frontiers'In'
Education'Conference'L'Global'Engineering:'Knowledge'Without'Borders,'
Opportunities'Without'Passports,'2007.'FIE'’07.'37th'Annual"(p."T1D–1–T1D–6)."
IEEE."https://doi.org/http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/FIE.2007.4417852."Adapted"with"
permission."

 
$
" "
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"
Table"F2."Cooperative'learning'observation'protocol'collection'form"

Interval"
Element"

Notes"' L' M' H' N'

0";"5"

P' ' ' ' ' "
I' ' ' ' '
G' ' ' ' '
F' ' ' ' '

5";"10"
P' ' ' ' ' …Repeat'P'I'G'F'lines'

for'each'5'minute'
interval'of'the'activity'

Note."L"="Low,"M"="Medium,"H"="High,"N"="Not"observed."
Adapted"from"Kern,"2007."
"
" "
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APPENDIX G 
FINAL COURSE EVALUATION 

Page 1 
 
In almost every class we followed these 5 steps below. I'm going to ask you some 
questions about those. I will also ask you about the drawing tasks we did. 
 
1. You wrote your comments about the artwork answering the VTS questions (What’s 
going on in this picture? and What do you see that makes you say that?) 
 
2. You got into your numbers group (Ace, 2, 3, 4...10) and you shared your ideas with a 
partner.  
 
3. You then shared your partner's ideas with the numbers group 
 
4. You then shared your number group’s ideas with other students with the same suit 
(hearts, clubs, diamonds, spades) 
 
5. Finally, you shared your suit group’s ideas with your original (numbers) group 
 
I won’t look at these surveys until after I have graded the course, so please feel free to 
write your opinion freely! 
 
 
Page 2 
 

Please write the date (mm/dd/yyyy, for example 04/10/2015)  
Personal Information 

Last Name (��):        
 
First name (��):        
 
Student ID ( *)�):       

Card Number (A to K):    
 
Card Suit (Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, Spades):    
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Page 3 
 
Learning New Words 
 

 
 
Page 4 
 
How comfortable are you about sharing ideas? 
 

 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

I feel I learned new vocabulary 
from doing these tasks ⃝" ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I feel I learned new ways to use 
the words I knew before ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I learned new words from writing 
my answers to the questions 
about the art by myself 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I learned new words from 
listening to other people’s ideas 
in the numbers (Ace, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 10) groups 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I learned new ideas from 
listening to other people’s ideas 
in the numbers (Ace, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 10) groups 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I learned new words from sharing 
in the suits (hearts, clubs, 
diamonds, spades) groups 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I learned new ideas in the suits 
(hearts, clubs, diamonds, spades) 
groups 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I learned new words from sharing 
in the final numbers (Ace, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) groups 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I learned new ideas from sharing 
in the final numbers (Ace, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) groups 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

In the beginning of the semester 
I felt a little nervous about 
sharing ideas with other students 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I felt comfortable sharing my 
ideas with other students 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 
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Page 5 
 
How much did you share your ideas? 
 
 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

I shared most of the comments I 
wrote by myself with my 
numbers (Ace, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10) group 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I shared most of the ideas I 
heard in my numbers group 
with my suit (hearts, clubs, 
diamonds, spades) group 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I shared most of the ideas I 
heard in my suit group with my 
numbers (Ace, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10) group 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

 
 
Page 6 
 
How helpful were you to each other? 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

My group members helped me 
understand when I needed help ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

Having the picture helped me 
understand when I didn’t know 
the words 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

We thought of more ideas as a 
group than by ourselves. ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I feel like it got easier to share 
ideas each week 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I felt comfortable sharing my 
ideas even when they were 
different from other students’ 
ideas. 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I was able to share my ideas in 
English so that my classmates 
could understand 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I felt comfortable asking for an 
explanation of the meaning of a 
word when I didn’t understand 
something 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

Writing the comments by myself 
first made it easier for me to 
share my ideas later 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 
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I tried to ask the What Do You 
See That Makes You Say That? 
(WDYSTMYST) question as 
much as possible 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I tried to make sure that we 
shared all of our ideas (What 
more can we find?) as much as 
possible 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I shared most of the comments I 
wrote by myself with my 
numbers (Ace, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10) group 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I shared most of the ideas I 
heard in my numbers group 
with my suit (hearts, clubs, 
diamonds, spades) group 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I shared most of the ideas I 
heard in my suit group with my 
numbers (Ace, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10) group 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

 
 
 
Page 7 
 
Working together or alone 
 

 Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 

Neither 
Agree nor 
Disagree Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

In the drawing tasks, I feel I 
learned better from working on 
my own 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

In the drawing tasks, I feel I 
learned better from working 
with others 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I think I would learn more from 
studying artwork by myself ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

I think I learned from studying 
with others ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

Talking with others about art in 
English is useful for learning 
English 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

Sometimes I was frustrated that 
I couldn’t express my ideas in 
English 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 
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Page 8 
 
For each of the items below, indicate how often you did them in each class 
 

 
Never 

1 to 3 
times 

per class 

4 to 6 
times per 

class 

7 to 10 
times per 

class 
More 
often 

How often did you ask for a definition of a 
word? ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

How often did you ask for a spelling of a 
word? ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

How much did you use English only in the 
discussions? ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

How often did you use Japanese in order to 
explain what you just said in English? ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

How often did you point at the artwork so 
other students understood what you were 
talking about? 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

How often did you use gestures or movement 
so other students could understood what you 
were saying? 

⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

How often did you ask “What do you see that 
makes you say that?” ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

How often did you ask “What more can we 
find?” ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

 
 
Page 9 

What were the good points, if any, of learning English using artwork? 

 

What were the negative (not so good) points, if any, of learning English using 
artwork? 
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What were the good points, if any, of learning English in groups? 

 

What were the negative (not so good) points, if any, of learning English in groups? 

 

Please write more about the 10 vocabulary words you uploaded to the My 
Vocabulary Forum.  
 
If you haven’t answered this yet, please tell me about the words you chose. Why did 
you choose them? Are there any features that made them seem especially useful to 
you? How have you gone about learning more about them? 
 

Please write any further comments about the class. Remember, I won’t read these 
until after I have graded. 

 
 
Thank you very much for all your work this semester! I think you have learned a lot, and 
I have enjoyed teaching you! 
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APPENDIX H 
SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES 

!

Table!H1.!Combined)Vocabulary)Baseword)Data)for)All)Artworks)(see)summary)in)Table)27)!

! ! ! Token! !! ! Type! !

! ! Word!family

! !

!

! ! ! Token! ! ! Type! ! ! Word!family!

Level! N) %! N) %! N) %! ! Level! N) %! N) %! )N) %!

Group!1A!(Artwork!8!Excluded)! ! Group!1B!(Artwork!8!Excluded)!

1! 7,697 ! 92.0 ! 745 ! 64.0 ! 516 ! 58.4 ! ! 1! 7,804 ! 92.4 ! 750 ! 66.6 ! 509 ! 60.0 !
2! 296 ! 3.5 ! 176 ! 15.1 ! 150 ! 17.0 ! ! 2! 298 ! 3.5 ! 172 ! 15.3 ! 151 ! 17.8 !
3! 58 ! 0.7 ! 42 ! 3.6 ! 37 ! 4.2 ! ! 3! 100 ! 1.2 ! 58 ! 5.2 ! 55 ! 6.5 !
4! 75 ! 0.9 ! 51 ! 4.4 ! 41 ! 4.6 ! ! 4! 50 ! 0.6 ! 38 ! 3.4 ! 36 ! 4.2 !
5! 67 ! 0.8 ! 31 ! 2.7 ! 30 ! 3.4 ! ! 5! 69 ! 0.8 ! 32 ! 2.8 ! 29 ! 3.4 !
6! 9 ! 0.1 ! 9 ! 0.8 ! 9 ! 1.0 ! ! 6! 23 ! 0.3 ! 16 ! 1.4 ! 16 ! 1.9 !
7! 23 ! 0.3 ! 18 ! 1.6 ! 17 ! 1.9 ! ! 7! 8 ! 0.1 ! 5 ! 0.4 ! 5 ! 0.6 !
8! 15 ! 0.2 ! 6 ! 0.5 ! 4 ! 0.5 ! ! 8! 21 ! 0.3 ! 8 ! 0.7 ! 7 ! 0.8 !
9! 12 ! 0.1 ! 7 ! 0.6 ! 6 ! 0.7 ! ! 9! 10 ! 0.1 ! 5 ! 0.4 ! 2 ! 0.2 !
10! 6 ! 0.1 ! 4 ! 0.3 ! 4 ! 0.5 ! ! 10! 3 ! 0.0 ! 3 ! 0.3 ! 3 ! 0.4 !
11! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! ! 11! 2 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 !
12! 2 ! 0.0 ! 2 ! 0.2 ! 2 ! 0.2 ! ! 12! 4 ! 0.1 ! 4 ! 0.4 ! 4 ! 0.5 !
13! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! ! 16! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 !
14! 4 ! 0.1 ! 3 ! 0.3 ! 3 ! 0.3 ! ! 17! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 !
16! 2 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! ! 20! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 !
17! 2 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! ! 24! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 !
21! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! ! 26! 13 ! 0.2 ! 9 ! 0.8 ! 6 ! 0.7 !
26! 55 ! 0.7 ! 32 ! 2.8 ! 26 ! 2.9 ! ! 27! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 !
27! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! ! 28! 28 ! 0.3 ! 17 ! 1.5 ! 17 ! 2.0 !
28! 29 ! 0.4 ! 21 ! 1.8 ! 21 ! 2.4 ! ! 0! 4 ! 0.1 ! 3 ! 0.3 ! 3 ! 0.4 !
0! 15 ! 0.2 ! 12 ! 1.0 ! 12 ! 1.4 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Totals! 8,371! ! 1,165! ! 884! ! ! ! 8,442! ! 1,126! ! 849! !

! ! !

! ! !

!
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Table!H1.!(continued)!

! ! ! Token! !! ! Type! ! ! Word!family!! ! ! ! ! Token! ! ! Type! ! ! Word!family!

Level! N! %! N! %! N! %! ! Level! N! %! N! %! )N! %!

Group!2A!(Artwork!8!Excluded)! ! Group!2B!(Artwork!8!Excluded)!

1! 6,238 ! 92.0 ! 673 ! 66.6 ! 459 ! 60.4 ! ! 1! 7,198 ! 92.0 ! 765 ! 65.4 ! 533 ! 59.3 !
2! 243 ! 3.6 ! 151 ! 14.9 ! 131 ! 17.2 ! ! 2! 319 ! 4.1 ! 193 ! 16.5 ! 167 ! 18.6 !
3! 74 ! 1.1 ! 47 ! 4.7 ! 43 ! 5.7 ! ! 3! 66 ! 0.8 ! 55 ! 4.7 ! 52 ! 5.8 !
4! 67 ! 1.0 ! 42 ! 4.2 ! 38 ! 5.0 ! ! 4! 67 ! 0.9 ! 41 ! 3.5 ! 38 ! 4.2 !
5! 51 ! 0.8 ! 23 ! 2.3 ! 21 ! 2.8 ! ! 5! 51 ! 0.7 ! 30 ! 2.6 ! 27 ! 3.0 !
6! 11 ! 0.2 ! 9 ! 0.9 ! 9 ! 1.2 ! ! 6! 21 ! 0.3 ! 18 ! 1.5 ! 17 ! 1.9 !
7! 5 ! 0.1 ! 5 ! 0.5 ! 5 ! 0.7 ! ! 7! 15 ! 0.2 ! 11 ! 0.9 ! 10 ! 1.1 !
8! 15!! 0.2!! 5!! 0.5!! 4!! 0.5!! ! 8! 16!! 0.2!! 6!! 0.5!! 6!! 0.7!!

9! 10 ! 0.2 ! 10 ! 1.0 ! 8 ! 1.1 ! ! 9! 7 ! 0.1 ! 7 ! 0.6 ! 6 ! 0.7 !
10! 6 ! 0.1 ! 5 ! 0.5 ! 4 ! 0.5 ! ! 10! 5 ! 0.1 ! 5 ! 0.4 ! 5 ! 0.6 !
11! 4 ! 0.1 ! 3 ! 0.3 ! 3 ! 0.4 ! ! 11! 2 ! 0.0 ! 2 ! 0.2 ! 2 ! 0.2 !
12! 2 ! 0.0 ! 2 ! 0.2 ! 2 ! 0.3 ! ! 12! 2 ! 0.0 ! 2 ! 0.2 ! 2 ! 0.2 !
15! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! ! 13! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 !
18! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! ! 14! 3 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 !
19! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! ! 16! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 !
26! 26 ! 0.4 ! 13 ! 1.3 ! 10 ! 1.3 ! ! 17! 2 ! 0.0 ! 2 ! 0.2 ! 2 ! 0.2 !
27! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! ! 19! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 !
28! 10 ! 0.2 ! 8 ! 0.8 ! 8 ! 1.1 ! ! 26! 13 ! 0.2 ! 7 ! 0.6 ! 7 ! 0.8 !
29! 2 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! ! 27! 2 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.1 !
0! 11 ! 0.2 ! 10 ! 1.0 ! 10 ! 1.3 ! ! 28! 21 ! 0.3 ! 13 ! 1.1 ! 12 ! 1.3 !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 29! 3 ! 0.0 ! 3 ! 0.3 ! 3 ! 0.3 !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0! 5 ! 0.1 ! 5 ! 0.4 ! 5 ! 0.6 !
Totals! 6,779! ! 1,011! ! 760! ! ! ! 7,821 ! ! 1,170 ! ! 899 ! !

Group!2A!(with!Artwork!8)! ! Group!2B!(with!Artwork!8)!

1! 7,204 ! 92.3 ! 710 ! 65.6 ! 484 ! 59.5 ! ! 1! 8,133 ! 92.1 ! 821 ! 64.5 ! 562 ! 58.1 !
2! 272 ! 3.5 ! 169 ! 15.6 ! 143 ! 17.6 ! ! 2! 363 ! 4.1 ! 214 ! 16.8 ! 182 ! 18.8 !
3! 83 ! 1.1 ! 51 ! 4.7 ! 46 ! 5.7 ! ! 3! 80 ! 0.9 ! 65 ! 5.1 ! 61 ! 6.3 !
4! 76 ! 1.0 ! 47 ! 4.3 ! 43 ! 5.3 ! ! 4! 71 ! 0.8 ! 45 ! 3.5 ! 42 ! 4.3 !
5! 56 ! 0.7 ! 26 ! 2.4 ! 24 ! 3.0 ! ! 5! 58 ! 0.7 ! 34 ! 2.7 ! 31 ! 3.2 !
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)

!

Table!H1.!(continued)!

! ! Token! ! !!! Type! ! ! Word!family!! ! ! ! ! ! Token! ! !! ! Type! ! !! Word!family! !

Level! N) %! N) %! N) %! ! Level! )N) %! N) %! N) %!

6! 12 ! 0.2 ! 10 ! 0.9 ! 10 ! 1.2 ! ! 6! 21 ! 0.2 ! 18 ! 1.4 ! 17 ! 1.8 !
7! 7 ! 0.1 ! 7 ! 0.7 ! 7 ! 0.9 ! ! 7! 15 ! 0.2 ! 11 ! 0.9 ! 10 ! 1.0 !
8! 16 ! 0.2 ! 6 ! 0.6 ! 5 ! 0.6 ! ! 8! 16 ! 0.2 ! 6 ! 0.5 ! 6 ! 0.6 !
9! 10 ! 0.1 ! 10 ! 0.9 ! 8 ! 1.0 ! ! 9! 9 ! 0.1 ! 9 ! 0.7 ! 8 ! 0.8 !
10! 7 ! 0.1 ! 6 ! 0.6 ! 5 ! 0.6 ! ! 10! 5 ! 0.1 ! 5 ! 0.4 ! 5 ! 0.5 !
11! 4 ! 0.1 ! 3 ! 0.3 ! 3 ! 0.4 ! ! 11! 2 ! 0.0 ! 2 ! 0.2 ! 2 ! 0.2 !
12! 2! 0.0 ! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.3 ! ! 12! 3 ! 0.0! 3! 0.2! 3! 0.3 !
15! 1! 0.0 ! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.1 ! ! 13! 1 ! 0.0! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.1 !
18! 1! 0.0 ! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.1 ! ! 14! 3 ! 0.0! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.1 !
19! 1! 0.0 ! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.1 ! ! 16! 1 ! 0.0! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.1 !
26! 26! 0.3 ! 13! 1.2! 10! 1.2 ! ! 17! 2 ! 0.0! 2! 0.2! 2! 0.2 !
27! 1! 0.0 ! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.1 ! ! 19! 1 ! 0.0! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.1 !
28! 10! 0.1 ! 8! 0.7! 8! 1.0 ! ! 26! 16 ! 0.2! 9! 0.7! 9! 0.9 !
29! 2! 0.0 ! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.1 ! ! 27! 2 ! 0.0! 1! 0.1! 1! 0.1 !
0! 11! 0.1 ! 10! 0.9! 10! 1.2 ! ! 28! 24 ! 0.3! 15! 1.2! 14! 1.5 !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 29! 3 ! 0.0! 3! 0.2! 3! 0.3 !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 0! 5 ! 0.1! 5! 0.4! 5! 0.5 !
Totals! 7,802!! ! 1,083 ! ! 813 ! ! ! ! 8,834 ! ! 1,272 ! ! 967 ! !

Note.)The!words!on!the!0Olevel!list!are!words!that!did!not!occur!on!any!level!list.!
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Table!H2.!Comparison)of)Artwork)8)Say)It!)and)VTS)Data)(See)Table)28)!

Level!

! ! Token! ! ! Type! ! ! Word!family! !

Level!

! ! Token! ! ! Type! ! ! ! Word!family! !

N) %! N) %! N) %! N) %! N) %! N) %!

Group!1A!Say!it!! ! Group!1B!Say!it!!

1! 3,277 ! 92.1 ! 387 ! 74.0 ! 290 ! 70.4 ! 1! 2,789 ! 93.0 ! 326 ! 73.4 ! 258 ! 70.3 !
2! 140 ! 3.9 ! 64 ! 12.2 ! 57 ! 13.8 ! 2! 108 ! 3.6 ! 55 ! 12.4 ! 50 ! 13.6 !
3! 43 ! 1.2 ! 22 ! 4.2 ! 20 ! 4.9 ! 3! 32 ! 1.1 ! 19 ! 4.3 ! 18 ! 4.9 !
4! 18 ! 0.5 ! 12 ! 2.3 ! 12 ! 2.9 ! 4! 16 ! 0.5 ! 15 ! 3.4 ! 13 ! 3.5 !
5! 36 ! 1.0 ! 14 ! 2.7 ! 13 ! 3.2 ! 5! 26 ! 0.9 ! 9 ! 2.0 ! 8 ! 2.2 !
6! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.2 ! 1 ! 0.2 ! 6! 4 ! 0.1 ! 3 ! 0.7 ! 3 ! 0.8 !
7! 11 ! 0.3 ! 3 ! 0.6 ! 2 ! 0.5 ! 7! 7 ! 0.2 ! 4 ! 0.9 ! 4 ! 1.1 !
8! 2 ! 0.1 ! 2 ! 0.4 ! 2 ! 0.5 ! 8! 2 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.2 ! 1 ! 0.3 !
10! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.2 ! 1 ! 0.2 ! 21! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.2 ! 1 ! 0.3 !
12! 1 ! 0.0 ! 1 ! 0.2 ! 1 ! 0.2 ! 25! 4 ! 0.1 ! 2 ! 0.5 ! 2 ! 0.5 !
16! 2 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.2 ! 1 ! 0.2 ! 27! 8 ! 0.3 ! 6 ! 1.4 ! 6 ! 1.6 !
26! 6 ! 0.2 ! 5 ! 1.0 ! 4 ! 1.0 ! 0! 3 ! 0.1 ! 3 ! 0.7 ! 3 ! 0.8 !
27! 2 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.2 ! 1 ! 0.2 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

28! 17 ! 0.5 ! 9 ! 1.7 ! 7 ! 1.7 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Totals! 3,557! ! 523! ! 412! ! ! 3,000 ! ! 444 ! ! 367 ! !

Group!2A!VTS! ! Group!2B!VTS!

1! 966 ! 94.4 ! 196 ! 82.4 ! 151 ! 79.5 ! 1! 935 ! 92.3 ! 201 ! 77.3 ! 165 ! 74.3 !
2! 29 ! 2.8 ! 22 ! 9.2 ! 19 ! 10.0 ! 2! 44 ! 4.3 ! 32 ! 12.3 ! 30 ! 13.5 !
3! 9 ! 0.9 ! 5 ! 2.1 ! 5 ! 2.6 ! 3! 14 ! 1.4 ! 11 ! 4.2 ! 11 ! 5.0 !
4! 9 ! 0.9 ! 7 ! 2.9 ! 7 ! 3.7 ! 4! 4 ! 0.4 ! 4 ! 1.5 ! 4 ! 1.8 !
5! 5 ! 0.5 ! 3 ! 1.3 ! 3 ! 1.6 ! 5! 7 ! 0.7 ! 4 ! 1.5 ! 4 ! 1.8 !
6! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.4 ! 1 ! 0.5 ! 9! 2 ! 0.2 ! 2 ! 0.8 ! 2 ! 0.9 !
7! 2 ! 0.2 ! 2 ! 0.8 ! 2 ! 1.1 ! 12! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.4 ! 1 ! 0.5 !
8! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.4 ! 1 ! 0.5 ! 26! 3 ! 0.3 ! 3 ! 1.2 ! 3 ! 1.4 !
10! 1 ! 0.1 ! 1 ! 0.4 ! 1 ! 0.5 ! 28! 3 ! 0.3 ! 2 ! 0.8 ! 2 ! 0.9 !
Totals! 1,023 ! ! 238 ! ! 190 ! ! ! 1,013 ! ! 260 ! ! 222 ! !
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Table!H3.!Artwork)2)VUI)PreG)and)Posttest)Data)for)Part)1)Groups)1A,)1B,)2A,)and)2B)(see)Table)32)!

! !

! ! Pretest! ! ! ! Posttest! ! Change!

Word!

BaseO

word!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don’t!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don’t!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!use!

Know,!

don’t!

know!

Group!1A!

churchman! 28! 35.7! 28.6! 28.6! 7.1! 0.0! 7.1! 64.3! 28.6! 57.1!

moreover! 3! 0.0! 21.4! 28.6! 50.0! 0.0! 0.0! 21.4! 78.6! 21.4!

wrestle! 5! 78.6! 14.3! 7.1! 0.0! 42.9! 28.6! 7.1! 21.4! 21.4!

alms! 12! 78.6! 7.1! 7.1! 7.1! 28.6! 35.7! 14.3! 21.4! 21.4!

washbowl! NL! 14.3! 28.6! 14.3! 42.9! 7.1! 14.3! 35.7! 42.9! 21.4!

naked! 3! 0.0! 14.3! 28.6! 57.1! 0.0! 0.0! 14.3! 85.7! 14.3!

precious! 4! 0.0! 21.4! 57.1! 21.4! 0.0! 7.1! 35.7! 57.1! 14.3!

dizzy! 5! 50.0! 35.7! 14.3! 0.0! 21.4! 50.0! 21.4! 7.1! 14.3!

orphan! 5! 21.4! 35.7! 28.6! 14.3! 21.4! 21.4! 14.3! 42.9! 14.3!

jug! 6! 21.4! 50.0! 28.6! 0.0! 28.6! 28.6! 28.6! 14.3! 14.3!

waterworks! 28! 21.4! 57.1! 14.3! 7.1! 21.4! 42.9! 7.1! 28.6! 14.3!

bathe! 4! 14.3! 7.1! 28.6! 50.0! 7.1! 7.1! 21.4! 64.3! 7.1!

elegant! 4! 0.0! 14.3! 64.3! 21.4! 0.0! 7.1! 35.7! 57.1! 7.1!

stink! 5! 64.3! 35.7! 0.0! 0.0! 35.7! 57.1! 7.1! 0.0! 7.1!

tub! 5! 14.3! 57.1! 14.3! 14.3! 14.3! 50.0! 14.3! 21.4! 7.1!

baptise! 7! 78.6! 14.3! 7.1! 0.0! 64.3! 21.4! 14.3! 0.0! 7.1!

homage! 7! 78.6! 14.3! 0.0! 7.1! 64.3! 21.4! 0.0! 14.3! 7.1!

pious! 7! 85.7! 14.3! 0.0! 0.0! 71.4! 21.4! 0.0! 7.1! 7.1!

pod! 7! 14.3! 35.7! 50.0! 0.0! 14.3! 28.6! 35.7! 21.4! 7.1!

kimono! 11! 0.0! 7.1! 14.3! 78.6! 0.0! 0.0! 7.1! 92.9! 7.1!

bathtub! 28! 0.0! 7.1! 35.7! 57.1! 0.0! 0.0! 21.4! 78.6! 7.1!

wallpaper! 28! 0.0! 35.7! 28.6! 35.7! 14.3! 14.3! 35.7! 35.7! 7.1!

handicap! 4! 0.0! 0.0! 50.0! 50.0! 0.0! 0.0! 42.9! 57.1! 0.0!

subdue! 6! 78.6! 21.4! 0.0! 0.0! 64.3! 35.7! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0!

sash! 9! 92.9! 7.1! 0.0! 0.0! 85.7! 14.3! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0!

sumo! 14! 21.4! 0.0! 14.3! 64.3! 7.1! 14.3! 7.1! 71.4! 0.0!

bathroom! 28! 0.0! 0.0! 28.6! 71.4! 0.0! 0.0! 7.1! 92.9! 0.0!

nightclothes! 28! 7.1! 21.4! 50.0! 21.4! 0.0! 28.6! 21.4! 50.0! 0.0!
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Table!H3.!(continued)!

! ! ! ! Pretest! !! ! ! Posttest! ! Change!

Word!

BaseO

word!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don't!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don't!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!use!

Know,!

don't!

know!

shabby! 7! 85.7! 7.1! 7.1! 0.0! 85.7! 14.3! 0.0! 0.0! O7.1!

span! 4! 0.0! 21.4! 57.1! 21.4! 7.1! 28.6! 50.0! 14.3! O14.3!

Group!1B!

umpire! 6! 26.3! 42.1! 21.1! 10.5! 25.0! 6.3! 37.5! 31.3! 37.2!

dizzy! 5! 21.1! 47.4! 26.3! 5.3! 12.5! 25.0! 37.5! 25.0! 30.9!

rite! 5! 63.2! 31.6! 0.0! 5.3! 50.0! 18.8! 12.5! 18.8! 26.0!

lavage! 17! 63.2! 31.6! 5.3! 0.0! 37.5! 31.3! 18.8! 12.5! 26.0!

soiled! 8! 26.3! 36.8! 15.8! 21.1! 18.8! 18.8! 12.5! 50.0! 25.7!

vitality! 6! 10.5! 36.8! 47.4! 5.3! 12.5! 12.5! 25.0! 50.0! 22.4!

thigh! 4! 52.6! 31.6! 10.5! 5.3! 37.5! 25.0! 18.8! 18.8! 21.7!

wry! 6! 73.7! 21.1! 5.3! 0.0! 56.3! 18.8! 12.5! 12.5! 19.7!

religious! 3! 0.0! 15.8! 36.8! 47.4! 0.0! 0.0! 31.3! 68.8! 15.8!

loom! 4! 52.6! 36.8! 10.5! 0.0! 43.8! 31.3! 6.3! 18.8! 14.5!

bathtub! NL! 0.0! 10.5! 26.3! 63.2! 0.0! 0.0! 31.3! 68.8! 10.5!

pyjamas! 6! 63.2! 21.1! 0.0! 15.8! 50.0! 25.0! 12.5! 12.5! 9.2!

bathe! 4! 0.0! 21.1! 31.6! 47.4! 6.3! 6.3! 31.3! 56.3! 8.6!

knight! 5! 0.0! 31.6! 21.1! 47.4! 6.3! 18.8! 12.5! 62.5! 6.6!

swell! 3! 36.8! 36.8! 10.5! 15.8! 31.3! 37.5! 12.5! 18.8! 4.9!

loyal! 3! 0.0! 10.5! 47.4! 42.1! 0.0! 6.3! 50.0! 43.8! 4.3!

religion! 3! 0.0! 10.5! 26.3! 63.2! 0.0! 6.3! 31.3! 62.5! 4.3!

sufficient! 3! 0.0! 15.8! 36.8! 47.4! 6.3! 6.3! 37.5! 50.0! 3.3!

kindergarten! 8! 10.5! 5.3! 21.1! 63.2! 6.3! 6.3! 18.8! 68.8! 3.3!

playground! NL! 0.0! 15.8! 36.8! 47.4! 6.3! 6.3! 25.0! 62.5! 3.3!

naked! 3! 0.0! 21.1! 31.6! 47.4! 0.0! 18.8! 25.0! 56.3! 2.3!

ceremony! 3! 0.0! 5.3! 47.4! 47.4! 6.3! 0.0! 12.5! 81.3! O1.0!

distinguish! 3! 0.0! 5.3! 57.9! 36.8! 0.0! 6.3! 18.8! 75.0! O1.0!

liquid! 3! 0.0! 5.3! 52.6! 42.1! 0.0! 6.3! 31.3! 62.5! O1.0!

resemble! 3! 0.0! 15.8! 36.8! 47.4! 0.0! 18.8! 18.8! 62.5! O3.0!

elaborate! 3! 5.3! 21.1! 68.4! 5.3! 6.3! 25.0! 25.0! 43.8! O4.9!

drown! 4! 0.0! 26.3! 52.6! 21.1! 6.3! 25.0! 25.0! 43.8! O4.9!
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Table!H3.!(continued)!

! ! ! ! Pretest! !! ! ! Posttest! ! Change!

Word!

BaseO

word!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don’t!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don’t!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!use!

Know,!

don’t!

know!

cute! 6! 0.0! 0.0! 31.6! 68.4! 0.0! 6.3! 12.5! 81.3! O6.3!

ancient! 3! 0.0! 0.0! 31.6! 68.4! 0.0! 12.5! 6.3! 81.3! O12.5!

unique! 3! 0.0! 0.0! 42.1! 57.9! 0.0! 6.3! 18.8! 12.5! O68.8!

Group!2A!

aristocrat! 6! 55.0! 40.0! 0.0! 5.0! 44.4! 5.6! 22.2! 66.7! 83.9!

thigh! 4! 50.0! 30.0! 20.0! 0.0! 38.9! 0.0! 16.7! 77.8! 74.4!

basin! 4! 60.0! 15.0! 20.0! 5.0! 50.0! 5.6! 27.8! 61.1! 63.9!

affluence! 9! 25.0! 55.0! 20.0! 0.0! 22.2! 11.1! 33.3! 50.0! 63.3!

jug! 6! 15.0! 45.0! 35.0! 5.0! 5.6! 16.7! 44.4! 33.3! 37.8!

vase! 5! 20.0! 25.0! 35.0! 20.0! 11.1! 0.0! 0.0! 88.9! 33.9!

ritual! 3! 25.0! 30.0! 30.0! 15.0! 22.2! 16.7! 44.4! 33.3! 32.8!

pyjamas! 6! 80.0! 5.0! 10.0! 5.0! 44.4! 16.7! 16.7! 22.2! 23.9!

porcelain! 10! 85.0! 5.0! 5.0! 5.0! 55.6! 61.1! 5.6! 27.8! 23.3!

messenger! 5! 5.0! 25.0! 45.0! 25.0! 0.0! 11.1! 38.9! 50.0! 18.9!

chilblain! 19! 85.0! 5.0! 10.0! 0.0! 33.3! 22.2! 16.7! 11.1! 17.8!

handicap! 4! 10.0! 15.0! 45.0! 30.0! 5.6! 5.6! 16.7! 72.2! 13.9!

sleeve! 4! 55.0! 25.0! 20.0! 0.0! 11.1! 50.0! 27.8! 0.0! 7.8!

bathe! 4! 25.0! 30.0! 15.0! 30.0! 16.7! 33.3! 16.7! 27.8! O0.6!

bathroom! NL! 5.0! 0.0! 10.0! 85.0! 5.6! 0.0! 33.3! 61.1! O0.6!

athlete! 3! 0.0! 10.0! 35.0! 55.0! 5.6! 5.6! 44.4! 44.4! O1.1!

naked! 3! 10.0! 10.0! 35.0! 45.0! 5.6! 22.2! 33.3! 33.3! O13.3!

pod! 7! 25.0! 35.0! 25.0! 15.0! 5.6! 44.4! 0.0! 11.1! O28.9!

era! 3! 5.0! 5.0! 20.0! 70.0! 5.6! 27.8! 22.2! 33.3! O34.4!

japan! NL! 10.0! 0.0! 5.0! 85.0! 11.1! 33.3! 22.2! 33.3! O34.4!

slim! 4! 10.0! 25.0! 45.0! 20.0! 5.6! 16.7! 16.7! 11.1! O37.2!

succeed! 3! 5.0! 0.0! 35.0! 60.0! 5.6! 27.8! 16.7! 22.2! O56.1!

luxury! 3! 5.0! 5.0! 45.0! 45.0! 5.6! 38.9! 5.6! 16.7! O67.8!

Group!2B!

bacillus! 11! 100.0! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 72.7! 0.0! 27.3! 0.0! 27.3!

lest! 7! 47.6! 33.3! 4.8! 14.3! 27.3! 27.3! 27.3! 18.2! 26.4!
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Table!H3.!(continued)!

! ! ! ! Pretest! ! ! ! ! Posttest! ! Change!

Word!

BaseO

word!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don’t!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don’t!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!use!

Know,!

don’t!

know!

dirtied! None! 52.4! 19.0! 23.8! 4.8! 36.4! 9.1! 27.3! 27.3! 26.0!

maiden! 6! 66.7! 28.6! 0.0! 4.8! 63.6! 9.1! 9.1! 18.2! 22.5!

rear! 3! 33.3! 23.8! 23.8! 19.0! 27.3! 9.1! 36.4! 27.3! 20.8!

logo! 5! 19.0! 19.0! 33.3! 28.6! 0.0! 18.2! 45.5! 36.4! 19.9!

bathe! 4! 19.0! 9.5! 14.3! 57.1! 0.0! 9.1! 36.4! 54.5! 19.5!

housekeeper! None! 0.0! 19.0! 33.3! 47.6! 0.0! 0.0! 27.3! 72.7! 19.0!

pyjamas! 6! 66.7! 14.3! 4.8! 14.3! 54.5! 9.1! 9.1! 27.3! 17.3!

dip! 4! 28.6! 23.8! 14.3! 33.3! 36.4! 0.0! 45.5! 18.2! 16.0!

circulate! 3! 4.8! 38.1! 33.3! 23.8! 0.0! 27.3! 36.4! 36.4! 15.6!

spill! 3! 9.5! 23.8! 23.8! 42.9! 18.2! 0.0! 27.3! 54.5! 15.2!

bandage! 6! 66.7! 9.5! 14.3! 9.5! 54.5! 9.1! 27.3! 9.1! 12.6!

ecological! 4! 4.8! 4.8! 42.9! 47.6! 0.0! 0.0! 45.5! 54.5! 9.5!

effective! 3! 0.0! 9.5! 19.0! 71.4! 0.0! 0.0! 36.4! 63.6! 9.5!

dose! 3! 28.6! 52.4! 9.5! 9.5! 27.3! 45.5! 0.0! 27.3! 8.2!

scold! 7! 0.0! 14.3! 33.3! 52.4! 9.1! 0.0! 36.4! 54.5! 5.2!

shrine! 5! 4.8! 9.5! 19.0! 66.7! 0.0! 9.1! 18.2! 72.7! 5.2!

span! 4! 0.0! 14.3! 38.1! 47.6! 0.0! 9.1! 36.4! 54.5! 5.2!

conclude! 3! 0.0! 4.8! 14.3! 81.0! 0.0! 0.0! 18.2! 81.8! 4.8!

era! 3! 4.8! 0.0! 19.0! 76.2! 0.0! 0.0! 27.3! 72.7! 4.8!

handicap! 4! 0.0! 4.8! 42.9! 52.4! 0.0! 0.0! 27.3! 72.7! 4.8!

naked! 3! 0.0! 4.8! 14.3! 81.0! 0.0! 0.0! 18.2! 81.8! 4.8!

incense! 7! 33.3! 52.4! 4.8! 9.5! 45.5! 36.4! 9.1! 9.1! 3.9!

wand! 9! 52.4! 33.3! 4.8! 9.5! 72.7! 9.1! 9.1! 9.1! 3.9!

basin! 4! 61.9! 14.3! 9.5! 14.3! 72.7! 0.0! 18.2! 9.1! 3.5!

purify! 6! 33.3! 42.9! 0.0! 23.8! 27.3! 45.5! 18.2! 9.1! 3.5!

vase! 5! 28.6! 19.0! 14.3! 38.1! 36.4! 9.1! 9.1! 45.5! 2.2!

massage! 5! 4.8! 4.8! 19.0! 71.4! 0.0! 9.1! 27.3! 63.6! 0.4!

kimono! 11! 0.0! 0.0! 9.5! 90.5! 0.0! 0.0! 18.2! 81.8! 0.0!

recycle! 4! 0.0! 0.0! 28.6! 71.4! 0.0! 0.0! 45.5! 54.5! 0.0!

sole! 3! 4.8! 28.6! 33.3! 33.3! 9.1! 27.3! 18.2! 45.5! O3.0!
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Table!H3.!(continued)!

! ! ! ! Pretest! ! ! ! ! Posttest! ! Change!

Word!

BaseO

word!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don’t!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don’t!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!use!

Know,!

don’t!

know!

sumo! 14! 4.8! 4.8! 9.5! 81.0! 9.1! 9.1! 18.2! 63.6! O8.7!

stripe! 4! 4.8! 14.3! 33.3! 47.6! 9.1! 27.3! 27.3! 36.4! O17.3!

!

! !
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Table!H4.!Artwork)2)VUI)PreG)and)Posttest)“Don’t)Know”)Data)for)Part)2)for)Groups)1A,)1B,)2A,)and)2B)(See)Table)33)!

Word!

BaseO

word! Pretest! Posttest!

%!

change!

!

Word!

BaseO

word! Pretest! Posttest!

%!

change!

! !

N) %! N) %!

! ! ! !

N) %! N) %!

!Group!1A!Part!2! ! Group!1B!Part!2!

alms! 12! 1! 93.3! 7! 50.0! O43.3! ! elaborate! 3! 10! 52.6! 2! 13.3! O39.3!

churchman! 28! 9! 40.0! 14! 0.0! O40! ! wry! 6! 19! 100.0! 10! 66.7! O33.3!

tub! 5! 6! 60.0! 9! 35.7! O24.3! ! rite! 5! 17! 89.5! 9! 60.0! O29.5!

dizzy! 5! 4! 73.3! 7! 50.0! O23.3! ! soiled! 8! 11! 57.9! 5! 33.3! O24.6!

homage! 7! 2! 86.7! 4! 71.4! O15.2! ! thigh! 4! 16! 84.2! 9! 60.0! O24.2!

precious! 4! 12! 20.0! 13! 7.1! O12.9! ! loom! 4! 17! 89.5! 10! 66.7! O22.8!

stink! 5! 1! 93.3! 2! 85.7! O7.6! ! lavage! 17! 17! 89.5! 10! 66.7! O22.8!

shabby! 7! 1! 93.3! 2! 85.7! O7.6! ! kindergarten! 8! 5! 26.3! 1! 6.7! O19.6!

naked! 3! 13! 13.3! 13! 7.1! O6.2! ! dizzy! 5! 11! 57.9! 6! 40.0! O17.9!

nightclothes! 28! 12! 20.0! 12! 14.3! O5.7! ! naked! 3! 5! 26.3! 2! 13.3! O13.0!

pod! 7! 9! 40.0! 9! 35.7! O4.3! ! knight! 5! 5! 26.3! 2! 13.3! O13.0!

jug! 6! 5! 66.7! 5! 64.3! O2.4! ! umpire! 6! 10! 52.6! 6! 40.0! O12.6!

wrestle! 5! 3! 80.0! 3! 78.6! O1.4! ! religious! 3! 3! 15.8! 1! 6.7! O9.1!

baptize! 7! 3! 80.0! 3! 78.6! O1.4! !! drown! 4! 6! 31.6! 4! 26.7! O4.9!

pious! 7! 3! 80.0! 3! 78.6! O1.4! ! resemble! 3! 2! 10.5! 1! 6.7! O3.9!

subdue! 6! 1! 93.3! 1! 92.9! O0.5! ! sufficient! 3! 2! 10.5! 1! 6.7! O3.9!

moreover! 3! 15! 0.0! 14! 0.0! 0! ! bathe! 4! 3! 15.8! 2! 13.3! O2.5!

elegant! 4! 15! 0.0! 14! 0.0! 0! ! swell! 3! 13! 68.4! 10! 66.7! O1.8!

handicap! 4! 15! 0.0! 14! 0.0! 0! ! distinguish! 3! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

span! 4! 15! 0.0! 14! 0.0! 0! ! bathtub! NL! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

kimono! 11! 15! 0.0! 14! 0.0! 0! ! ancient! 3! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

bathroom! 28! 15! 0.0! 14! 0.0! 0! ! cute! 6! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

bathtub! 28! 15! 0.0! 14! 0.0! 0! ! ceremony! 3! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

bathe! 4! 13! 13.3! 12! 14.3! 1! ! unique! 3! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

wallpaper! 28! 12! 20.0! 11! 21.4! 1.4! ! vitality! 6! 5! 26.3! 4! 26.7! 0.4!

orphan! 5! 10! 33.3! 9! 35.7! 2.4! ! playground! NL! 1! 5.3! 1! 6.7! 1.4!

sash! 9! 2! 86.7! 1! 92.9! 6.2! ! religion! 3! 1! 5.3! 1! 6.7! 1.4!

washbowl! NL! 12! 20.0! 10! 28.6! 8.6! ! loyal! 3! 2! 10.5! 2! 13.3! 2.8!

waterworks! 28! 7! 53.3! 4! 71.4! 18.1! ! pyjamas! 6! 14! 73.7! 12! 80.0! 6.3!

sumo! 14! **! **! 13! 7.1! NA! !! liquid! 3! 0! 0.0! 1! 6.7! 6.7!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Table!H4.!(continued)!

Word!

BaseO

word! Pretest! Posttest!

%!

change! ! Word!

BaseO

word! Pretest! Posttest!

%!

change!

! ! N! %! N! %! ! ! ! ! N! %! N! %! !

Group!2A!Part!2! !! Group!2B!Part!2!

jug! 6! 12! 60.0! 13! 72.2! 12.2! ! stripe! 4! 3! 16.7! 4! 36.4! 19.7!

affluence! 9! 12! 60.0! 12! 66.7! 6.7! ! incense! 7! 12! 66.7! 9! 81.8! 15.2!

luxury! 3! 1! 5.0! 2! 11.1! 6.1! ! sumo! 14! 1! 5.6! 2! 18.2! 12.6!

athlete! 3! 0! 0.0! 1! 5.6! 5.6! ! purify! 6! 10! 55.6! 7! 63.6! 8.1!

basin! 4! 15! 75.0! 14! 77.8! 2.8! ! scold! 7! 2! 11.1! 2! 18.2! 7.1!

naked! 3! 3! 15.0! 3! 16.7! 1.7! ! dirtied! NL! 7! 38.9! 5! 45.5! 6.6!

era! 3! 1! 5.0! 1! 5.6! 0.6! ! wand! 9! 12! 66.7! 8! 72.7! 6.1!

succeed! 3! 1! 5.0! 1! 5.6! 0.6! ! massage! 5! 1! 5.6! 1! 9.1! 3.5!

japan! NL! 1! 5.0! 1! 5.6! 0.6! ! spill! 3! 3! 16.7! 2! 18.2! 1.5!

bathroom! NL! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0! ! basin! 4! 13! 72.2! 8! 72.7! 0.5!

aristocrat! 6! 15! 75.0! 13! 72.2! O2.8! ! effective! 3! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

pyjamas! 6! 14! 70.0! 12! 66.7! O3.3! ! conclude! 3! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

handicap! 4! 2! 10.0! 1! 5.6! O4.4! ! ecological! 4! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

ritual! 3! 10! 50.0! 8! 44.4! O5.6! ! recycle! 4! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

bathe! 4! 10! 50.0! 8! 44.4! O5.6! ! naked! 3! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

slim! 4! 3! 15.0! 1! 5.6! O9.4! ! era! 3! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

vase! 5! 10! 50.0! 7! 38.9! O11.1! ! kimono! 11! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

porcelain! 10! 19! 95.0! 15! 83.3! O11.7! ! logo! 5! 2! 11.1! 1! 9.1! O2.0!

thigh! 4! 18! 90.0! 14! 77.8! O12.2! ! housekeeper! NL! 2! 11.1! 1! 9.1! O2.0!

messenger! 5! 9! 45.0! 4! 22.2! O22.8! ! rear! 3! 7! 38.9! 4! 36.4! O2.5!

sleeve! 4! 13! 65.0! 7! 38.9! O26.1! ! dip! 4! 7! 38.9! 4! 36.4! O2.5!

chilblain! 19! 20! 100.0! 10! 55.6! O44.4! ! span! 4! 1! 5.6! 0! 0.0! O5.6!

pod! 7! 12! 60.0! NA! NA! NA! ! handicap! 4! 1! 5.6! 0! 0.0! O5.6!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! shrine! 5! 3! 16.7! 1! 9.1! O7.6!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! vase! 5! 7! 38.9! 3! 27.3! O11.6!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! maiden! 6! 16! 88.9! 8! 72.7! O16.2!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! pyjamas! 6! 13! 72.2! 6! 54.5! O17.7!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! lest! 7! 13! 72.2! 6! 54.5! O17.7!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! bacillus! 11! 17! 94.4! 8! 72.7! O21.7!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! bandage! 6! 14! 77.8! 6! 54.5! O23.2!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! circulate! 3! 6! 33.3! 1! 9.1! O24.2!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Table!H4.!(continued)!

Word!

BaseO

word! Pretest! Posttest!

%!

change! ! Word!

BaseO

word! Pretest! Posttest!

%!

change!

! ! N! %! N! %! ! ! ! ! N! %! N! %! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! bathe! 4! 5! 27.8! 0! 0.0! O27.8!

!! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! dose! 3! 15! 83.3! 6! 54.5! O28.8!
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Table!H5.!Artwork)2)VUI)PreG)and)Posttest)Data)for)Part)3)for)Groups)1A,)1B,)2A,)and)2B,)Don’t)Know!(see!Table!34)!

Word!

BaseO

word!

Pretest! Posttest! %!

change!

! ! BaseO

word!

Pretest! Posttest! %!

change!N) %! N) %!

!

Word! N) %! N) %!

Group!1A!Part!3! ! ! Group!1B!Part!3!

alms! 12! 1! 93.3! 6! 57.1! O36.2! ! soiled! 8! 16! 84.2! 5! 35.7! O48.5!

churchman! 28! 9! 40.0! 12! 14.3! O25.7! ! religion! 3! 8! 42.1! 0! 0.0! O42.1!

wallpaper! 28! 7! 53.3! 9! 35.7! O17.6! ! religious! 3! 9! 47.4! 1! 7.1! O40.2!

washbowl! NL! 7! 53.3! 9! 35.7! O17.6! ! loom! 4! 18! 94.7! 8! 57.1! O37.6!

dizzy! 5! 3! 80.0! 5! 64.3! O15.7! ! vitality! 6! 12! 63.2! 4! 28.6! O34.6!

tub! 5! 2! 86.7! 4! 71.4! O15.2! ! drown! 4! 10! 52.6! 3! 21.4! O31.2!

jug! 6! 2! 86.7! 4! 71.4! O15.2! ! knight! 5! 10! 52.6! 3! 21.4! O31.2!

pious! 7! 0! 100.0! 2! 85.7! O14.3! ! rite! 5! 18! 94.7! 9! 64.3! O30.5!

shabby! 7! 0! 100.0! 2! 85.7! O14.3! ! umpire! 6! 15! 78.9! 7! 50.0! O28.9!

sash! 9! 0! 100.0! 2! 85.7! O14.3! ! wry! 6! 19! 100.0! 10! 71.4! O28.6!

handicap! 4! 12! 20.0! 13! 7.1! O12.9! ! lavage! 17! 19! 100.0! 10! 71.4! O28.6!

naked! 3! 11! 26.7! 12! 14.3! O12.4! ! elaborate! 3! 12! 63.2! 5! 35.7! O27.4!

sumo! 14! 10! 33.3! 11! 21.4! O11.9! ! unique! 3! 5! 26.3! 0! 0.0! O26.3!

orphan! 5! 6! 60.0! 7! 50.0! O10.0! ! loyal! 3! 6! 31.6! 1! 7.1! O24.4!

waterworks! 28! 3! 80.0! 4! 71.4! O8.6! ! dizzy! 5! 14! 73.7! 7! 50.0! O23.7!

baptize! 7! 2! 86.7! 3! 78.6! O8.1! ! thigh! 4! 18! 94.7! 10! 71.4! O23.3!

homage! 7! 2! 86.7! 3! 78.6! O8.1! ! liquid! 3! 4! 21.1! 0! 0.0! O21.1!

elegant! 4! 13! 13.3! 13! 7.1! O6.2! ! sufficient! 3! 8! 42.1! 3! 21.4! O20.7!

bathroom! 28! 13! 13.3! 13! 7.1! O6.2! ! swell! 3! 16! 84.2! 9! 64.3! O19.9!

precious! 4! 11! 26.7! 11! 21.4! O5.2! ! playground! NL! 5! 26.3! 1! 7.1! O19.2!

stink! 5! 2! 86.7! 2! 85.7! O1.0! ! resemble! 3! 5! 26.3! 1! 7.1! O19.2!

wrestle! 5! 2! 86.7! 2! 85.7! O1.0! ! kindergarten! 8! 5! 26.3! 1! 7.1! O19.2!

bathe! 4! 12! 20.0! 11! 21.4! 1.4! ! distinguish! 3! 7! 36.8! 3! 21.4! O15.4!

subdue! 6! 1! 93.3! 0! 100.0! 6.7! ! naked! 3! 5! 26.3! 2! 14.3! O12.0!

kimono! 11! 15! 0.0! 13! 7.1! 7.1! ! ceremony! 3! 2! 10.5! 0! 0.0! O10.5!

bathtub! 28! 14! 6.7! 12! 14.3! 7.6! ! cute! 6! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

nightclothes! 28! 13! 13.3! 11! 21.4! 8.1! ! bathtub! NL! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

span! 4! 8! 46.7! 6! 57.1! 10.5! ! ancient! 3! 1! 5.3! 1! 7.1! 1.9!

moreover! 3! 12! 20.0! 8! 42.9! 22.9! ! pyjamas! 6! 14! 73.7! 11! 78.6! 4.9!

pod! 7! 10! 33.3! 5! 64.3! 31.0! ! bathe! 4! 3! 15.8! 3! 21.4! 5.6!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Table!H5.!(continued)!

Word!

BaseO

word!

Pretest! Posttest! %!

change!

!

Word!

BaseO

word!

Pretest! Posttest! %!

change!N! %! N! %! ! N! %! N! %!

Group!2A!Part!3! ! Group!2B!Part!3!

chilblain! 19! 20! 100.0! 12! 66.7! O33.3! ! bandage! 6! 15! 83.3! 5! 45.5! O37.9!

ritual! 3! 12! 68.8! 9! 50.0! O18.8! ! dose! 3! 16! 88.9! 6! 54.5! O34.3!

sleeve! 4! 13! 62.5! 9! 50.0! O12.5! ! lest! 7! 16! 88.9! 6! 54.5! O34.3!

messenger! 5! 11! 56.3! 8! 44.4! O11.8! ! bathe! 4! 6! 33.3! 0! 0.0! O33.3!

basin! 4! 17! 93.8! 15! 83.3! O10.4! ! pyjamas! 6! 15! 83.3! 6! 54.5! O28.8!

slim! 4! 6! 31.3! 4! 22.2! O9.0! ! bacillus! 11! 18! 100.0! 8! 72.7! O27.3!

pod! 7! 13! 68.8! 11! 61.1! O7.6! ! logo! 5! 8! 44.4! 2! 18.2! O26.3!

bathe! 4! 9! 56.3! 9! 50.0! O6.3! ! span! 4! 8! 44.4! 2! 18.2! O26.3!

vase! 5! 11! 50.0! 8! 44.4! O5.6! ! spill! 3! 7! 38.9! 2! 18.2! O20.7!

thigh! 4! 19! 93.8! 16! 88.9! O4.9! ! sole! 3! 10! 55.6! 4! 36.4! O19.2!

porcelain! 10! 19! 93.8! 16! 88.9! O4.9! ! dip! 4! 10! 55.6! 4! 36.4! O19.2!

succeed! 3! 4! 25.0! 4! 22.2! O2.8! ! vase! 5! 10! 55.6! 4! 36.4! O19.2!

luxury! 3! 3! 18.8! 3! 16.7! O2.1! ! ecological! 4! 5! 27.8! 1! 9.1! O18.7!

handicap! 4! 4! 12.5! 2! 11.1! O1.4! ! sumo! 14! 5! 27.8! 1! 9.1! O18.7!

pyjamas! 6! 14! 62.5! 11! 61.1! O1.4! ! handicap! 4! 3! 16.7! 0! 0.0! O16.7!

athlete! 3! 1! 6.3! 1! 6.7! 0.4! ! shrine! 5! 6! 33.3! 2! 18.2! O15.2!

affluence! 9! 17! 85.0! 13! 86.7! 1.7! ! massage! 5! 4! 22.2! 1! 9.1! O13.1!

naked! 3! 2! 12.5! 3! 16.7! 4.2! ! housekeeper! NL! 4! 22.2! 1! 9.1! O13.1!

Japan! NL! 1! 6.3! 2! 11.1! 4.9! ! maiden! 6! 17! 94.4! 9! 81.8! O12.6!

bathroom! NL! 0! 0.0! 1! 5.6! 5.6! ! era! 3! 2! 11.1! 0! 0.0! O11.1!

jug! 6! 15! 68.8! 14! 77.8! 9.0! ! wand! 9! 15! 83.3! 8! 72.7! O10.6!

era! 3! 3! 18.8! 6! 33.3! 14.6! ! rear! 3! 10! 55.6! 5! 45.5! O10.1!

aristocrat! 6! 16! 81.3! 15! 100.0! 18.8! ! scold! 7! 5! 27.8! 2! 18.2! O9.6!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! circulate! 3! 8! 44.4! 4! 36.4! O8.1!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! naked! 3! 3! 16.7! 1! 9.1! O7.6!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! incense! 7! 16! 88.9! 9! 81.8! O7.1!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! dirtied! NL! 11! 61.1! 6! 54.5! O6.6!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! effective! 3! 1! 5.6! 0! 0.0! O5.6!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! kimono! 11! 0! 0.0! 0! 0.0! 0.0!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! basin! 4! 13! 72.2! 8! 72.7! 0.5!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! stripe! 4! 8! 44.4! 5! 45.5! 1.0!
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Table!H5.!(continued)!

Word!

BaseO

word!

Pretest! Posttest! %!

change!

!

Word!

BaseO

word!

Pretest! Posttest! %!

change!N! %! N! %! ! N! %! N! %!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! conclude! 3! 1! 5.6! 1! 9.1! 3.5!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! recycle! 4! 1! 5.6! 1! 9.1! 3.5!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! purify! 6! 13! 72.2! 9! 81.8! 9.6!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

!

!

 !
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Table!H6.!Artwork)10)and)11)VUI)PreG)and)Posttest)Data)for)Part)1)Groups)1A)and)1B)and)Groups)2A)and)2B)Combined!

Word!

BaseO

word!

! ! Pretest! ! ! ! Posttest! ! Change!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don’t!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Total!

known!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don’t!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Total!

known!

Know!–!

don’t!

know!

Groups!1A!and!1B,!Artwork!10!

canvas! 4! 60.5! 13.2! 13.2! 13.2! 26.3! 22.6! 6.5! 25.8! 45.2! 71.0! 44.7!

paintbrush! 35! 44.7! 13.2! 13.2! 28.9! 42.1! 9.7! 6.5! 35.5! 48.4! 83.9! 41.8!

easel! 8! 78.9! 10.5! 7.9! 2.6! 10.5! 25.8! 22.6! 22.6! 29.0! 51.6! 41.1!

palette! 35! 34.2! 18.4! 21.1! 26.3! 47.4! 12.9! 0.0! 38.7! 48.4! 87.1! 39.7!

meadow! 5! 47.4! 34.2! 7.9! 10.5! 18.4! 22.6! 22.6! 35.5! 19.4! 54.8! 36.4!

moustache! 5! 63.2! 21.1! 5.3! 10.5! 15.8! 19.4! 29.0! 19.4! 32.3! 51.6! 35.8!

sleeve! 4! 47.4! 15.8! 15.8! 21.1! 36.8! 12.9! 16.1! 32.3! 38.7! 71.0! 34.1!

frilly! 8! 78.9! 13.2! 5.3! 2.6! 7.9! 38.7! 19.4! 19.4! 22.6! 41.9! 34.0!

beard! 4! 50.0! 15.8! 21.1! 13.2! 34.2! 12.9! 19.4! 32.3! 35.5! 67.7! 33.5!

waist! 4! 65.8! 15.8! 7.9! 10.5! 18.4! 25.8! 25.8! 19.4! 29.0! 48.4! 30.0!

intently! 2! 28.9! 36.8! 18.4! 15.8! 34.2! 9.7! 29.0! 25.8! 35.5! 61.3! 27.1!

unkempt! 11! 78.9! 15.8! 2.6! 2.6! 5.3! 41.9! 25.8! 16.1! 16.1! 32.3! 27.0!

lean!against! 2! 28.9! 31.6! 23.7! 15.8! 39.5! 19.4! 16.1! 22.6! 41.9! 64.5! 25.0!

paw! 6! 68.4! 21.1! 5.3! 5.3! 10.5! 45.2! 19.4! 19.4! 16.1! 35.5! 25.0!

scruffy! 8! 73.7! 21.1! 2.6! 2.6! 5.3! 45.2! 25.8! 16.1! 12.9! 29.0! 23.8!

fluffy! 6! 76.3! 13.2! 5.3! 5.3! 10.5! 29.0! 38.7! 19.4! 12.9! 32.3! 21.7!

stripe! 4! 15.8! 18.4! 23.7! 42.1! 65.8! 3.2! 9.7! 32.3! 54.8! 87.1! 21.3!

skirt! 2! 21.1! 7.9! 26.3! 44.7! 71.1! 6.5! 3.2! 35.5! 54.8! 90.3! 19.3!

blonde! 2! 28.9! 15.8! 31.6! 23.7! 55.3! 9.7! 16.1! 29.0! 45.2! 74.2! 18.9!

plead! 4! 68.4! 21.1! 2.6! 7.9! 10.5! 45.2! 25.8! 12.9! 16.1! 29.0! 18.5!

akimbo! 15! 92.1! 0.0! 5.3! 2.6! 7.9! 54.8! 19.4! 9.7! 16.1! 25.8! 17.9!

hip! 3! 7.9! 18.4! 34.2! 39.5! 73.7! 3.2! 6.5! 32.3! 58.1! 90.3! 16.6!

gloomy! 4! 21.1! 39.5! 21.1! 18.4! 39.5! 16.1! 29.0! 25.8! 29.0! 54.8! 15.4!

pestering! 10! 76.3! 15.8! 2.6! 5.3! 7.9! 51.6! 25.8! 9.7! 12.9! 22.6! 14.7!

stick! 1! 13.2! 13.2! 31.6! 42.1! 73.7! 6.5! 6.5! 29.0! 58.1! 87.1! 13.4!

blouse! 5! 34.2! 13.2! 23.7! 28.9! 52.6! 12.9! 22.6! 29.0! 35.5! 64.5! 11.9!

overall! 3! 18.4! 15.8! 44.7! 21.1! 65.8! 12.9! 9.7! 32.3! 45.2! 77.4! 11.6!

pants! 5! 13.2! 13.2! 31.6! 42.1! 73.7! 12.9! 3.2! 35.5! 48.4! 83.9! 10.2!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Table!H6.!(continued)!

Word!

BaseO

word!

! ! Pretest! ! ! ! Posttest! ! Change!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don't!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Total!

known!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don’t!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Total!

known!

Know!O!

don't!

know!

length! 2! 7.9! 7.9! 42.1! 42.1! 84.2! 3.2! 6.5! 32.3! 58.1! 90.3! 6.1!

cigarette! 2! 13.2! 2.6! 39.5! 44.7! 84.2! 3.2! 6.5! 22.6! 67.7! 90.3! 6.1!

direction! 2! 5.3! 2.6! 36.8! 55.3! 92.1! 3.2! 0.0! 35.5! 61.3! 96.8! 4.7!

hug! 4! 2.6! 7.9! 26.3! 63.2! 89.5! 3.2! 3.2! 25.8! 67.7! 93.5! 4.1!

narrow! 2! 21.1! 7.9! 31.6! 39.5! 71.1! 16.1! 9.7! 29.0! 45.2! 74.2! 3.1!

surround! 2! 5.3! 2.6! 36.8! 55.3! 92.1! 6.5! 0.0! 35.5! 58.1! 93.5! 1.4!

horizon! 4! 2.6! 5.3! 26.3! 65.8! 92.1! 3.2! 3.2! 25.8! 67.7! 93.5! 1.4!

cloud! 2! 5.3! 5.3! 28.9! 60.5! 89.5! 3.2! 6.5! 19.4! 71.0! 90.3! 0.8!

thin! 2! 10.5! 5.3! 34.2! 50.0! 84.2! 9.7! 6.5! 35.5! 48.4! 83.9! O0.3!

landscape! 3! 5.3! 0.0! 34.2! 60.5! 94.7! 3.2! 3.2! 19.4! 74.2! 93.5! O1.2!

jacket! 2! 2.6! 2.6! 31.6! 63.2! 94.7! 6.5! 0.0! 25.8! 67.7! 93.5! O1.2!

knee! 2! 5.3! 0.0! 28.9! 65.8! 94.7! 3.2! 3.2! 25.8! 67.7! 93.5! O1.2!

irritated! 4! 7.9! 5.3! 34.2! 52.6! 86.8! 9.7! 6.5! 22.6! 61.3! 83.9! O3.0!

fashion! 2! 5.3! 5.3! 42.1! 47.4! 89.5! 3.2! 16.1! 32.3! 48.4! 80.6! O8.8!

Groups!2A!and!2B,!Artwork!10!

paintbrush! 35! 35.5! 32.3! 16.1! 16.1! 32.3! 11.8! 17.6! 17.6! 52.9! 70.6! 38.3!

palette! 35! 29.0! 22.6! 25.8! 22.6! 48.4! 5.9! 11.8! 29.4! 52.9! 82.4! 34.0!

beard! 4! 32.3! 35.5! 16.1! 16.1! 32.3! 17.6! 17.6! 47.1! 17.6! 64.7! 32.4!

canvas! 4! 29.0! 19.4! 41.9! 9.7! 51.6! 5.9! 11.8! 52.9! 29.4! 82.4! 30.7!

stripe! 4! 6.5! 22.6! 38.7! 32.3! 71.0! 0.0! 5.9! 52.9! 41.2! 94.1! 23.1!

blouse! 5! 25.8! 25.8! 32.3! 16.1! 48.4! 17.6! 11.8! 41.2! 29.4! 70.6! 22.2!

sleeve! 4! 32.3! 22.6! 32.3! 12.9! 45.2! 17.6! 17.6! 35.3! 29.4! 64.7! 19.5!

paw! 6! 54.8! 38.7! 6.5! 0.0! 6.5! 47.1! 29.4! 23.5! 0.0! 23.5! 17.1!

easel! 8! 61.3! 25.8! 9.7! 3.2! 12.9! 41.2! 29.4! 11.8! 17.6! 29.4! 16.5!

moustache! 5! 64.5! 16.1! 12.9! 6.5! 19.4! 35.3! 29.4! 17.6! 17.6! 35.3! 15.9!

intently! 2! 22.6! 38.7! 35.5! 3.2! 38.7! 23.5! 23.5! 17.6! 35.3! 52.9! 14.2!

belt! 2! 12.9! 12.9! 41.9! 32.3! 74.2! 5.9! 5.9! 47.1! 41.2! 88.2! 14.0!

meadow! 5! 48.4! 29.0! 9.7! 12.9! 22.6! 17.6! 47.1! 23.5! 11.8! 35.3! 12.7!

waist! 4! 45.2! 25.8! 25.8! 3.2! 29.0! 17.6! 41.2! 29.4! 11.8! 41.2! 12.1!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Table!H6.!(continued)!

Word!

BaseO

word!

! ! Pretest! ! ! ! Posttest! ! Change!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don't!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Total!

known!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don't!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Total!

known!

Know!O!

don't!

know!

skirt! 2! 22.6! 6.5! 38.7! 32.3! 71.0! 11.8! 5.9! 35.3! 47.1! 82.4! 11.4!

hip! 3! 3.2! 19.4! 35.5! 41.9! 77.4! 0.0! 11.8! 52.9! 35.3! 88.2! 10.8!

irritated! 4! 6.5! 9.7! 48.4! 35.5! 83.9! 5.9! 0.0! 41.2! 52.9! 94.1! 10.2!

plead! 4! 45.2! 35.5! 16.1! 3.2! 19.4! 41.2! 29.4! 11.8! 17.6! 29.4! 10.1!

akimbo! 15! 77.4! 12.9! 9.7! 0.0! 9.7! 52.9! 29.4! 17.6! 0.0! 17.6! 8.0!

unkempt! 11! 74.2! 16.1! 9.7! 0.0! 9.7! 47.1! 35.3! 17.6! 0.0! 17.6! 8.0!

cigarette! 2! 9.7! 9.7! 38.7! 41.9! 80.6! 0.0! 11.8! 52.9! 35.3! 88.2! 7.6!

blonde! 2! 32.3! 16.1! 35.5! 16.1! 51.6! 23.5! 17.6! 29.4! 29.4! 58.8! 7.2!

lean!against! 2! 25.8! 25.8! 41.9! 6.5! 48.4! 5.9! 41.2! 35.3! 17.6! 52.9! 4.6!

length! 2! 3.2! 6.5! 51.6! 38.7! 90.3! 0.0! 5.9! 47.1! 47.1! 94.1! 3.8!

thin! 2! 3.2! 6.5! 45.2! 45.2! 90.3! 0.0! 5.9! 41.2! 52.9! 94.1! 3.8!

pants! 5! 9.7! 22.6! 35.5! 32.3! 67.7! 0.0! 29.4! 41.2! 29.4! 70.6! 2.8!

frilly! 8! 80.6! 9.7! 9.7! 0.0! 9.7! 52.9! 35.3! 11.8! 0.0! 11.8! 2.1!

landscape! 3! 3.2! 9.7! 32.3! 54.8! 87.1! 5.9! 5.9! 35.3! 52.9! 88.2! 1.1!

surround! 2! 3.2! 9.7! 38.7! 48.4! 87.1! 0.0! 11.8! 29.4! 58.8! 88.2! 1.1!

cloud! 2! 0.0! 6.5! 32.3! 61.3! 93.5! 0.0! 5.9! 29.4! 64.7! 94.1! 0.6!

horizon! 4! 0.0! 0.0! 35.5! 64.5! 100.0! 0.0! 0.0! 41.2! 58.8! 100.0! 0.0!

hug! 4! 0.0! 0.0! 41.9! 58.1! 100.0! 0.0! 0.0! 41.2! 58.8! 100.0! 0.0!

fluffy! 6! 80.6! 12.9! 6.5! 0.0! 6.5! 47.1! 47.1! 5.9! 0.0! 5.9! O0.6!

fashion! 2! 3.2! 6.5! 41.9! 48.4! 90.3! 0.0! 11.8! 52.9! 35.3! 88.2! O2.1!

knee! 2! 0.0! 3.2! 35.5! 61.3! 96.8! 0.0! 5.9! 29.4! 64.7! 94.1! O2.7!

scruffy! 8! 71.0! 19.4! 9.7! 0.0! 9.7! 35.3! 58.8! 5.9! 0.0! 5.9! O3.8!

stick! 1! 9.7! 3.2! 58.1! 29.0! 87.1! 5.9! 11.8! 23.5! 58.8! 82.4! O4.7!

overall! 3! 16.1! 19.4! 35.5! 29.0! 64.5! 5.9! 35.3! 17.6! 41.2! 58.8! O5.7!

jacket! 2! 0.0! 0.0! 35.5! 64.5! 100.0! 0.0! 5.9! 29.4! 64.7! 94.1! O5.9!

gloomy! 4! 25.8! 32.3! 32.3! 9.7! 41.9! 17.6! 47.1! 11.8! 23.5! 35.3! O6.6!

pestering! 10! 61.3! 25.8! 9.7! 3.2! 12.9! 58.8! 35.3! 5.9! 0.0! 5.9! O7.0!

narrow! 2! 6.5! 12.9! 41.9! 38.7! 80.6! 0.0! 29.4! 17.6! 52.9! 70.6! O10.1!

direction! 2! 0.0! 0.0! 41.9! 58.1! 100.0! 0.0! 11.8! 29.4! 58.8! 88.2! O11.8!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
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Table!H6.!(continued)!

Word!

BaseO

word!

! ! Pretest! ! ! ! Posttest! ! Change!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don't!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Total!

known!

Never!

seen!

Seen,!

don't!

know! Know!

Know,!

can!

use!

Total!

known!

Know!O!

don't!

know!

Groups!1A!and!1B,!Artwork!11!

denim! 7! 67.6! 11.8! 11.8! 8.8! 20.6! 19.0! 9.5! 28.6! 42.9! 71.4! 50.8!

target! 3! 17.6! 8.8! 23.5! 50.0! 73.5! 0.0! 0.0! 47.6! 52.4! 100.0! 26.5!

stuffed! 4! 41.2! 26.5! 20.6! 11.8! 32.4! 19.0! 28.6! 28.6! 23.8! 52.4! 20.0!

succeed! 3! 14.7! 8.8! 29.4! 47.1! 76.5! 0.0! 4.8! 42.9! 52.4! 95.2! 18.8!

arrow! 4! 23.5! 23.5! 26.5! 26.5! 52.9! 14.3! 14.3! 23.8! 47.6! 71.4! 18.5!

checkered! 35! 47.1! 23.5! 17.6! 11.8! 29.4! 28.6! 23.8! 19.0! 28.6! 47.6! 18.2!

tennis! 3! 11.8! 5.9! 17.6! 64.7! 82.4! 0.0! 0.0! 33.3! 66.7! 100.0! 17.6!

deer! 4! 14.7! 11.8! 26.5! 47.1! 73.5! 4.8! 4.8! 28.6! 61.9! 90.5! 16.9!

distract! 4! 29.4! 32.4! 26.5! 11.8! 38.2! 14.3! 33.3! 28.6! 23.8! 52.4! 14.1!

birch! 8! 58.8! 20.6! 14.7! 5.9! 20.6! 38.1! 28.6! 14.3! 19.0! 33.3! 12.7!

focus! 3! 17.6! 8.8! 26.5! 47.1! 73.5! 4.8! 9.5! 38.1! 47.6! 85.7! 12.2!

certificate! 4! 41.2! 35.3! 11.8! 11.8! 23.5! 38.1! 28.6! 14.3! 19.0! 33.3! 9.8!

pad! 3! 23.5! 38.2! 17.6! 20.6! 38.2! 9.5! 42.9! 19.0! 28.6! 47.6! 9.4!

moccasins! 14! 67.6! 11.8! 14.7! 5.9! 20.6! 47.6! 23.8! 4.8! 23.8! 28.6! 8.0!

leather! 3! 14.7! 11.8! 26.5! 47.1! 73.5! 9.5! 9.5! 28.6! 52.4! 81.0! 7.4!

elude! 7! 50.0! 32.4! 8.8! 8.8! 17.6! 47.6! 28.6! 9.5! 14.3! 23.8! 6.2!

trousers! 4! 44.1! 23.5! 17.6! 14.7! 32.4! 28.6! 33.3! 14.3! 23.8! 38.1! 5.7!

perch! 5! 67.6! 11.8! 11.8! 8.8! 20.6! 42.9! 33.3! 9.5! 14.3! 23.8! 3.2!

trim! 4! 47.1! 17.6! 20.6! 14.7! 35.3! 28.6! 33.3! 19.0! 19.0! 38.1! 2.8!

weave! 3! 38.2! 17.6! 23.5! 20.6! 44.1! 19.0! 38.1! 14.3! 28.6! 42.9! O1.3!

antler! 9! 67.6! 11.8! 11.8! 8.8! 20.6! 66.7! 14.3! 4.8! 14.3! 19.0! O1.5!

wicker! 8! 50.0! 26.5! 5.9! 17.6! 23.5! 42.9! 38.1! 4.8! 14.3! 19.0! O4.5!

pleat! 8! 50.0! 20.6! 8.8! 20.6! 29.4! 52.4! 23.8! 9.5! 14.3! 23.8! O5.6!

plaid! 9! 67.6! 11.8! 11.8! 8.8! 20.6! 57.1! 28.6! 4.8! 9.5! 14.3! O6.3!

Note.!Total!known!=!Know!+!Know,!can!use.!
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APPENDIX I 
VISUAL THINKING STRATEGY WORKSHEETS FROM FRIDAY 1 NUMBER GROUP 1 AND HEARTS SUIT 

GROUP 
VTS 3.1 Friday 1 Group 2 
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APPENDIX J 1 
 2 

TRANSCRIPT FOR ARTWORK 7 3 
GROUP 2A GROUP 1 4 

7:34 MINUTES 5 
 6 
The students in this group are indicated using H, C, D, and S to represent students 7 
who had the two of hearts, clubs, diamonds, and spades, respectively. There was one 8 
female, the S, and the other three group members were male. It was clear by the order 9 
in which students spoke who the main speaker was, but it wasn’t always possible to 10 
determine which male was speaking other than the main speaker for each card. 11 
 12 
The text is transcribed as follows. Sentences that were originally spoken in English 13 
are typed as is. Sentences that were originally spoken in Japanese are in Japanese 14 
brackets ��followed with English translations presented in English brackets [ ]. 15 
 16 
There is a brief discussion in Japanese as one student gets his headset to work. At one 17 
point someone mentions�[BVG�, a phrase the teacher often uses. 18 
 19 
H: My name is Ace of Hearts My act of kindness is some people pick up the garbage 20 
and into the trash box. 21 
 22 
C: Ah! Ah! 23 
 24 
H:�2�Ì0>
ã�[Shall I start reading?] 25 
 26 
D: Yeah, yeah! 27 
 28 
H: The person falling, who is falling down the ground is not children because he has 29 
less hair and wearing black shirt and black shoes. The man stole something from the 30 
red house and escaping from the children because the door of the red house is open 31 
and he is falling on the ground. 32 
 33 
D: �SbBhY�3!�à�[It’s not a child!] 34 
 35 
H: Mm? 36 
 37 
D: �SbBhY�3!�à�[It’s not a child!] 38 
 39 
H: ��ã%���!��[Huh? Isn’t he going bald?] 40 
 41 
C: �%����!�!�[He isn’t going bald!] 42 
 43 
H: �%���94>��[He sure is going bald!] 44 
 45 
C: Laughs. �%����!���6à�[He certainly isn’t going bald!] 46 
 47 
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D: ���
!�����6�[It’s a hat!] 48 
 49 
H: ��ã��ã �[Huh? You think so?] 50 
 51 
D: ���!$
!�����6�[It’s a hat!] 52 
 53 
H: �%���94>��[He sure is going bald!] 54 
 55 
S: ��ã :�ã%����!�!�[Huh? Who? He’s not going bald!] 56 
 57 
H: ��ã���à%���94>à�[Huh! No! He is bald!] 58 
 59 
H: ��ã.��ãà �[What? You’re kidding!] 60 
 61 
H: �Ei!>
���2�!¬��9��[You’re always coming up with 62 
strange ideas, I think!] 63 
 64 
C: �.���
"�OlU´�]lU���9$%��6#�OlU
% 65 
�
���� ��8���Ù%���9
7��[Well it’s certainly strange 66 
to wear boots with a suit, isn’t it? I’m not sure it’s a suit, but for now I will say she is 67 
wearing shoes.] 68 
 69 
H:�.�%���9������	:%������������[Well, he 70 
is going bald, because that’s what you thought.] 71 
 72 
D: Hello everyone. My name is Ace of Diamonds My act of kindness… Aaah… 73 
��:Å}�4�9���3!��2��>�#ã�[This is something 74 
someone did for us, right?] Ah! My grandmother always make our cook. It is very 75 
delicious. I think they try to fly because they spread their hand 76 
 77 
C: Hand? Arm? 78 
 79 
D: Sorry. Spread their arm out like bird. Of course they can’t fly. I think that the boy 80 
who don’t join hand have poor reflexes because they fall done. He fall down. �%�� 81 
[OK] 82 
 83 
C: My name is Ace of Clubs. My act of kindness is people who share umbrella with 84 
me. ��3�Ç�.�6��[OK, I’ll start.] A boy on right of the picture hold the 85 
next boy. He looks very tired, but the next boy looks easy, so I think he is 86 
pantomiming. �%��[OK.] 87 
 88 
S: �%��[OK.] My name is Ace of Spades My act of kindness is neighbors say 89 
hello to me. The boy is looking for contact lens because he is in a squatting position 90 
and looks very hurry.  91 
 92 
H: �!9+ �[I see what you mean!] 93 
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 94 
C: ��2JkRGXikP����p°È�3!�6#�[I’m not sure they 95 
would be using contact lenses in the place shown in this picture] 96 
 97 
S: �<
>!��<
>!��3>�[I don’t know. I don’t know!] {Laughs} 98 
 99 
C:�����:�t��Ó��[This would be surprising except in recent years] 100 
 101 
H: �!"_NMek��Ê��ã!>
¦��OG?TX_NMekã� 102 
[What position did you say? Something like the squat position?] 103 
 104 
S: ��3�>��9/��!�[It certainly seems like he is crouching] 105 
 106 
C:�OG@TX_NMek��Ê�>��[Yes, I said squat position] 107 
 108 
S: �OG@TVAkH_NSEk�[Squat position] 109 
 110 
C:�OG@TVAkH_NSEk�[Squat position] 111 
 112 
S:�google"Á���[I looked it up on Google] 113 
 114 
D:��3�0�OGjTX��¥�:&��4�[Then I will write squat] 115 
 116 
H:��:�-�¥���[That’s what I wrote] 117 
 118 
D: 	:2 [Me, too] {laughs} 119 
  120 
H: �:vy���ã[How many of these did we use?] 121 
  122 
C: �� ��9ã [Huh? What shall we do?] 123 
  124 
H: {laughs}  ��9ã[What shall we do?] 125 
  126 
D: 	:%ry���6àry�[I wrote down two. 2] 127 
  128 
H: 	:2ryÊ���[I also wrote down 2] 129 
  130 
D: �3�6? [Well, then. 6?] 131 
 132 
C: 6�Ç���[Let’s write down 6] 133 
  134 
  135 
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D: %���3��:% 2"!9$
� “and”��Ê��
7�[OK. Well, 136 
maybe the other one is 2. Because I said “and.”]  137 
  138 
H: 	:Ê���!�<�Ê��>
!ãÊ��"z9$
! [I didn’t say that 139 
one at all. Did I? I’m going to say that I did] 140 
 141 
C: Ê��>�6 [You did say it] 142 
 143 
D: ���Ê��>�6 [Ok, then. I said it] 144 
  145 
H: �
l [Ok, then] 146 
  147 
C: vyã[How many?] 148 
  149 
D: vyã5y�7�Ê����ã [How many? About 5 or so, maybe?] 150 
 151 
C: áy���ã6�}
7>�[Do you think 2 might be right. I’m not sure] 152 
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APPENDIX K 
TRANSCRIPT FOR ARTWORK 10 

Group 2A Group 1, Final Numbers Group, 20:02 
 
The students in this group are indicated using H, C, D, and S to represent students who 
had the two of hearts, clubs, diamonds, and spades, respectively. There was one female, 
the S, and the other three group members were male. It was clear by the order in which 
students spoke who the main speaker was, but it wasn’t always possible to determine 
which male was speaking other than the main speaker for each card. 
 
The text is transcribed as follows. Sentences that were originally spoken in English are 
typed as is. Sentences that were originally spoken in Japanese are in Japanese brackets ��
followed with English translations presented in English brackets [ ]. 
 
�Teacher in Japanese�[Please describe your picture, your characters verbally as much 
as possible and explain the vocabulary you looked up as much as possible as if there were 
going to be a test afterwards, although there won’t be a test. Do it so the other people can 
explain the picture. Please do the task in the order hearts, clubs, diamonds, spades.] 
 
Hearts (H) Description of the Woman 
 
H: A woman with long black hair, is sitting behind, sitting behind the desk, �WOG�
3!��Vl]h�[A desk not a table] 
 
D: WOGã[A desk?] 
 
Spades (S): Table, behind the table 
 
H: Behind the table 
 
C: ��?�[Huh?] Sit? 
 
H: Sit �����9�[She is sitting] 
 
D: ���SD@�3!��?�[Uh, not a chair?] 
 
H: ��>?�[Huh?] 
 
D: On the chair? 
 
H: �§$�;"����9��[She is sitting behind the chair] 
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C: ��:%SD@�SD@"����9$ã�[It was a chair, she is sitting in a 
chair?] 
 
Hâ��4�[No] 
 
D: �¥���!��[It wasn’t written down] 
 
H: ���¥���!���}�[No, it wasn’t written down. Probably] 
 
Câ�¥���!��[It wasn’t written down] 
 
Câ ����3�uÂ�8ã�[He just made it up.] 
 
Dâ���8�3#ã�[The woman is sitting] 
 
Sâ��<��[Scaaary] 
 
Hâ��:%, �$½�Á��
7���ã�[Will you listen to my next part?] 
{laughs} 
 
Sâ�OK��8�������9$#�[OK. She is sitting] 
 
D: �m�SD@¥������ãSD@~�"s�Ð��$ã�[It said chair? 
Chair was kind of an afterthought, really] 
 
Hâ�~�"s�Ð���[Just an afterthought] 
 
Dâ���!��3�$�[So like this?] 
 
Sâ��6#���2!>
�:"����Ö�����	����	����
[Right. I want to do it that way, too. I want to make it long. OK. OK] 
 
Hâ���[and] She is wearing denim jacket. 
 
S: �WZ`NbITX�[Denim jacket?] 
 
D: �WZ`NbITX!?!?�{laughs} [Denim jacket!] 
 
H: �WZ`NbITX! {laughs} [Denim jacket!] 
 
D: �41��:à�[Please stop!!] [laughing voice] 
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H: And sewing American Indian dress. Spreading on the table. 
 
D: �5����� [Wait a second] 
 
S: �YiOã�[Dress?] 
 
H: �YiO�, [Dress] American Indian, traditional American Indian dress, spreading 
on the table. 
 
S: Spreading. ��:���ã�[Is this about right?] 
 
H: ��}���[Probably] 
 
S: 	���[OK] 
 
H: She is districted on her, look, districted face. 
 
S: Districted��!"ã[districted means what?] 
 
H:�!>
�¢7
���
��8/����
 Î*�7|���� �4

7x�º��Ú"!��>#>�[Uh, it’s not very clean, I looked it up. That’s why 
mine came to have such a funny face] 
 
Sâ{laughs}�����:4&�
7�¼<8ã�[Ha ha! I can’t take it anymore. 
Finished?] 
 
H: .��[Not yet] The dress has white and, white trim 
 
SâWhite trim 
 
H: around the neck. 
 
S: trim 
 
H: �!>
!�«/��!�(���Û$��;"���>#>��[Well, it 
looks like feathers, bird feathers] 
 
C: Fur? 
 
H: Fur�3!�#>�!>
BkWA@k$YiO!>
!� Þ$À$4�/
��!��Not fur. It’s an Indian dress, so it looks like feathers are attached� White 
and green and red�� �+,±�, �5��¾�Ï�[mostly white, with a little bit 
of green] green and red trim. 
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S: �+,±��[Mostly white] 
 
H: ��>�[Yeah] And �aFMMP�[Moccasins] is next to the dress. 
 
S: �aFMMP?�[Moccasins?] 
 
H: �!>
Ù7���	����>����[Yeah, some kind of shoes. That is all I 
had.] 
 
S: �ETIl�©����[OK. Next!] 
  
CHATTING.  
 
S: ����:�!>
o�"!9� [That’s scary. It makes me uncomfortable.] 
 
Clubs: Description of the Boy 
 
C: Boys, a boy, a boy, there are a boy next to, next to the table. On his knee. 
 
H: Next to the table. 
 
D: On his knee? 
 
C: On his knee 
 
H: His knee?�����
�[Ohh, I see] Next to the table. ��3�©$}
�[Well, 
let’s go on] 
 
C: Boys on, there are boys on his knee 
 
S: �Í$?�[Whose?] {laughs} 
 
C: On his knee 
 
D: �Ñ��[Kneel] 
 
D:�Ä¸��[Kneeling] 
 
H:�Ä$n"Å}�¸��9�����[I mean, he’s kneeling on his own knees] 
 
C: In the middle. 
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S: Middle 
 
C: He wear green shirt 
 
S: Green shirt 
 
C: Blue trousers 
 
S: �!"�:�[What is that?] 
 
C: Trousers 
 
H: Trousers? 
 
C: �P^k�[Trousers] Trousers 
 
H: �vXfCLP�[What color trousers] 
 
C: Blue 
 
S: Green shirt? 
 
C: Green shirt. He is practice, practicing hunting arrow, hunting with arrow. 
 
H: Hunting with arrow?.��ãFEO!�4! [Really? Kind of a chaotic house, 
isn’t it!] 
 
C: ��}	2�3�3!��[It’s probably a toy] Hunting 
 
H:��������3!�ã�[With a bow, right?] 
 
S: ��<�[Scary] 
 
H:��$�FEO4�4&��[What a chaotic house. Wow!] 
 
C: He focus target, to baby fox 
 
S:������<��[Really? Really scary!] 
 
D:�.�
��[Really?] 
 
H:��$�{�"®��9��[This house is full of weapons] 
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C: ��}	2�3�6�[It’s a toy! It’s a toy!] Fox run away, towards us. 
 
H: ����"�
���[This way] 
 
S: Run away toward us. 
 
C: His face suggests he think he will successesed 
 
S: �KGQO ����Ú��9����ã�[He face looks like he was 
successful?] 
 
C: �KGQO=¶w��Ú=��9�[His face seemed to show he felt he would 
succeed] 
 
S: �����<�[Ohh, Scary.] 
 
C: ����¥��ã�[Do you think the way I drew this is cute?] 
 
S: ��5���������[Yes, it’s a little cute] 
 
 
�Chatting about drawing in Japanese�[The boy is a little unclear/Fox. I can’t draw 
foxes/A person’s face? I thought so too.] 
 
Diamonds: Old Woman 
 
D: There is an old woman on the right of the room. 
 
S: ��� �"?�[What? Where?] 
 
D: Right of the room. And she is sitting in a blue chair. 
 
C:��¨BO4�[Yes, an easy chair] 
 
H: Blue chair? 
 
D: Ø�SD@[Blue chair] 
 
H: .���Ø�
.�
�[Really? It even says the color. Really] 
 
D: With high back 
 
H: High back? 
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D: �;�ÃÜ�/��! [It was a tall back] 
 
Drawing Time 
 
D: She is wearing blue dress and black tennis shoes. 
 
S: � ������[What was it?] Blue dress? 
 
H: Dress? 
 
D: Dress. She has a big smile. 
 
C: �d\l\/��!YiO����4!�ã�[It looks like it will be a Yubaba-
like dress, doesn’t it?] (Yubaba is a witch character in a manga named Spirited Away) 
 
S:����2VZOMclP�
7�[Yes, but because they are tennis shoes] 
 
D:����YiO²"%d\l\����96��(>�[Yes, it’s surprising that 
it seems to be like Yubaba’s dress] 
 
Drawing time. Miscellaneous discussion, including that they notice other groups’ 
discussions 
 
D: She is weaving wickie basket. �\OITX¿>�.���[She is weaving a 
basket] And she seems to be pointing at something in the room. 
 
S: Basket weaving�\OITX¿/�[Basket weaving] 
 
D: And she seems to be pointing at something in the room. 
 
H:�_BkX��9>ã�[She’s pointed at something?] 
 
D:����!>
_BkX��9�[Yes. It seems she is pointing] 
 
H: ����[Scary!] 
 
D: �¿> 9$
�_BkX��9$
}
7>�[weaving and pointing, I’m not 
sure what it means] 
 
S:����$���}
>!��[So she is pointing at something in the room?] 
�!>
¡���9>�6#�Ô�$q=�[Huh, so she is pointed at something, 
right, at something in the room] 
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D:��3!�
����Ë�Æ�´��� �glWAkH2��9
7�[We 
talked about that and kind of settled on that. However, she was also reading] 
 
S: OK, ¼<��ã[OK. Is that all?] 
 
D: ��[And] There is a bird. 
 
H: Huh? 
 
S: £·à[Another animal!] 
 
D: On the back of the chair. 
 
S: Back of the chair? �¥�!��[I can’t draw!] Back of the chair! ��à�$SD
@"�8Ò>��[Ah! It’s captured on the back of this chair] 
 
D: And there is a small basket on her right. 
 
�Discussion in Japanese after teacher reminds them there is only 7 minutes left and to 
write their name, number, and suits� 
 
H: �	&��>�
 �¥����
}
7>�[I’m not sure how to draw the 
grandmother] 
 
D: �}
7)>4>!� [I dunno either] 
 
C: ��$�8"Mj��'�����&���³�"2��'��<=���
�&�[I put wrinkles all around her mouth and a lot of wrinkles around her eyes] 
 
H:�v=¿> 9��Ê�����ã�[What is she weaving?] 
 
D: �\OITX�[A basket] 
 
H:��8���[Thanks!] 
 
 
Spades: Description of a Man 
 
S: There is a man, he is wearing a light blue shirt, and blue jeans, and brown leather belt. 
 
D: Where is he? 
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S: Outside the window. 
 
H:�.�
����
�[Really! Out there!] 
 
S:�¥��7Ê���[When you are ready, let me know] 
 
H:��:�¼<8ã�[Is that the end?] 
 
S: �.��9�.�.���[No, I have more. There’s a lot more] OK? 
 
S: He has a big fish in the right hand and a bunch of small fish in the left hand. 
 
H: Bunch? 
 
S:��
7���Ý$�&²!$=��" ���[That is, he is holding some 
small fish in his right hand]. He is satisfied smile, smiling. 
 
D: �Ú.���
�[They even describe his face] 
 
H:����3��¥�!��[It’s too small. I can’t draw] 
 
S: There is, there are buckets and ��$q"Õ¹�[inside of that a fishing rod] behind  
 
H: Behind! 
 
S: Behind  
 
H: � ��$�"�
�Ýã��Which hand?� 
 
S: �����[Right, right] 
 
Drawing time 
 
H: � ���¯ã�[What is that supposed to be?] {laughs} 
 
C: �»�=µ8���ªÉ=µ8��� [I want to know the answer, I want to know 
the correct answer?] 
 
D: ªÉ%ã[The correct answer?] 
 
S: ��v4��9>���ã	&��>�\OITX¿>�9$
�What is she 
doing? The grandmother is weaving, a basket?�  
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H: 	&��>v´�9��Ê�����ã�The grandmother, what is she wearing 
did you say?�  
 
S: �ß�YiO�3!�ã �[It was a black dress, wasn’t it?] 
 
D: �Blue dress!� 
 
S: ]hlYiO��� [He said it was a blue dress] 
 
H: ]hlYiO�P^k%ãv2¥��!��VZOMclP [Blue dress, how 
about the pants? I haven’t drawn anything. Tennis shoes] 
 
S:4&�¤×�v2¥��!��[Oh no! We’re out of time. I haven’t drawn 
anything] 
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APPENDIX L 
DRAWING ACTIVITY WORKSHEETS 
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